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Chapte'r 6

DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

PURPOSE OF TEE UNIT -'

, -

The purposes of theuriltare theSei.

To develop understanding. of the operation'of

division as applied to rational numbers.

To develop methods for computing quotients of

rational numbers using fraction numerals, and

decimal numerals.

To extend-the-meaning.of-the fraction-symbol

to inilUde.

a) the use of fractions whose numerators and
.

denominators. are.rational-jnumbers.
-

) The use of the fractiOn symbol to indidate

the quotient of two wh4e numbers or of

-two rational numberi:

To develop understanding of the limitations of

a place-value system of Timber-notation for

naming rational numbers. k

5) To 'Provide experience in solving problems

requiring division of.rational numbers.

509,



-.OVERVIEW OF THE, UNIT

The sections in this unit may be .grouped in five parts, as

follows:

I. Review

Some Facta.YOu Knol.About Rational Numbers
Common' Denominators
Decimal Names for Rational Numbers
properties of Rational NuMbers' .

y.

II. The Operation of Division of Rational Numbers-and

Quotients, Using Fraction Numenals

Getting Ready for Division of:Rational Number's
. Division,by a Rational NUmber .

Computing Quotients of Rational Mumbers

AppliAtion of Division of Rational Numbers_ to

-Pibblem-Solving

Probiema Solvedby Division
Division on the Number Line

.

IV. New Meanings forthe.Fraction Symbol .

Rational Numbers as Quotients of Whole. Numbers
Extending the System of Fractions

Computing

.V. Using Decimal NUmerali'in Division

Division of Rational NUmbers Named by"Decimals
Eitending the' Division Process.
EStimating.Rational Numbers Using Decimals .

. .

It is of course desirable that the teacher be familiar 'with

the entire, unit before beginning,to teach it. it is essential

that he be thoroughly familiar with ail'of the'sections under

one. of the five main topics before beginning the first section'

on that topic.

In this COmmentary, comments, on all of the sections per .

taining to One of the main topics are cothbined, and pre-cede the

related page8 of.the,pupil text.

.510 -9



Teaching the Unit..

-1

SOME" FA S' YOU KNOW-ABOUT:TIONAL NUMBERS,

COMMON ENOMINATORS

DELI NAMES FOR7TIONAL NUMMERS.

,PROR Ikt OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

PIC G RATIONAL NUMBERS

OWect ve: Since thii-is the iast chapter on national numbers

for the year, it is the purpose,ofthis section to

summarize and'reteach, when neCessack, the

concepts -of. rational- numbers developed in

previous bhapters, in' Grades Four,-Five, and Six;

Q.

\
. . .

(1) Ritional'nUmbers are used as measures of

part of a:unit segment, regio'i, nr set:

( )

(3)

A rational'number has manylnames: fractions,

mixed forms, and decimals.
. .

Rationa1-numbers have many of the properties

bf wholenumbers: The reciprocal property

is a Special property of every rational

number except zero--

The,operations of addition, subtraction, and

multiplication canbe performed on rational

nuMbeA. !

(5)'Many problems require the' use of rational

numbers.

Numberlines, models of,circular and square

regions, arrays, pocket chart and cards for place

value-of decimals,.aS needed. i



Suggested Teaching Procedure:

4

4

- See Mathematical Eackgroundfor Grade 6;
Chapter'2.

. The teacher shoulebethoroUghly familiar.
with the texts for Grades and 5, especially
Grade chapter"10, and Grade 5, Chapters 1,
2, and 6. .. j

l
As_an'informal inventory test of under--

standing of rational- ,numbers, ave children
-suggest wordi to build a "Mathematical
lidcabulary;", Record-Words on the-zehalkboard --
or'on large' sheets of paper that.can:be put on-
the bulletin board. -(Same teachers start such
lists at beginning of term and keep-them iii

.

evidence all year,
.
adding new wordsas they

are Introduced.) .

y

When teacher.is'Aitisfied that the, list
has been completed (she-should suggedt any
.thathave beeh omitted) ask7for.,yoluntears
to expo lain to the class the meaning of each
"term, debonstrating with concrete materials,
diagrams, exercises on board, eta. These
demonstrations will 'tie far more valuable 'than
mere verkaliiations- Much recall will have

.

taken- place daring this discussion-of vo-:.
ANabulary.

Have ghildren read and work' the--first
'eight Exercise Sets independently. Evaluate
eadh Exerdise Set carefully to determine what_ )

reteaching of concepts and skills is,necessary.

512

, .
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ChApter6

'DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS-

SOME FACTS YOU KNOW ABOUT RATIONAL pum7R4

(S
.

- The'whole nuMbers are useful. in answering questions about-'..
t

how many objecteare in a.set of .object's; but to-ansWer questions

abdut the parts of a;:singlC object, Cr a part. of a 6et,of.objectts
,J,

...

numbers of a new kind are Used.. -The'-new s t of numbers is

called the set.of rational numbers.

Numbers named by numerals like, .0, ,8,: 0.9,

1
And 5 are rational numbers of aritilmetic..,

Some rational numbers such as

are also whole numbers. -s

7

14, 198, and 7033

. ..

A fraction is one klnd-ot symbol., or name;'for a rational'

number.. Fractions we_have.used fn our work:so'-faz4 are written

with two numerals separated by a bar. The number named by the.,

numeral below.-the bar is called the denoMiriatOr and must be a

counting number. Yrhe-numier-named abOve.the bar, is called the.

numerator and mUst'be a who'd number.

Every rationk.nUmber has many fractionsnames. Whole'1

numbers may be named bY.fractions whOSe denominators,are. 1.

ID'
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Whole number's also may be named by fractions having .

.
denominatOrs other than one.'_

12
= 2 7= 8, 7. 4, 2 4

Ngtice that whenevera whole number is namedoby a frac'titn,

the numerator is always a multiple of the denominator.

1Rational numbers like. 15and also have many

fraction names. Any rational number named by a'fraction may

*renamed by multlplythg both the numerator and denominator

by any counting number-greater than one. Why do we'say,

*greater than ;1"?

4 6 8 ielo
S = Tr 3

4__.8 12 16 '20
5 16=1.5=7-6=25

1'4 21 25

Can you think of this.way to rename a rational number.

named by afraction in a different way? Could we think of it

as multiplying th4 number by 1, and naming 1 by a fraction

with denominator greater than 1?

. .

1 27x 7 =

A
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p

The simplest Praction name for a rational' number isthe

one In whichthe numerator and denominatbr have no common

factor except 1.

2 2_x 1
57n"

Numbers named by fractions iike--6 . and can be

renamed' in simplest iorm.by dividing the numerator and

denominator by their greateit co on factor.

6 + 6
12-r7

10 10 + 5 2
+ 5

15 1

xTx11
2x3x1.3. 2x) 0

Names for rational numbers greater than 1 may be written.

in a variety of mixed forms.

3+4, 24, 3IP
-D

Mixed forms, such as 4,, 6i, and 7 are each a

simplest mixed form because

(1) the numerator of the fraction,is smaller

than the denominator, and

(2) the:fraction is in simplest' form.

515
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tieivise Set 1

s: 4

1. Replace n in each teriee. by a numeral .to make -a true

.statement.

g (31)
7T6_ 017) . .(as)

(09) 20T3 (147)

2. Write the following in the simplest mixed' form.

O= A- f-)E0

"IS

(74) T (6)

(19 334 64i.)

Replace n in each of the following to make the sentence

true.

5-

= (7)

57t. 6. ('3)

n ,154 21126 = 20126 04)

-

15-
516
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4. Write throe more members for each set

Set

set

Set

Set

A'

B

C =

D7'.=
{2

17,

165,

if

iS

10

Find the siMplest fractionmame-f rational numbe

9

6
b.

(f)

(39

(21T)

2/ (2)rir 8

12
Ii'

f
8.

28

27i*

24. (.71-)

CopY and supply thg missing'nuM ratOr or denOmi tor

a.

.b.
V

4
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COMMON DENOMINATOR

In yoUr work with rations# numbers, it is often

convenient to work with fractions whose, denominators are the.

same. If two or-more fiactions have the 'same denominator, we .

say they have a common denominator. Common - denominators may. be

four For any two fractions by finding Common multiples of both

denominators. /(
Often youi knowledge of the multiplication facts is 'all

you need to do this. FOr greater, .less familiar denominators
I

you can find the least multiple common to both denominatOrs.

- Consider fractionith denominators 15 and 21.

Suppose Set F is the set of multiples of 15; and Set.T

is the set of multiples of 21. Can you 118V-every member of

the set? How do'you indicate that there are more members than

itt is possible to list? .
Set F = "( 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105,. .. )

Set T = ( 21, 42, 63,. 84 105, ...).
F n T = (105, )
Find the next seven members of Set F; of Set T. Find the

next member of. F n T.

Since 105 is the smallest number in. Set Fn T, it is

called the least common multiple of 15, and 21. gny multiple

of 105 is also a common multiple of 15 and 21. The

product of .15 and 21, or of any two numbers, is always a

common multiple of the numbers, but not 'always' the least,.

common

17
518
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Complete factorization, or expressing a!mUmbe a
.

product of:primes,.is!the simpleatHmethod of finding a least,

common multiple forttiqo numbers whOse multiples°.youcdo not

know.

.
Suppose the numbers are 12 and. 21,Eoeyou recall this

. . .

.. ..

convenient diagramfyou used in finding the least common
.1,

. .

''

multiple?. .e ..-

. ---__.2

`fr

I.
4 0t

Iq .

2 x 2 x 3 x 7 = -84

1:!:--is the least common multiple of- 21 and 12..

is also the.least:common.denomlnator of fractions%with
.

denominatori 12 and '21.



Exercise Set 2

\

1. Rename thioaumlpers named by each paireof fradtions below-
.

-,_

. .

'by ,fractions which have the least common denominator.. You

should use just Multiplication facts for these..

:

c.

1 .'

S'

5
7
2

3

, 3a /41
9 C

/15
47'27

6
(

)

_1(
3 .5 ( 21 2ci

d. 9 3g'
e.

f.

2'. Which is the greater rational number?

or 1 (i)5
or /4

7 k 77

"g2'

4 14- 3G )
k. G3 43

6
?r. Cgi'

Arrange in order from 'east to great

1

or

d. or

4

;.

1-)3,

(3")

..-1111*

A,
. 6 ).AL

.4. Write the first five members of the set of multiples for

each number. Underline-the least common multiple for each

parr. 'Then.write the: first two members of the set-of
7 %

cohimon multiples for each pair.

a.

b.

16,

20,-

12-,

25

12,24-04.,V.,603
0,./4

Yo, Go, 10, at13
12.5,50, 7,5,/00.,/253
( tee, Zoo

.

13,

15,

fi520

[13, 261 32 4.5)

26

r

EU', Sa, /Ofd303
/5Z, /of
.

5 PE, 30;451 ;"1.45.1

f..r, /0, 2,20,253
fis.,
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Name each pair of, numbers -by fractions with the least

oomffion denominator.

a.

b. 31 9 , .0375
/
).

75 TEG- cc

.

d..

8 7 i6. 7 a
115.' 76. A2-6-5 xg.

18 9 fa, i71I, 5- kis ary

a

6. Fitld the least common multiple of each pair of numbers

by using complete factorization.

a. 10, 14 (70) d. 5, 3:6 (so)

b. 12; 20 (6o) e. 12, 14 (8,)

c. 21, 30 (2/0) f. 13, 15 (195)

7.. Which-is the gre&r rational number?

,521

11
or (11)

C 11

d. or
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DEC NAMES FOR RATIONAL -NUMBERS

Ifyou heard the words;."three-.tenth-", you could write the

fraction name ..or the decimal name 0.3.

Rational numbers whose fraction-names have denominators -10,

100,. or 1000 may be writtendirectly as decimals.

.= 0.7
-=

325
y 17550.

4 325

2 25 510
Tay = 0.02 1000 0.025 Tua 5.10

Some numbers like and must be renamed before they

can be named by decimals.

1r _ 5 4.0 0.750.5 E
5 6 25

izy v^
cn,m uaD

Any decimal name for a rational number may 'be written

directly as a fraction or mixed form.

l.4 = 7
1 = YOU

590.59 0.9. 9= rev o

Recall that you can find a fraction name for a number if

you know a decimal name for it, in this way:

The digits in the'dtoimal indidate the numerator.

The place value of the last digit on the'right indicates

the denominator.

3457
For example,

=-10!()003.457 = Tuou .0025

The fraction obtained in this way is called the fraction

form of the decimal.

(LV
vTeco,

What is the fraction form of 1.4?,,of 2.007? A. of, 0.59?

21
52
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EXercise Set 3

1. Name in words the rational number named by
. 0

0.07
. 2.-.4.44 4

a. 1.2
16,1

2. Complete the following chart.

'0

;

each decimal below.

0,/:35

Fraction Name Numerator Denominator Decimal ame
t

a., 5 10G 0.05
,

IGO,

b.
76

1(-57,

.

(76)

.

(too) . (o. 76)

c.
1

-(83/). (t000) (0'831)(0'831)000

d'
2408-

(2408) (loo) (24.08)100

e.
3012
.1-555 (30/2) 0000 , (3.012) .

f.
134
-75- 0.3*). c (1°)

(i.s.40 :

g. 9
(47) (loon) (. ooq)10.00

h.
234
Tb-1:5 x

(234) (too) . (2.34) .

Match each fraction name -in Column A with the.decimal in..

Column B naming the same'rational number.

Column A

30 .

(--K.)

(I),

(-(,--)

(.74

(A)

Column B

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

3.o

0.30.

. 0.003

0.03

G-030

loo

T6-5
3

1000

22
10

2_
1000

300 (-t)

523

1. 30.0
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f.

Complete the chart below. 6

'Decimal Name/of
Rational iamb er .

Numerator cif'
Frac tion ForM

. .

Denominator of 1..
Fraction. Form.

. i

, '

Fraction Form

a. 0.. 42 42- 100-
42.

ITU

V. 0.056 (64.) 0000) (,0.00)

c. 70.:
. (73) ,. -(l0) -a-S-1

-d. 2.08 ja; . i)
...(/O()) ('A9O' )

e. 11.01
.

(tioi) \,.... (loo)
(//0,0I)

f.
,

0.9 . M. .

@0)
. .

.g. 3.405
(.3405) . Q000) 44f)( a

h. 4:071 (400 (b000.) "(jf&c,./ )

1. 2,06
(2 00 (roo) 2 04

/ oo

J.- 8.9 (/o) .- (r--5,,..)(n)

5.: Tell whether each of the rational nUMbers named be1oW

>1, < or = 1'

a. 0.01 (< ) d. 1.1 ( > 0.

'

b. 0.1. (<) e.- 0.001 <) h. pio.

c. 0.9 (<)s :f. 1.0 r °) is 0.901

h .

6.. In each of the following, write a decimal "name for aer,

ratibnal. number, sUch that

a. > 0.11... and m <. 0.2'

,

b. p -> 0.009 and p_.5 0.009

c. t 0.1' and t < 1.0

d. s > 1.1 and -s < 1.9

2 :524

( .12, .15, . 14, .15, . /6, .... )
more than one answer

orrect? )- - .

,)
(9z4-, _,:a.........-4, ----,...s....t.

__L___

(-z 3, -6, -$1 . 6 . . . )

(I, 2,, / 4, 1.5, 1.6 . ..)
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Axrange in order from least to-greatest.

:
o.25,

.

0.02,: 1.02, 2.002, 2.2

(o.(72. 025, cri, /.021 2. Cozy. 2.2 24-).

8. Write in expanded notatione-

a;

ec

4.9 'C-(4x1)+ Cqx -145-g

. 927.87

56.63

CQ x, /02) + (2 X /0)4-6 x 1) Cp ;CO +.(7 X .-Th)*(2 x

X lo) +(e 0 4- (4 >4.71; ) + (3 x

Write the decimal numeral for:

a. 10.

'b. ( x 10
2
)

+ (45.753)

2 x 101) + 4 x + (9 X + (7 x
10- 10

(724: 91.)

525 1,

fl
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Exercise Set 4

1. Which of these fractions may be written directly as decimals?

Write the decimals if you cin write them directly.

5.a.' vr-
'e 0

46
b.

C. e.

4:65) d. (6:5) f. 9
To7 (.009)

. Rename each number so .that it may be written,directly is

a decimal.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

h.

Fraction
-game'

12

12

6o

-212
200.

2
125

VUltiply
by

(4)

(f)

25 526

New Fraction
Name

260
\ \loot:5'

(41)

5oc
/coo)

f /20
ll /00

( /060
1/4/000/

/ /6
-Joao /

Decimal
,,Name

o.48

(0.260)

. (/.5

(o.ps)

(0.sdo)

(./..2o)

1. 0640)
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/
Which of the following numbers -do not have a fraction _name

/. (-4,, ,cf?.,4-):
wi-th denominato, 10; 100; or- 1000.A 'Rename all' others
as,decimalst-

Er
c.

150

Complete

3

f.
8

Rational Number Fraction Name Decimal Name

one - fourth
,

1
Z 0.25.

one -half. _. (±) (0 5)

thtee-fourths ( --A (0. 75)

- -four-twentieths
( (1) (0.2) )

three-fifths, -----4) (0.6)
nine-tenths (0.47)

5., match each fraction name in Column A with the correct

decimal name in Column B.

Column A . a.
20

. .

b.
2

270-

;

2
r5

e.
22

255

f.
262

202wg.

27 2 6

Columm.B h. 0.008.

i. 0.80

o.88

k. 8.08

I. -o:8o8

m. 0.088

i. o-o8
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Exercise Set

1. a. Add 29.9 and 37.06 (66.96}

c.

d.

MaitiPlY (32.)2

Subtract 11.58

Add 35 and

4

az4 (i)2 (i)

from k0 (29 *2)

(53 fi)

e. 0.2. and 0.3 '62.00

Subtract . 9 from 14. (4 1,-,t)

Read the following carefully. Express the relationships'

. in each problem in a mathematiCaI Sentence. Solve, and

write,your answer in a complete sentence. Rational

. numbers may be represented by 'fractions or,decinials.

1

2. One basketball player had an avere of twenty-seven and

nine-tenthS pointis per game. A second player'haci an,
(27.#.25.5;

average of twenty-five and one-half points per game. >,,z7./.241
.......:z40 0044,44.44..."416 2%9)

IThich player bad .the better' aveta e.A. By..how many:points . '
. 4, ' ... ... ?

: 'was, r.t. patter? (g al)

27
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In a class of X32 children, there-are 14' boys and 18'

girls. 6 of the 14 boys are Scouts. 10 of the_,18

girls are Campfire Girls: What part of the boys

Scouts?Aat-part of the girls are Campfire.GirlsS4 What

CIO
part of the class are Scouts?A What -part of the class are0 )
Campfire Girls?YiThich group represents the greater part

of the klasS, Scouts ,or Campfire Girls? (da.404044:*-0-14,)

,1

4. In one part, of the Amazon River Valley the average, rainfall

per month is twenty-one and four-tenths inches. What is /
the total' amount of rainfall for the year? (2.0,4' A....11.44.e4a

'-20Z0 = /2 x /.44)

5. If a plane averages 560 miles an hour, how far will it .

travel. in five and one-half .hours? C3.40,0-4-4))
( a.t .02 I ) 4) 3o (PO -4.24.4.2e..4)).

**1' 5± X 560)
.

. .

. On our vacation we averaged twenty-eil3ht'and-seven-tenths
,

miles per hour foran average of seven and one -half
i

.(2745.241.24:1)

hOurs each day. What Was the distance we traveled each clan, .*-,

(W.er 2/5. 25 .--frfrz..Z.E.e....))

( 7"i J'' 7 x 27)
The av rage use fuse will allow 15 amperes of

N-,--telectrici o pass through it. If you connect a two and

five-tenths '%'heiter and a ten amp refrigerator to it,
(2.5.44;46.4)

howmany more scan the fuse-carryWithout burning out?A

(Nit ,c.e.-41.1.,c...a....c..t...cr 2.5...z....,,11,2.,a...7.0.s..?

(2..5 -i- /0 4- 72 ;95)

2;34.
529.
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1

8; A metric ton weighs two thousand two hundred four and six-

tenths pounds. Eof many more pounds than the English ton

is the metric ton? (720.6
to. 41.

= 220. 6 . - 2000)

In'the school library, books are arranged on the shelves

lust as numbers are arranged on a numbei line. Call

numbers on books become greater as you Move to the right.

How should the following bookS be,arranged on the shelf?
(altgla -40..4....t.42-01.4.e.o& :0-021i, 375.4, 806 BOLOS, 8042)

375.4 0.0218

1. 10. The head is about 5 of the height of a.young boy. Jim

.is 60 inches tall. Will .his head be above water ilhen

lie'stands in a pool marked 4 feet deep?(ye-421) Why?

.04 6.0 Lsa. 41:5 ...jatV),
( n 60 4i# ..,-.(-e-it-1-4))

801.0 B SO 1 801.2

28 -
530
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PROPERTIES OF RATIO* NUMBERS

Exploration,

A.:Wany two whole numbers.

-:.,-TrythfSe more pairs.

Did yOu always have a. whole number to use as

Canyou think of any two whole numbers whose

whole number? 4-no)

Do you agree wi)h this statement:

"The sum of any two whole numbers is always a hole number"?

Sum?

It

(re))

urn. is not a

1. Add the following pairs of rational number

2
a. 1-

3
c. 4i

(7)
b. d.

(Tri)' (27)

Was each sum a rational number? (21etR.4

Can.you thinkof any two rational numbers whose

a rational number? (71.49")

Do'iou a#ree that the sum of any two rational numbers is

a rational number? k4e...41)

2. Perform the following operations..

e.

t

sum is not

a. 432 x 56
(14,192)

b. 708 x 9
(6/372)

c. 490 x 78 e. 3 x
(38,220,i (d

d. 5600 x 43 f.
2 4

x
04o,goo) 3'

5-.)(f

531 vj



When you multiplied two whole numbers, was the product

always a whole 'number? (

When you multiplied two rational numbers was the product

always a rational.nuW? 4441.)

What generalization can you'make about the produOtof t10
(tdst

whole'numbers?A of two rational numbers?

.
3. Find the produCts of the following pairs of nuMbers.

a. V and ..74 (7) d
d

d. lu and. 10 (/)
1

1

,

b. 17 an .. 0) e. I5
E.

and . Tr
6

(1)

1 0) . 7
c . -5 5 f. g and (1)

What do you notice about tile- products you found?'

62/"...e.y-1...a......r...e-,....cm-e-e- /2

4. Can yowthihk of ahy two whole numbers. whoslIrducttis 1?

1rf7.;:7

interesting number 1:

...)
Did you think of. 1 x 1? This is one more property

7-When-I is,_ multiplied by 1,, the product'is 1.

No other whole number has this property.

.Every rational, number, however, with -the eXceptil of

zero, dqes possess this property:

For anrrational.number, except. zero,.there is another

rational number such that the product of the numbers,,is
,

Such numbers are called reciprocals of each other.

31

532
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5.. Look back at exercise. 3.

What do you notice about the numbers in each ex le catt.;ti)c 6.0....e..&,..._-$1.) .....e...4..i

Name the reciprocal of each of the following:
a 4:k.

r
-..

. 4 3 (44 6 L52)a. r 0.-47) c . e. .77% e
3 +D

i Cif) d.
7.2 (q)

f. 2 -6-)

6. Which, product expressions below, are names for 1? 41
IN-

3 4
5-)c 251 e: lu5 x u4 .Tr x 5 c.a.

2 t 1- 2 8b. . f.-x -3- 1--c-) x 1 .8. ^ 7

Which of the followin statements are true?
17

Explain' your answer.

7 + = + 7
v ,

b. 17.53 + 34.7 = 34.7 + 17.53 6,2tA4"--,c.......-±-1"-

3155+ 4.124 4_

. 1.5 - 0.3 = 0.3 - 1.5. /.2 /...5

(3.7 x 2.4) x 6.8,= 3.7 x (2.4 x 6.8)

f. (t x 13 = x x

g. 16 + (8 + 2) (16 + ÷ 2 CAL.e.r-e.-- .2 4-2-.4)

h. 2 x (5 x 3) = (2 x x 3 Cat.,.e.

1. 7g. - 3S = 3s. - 7-4g,c-td-e.311

c-4...c.d..e:d

.3c,

.533 32



_Rational numbers are used,to deacribe the measure of a

epent, region, or set in relation -to a unit segment,-unit.

region, orzet..

The'fallowing:diagramapicture a region, a segment, and a
.

set,each with measure 5v.

I I I 1. I ill

0 I 2 2 4 5 6 7 8
8 8 8 8 8 8 13-

A .B

of the circular region in figure A. is shaded.

The measure of.' XY in figure B is ft

of the set of white keys-on.the( song-bells have matching

black keys.

,Just as 5 is another name for:_

1 + 1 + 1 +.1 + 1

13.1J 11E113'

n a EiVi4T,E

is another name for

Or

5 x 1,

1 1 1 '1 1.8+8+8+8+8
or

5 x 8.

or

534
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sr-

Exercise Set 6

.14 A and B are unit squares. ..Write both the fraction and

.-Zdecimal names that best describe. the measure of each

shaded region...

Vir
ZI2K4,4',4*' 44027,044427
447,/,,,,

ef 71
e17,4:4/ Jr

7Z,ZAT
WilA W. 4 '11
riar zrirtit-
mraromir .

I

+t j,
4_

1 1IT_
i c

-r
A (7,0.7.3) 8 *(4.) o.5)

2. Find the perimeter and area of each rectangular region below._

u.

(p. 32t-14:
442.5.42r-p)

Find 'the area of

is drawn below.

3
12 4 FT. 15.05 MILES

w

v.

(Ps *1.4 "),Z., A = M. 7f5 '1'7244

the floor of the house 'whose floor plan

( 753 . 250

55
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A
II.. 1

I

1

I

I

1

I I I

I

J H
1

1. AEFJ. is a region separated into
.

if m AEFJ = 1,

congruentregions.

a. m ABIJ = L4-2 b. m ACHJ = 1

2. If m ADGJ = 1,

/ 4 )
a. m AEFJ t.5, b. m #CHJ =

I
3. If in ABIJ = 1,

(

ADGJ =

ABIJ =

of"

a. m AEFJ = (4) b. m ADGJ (3) ACHJ-41-1 (2)

4. Write one addition, and two subtraction sentences pictured

by the diagram below. Write sentences using

(a) fractions; sand (b) decimals.

A

0,
0 2
2 2 2.

6. i 2 3 . 4 5
5 5 5. 5 5

as +0.3..0.6)

t 536

3 5- 1 .
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5.- Illustrate the following problem with a number line

drawint,
4,

36 61 6e
Tony a chart to show the height in inches of all the

children in his class. Allen toid him he was 4 feet
- 3

tall. How many inches did Tony record for Allen's-

height? ( 6 6 ^1;11-2-1-')..
a

Below is a seating plan for a class of 36 children.

Ti rl n Tl TT rl T1 Ti- rl

rl TI 1-1 ri d. -r -ri

ri Ii ri ri Ti ri ri

ri ri ri rl

In how many other ways can you arrange the desks to
(9-.424. 444.44 W1.41.4.#e.) te4.4.;LL44.14-tic.44traw t-4";*) vel'ed"f"'"),e:gma.di.)

make a series of equal rows?1 Draw a diagram similar ,10

the one above to illustrate one arrangement and write,

the fraction name that best describes the measure of

each row;
-no. 41, citai...e.d.i..v Jr...r.v 114. 1 dr.AritisJ ..11.4.4Lutiossi..~6,raiti

f.
tt.

!v 2 12 /# _a
/2 3 vs"

36

3 i2..
t

36 i

.
i 36
6

'537

6
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Trxerase Set 7
0

O

1. Complete the following mathematical-sentences.

a. (4.9 x 3.52) + (4..9 -3.52) = (_8)
( 7- 4 )+ ( x 2. )= ( ' 5 )b.

d. (62.5 - 38.9)-x 4.3 = 25.+ (76.#8)

e. (4)2,+ (k-x 4,) (5 M)--= 10

f. (0.3 x 0.3) + (20.6 - 12.93) 7 (2.70 = 5

2. At one point; the river is 2.6 feet, deep.. AZ another,

it is - 5.1 feet deep. What, is the ,dtifference in these

two depths? (2.6 ft)) (

7.5

3. It takes 3.3. seconds fore a word sent by telegraph( from one

station to reach a second station, 4 aecondi. more to reach
the third, and 3.9 seconds -more to reach the fourth. How

long does it take to transmit the word from the first to the.,
6'

fourth station? (r*-31-4-0-c.,"161-4`1) (33 -- 4. 4- 3'1'24)
(Nit tiz-k-141, //A ....4...e-c-o-pz.441-1

37 538
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4. Ricky needed two 8.7 inch long axles and one 6 inch

steering wheel pole for a toy 'racer he was making. He

bought an iron rod 25 inches long. After he cut okf

the parts he needed, how many inches were left? (/-6 AAli.)
(2 X 8.7+6.71"

25 p
ti

( a-. / .Lvs..c.14.4...4.11-1-it?)
p /.6)

- N

Plane A traveled

Plane B traveled 6a0. miles per hour. for.. ho
A) .

Which plane traveled the greater diStance?) How much

greater' was the distance? .(25 ..4-72t4.4)

6$6) Coo) =.2.5-

650 1miles per hour for 37 hours.

4.

( 122.4.47.4., A t--t-d2.,-.-e-ez-d-1' 2$

6. What is the perimeter and what is the area of a .rectangular

rooin whose adjacent sides measure. 24 feet by .l6 reet?
( P 82 tAl A = tit*. 25,. ,e6.1

241 4.- /6i f. P. 8Z
244i 162 .A.o. 404.25)

( 4.L.2.24o4.25
7. Discoverer II was in orbit around :the earth for a period

of 90.5 minutes. .Discoverer:* was in orbit 95.569
minutes: ;.What is the difference in time of the two orbital

"flights?. (5.O69 .4-it12,244f-eisi))

539
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Read the following problems.careTully.

Express the relationships in each problem asaymathematical

1. Jane measured the tallest

It was 117 inches tall.

( / 2 = 1i7:

4-feet?

sunflower plant in'her garden.

What was its measurement in

t7ge'5-441tAti./.

t.*.1

Tom is 6 feet tall.Billti.h4ght is of TOmis.

How tall is B1 l? x 6:

4 A3. Philip can throw a ball 5 oi the dis,nce that Tim

,Tim can throW.p. ball 100 feet. How far can Philip

throw it (72,=,i'';c ioo; "ra
So 4..v..)

A piece of garden hc401. 17 feet long is divided into
a.

equal lengths. What 's:the measure of each piatie? ,

( 72, s 2 17 :

egi 147.)

can.

Mary and Florence cybicled to 4 picnic. They left home
.

.:,._

the sametime.and traveled the same diOtince. -Mari reached
,f-:

the picnic in 7'of an hour lkhour. Florence reached it .t of
, .

.

an hour. Whick.girl took more time? Ithw much more ?}

(4- > =-L.
1

ft, - 5 .1.Z r- a . 792arty ,44,-P-se) 4+ -44..e.i. !---).).2-0--W

at

540
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Wildwood apd Hillcrest Schools are having, a debate; Each

:tWo speakers on its team. The debate will last
..

one. hous,..- --The,:time will be divided equally among the

speakers,:; Whit.Part of an hour will each speaker have?
? (7.2? ett

. The area o a:recta:1164F -flower bed is 21C eet.
a

.

The measure of one sidd:IS 8 feet. What is..iheineasure.
:-ladOf the adjacent side ?!': C x 8 24L

-21269

. In January, 1961, 4.8 inches. of 'rain fell in New Orleans.

In February

Orlea'ris have
.(vb 4-8 3.i:

3.1 inches fell. How much rain did New

in the two months? .

?au,/ ,400

It- takes. ;lupiter 11.862 earth years to orbit the sun.
It takei Saturn 29.458 earth years to orbit' the sun.
What is the 'difference, in- earth years betw-egn the ,tinto

required;tk,Jupiter and Saturn to orbii".Vie sun?
(m a 2q.

9' a -eat:i-ng.White shark measuring lei ;feet was

t by rod and reel in Australia, setting .a new record.
A year later, a blue shatmeasuring 11i feet was caught
by rod. and reel in the United States, settingi:a world record

also. Howmuch greater was the length of thd white shaik?
(72, = 164 / / ZR .ZILAJ .44f="4';--, Z.

541
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I ' G READY' ii*.$*isiox..oF,. RATIONAL-NUMBERS
DIVI ON BY A RATIONAL NUMBi1C---

COMPUTING QUO IMO'S oIP. RATIONAL NUMBERS

Objectives: To review .the3.Ptoperties of rational numbers
used for fihdipg quotients
of rational numbers.

To apply.:._the properties of rational numbers
in finiiihiquatie4s.

To find a sho.yt.method ,for, computing quotients, .
a ci'7 . = x b 0, c 0 c3.1 0

Vocabuiary: Product, factor, uninown factor, dividend,

divisor, quotient, -divide. by : ,

division sentence; riatiplication sentence,
quotient expressioh-.

Materials: Strips of paper each about t8 inches by
incheb. The teacher and each pupil should.0-
have severa.j. strips.

Sr.zggegted Teadl-ang Procedpiel
7.

Divisibh f9r whole numbers was defined as the
inverse of multiplication; that is, 15 + 3 =n
means that i is a whole number such thatn x 3 = 3,6 and 3 x n 15. With this definition,
division/ was not always possible. ;Tor example, s
there i$ no .Whol number for this sentence
is true: . . .

ii +17 n.

Divieion for ratibnal numbers is defined ;in the
same way: '
11 4 4=

''TT n means that n x - = land

x n 7.
Before beginning:the section: "Getting Ready

for Division of Rational. Numbers," ybu may wish-to.
prqceea as follows,, using the strips of paper
-mentioned above,

,4.1 54.2



You know how to add," subtract, and multiply rational

numbers. Now We are going to study divisiori,of rational numbers.

.
You have some stripi of paper on your desk which you will

use to diagram some mathematical sentences. The strips wIll

help.you picture division of rational numbers. Here

mathematical sentences. NOticethat in each,- 1

and a rational number is the known factor.

a. 1 + =-n

b.

c. 5= n

2
= n d. l + =.n

are the

is the' product .

1 n
5

Cohsider. that one whole strip repress a region whose
. .....

measure is as. How can you use one of-thes:tXipsof paper to

picture I 4 -p (r4ake as many small.reiiOnS whose measure

is as Wecan.)

3HOw can you -show a region Whose measure is 17? (Fold-the

strip into T. . Use three of the fourths to picture thle-

fourths.)

Strip .1

You have..one pi4ce whose measure is Vipethe.unit region.

You have another piece which is smaller. What part of a 3-

piece is it? , (It is of a ip piece.)

4

543



. You" 'can now tell .'is. LoOk at your strip, of
paper. Orie ..Wilailestrip is separated into two pieces. The
larger piece has measure .threefourths.

How doeS.the smaller
piece compaile in size with the larger? (It mis':one-third 'as.
large. ) The measure Of the smaller piece is of three -
fourths. What is" 1 + (1 '4. 3 11 becauie you have one(1

Tr

three - fourths piece and one-third of another such piece.)

._ 7' ... Write 1 + . , 4 on the chalkboard as the

beginning of a summary of the dair 1 s discussion.

Use another strip of paper to represent a region whose
..measure is 1. Use it to find 1 + ;. Describe hOw you do this,
(Fbld the strip into. 3'7. Use two Of the thirds to make one

1piece with measure two-thirds; the other piece has .measure:' 7
2' 1, i #o f,-. two-thirds . 1 :%+- 3- = 1.2-. )

-
(See Strip 2.) - . ,

- Strip 2

The teacher should emphasize that a strip has
a measure of. 1 ' when the whole strip is the unit
but it has a measure of 4 when ,the unit region

. is r2, of a strip.

Have the mathemticaL sentences b through
Solved in the a4me way.

t Each solution should be added to the summary.
The summary should' have the form as shown at top
of the next. page .

. .
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a.

b.

c.

='15

2 ,17 J.7

3- 7 3

d.-

e.

f.

1.

1

1

+

i3=

2 21 _-
5 2

3-= 12
5 3

Look at your results in the problems above. 4he quotients

are' named by mixed formi. Rename them by fractions.

3 8
15 '5-5
2 5b. e. 1

3 5
+ 5

a. d. 1

f 1

:What. do you notice about the resuIts?/. (Each is the

reciprocal of the known .factor.)

Letts test another division with 1 as the product;
.4,

4
a strip Of.paper to find- 1

4

The strip
then into fount
into sixteenths.

e easily folded into-halves,
then into eighths, apd then
Five sixteenths may then be

.

torn off, another .. -torn offr, and another, and
1 5the ...11-61E left shown as 17- o

f..

.a 1.6. piece.

.

5 6What is 1.-F A? (4) Vie can write 1 + ru 7. Is

tthe result Mere the reciprocal of theIcnOwn factor? Yes) You

--have pictured division when the product is 1 and the known`'"

factor is a rational number. Later you_will picture division

When the product is. a number different from 1.. .

The development of the methoda*esented in the
text for computing n with fraction numerals is
based on the definition-of division and on these
properties of rational numbers ready known:.

1. Patiplication Property. I b and d are
.not. 0, then

Use

a c_ax
x

4A



'2. .Reciprocal Property. 4br every rational
number0except 0, there is another rational
number such that thi product of the two
.numbers is 1. If a / 0 and b /,0, the

'b a

a
reciprocal of the number is --.

. Associative Property.

a e
Iy (kx x

4 Property of Ohe. 'Ig. n is a rational number,
then :n x 1 f 1,5( *°.= n.

In addition'tothese'four Properties, the 'idea
of equality is ;_important. .The symbol '" =-" is
takeri to mean "is another name foe." This is the
meanings with which the.pupils are.familiar, but it
has special importance in this development.

. .

In the first Explciration for the section
"Getting-Ready to DiVide by a Rational Number,"
division of rational nuMbers is defined as indi-
cated above. The exercises in 'Set 9-are designed
to focus attention on this definition and on
Properties 2 and 4-in the-list above

The seconelbploration focuses attention on
the meaning of " = ," and on the idea that the
productoOf two rational numbers is a'unique
rational number. Thus, if "5 x xi" and "7"
are mines for the same number,. "2 x (5 x n)" and
"2 .x 7" are also names for the same number..

In the section "Divas n by a Rational
Number" the properties are used to find the
'quotient pt twb.rational,n bers. No attem t
.should be made at this time to arrive a e usual-
"rule" for finding quotients. Emphasis should be
on using the properties of rational numbers to
find quotients of pairs of rational Ambers.

You may wish to begin the discussion in-this
-way: .

r,Think of any two rational numbers. Suppose we use 8 and
You know how to find their sum. What is, it? ( or 34W-)

. You know how to subtract from 2, What is. the other
2addend? (1477. or 24r)

You know how to find the- product of 5" and 1./hat is it?15 .
(144 or. i)

546'



NOW we wish to find. the quotient - Since division

is related to'multiplication;,.you can use s me things you hive

learned abOut multiplication_to find out h w to divide.

.8 :5. . '8 5
Supose that.

.$
15- n. -I- = n" on the board)

What is.a.multiplication.sentenc which states the .same

relationship as this division entence?
8

n 3) 14e- know a

number for x n. What is it
(

(3) you wiSh'to find a number

for n. What number.times equals n? (1 x n = n) Now we

haVe 5 x n and we want 'J.1 x n. How could you operate on

x n) so as to have.a Rroduct (1 xn)1 -Could: you multiply?

(Yes) By what number? .(ic because it= 1) Try:it.
.8 5. .8 5%t5 x- x n) k- x 13) x n = 1 x n) ,Now see what,we have:

(Write on board.)

5 8
x n

,55 x k,E x n) = ?

5What all we write on. tile right: ai:de-9. 'since (13 x n) and

name'th ame number; 4611.,and- name the same-5 3 .

number. ...

x5
.

8 :8x =
8 x

How can we rewrite the left side?

8 5 8 8 .(3-x 13) x n = 5 x

laiat property, was used? (ASsociative)
.

8
Rewrite the left side again. (1 x n =

8,x
5) Rewrite it

8 8
again. On = x 5) Now find a simpler name for the number-named

by the product expression. (61-15-) So

64
n 53

;3' 4- 844°

547



Continue with other. examples. Then work
through the Exploration frith the pupils.
Emphasize the properties used;. Exercise Set 10
can be used for'individual work-in finding
quotients, following the-models shown.

,Here is a slightly different development
which_you could use instead of, or in
addition to, the one above.

'As before,

5
/3 - n, so

5
_13 x n =.5

What number must replace n to make a true statement?
5Suppose n -were- 2? Then .8. x 2 =

Suppbse n- were 7. Then x ?
5 - 9 _

-Finding n in this way would take a long time.

Suppose n s. were' . Then

5 8 1x

To get a numeral for gL, by what number must we multiply

8 8x ;)? tSince 1 x = multiply by. ,

58 8
) x = 1'x 5.

a

The $multiplication sentence with n was x n =
use the Associative Property.

5 ,8- 81x x 5,1 =
8

8
so

Rewrite this multiplication sentence as a division sentence.

8

5
8
5

.

4.

5

.564
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lathe section "Computing Quotients of
'Rational Numbers" the method for:finding
quotients developedin the previous section
is examined .to find a clue 1bl-a short. .

methodof computing-quotients. Work through
the Exploration with the class (Or develop
an example on the board).4 Stop short of

,jimplifying the final product elcpression,;...:
,:centering attention on the 'facts that,

+ = n, and that aptaication of the
4 7

Propertie6 shows that n = x Therefore,
0 2 s

When the pupils have learned to compute
quotients using the%relation

a c_as,d
is- +

it is important to return to. the lOnger
methods of solution used in the beapping
frequently enough to remind them that,this
convenient short;icut.is a consequenc4-of
definitions and properties.Ofra00
nUmbetspreviously observed. '

.

ft`
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GETTING READY FOR DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

Exploration

You have studie4multiplicationof rational nutbersy Now

you will study division of rational numbers.
.4.

'You know that division with whole numbers is a process of

finding an unknown factor of a product when one factor is known.

. .

We shall think of division with rational numbers as having the .

,

same meaning. That is, thesentencer

;mans

Is this multiplication sentence true?

Until now, you have used only factors whiCh were counting

numbers. In thinking about diVision of rationalnumbers we

shall also consider rational numbers as factors of a product

which is a rational number. For example, in the sentences

5'7 + n

wershall speak of 7: as the product, as one factor, and

n as the Other factor. We also can use the language of

division and call 7 the dividend, the divisOr and .

n the quotient.

In the next set of exercises use what you have learned"

about products of rational numbers and abOut the operation of

division to get isadv. to divide bya.rational.number,

49 550
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Exercise Set 9

1. Find a fraction name for each product expression.

a. ;- x = (6)

b. x g n 1),

c. 8 x n (1)

2
.71 _

15 " '7

. x = n

10 x 12- =

(123) 2

=n .

( 3363
571.3/

331. x n
4(15-N

1/4-154J

2. in example 1, each product is the number (l) /1 ,each

product expression, one factor is th cir the of*.

'11

3. For.each sentence, find a number n which makes the

sentence true.

50
551
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4.. Here aresome diVisg; sentences.

in each sentence as a multiplication sentence.

Write the' relationship

a. 20 +.n = 4 d.

b. 65 + 13 = n

(702..=
c ; .42 + 14 = n f.

x 42)
s

42 n = 14
en. x .44 44
CPU

n = 42
14. 2 x st

( = .

1 9 + n = 19
(71, x 9. =
CIS° 0

g. n-= 19
7!.,X193.1.)

Ar)
h. 1 + 19 = n

CPI"

n '=

(f 7:24

C-PY - )

5. For .each sentence in exercise 4; fnod a number . n which

makes the sentence true. (Use flour tiplication

sentences if you prefer to do so.) Ci.e.,e)

6. Rewrite each division sentence as a multiplication"

sentence which hates the same relationship.

a. 15 + n = (2 x
x;). /S] (7b.

h. 632+ (6 x
7 =n

(72,.

n (: X 14) =

E-sqx if) cm= 5±)
s. n + 2

= 7t. r7)
S°

k. ? +
9

`
( xi. -n.)

1 . 8
r5.-+

2
= n

71. 14 ( 1)
8 ,2x + n = k3 x

a

51 552

L n x cf x 1)- x 1-)J
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. For each sentence you .wrOie in exercise 6, find the

number n which makes your multiplication sentence true.
C

For each milltiplfaation. sentenc low, write two divisibin_
, :4

sentences which state the sate relationshi0.

b..

3-........2

x 2 al 1 ::1'.. , .

.1a. 8 x 15 = 1.
. ,-,..::-::.

w.

f a
C ir.. ,
c. . 1 4 '8 IF

if

( 1 / /A' it)
113. / s jT (4,-)

; 4.. t tn ;723 7
, 23T ',471,,, .l.,..j= it7±ff'. '''' 1.59 237-

-4,.! ÷ /A .* ::-;
si a

..get :%! zm C /2;
ir7-,

/
22

When a product is the number 1, and one factOi is a

-144onal number, the :unknown factor is the CfLe-c44.t-ore.atA)

Of the first" file tor .

A 4

We write:

1 + II

"
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ExpIOration:.'

You know t ,- '6 x.5 =i 30. ..7'1'he' it means thi

"30" are two names for the same number..'

6 x 5 = 30, wht,nunitir:is

2 x 6 x 5? Is ,it 2 x.30?

The Associitiire Property tells us .that

(2 x 6) x:
. . .

canx 6 x.5 c be thoughtof c'S.:k (6 x 5) or as

-6) x 5. If we choose.: to think dt 1.t" as 2 k (6 x 5), ..therf- !'
- .

-!,

2x 6 x 5

Now consider this sentence:
:

7 x n = 42:
4.`

If 7 x n and ...42.1,t4r$ two names for the same number, you know.,

that n = 6. :Isla other number for -n will snake 7 x n = 42 a

true _sentence .

If 7 x n '42, what about 5 x (7 x How must you

operate on '42 to get a product Which n4mes 'the same number

as 5x (7 x n)?

then



Complete these sentences. Remerther the meaning of

;I ' tf 3 x 8 = 24

then 2 x 3 x °8 x 2
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10. 151x n

then

o , 7 1 .

x C3 ;x C,")

.f*

n = 1 x n, if
5

is Tational number.

xn=r5n

x =-n x 1

x n

-: .-
nxY n x x

16? If n = 35

linen

".

8 - 7tsTxxn "If) X 35
- : , .

and'. W x n 1-1x 35



X (A) = U X (0 
. ^ 

?< (T)4 
7- u 

Z11.. 
U *?< -8- 

c 

' 

u x-Fr . 
x x 

UX 141 
:3 6 

. (04 ) =% 

arli3 7 (0 
)4-4` 

g - X, X tr 

8 u 4 

4 

a '6"Z 

Pu:e 

uern 

U 
4 

I 
L 

X =. 
11" 

_ ; 
(p7 xixti 

: 
, 

r 

t.= . 

if, 

* 
'431 LT 

. . 
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*
'DIVISION BY A RATIONAL NUMBER

.EXploration

You know how to.find an unknoWnfactor of the number 1.

when,yoix know the other factor.' Now consider finding an unknown

factOr Of su rational ;rumba'.

Think about this sentvice:

4
n

What multip4cation. sentence States the same.,

.rflationship? Ciz--

2. Complete this sentence:

1 x 1 x n

.- Your answers to.exerdises 1 and :2 suggest a way to

'find 1 XII, or.

Your multiplication.sentence was -.

inn==h

You wish to fillet n, 'or 1 x n.

Your answer to exercise. 2 shows that

- 4!rxixn=elxh

This suggests multiplying irx n. by 11

558

.7-
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Look at these sentences. Can you complete them?

a. 7x n 7

b. 14. x n = x

(/) .5c'n = (3") x

n = x, or (48),

The simplest fraction name is L
(/4

.

Q So =:(#) .."

d.

a

, Now think about _this example

e .. .
Use -the multiplication sentence

2n x 7 .5

You have a number for ti x Yot want find n

xai

b. ;Now use the result in exercise a.

Multiply 7 by 2

x4x (2) = x i/

n x = x

4.

d.

1 f

n = (.1)

4' FT

5J.
559
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Now look at this example.

Rename. the _numbers:

1
3.5+

10
-3- +

3
3.1T

11

= n

= n

State the multiplication sentence:

11 10nx-=-
8-Pa get n x 1, multiply 11 TTx -Er) by :

8 10 -8(n x -4) x = -3- x

Use the Associative Property:

n x (4x
4.3r

11 , 8 lo rsrTr = .1

n x 1 = -3-

lo 8use the Property of One:
x Tr.

Now you have a product expression:

.

SO

bleak: Does

Now try;thiaexamplel

1 0 x : 8 14
n 33 -.33+ 35

14
n = 233

33.1

14
2.33. = 33 ?

11 x 8o 11 x 8 x lo lo 31
x-33 x x 3 -J

Write outyour work awshown above.

IF
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Exercise Set 10

Copy the.work for these division examples and complete each

sentence to make it true.:

2. n =.

n x

(n x ) x .(1)= x-A2 (Same number7in both.bl'apk4

x (1).) = x

(same number in both, blanks)

.(same number as before ):- ,

(same numbei4 as before)

implify product expression)

.

n k eo Different numbers)

n = x: (f)

n = Lg.

"i

561
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Are the number's suggested for .n correct?. Check by

multiplying.:

. a. + 58. = n

n

b. 37 -611 =

(- 21 717....4n - T 24

r,

x 1s & 3)
Find .a number n which makes each sentence true.

(rite your. work as°.Shoiii..

.

in exercises. 1

91 =

-11/ X --i 7

.4. (Vg" 1+3 ) X 73
'7
3

3'11. 7

6.

2Sn = C33%33

52

off

and 2.

3?
""7

13
Mx

.

,9 K 7
13

3 X 3 x 7
. / 3 if-

2/13
7



,P*OTtNOAUCTIENT8 OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

Exploration ,

A

':.,you have lealined how to divide by a rational tumber, using

-.the'tmaning of division and the ,properties of multiplication of

rational numbers. Now see whether there is a shdrt way to

:COMute cidotients.
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3. Now explain-each line of this example.

2 1
a. 45 +10g. n

14 21
),

b. "3 + n (73;L i ti 24.4, /Di) .,

c.- n x
21

=
14 (4.4,Re.,..:-.12,......)

-2- --
d.

21 2 14

e.
x(.21 7r2.) ..T14

X.

f.

h.

9 ,
=

VI-
X 2 ,1n x -3- rf:.3._ 2

n =
14

x (ei.d..ed ef2)

14 21 _14 2-3- + x nT (From b and g)
r.,

1%.

k. What relation does line h suggest?

";

youroppose you apply. your observations in exercises

arid,-wr5,te this 'sentence:

5 3 _ 5 4
x 5

You can test the correctness of this:sentence brusing the
:.

and. 4.

meaning of division. that is,

Does x 14) x ?

Does,-

Does

20 3 =8'_.72, x 7

60._ 2 x 2 x 3 X 5 5- 5 ,2x2x2x2x2x3 2x2x2
5So the quotient 13 3 is the same number as thenAduct:

.5
X 5

4g .

Do yOu.See an easier way to show that (5X -15
13 3

f)(C4 xf.) =p
X

564
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6. Exercises 2,

a:

c.

d.

e.

f.

4, and 5' suggest that

9 3 x
Co)Ia - 2r.

+4 21U. =7' ( /q.* 1-$)

+ = "C24r)

9 +
5 = (4-). x. (f).

+ 12 x .

'12 .*

tpiicatiOn.sentence which states' the sae

relatiOnillip as each division ,sentence,

.

35 x 2 04c2iifild;77 77. 5 5

21 3 .

.

21.-+
3
7 -Tr x 70:cf4x44-)

Test each miiitiCation sentence you wrote for exercise

R: Wheth0 .01" not the sentence is true:

(c)iat any _sentence false?,4 cap yOu change any numbers

to make a true sentence?
(2r

'2/ ic
.

. Write a statement' describing a. short- Way tO -divide' by a

7

ratignal number. (2. 44..,:do) eti-.2,-,-..-.4--t-i--dr-icti-ta-rs;;edri)

d 4 0, then § i= + x ft!)
10. If b 6,
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.11 Exercise Set 11.

Use §'+'§ = § x '4 to find simple names for these quotients.

6 '7i 12

s
..7 5280 +

I /5
L 6

-(320)

)
8.1

8.. 320 4::.144:.

1167 + 3

10., 14 + 2 (2t)

11. Match 'each quotient expression in Column A. with the

product expresSion which names th:same number in

Column B.

° Colt= Column

a.

c.

d.

65 566
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- 2. Coraplete:

a., 6 + =.

5
+

5
7
3'

=fix,r- x

7+7=7x.
14 12 xci= (,)

Find a--fraction or mixed. fcirm for

true.,

131. 2t3r = n C7q).2

1
11!.. 12-

2
+ 50 = n (--/

15. lo + )7

16.

(4)

21-6 = h

(.12)317. + 5 = n

n. which makes each sentence.

b.

18. 194 4. 3 = n

419. 37 - n

20. .100 +

(1-7-)

7
1 (7L022)

IT) k = n

2 . Write out 'work for exercise . 13 as
4 tp -ni14 .1of Exercise Set 10. ". 4.

=q-Er
x 4-) x x

.7r II a it

24. Write out exercise 19 as shown in-4- sit.1
-,-.Exercise -Set 10: ..";zi. >e 41r. .?Th.

;Ix

shown in exercise 1
77' r '= 71jc iii

-Tr
3/6

xi
9-;: 4 2=.

exercise 1 of

-n v(Pxg'.*9xe3 / 54 7 *

6b
567

44 -392. x xR

2/0 (0
4/.41 7



SOLVED BY DIVISION

DIVISION ON THE NUMBER LINE
. ,

Objectives :. 'To help pupils recognize proplemAdtuationa

which can be solved by-division'Cf-rational.

nuthbers.
- 0.

To picture the operation of-divf-Sion of.

3rational numbers..

To relate the computational process fOr-,

finding quotients, i.e., multiplying by*the

reciprocal of the divisor,:to a typical

problem. situation requiring diVisfoh.

To show that division of rations): :limbers on-,

the number line may. be thought of, as changing

the unit segment'on number line.
r7

Suggest d Teaching Procedure.:
7

The pupils now have a'proceSs for computing.
quotients,' In the section 'Problems Solved.by.'
Divfsion,", the Exploration-presents a problem.'
situation to be solved by using ,a diagram which.
i.s essentially a part of a-:number line. Divi-,
sion 'is pictured as a. process of finding, how
many times the segment which pictures the
divisor:can.be laidoff On the-segmentrepre-
senting the 'dividend. The numbers chosen:for.
this. discussion.are such that foreach quotient
the diVisor is less than the dividend,-but in
the-meXt section larger-divisOrs are used at. lso.

Attention, is. centered on the segment with
measured,. to emphasize'the significance of
the reciprocal of the divisor in theproblem
situation. In example- 2 of the Explbration,-
1 317 hops or hops are required to.cover 1

foot. For a mathematical sentence we have

7
3 2x =

2-
,

or .1
1

(hops) x 5 (foot) = .1 (foot)
"7

,Before begihning the Exploration for-the
section,'"Problems Solved by Division," you may
wish to conduct a discussion along these lines:

62.
.568



Imagine you have six oranges on your. desk. , Also 'an your

desk. are a stack of plates and a knife "Find' hoW many people
you can 'serve of an orange.

lmdEine you pick up the knife and .gout the oranges in Stich:
a way that you prepare the servings. Think .about what. yoU

,.would db. In a few minutes, I will ask several of you to.describe
the method you would follow.

J.

'Give the children time to think about their
plans of action.

. .

TWo general procedures for finding that 8
servings. may be made will probably be given.
Each can be written in:symbols to show

-:.1.10W many servings of orange could be made-from 6
'oranges?

All should give, answers with general agree
II ment on 8 servings. , .

,

Describe the(procedttre-you Ilarined for cutting and .
preparing the servings.

a.
Listen to the procedures- and aummarize. them'

in a way similar to the: following : ..(Be sure all
Of the: 'information .given below -is
it :is not, question:the' children "until it is
giv en!" ).

(11''.. I :cut each'iof ...the. six .oranges. into four
eqUali)ietea.,. Then 'I had': °

each O*71'ourth of an orange. The °servings
were of so I Rut
Jpieees on eacb4aate 24.+ 3 "= .8. I
d "servings.

.1

L

cut, one orange into four eloil:Ailivieces
,

Then 3lir, of theorange

and IF. -Of an orange:;.orrutoth,erplate4."

I cut' seqond:oratige-in,...theNt*Wwaylon4.7.,
14 ' on one plate and orange
*late with. the other :I, 'then had ...-

t



Pup4s may wish to use sketches on the:board
to supplementtheir explorations. -

I will write in symbols the procedure aome'ofyouused, first

cutting all the oranges into fourths. The problem is:

CU

24The six oranges werechanged from 6.
,n eft to 17. oranges by

cutting each orange into T:wilirestate the problem by

renaming = as 4t. NoW,theiproblem is:
A

' 24 3
7r r

You then said thatflince there were 24 fourths,, and 3

fourths were to be_put on each plate, ,24 should be divided

by 3. The prob ],em can be restated as,

24 4,3 = 8.

aumnarized, the method you followed is:

2411.

24 3 = 8

This is a different method for dividing rational numbers

from the one you have studied. You first rename the numbel.e%

fractions with a common denominator and divide the numerator of

the product by the numerator of the known factOr: Now I mill

Vte in'iymbois the procedure you described-for cutting one

1orange at a time. 'The problem is:

570..



. 1

One orange was cut so that i orange was put On ore `plate a1%:
a

- 1
..

..

/r. orange on another plate. Hrowmany a:rvings mere made'from'

one orange? , (One:whole servipg and, part of aripther.) What?',

part of another serving? (4)' Then how many servings were made
3 .

I..

frdm one orange? -14)
.

an .,

..

C.

-4

The
ie

11

1teacher shOuld,emphasiz9.that
. .

1
orange is -5,

of a,three=fourths serving. As .

with Ihe strip6 of paper. suggested

.

earlier,
there is a change in unit- from, one orange as
unit to one serving as unit.

.

-*his means that i =-13: or 4 servings:. How many

servings will 6 oranges make? (They Will make 6 times as

6 4 0
meaty. I x.5 7 u. )- In symbols then, our problem

* becomes,

=T6
3_24 8 ),

4.
What number is 1 +4? -qv Sc tne you know how mango

servings there are in one orange, how did,you find how many

servings 6' oranges make? (There are 6 times.as many in

6, as there are in 1.) Write this in symbols.

(6 i; = 6x3'= = 8.)

Can you find 12 + in this way without cutting oranges?

(Yes.. We know that 5 x .-1,f So -'12 x4x i) = 121. Write

a
.1

this in symbols.),
11,

6 , .

(12 +4 . ,12 x 4:. 4-:-...,i6.) --

...

4 Isi:ihis really the same method you have learned for:"

computing qUotients of rational numbers? (Yes)



In the section, "DiVision on the Number
Line," the operation of division is again
examined as,a matte/1.°f change of scale.

. /
Points corresponding to the dividend and

divisor are labeled and the Segments whosei
.peasures are these nuMbers are identified A;
riew.scale is then laidyout, with the "divisor
.segmentu as unit segment, And the 'number
corresponding 1,6 the dividerit in the new
scale is determined: This number is the re-
quiredquotient.

The sentences 'preceding the exercises in
tt!lDcploratiOn show thaetheluotient of
mA + Inn is the same numberregardiess of
the: scale used.' is if is the union
of segment n and another segment half as
long as .17§, the sentence

.

mAC itmAB =
,

is try if the computation is done with
measures'. obtained from either of the two'
scales shown-.: !sing2the original scale,
mAB 4.. 1 and and

L

-.1

Us±ng the new -scale, .mAC :i. and '171AB = 1

ff
Again + q =

*, 4

C

dr_
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.

PROBLEMS SOLVED BY DIVISION

EXploration

You h'ave learned how Vo diyide by ..rational number.'. Now°

think about what.this means when;yoU have a problem to solve in

which"the numbers are rational numbers. ,
. .

.

..,,

1. A mechanical toy moves.by hops. In each hop it covers

feet.-. How many hops'will it take to covers 8 feet?

One hop

Q I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.

You know it will take 4 hops. Sow. would yqu show this on
660-aw- ..a.e.c.,d,)( 66,1v 2 4t, -31 4.: 6 6 .& 8)

the diagram?A What mathematical operation on the number 8,

and .2 :gives you the answer .1.1.?A The mathematical sentence

is 2 =n . or 2 x n_=-. 8.

2% Now suppose you have a smallcopy of the toy. This one

covers
.3.

foot in. each hop,. How many hops does it make

to.cover 8 feet?

On hop

_ . . _ .

0 I, i. 3 4* -5 )6 . 7 8

Count on the diagram to find the answer: (Notice each unit

segment, is separated into'three Congruent segmentg.) Did

you get .12? .

ey,f,a).)

Is this the same kind of problem as exercise 1? What.is

the Mathematical sentence for it? (12,x_,2.=8

. ,

573
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Another of these toys hops. ..foot. How many hops will

it take to:cover 8 feet?.
One Hop

..

Count o the diagram to find the answer. (Notice each unit

segment is separated into four congruent segments:) Is the

answer a whole number? (n.)

Ten.hops take the toy 72 The next hop will take it2

- beyond 8 feet. What. "part of A hop" will 'take it ojust

to 8 feet? :(1
..

What is the mathematical sentence.:for this problem?
. (8+0:1--..1.) .:1-1.) x-g=8)7,i. -on.,

.
i

Now ldpk at.the mathematical sentences and the solutions you

have found from'the diagrams.

Z. 8 2 = n .4

22.
Q

" 3' n = 12

3. 8 + = n

k
n = 195

' :.

*. Find namestpr these quotients, by Xing §. 44 = § x...2:.

. I. 2a. 8+ b.: -a + c. 8+ i%

.'.

0÷ f... .6.x ./.4,),. z .468.2.8 3' 24 '034-4-lxikRRictxr.,.r./2/
DO your results agree. with your answers for exercises 1-3?

'Clirdi

574
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Look again at exercise .2. If this toy had to go. 50 feet,

it would be awkwar'd to findzthe answer from a diagram. Look

at the part of the diagram which represeftts the first foot./"\ -
TO

-3 °w- 50.

24 The i4 cover's r foot
° in its first hop The second hop

will take it past. 1. What "part of a hop" will take it

eg-to 1?, cover 1 foot, the toy takes 1 hops, or

hops. If you know this, how can you find how many hops it
(24) (sx .-)

,feet ?' for 50 feet?(Et'x)-
.

.

Check the following on the diagram:

1 foot 73 hops,.

2 -feet'. 2 x 7

33 feet 3 x 7

6. Writeo-the mathematical sentence for this problem. If a
.

:toy hops feet in one hip, how many hops must make
( 5

a
to go 50 feet? (50 4-125

Solve the.sentende

. ,

50+ ; = n. .- Use t+ § = t. x
4 (5.04 23.r 50 X .1..

1--- = 75) -

2 30 38. 4- - x In the diagram in .exercise '5, what does

3
2. represent? 6.2.14., .4011 rea /

57
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Loqk again at e5cerc1ie . The sentence for. this problem

8 n

8}3a s
,

4

the =fiber 141 repre4Int in the diagram? .

10. a. Trace,:the nuMber line below% and use ,it to make 'the
firit part ok,:a . diagram tto represent the hops pf. toi
which 'flops . feet perliop' and has 100' :feet

t ft *

sentence showing-..th

fie 4 .feet
. e

,ye.f,t1 4. 11
XI*

eIationshis;

,r -PC

. , ,
flve the mathematical sentence us

ID 000 +if.-V 4 00
0 I 77- ' 7 "Ez

:'What does d :represent in tYte diagraiii.'- h C

(W*14.05/2-1 .74:4741-4C-:i

ler

.70
576
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'ExirCise Set'i2

For each probi'

write the.raathemat

the question:

e,,part Or all of a,
SolVe the

1. A store had ak p.un4s of

it in bags

he fill?

O

line diagram. Then

sentence and answer

:The owner decided to put

s each. How many bags could.
A. 75: ALL, / 20 -410,1/0

;;Tom °watche

34.

foot?'' in

the bug to

a. mini).

rear;

z.
p a wall. 9 feet high. It climbed

that rate, how long would it take
(94 '47. x 41-; 9: t.40-4.4114.44./

Joan!S in

'recipe

as much .

.

dozenc-s-ggs. )oan

r. ailed for 15,2- dozen. She

ssert as possible 'for aparty.

could sh'e make if she used'-a11, the eggs?

5.

had a dessert

wanted to make

How many recipes(fir
IL& car....144

food company has 50' pounds of peas. How many
.60 4- f. .41-t. agr (40:,

d
alier

packages can they make? 80

.111 to 1111."11,11211e.
Ai

have piece of cardboard 30 inches long and. '10

inches wide. How:Many 10 -inch strips can you -cut from

thePiece, if :you make the, strips inches- wide?
(.30 3 x

/ 7 ._.4.&47.4./1)
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DIVISION ON THE NiRMER LINE

AV ;
EXIAttratiOri-

You cantdcture division on the number line if you think of

two different'scales on the same line. Consider 1 +;..

A B. C

3
3 3 3

In the diagram, what segment has measure. 1? (AZ)

What segment has measure =.) CAB)

Now think about a second scale. on thexurilber line_in which IS

has measure 01.

On the diagram below labei*for the new scale are written on

M. in squares.
. A
0

B

C1
C

9

3 3
I
3

How many times can the.new-unit segment (XS) be laid off.

on An (ii)'

The picture shows that mrd + =

In the original scale, 1 +
2

111.-

In .the new:scale, + 1 =

578
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The picture also shows that mitir + mAC =

In 2 2n the original scale, - 5 + 7- 5

In.the new scale, 1 + =
2
5

O

What division sentence is 'pictured, on each number line below?

In. each, consider m17 as a product and- OM as the known. factor

2.
A

6
6

C 04-

0 IIllii1111,.;111111111111140.0 1 '2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9'
...5 5 0 5 5. 5

0

B.

.

(1 c 57)
. .

4.

2 3 4 5 C 7
5 5 5 5 5 5 S 5

A B .

C

5.

b
9 1 2 3 4 5
10 ro Io To ib To

4. .

s2 2 .3 4
7 T 7

6 7 8 9
10 10 10 10

9+71..3i1

6 7 87 . 7 7

5797;.
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,
Write a division sentence for.each problem. Picture each .

one on a numbbr line.

you have a measuring' cup full orange. Juice. You serve

it in small glasses, each holding u cup. How many

servings:are there in 1 cup?_

Jo. you have. 1 'yard of ribbon whith you cut tomake badges,

b.-
of a' yard for each badge.' You have' enough for how many

y. badges?

0

7. You have .one cup of milk to make dandy.. Your recipe oaliS
for Cup. How many recipes can you make if you .use

of the milk? -- .(1 (5 121)

8. .You have .1 mile to walk. You. can . walk in an, .
hour. How long will .it 'take you to walk 1 mile?'0 71:- 12--)

4

4c
1

' .m1411314 I
S. ..:.' 3 M glom RS
.e*

In many.'countries distances are measured in .kilometers,,

rather than miles. One kilometer Is about .'lor
5 mile.
""

If you walk 1. tile, about how many kilometers. have youif)
walked?
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2

lb. How many shaded regions are needed to cover theunit

3 /circular region?

. \

11. How manY shaded -resions will it take to cover the unit

,rectangular region? ( Z Z% x 2 i )-

..9/-
.//-,..;I,

:/.''/'/..
7///,.////W/./.*,

)
12. 'How many ,shaded regions are needed to cover region AEFD?

.`. s )-

E
- ":1,!4j'
/////, //,%Vi. .

13. If the measure of region ABCD .18 1, lbw -many::-

regions will cover: a region whose measure is Os, -4.".:.f'-
t.

<;.

s.,. /f//' / //,
. 4)1



. Yau have a 90 mile trip to....nialce. 'How many miles, 1111.18:

you travel per, hour, on the aveilsge,' to finish in

1.hours?.(30) What operation did .You

2 ours? (45)

c. hours, (34) What operation?

4. hours? (5/ f)

Suppose you are a racing driver. If you drive

a 90-mile course in 2 of an hour, what is

yair average 'number of 'miles per hour? (l00-wph.)

2. Express each measurement the unit name

e.

("uncles is

inches" feet.
o

feet is (330) 5ritris
:4,

fl
pints is 1, qtartsj

_
seconds is car& minutes.
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. .

IOU knott that the measure of a reatangulat reglon:is the

product of the measures of two adjacent sides..

Find in the table below. the Missing measure for each

Rectangular Measure. of
. .

. .

irst Side.
MeaSure.of
Second Side .

Measure o
Region

7

(21
31

,

.Write a mathematical sentence for : eac.h. SureBe
.

answer the question 3n a coMplet4 sentende-.
.

4. A peanut.:yendor-a the ball park bagged 500 pounds of

peas41.1s;.. putting about pound in each bag: HoernanY, ,

CZ/1) (13.333)bags could he fill* from 1 pound?4 From the 5,00 pounds? Z

One of the satellit'es takes 1- hours to travel 'around the

earth. BoW many flips, does, \it make in a day? (25)6
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6. The Sault Sainte Marie Canal is 1.2 miles long and the

Welland Canal is 27.6 miles long..
-20

The Welland Canal is how many times ar long as the Sault

tainte Marie Canal? (Use fraction naMestt) compute.)
(27.a 2:3).

Plans are made to use jacks to raise the temple

,
called Abu Simbel 200 feet, ih stages

'

of .:04

...

At'this rate hdw many. stages will be required? ( 00.0)

8. A club bought 50 yards.,4 material to, make tolieNs for

. requires 7ua bazaar. If each towel equires yard of material,
.

Thow.many towels can be made? (57 L)

.1
9. A factory workmah can complete one article in 2r _

minutes, How many. artfcles can he complete in 8 hours

if there is no loss of time? '(/92)

. .

10. If a girl can.knit 1 inches"pf.a scarf-in one hour,

how many hours will it take to complete'a '35 inch

scarf? (20 1-7).s.,)
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..y
1. Name :each number by a itecimal

Exercise-Set 14

a . (o. /7) C.

b. (O. 2 5) d.

IP

- .

2. Find the simplest fractionriame fSr eacib number.

a. 0.12 (A) c. 1.010 (//7",;)e: 3.19 (31-4;) g . 9.9 (cji-Tdt
icl

b. 0.07 d. 0.101 GE-0) f 0.006 (Az) h. 4.02 (4.5i)

(0.98) g.

(0.3) h;

.1

3. Write in the simplest fraction ors,m.laced form. .

. (T) c.

2s (4-)

(4 71) e (k) g. 1675 (+)
12

czi) (6,-;rz ) h. ?sizg (z)

4 Name each of these Aumbelis by a fraction. Use the simplest

fraction name.

a. (-1-) ,c. 0.20 ("ij

( 4') d.. 0.750 (f)

e.

f. 4.1

(I)
//
/0

g.

h.

78 (7) -2
f2.01 (1g)

Arrange in order from greatest to least.1-
11.11 TE; 2.11; 1.01; 0.101; 0.11

)



= ,-
6. Write the reciprocal of each .number.

.0 7
/1(

f . Cri)b..2 (1-2)

g. 21' (4)
h. 14 )

7. Add each pair of numbers and express the result in simplest

form.

a. 3r- C . 7 e. 1; g. 7E.
C.,-,'

1 - 2

1_ 4
14

(fi-)
(I 15") _-(Th). (17-44-74)

b. 14 d. 4 h. 2
7

.
1 -* 1 1, 15 7 2

7
I-6 72-

/4/ A) (57i) (/0434-) `-(7/14-;)

8. Subtract each pair of numbers and express the result in the

simplest fraction or mixed form.

a
120 c.

(T)

d.

e.

"A

3

CO) (RI) ( -3r)

85 q36..

5871

2/ /1



Find a simpigst-fraction name or mixed for for each product

expression.

a. 212.x 8 0 d.

b.. 3i, x .4 (/4) e.

C. x (44) t.

410.

x

x.24 .0-43)

x 24-)
63)

7

/I
10. Express each quotient in simplest form.

J..

a. 7 + (93) d.

b.
ti

+

2
e.

4 4 .(3.g)

14 (5

e.
(32) f.

1 1 (2g, x 7 _1

h. 4x A..)

4
.

19
X

21 ((-3-3-)
... --

g. 57 2 (2+)

h. 21 + (3/i)

r2 Z2)

Write out your work as shown in

exercise 1 of Exercise Set 10:

11 J r:5 ?
X ? 5

`PL 14

. 7 sess

5- 7- g 35

°

Complete with " >3" %K,"

+ 25

2,r
1

+11

or It

5 - 13-
. 4, A

> -

8.4x 0.74 < 0.75 x 8.4

f . + 17.8 + 8.9

587
8



. RATIONAL NWERS-A0UOTIENTS OF WHOLE

EXTENDING THE SYST600F FRACTIONS

i
Objectives: To show that the fraction symbol may be used

0- I

to denote the quotitnt of two numbers.
$

To name the quotient of two whole numbers-by

a mixeq, &rm. p . .
.

To extend the meaning of the fraction iSTmbol

to inch* fradtions of whichthe'numerator
117T

apd denOMinitor are rational nuhbers:Which are -..
hot whole numbers'. J

.0

find,for'a rational number named_by.such a

l'OaCtitii&-Sr&ctidal.name with a whole-number

p numerator and AtOminator.

,Suggested Teactg.v 4cedure:

4!?

3 Recall thatthe fraction symbol may be defined
numeralas 7o; Heretofore we have used only fractions

4-
in whichOthe numetal above the bar named a whole
number and the numeral below the bar' named a
Counting number. We have said.that the meaning of
the rational number named by the fractiOnCan be
pictured in relation to a unit segment, .region, or
set. Al6a, for any fraction, if we chbose two
pointi.on a line to correspond to the numbers .0
and 2, we can find exactly one point.= that
number line whichcorresponds to the:rational
number named by the fraction. We now extend the
meaning of the fraction symbol. in two ways.

41) In the section, "Rational Numbers as quotients
of Whole Numbers ", we show that it is con -
sistent with what we low about rational
numbers, and about the operation of diVision, .

to regard the fraction as a symbol for
a

vision. Thus p 'where a names a whole.

. pumber and b 'haw a counting number,.means
a + b. -The relatUn of this idea to.the
"mixed form" is also discussed. Since the
set of Whole numbersj& a subset of the .set of.
rational ngmberi, we'&re;now able to state the



..

resultiof the divisio ifsuch as *k67 ÷ 240,..as
. . _.

--., in the .form used earlier b ....:
± ,'-(.. '''his idea is impb
mission of comPuti-nz .qu'tiz.::,. !,
'decimal .numerals. ---,I.,-
....-:::

. - .....

.It also reveals a property of::r
numbers i-ch whOle numbers do r ri
haVe pbs 'grin study of. diviSi
set of .w bers under the
diViSi t" have the CIO,s

E,ti . e . , the ..;,...:....._. of -two.:
not always v.,:-..i., raimber . The=rational h -..- g....--- 11 es have this

.except, that di :,': by zero 'is...-

two whole -numbers,
asArell as

(5 x240)
dis-

7

(2) In ;the sec tim l'%-.::, '; riding the terlai O .,:...,---.

fractions,"

tii f4't,:. , ,,..-.1e Lion that rie'twol..,4,-,,_%.,7.,,.?,,numerals ina .p., ipf.n,jmist be, risipect1W,,42.'r-
a whole numcir.'.., l::c bunting tn.),:riib:er...r-iic:-.4 Z..".7,4
removed :',;.;ipnoti;,p t'''the niztetat,ipr t'o iie.A."%;,:',!'".

any rational.? rilaite!`d...i,-d.ficl:. the denbminittoin .,teR: :::,
to an7rational, hl;rra,b.dr,7d'itcept terP-:- ..1114-,,.,,stiotf:

.--that - ,this extervSi9n;dbde not sq0B to AesiV..4.;,
..-ii1Cfbakog t'rie.:f40Aid:etApropertie:p,'qie.%:-

. -, -':'--; -'id. .,:' a .x rd . 1
rieFs.raing propert-&- ...At ,----, b p 0 and
re: ' 0) and thd IrlultIplt4i.-ti,* prOperty. -,

,( &.' a: ,,,,i;(4 _z ..'"i..c..mare: ,:,,---': a" '''r ',.::- ' d 01 shown
'. :x d' -1?4'.. 4. ? r _

9 ,dzlaples- c. fraCgonsz.::with,
Ipers; aslnumerato -and zdenprid-iii

- ti-Ase:";."new": fractlione7.naMd- .t,
t-t-.07a*.ti --137..fdllows fro the.1.26:e. Ol. -.- Tie

`-±".*.rcaC;t1-*,Syrrioet.'tO indicate :4, iSion, and. , i.

. they fa.6 t5- that' the rational. n hers 'na.Ve7thel.'
ClIpare Property-.Under division- Cex69,ft .d vi

i .

-sicipoy. 0)

T,Ihen pupils-. leartied to oCtork with
fractions.. with n albr.,a27d denomina.r rat
numbers,: "pie;y- frequently plefer to :;perform

division_of diVisio as -4011011,6:: q.?k,

.A)tkkl,. ..
2 2" . 2 45.: ..420

2 . 5. 5 x 5,
0" .Tr7

, . .

10 5

'569
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RATIONAL NUMBERS. AS s ,OF WHOLE NUMBERS

.:
Exploration

v

The. idea og. a rational/number and the/. operation

counting numbers are t.§.6sely related:.

Consider 7thietrUebtion:
-

of division

If a 7 -itch aeOerit.is..seitarate,d into
.

,

iegitents; how 'long each,segm04?
41,.. d 0.}

A

/.3

YV
s

Sinc.e each segm'ea 1.e

sr, Or .4,7,4. for
t .14

The

3.

5 .. IC/72 its:-.igth in inches is
.0,

# 7 or 7 ' . ,... -c v,-.;-,:-

5 r'' , '3
-. t$-f-,,

: , . t4,;.:,t

wean, .. fink oflanguage ; tht Rrotilewsuggestb

41%ce whole numbei Ire- alsoit in another wity;', as. 4,47

rational numbers,

= at:- 7it, 1K

Thus, one meaning rot whe a and b
ki? *

(b 0), is a 4- b. N.--

8 2. Test this with: 5.

8_8 .x
5 )T75 '

=-* 8 + I

are whole 7 numbers

e.

590
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1. Express these quotients of counting numbers as rational

numbers. Show your work as in exercise a.

a. 18 + g
= 17 x =

i8

b. 28 + 9 x; =

c. 5 + 247. e. 17 29 + 1000
(rxiiiirA) 0729X,147,7 :721)

d. 46 4.'93. f. a 4. b

(lAxhi (41; x 6 = b )

EXpress these rational numbers as quotients of counting-

numbers. Show your work.

a. 4 4 1. 4+ 7 4+ 77 ^ 7 =r
= 3)

6b..- 13- I 13 i

Complete the following sentences.

.* 6 79c:
v a -T. qr)fie V"' s' 7, :IV

d.
f"

ortg17.4,1i.42.46:-127)

5'

a. If. a 2 hour. period is divided into 5 periods of

'equal length, the length of each period is ( g5:L hours

b. A recipe' calls for 3 cups of milk. ,To make half the

recipe, (4),cups of.milk shoUld be used.

c. A man divided his garden into 5 parts-of 'equal area.

76Ea6h piece had area 5square.feet. The area of the

garden was (576) square feet.

d. A rectangular field is 34 yards wide and has- area.

1700 square yards. The length of the field is.
700 ...0.4" 50)
34 yards.

e. The quotient of two counting numbers is always a.

(..-4,47)) number.

5932'



By extending. the otatilpiof.division to rational numbers

we have, also learned a new way- to express the division process,.

.for whole numbers. 'In the fourth and fifth grades, you learned

that to divide 31 by 3..meant-to find n and r

sentence

31 .= (3 + r

So that n and r are whole numbers and r <-3..

If it turned out that r'= 0 'as in

33 = (3 n) + r

then we were actually finding an unknown factor.

Now we know that there is always a rational number missing

factor. In other words there 'is a rational number p so that

How is'
-1;

31 -1- 3 =P

p related to n and r?
n

/
-= (3110) r 1

31 3. x 10 * 1._ 3 x 10
31 .1. 10 1.

3
= +

r.

1

f
So p = 105

o

n ,

o .
3_1

592
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Here is another example:

5-

27 31176, 4 ....

.

11

146 +

_ 14.6 = 127 x 5 +-f'
Now wet can, express the division. rocess using rational.

numbers:

146 27 11 272 52' 27

146 + 27 =,5

11+ 27

We also can express a simplestmixed rm asa quotient

of whole numbers.-

So
; 4

Another Say to\express thin relatiori le the sentence

.18 x
; -1 8 g? I- 7

6.13 -= 115 + 18.

115 ( 8 x 6,) + 7
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Exercise set.i.

1. Use the relation between division and rational numbers to

show why'each sentence is true.

Example: {8 x 39). + 13 = 8 x 3

This is true because

b. .1,

c.

8 >y9 8 x ?3X 13

k 12) +3

x 15) + 5

'(17. x 2) + 6

_8x3

(6X4X3)'1'3=5--)(4 W3`51c41=
3

= 7 x 3 (7x 3 xs)i-s. " 5. 7 X3
S.

= 17 + 3 (17 2)÷(3X2) 17"=/7+33 x2

(3 x

(75+

+ 20

72)

= 3

73

+ 5 (3 rii-)÷(5,x 4)=.- 3 455 x 'f..

(7x7.7(77(7x1)-(7x7)-7/c7x7

f. (5 x 63) + = 5 x 6 (.5X6x-6x6)-;-(4x4).,.. 5 x6

g. (5 x 62) + 63 =. 5 + 6 (5-x6 x 6)4(61(6 x6):: 5 +6

(11 x 23-) = (11 + 3) x 2 CI;1)-g)51r(/".-3)xa.

k.

(11 x 2) = (11 x 2) + 3. 44 +3'TT")
(n x .7) ---(n x 7) + 10 (12='!.-9-

(h. x.76) = (n-x 76) +100 ioe /00

591 .

3
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2." Express the qUotient of each pair of ,numbers below in

simplest mixed form. Also express the relation between

the numbers in the form a=bxn+r

1

Example; 44, 6

44 + 6

(6 k "6.472

a. 46, 7 Cc 4447 ,c).#
e. 104,

b 98, 13 [73.; ft, 03.; 7)4. -11
f. 365,-

c. 68, 12 ki-j.; ss)48] g. 130,

d. 55, rfii; ss-Ka x4)4. J.

13 Cr; 4*8)
7 Eat;

16 fri; /3°44 g8)4" 2 )

The perimeter of a square is 17 inches. What is the o.

length of one side? (43-1 ,NH,.)

Ann!s mother, divided a quart (32 ounces) of lemonade

among 5 children.' How many ounces did each. child get? :.

(44 °.7.4r,

.f.
5. In.Nevada, Joanis family drove 420 miles in- 8 'hours.

What was . .their rate in .miles per _hour? ( 5Z "''''P 1-..)

595
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ti

. _ BRAINTWISTER. Suppose m, n, and

numbers .

-... ire counting

Translate this sentence into the lan&age or
frit tions .

-On nY = (m4. -P),

In grade _!;., we found that the

true if p was a common factor

as in

n 'p )

7prt,

p p

sentence was

of m and

96:4- 8 = 8o 8 4- 8.

What did we call this property?

c. -24f 1-#e-use, division of rational 'numbers, is the

entence in (a) true for any counting. numbers
.

m, n, and . p? C
7V1. .4--rt P

4.4);

1.? = ,7114,71.
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EXTENDING THE SYSTEM OFFPRApTIONS

Ez.gkoratipn

You have seen 'that. s s the

at: the Quotient .43. +" ;4 :\

,
.Ever} though .4 is-not la whole number, it is convenient

to write -the division expression .3 + :4 as the friction xs
a..

..11ke inventing a;.new word by: ;telling ?.

J.S.. to mean. We simply agree that the new symbol names .the.r

result of ..ciprating on and .4 by division:,

tient, 7 34 Now 109k

tells the meaning of

,.-
We will use this meapinefor. all numerals of the form

with rational numbers for a and b (b/ el)

i.3.4 4-

This mefningfor:frabtions agrees with

know about fractions using -whole ntunbers.

what we already

= 7

. 0If, our "new" fractions did not have the samepropertles as

our .fractions, there would be no reason to tiffs such symbols

for, quotients In fact, it. woUld. be confusing to We can;

Show that -these properties are still true, and. e can use them in.
4

diviiionqp'roblemS: AV'examples we gve-two of these properties

of all fractions and show wWthey aretrue.

. 597
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For a friction with whole number numerator and denominator'

you know that-
,

) ))(c,(c ;
We might' express tearsiProperty as

Property (I)

when a, b,

a a x m
)5-MEP

and m are whole numbers (b 0, m 0).

Test it, Arbr-rational numbers, in this example:
,

Is it true 'that

1 17 7 x
I- 7x

1 .

_1 1 1+ = 7 x
5

J

x 12 12 3,
x 3 13"

4.
J.

9

598
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LOok at this example in another way to see whether this

property will always be true.

Does
1 ?

. x

4 .

1. 7Suppose' 7 = n
3

1
n

it
3-

1
n. x =

ti

z

(Fraction symbol
indicates division)on)

..
cancan rewrite a

division sentence a a-.

multiplication sen nee)

(Since (n x 4) d :1

name the same .ber

n (Associative P

n = x x

(We' can
multip

x
n :=

5 x

rite
eation
isiori

6

qu9 ient
ewr tten

sentence
entenee)

n be
,a fraction)

,. x.-..7 7 A ,

so
-; X ;

So Property (I) -w is tr* in this

same way of hinkixg cari//be d to

is always if b and
/

b and in 'not -O.

This

Piroperty I

numbers and

-slow that"

m are rational'

599.
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rrumbers. Multiply the mperator And denominator, by the lumber

Use Property' I to find other fraction names for these

suggested for m.

To rename
7

as a .fraction with whole number numerator

5

2.

k. 700

, and denominator, what number 'should. you use for m? Show

- 6, -r.,
that-your choice for m is correct. x 6

3
3xG 2

sa
6. To rename. .7 so the d ominator of the fraction name will

T. . j
be 1, what number.sho

,

_choice for m 'is cor

d yoti use for m? Show that your
x 3-4 7312

F-
T

3 5T7. Frame the number in exercise 1 by' dividing ET by .
; 8 5 4E2 oat.'

\ .

iiiRename the number i exercise e by dividing' i. by i.
( s'5'? 7 6 ./4
-i -?.-Z- m 1 Ix 5 = ----)

9. Do your ansvers for exercises 1. and 7 name the same

rrumber4.) What a lit--your answers for exeicilses 2 apd 8?
t 414
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fa
777-
.a x m.jUse proProperty VE)tt to rename each number. by a

PI

fractiOn with whole number numerator and denominator.

Exercise Set16

-7- 7 )
rtr

6 (41 .,- 2 /
--;17 k22 77J

r 25
;00

o ig)
2.

a x M.Use. Property ,a
to show that each of these -

RA x

sentences is true.

7.

10..

:

3

1
,0

)X /0 7

cpy x IDOoo 416 )

x loo 7o
to

x"2.4 24.7 24.7
e= --5--

=
' 6

Z

13. ,3"4 = 6::1,1 la .2)
c 5

-1%7 13 to

14.
= 7 r

15,7 15

if

a 7

2C f$



'Exploration

a xmYou a
een that the property' B7--c is true when

D

a,. b, and m,are rational numbeii (not 0.)

Here another property of "whole number fractions"

. 2 x 4
7 5 7-- )3-50

,

We shall-call'this property 45roperty II".

Property (II) We write this proper as:

a c

>E

'
E 3 -z-a. (If

r

0 . and d 0)

Is this property still true if a, b, c,- and are

//-raiional numbers but not necessarily whole numbers?

As an illustration, is this sentence true?

1 1 3

-7- '>(

.7. 3 7 :7

7 5

To see that the sentence is correct, we remember:

1.01

3.4.
5 ,

80?

=3-x5

L
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(3 x 5).

(w1.y? )

Whr )
C

b:47 gsAr)

This way of thihking can show that Property:ProperIZ

a c a x c
b 3 7375

is true if av V, c and d are rational numbers (b 0,

d 0).

Use Properties (I) and (II) to show that each of these

sentence

1.

2.

is thre:

1

x 84-

8
Z`Sx r " 5 ti

-3-, I x 3 y Tx 4 L, 2.. 4 IL

.6

5
9 .-

r
7
4
7

4

7r
,, 31- 7

.

4 t

x,', 3 xio 6 x 3 10

:IP , irx leo a ift P.. ci

7 xio :Trrio 7- 2 a / 4C
or.

/41. X/O flO
0.- _

3x5 A. ;( 242 a 24
I ,

1.4

f x 20 7 S, T
3 x# 3.4 x 20 1*. 2

= = -rx -7- To 5 5

603 1 O.
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xercise Set 17

Since every fraction with rational numerator, and .denominator

'pates a rational- number,, it must have's simplest fraction.

name. and a simplest mixed form

'Find,each of these for the fractions below.

Example:

-f

(simplest fraction name)

(Simplest mixed form)

is ;

2. Because .the middle "bar" in means division we can

Y

write - --2 + !'"= = 4. Use this method, to find

d.
265(

simplest forms for the following:_

(1-

_ 3'
5

.b. + 4../2) d. . 4-+
5

oft

604-

:
1

el

5, 26 \
8 61. /.



V. DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS NAMBD E& DECIMALS
.

EXTENDING THE DIVISION PROCESS

ESTIMATING RATIONAL NUMBERS USING .DECIMALS

Objectives: To find a-Method far .computing quotient's of

rational numbers, using decimal numerals.

To use the division process. to find decimal

names for quotients

TO determine whether on not a rational number.'

named by a fraction has a deciial name; to find

a dedimal estimate' for those rational 'numbers

for which we do not as yet have decimal names.

1
Vocabulary: Decimal, fraction form

In- the section, _HDiVision' of Rational Numbers
!Named by Decimals", the ideas developed in the two
previous sections are applied. - A division example.
Vritten With 'decimal'numerals is first rewritten

E
a X mas a fraction. T EheR the property is

,

applied, with in S. lopower of 10 such' that (a ,x m
and (1) x 10, are whole numbers. The diliision
algorism is :then tried to obtain an answer which
names a whole num5er or which is a mixed form.

Thia4400edure makes possible the use of the,*
diyision algorism when the dividend and .difisorare-
ndrned by decimal.,numerali; but may provi a
quotient named by a mixed form rather than .a debi-
mad humeral. .(Recall that "decimal numeral" means.
a numeral in_..bas,ten.. 548 is a decimal numeral,
as are 5480,- 5.48, 5%x.8, etc..) In the section
"Eitending the Division Process", the idea is
developed' that renaming the diliiderld makes it -pos-
sible to _continue, the diyision algorism used with
whole numbers and. find the 4ecirnal numeral for the
quotient. if it has .a 'decimal name. In the examples
in the IICxploration, the decimal Tod the quotient

= .187 -I- 25 it found by' first renaming 187 as
,187.00.':"The decimal for the quotient .87,4-4.
-is found by firdt renaming -87.4 a as 87!400. The
decimal for 12.68 .4 is found by rewrItint the

12.687-quotZent exptession as =, then renaming the .

6.-
quotient by 12 8.



,

.In working throaifi the Exploration'with the.
class, it may be necessary to'empllasize the
importance of arranging written mirk carefully
so that the place, value of a digit in a.product.
or a remainder can be d termi40 easily.

k
tn Exercise Set 18; e first. four parts

of exercise 1 shoUld be discussO'so the pupils
note these. relations:

a. 231 + L5 = 231.0 f 15 = 15.4 (y the division,
algorism)

b.' 23.1 + 15 =-215 i 2 1 X .1

c. .231 + r.5

\

231: .1 x 100IT ^ .01 x 100

4. 10
x From a,

15.4.x 10 . i54.

de

.231 231 x .001
1.5' 15 x. -.1

. 41 3c. .001

= ic .001 ))cc 1000 .--

-= 15.4 x 1.2:z.

.154

2.31 + 15.= )(( .01

x

= 15.4 x ir?ot

.154

105
606

*,



.. 'In the section "Estimating Retionalliumbers
Using Decimals' we consider decimals for rational

ers for'which we do not as'yet have dedimAl
es. Such numbers: were considered briefly in .
pter 2. In the 'EXploration in this section,.

a method is developed-for deciding' whether a
!rationalnumber has a decimal name. 1111/8 is

.done,by examining the complete faCtorizatioRof ..,

denominator of itasimplest*action hame..'If
the denOminator has any rime factor other than',
2 or g. (or' 2 and , then it.has o decimal 7.

qname... This is-a conse 0nce of'the decimal (base
ten) system of notation. In this system, the
fraction form of-any decimal has some power of--
10 as denominator; and 1)owerb-of 10 have only
2-and/75-.8.8'prime".factors. '.. Li

....:7

' . , . ,

For rational numbers for whfbh'wel do nOt'as'
- ,

yet have decibel numerals, as close ap1Proxims-
tiolls as are desired may be found, byleontinuing
the division.process. In fthelExploration it i#

11 2
shown that- -8- differs. from .1.22 bY'Only .5-Oz57

.
.

-I . -.

and' from 1,222 by,only,,,,,'''.,.
.. >

"" .-- .
. .. . _ .. , .

The latter fact may be veigified a8 f011ows;

1.222 + 2
9000

1222 ' 2
1000

+
(.9000."

_10,998 2/'\
g000 9000

11000
-055- I

i

11=

Because of the convenience of-decimals for
comparing rational numbers and for. compUting
with them, approximations are commonly used.

In later grades the concept of the infinite
decimal will Ile introduced. ForteXample,'the
number J4. will be named by the debimal ".3333.. "

the three dots indicating that the digit 3 is re-
peated indefinitely. When the concept of the in-
finite decimal.is.developed, every rational-number:.
will have-an infinite decimal name.

r607
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- There-Is a way to think *geonietricallY'bollii-
. the diVision process, and to picture the quotients'
named by .deolmals obtained et successive stages in
the process. Such a picture can help .us see' what,
the estimates mean and hoW td 'use them.

Imagine the rational numbers as points of. a
line. The fraction names give' us directions for
locating the point in terms of the points 0 and

111. For example, the ,point -,_ is located by
.

separating the unit segment into nine congruent.
segments and counting bff eleven of these from 0.0 1 2.
Q, I 2,1 A,§ 6 7. g. IQ II
99 9999 9 9 9 9 9 9

NoW let's think about "the information the
11division process gives us about. T . we wish .to.

11locate the, point for .

on a number line

scaled only in tenths, hundredthS, thousandths,
etc.

11First we found ,
+

Since is less than 1, we can conclude
that 4- 1 and .4.,< We have located 11

between units.,

0
II§ it on tin segment

2

Sec2ond. we fb 11.ilnd that
2 4 4.

1.2 x .l). The number x .1 <-

This means 'that .> 1.2 and7' -4 «.3 r

Imagine the part of the line between the points.
1 and 2 magnified greatly; What we have done

so fr.by the division process is to locate 4

between two scalepaint0 of a scale or tenths,
the.potnts 1.2 and. 1.3. It is on -the segment
which,, has 1.2 and 1.3 as endpoints, but it is

'11not either endpoint; since, 5 1.2_ and
9

<

1.3

9
is IR here

I. 2
011 it A

LO 1.1 12 1-.3 14' 1.3'1.6 LT ,1.8 2.0

1O7 6o8



Next we found that -31)1 = .1.22 + =

2
1.22 + (9-x .01).

Since .01 we know that q_ > i:22
11<

.We have lo cated
11'

' between two 'scale points of a

.number line scaled in hundredths. It is on 'the
segment with.endpoints 11.22 and 1.23, brut

it is not either endpoint. 1 7 ,

Imagin9/the part of the_lind beiween the
..points- 1,2 and -1.3 magnified again, and

. -divided into ten,congruent segments to show a
scale of hundredths.

1.2 - - 13 's
iihere

1.20 1:21 122 '1.23 .1 1,24 1.25 1.26 1.271 1.213 1.29 ,1.30

Suppose we divided the shaded,segMent with
endpoints 1.22. end 1.23 into ten congruent (
segmenti,:to.constnict a-scale ofthousandths.

11-
lThe, point-t, . would fallon one of these

segments: Our division process shoWs that it
would fall on the segment with endpoints-J
2.222 and 1.223, because

11 1 '222 + 1.x ,001).'.11 7

It would not be either endpoint, because
11 11

7.222- and .A-- < 1:223,

Thus,- the successive, stages of "the .division.
11

procesaserve to locate, the point:for on

successively smaller segMents of the number line.
By continuing the process we can'locatelt,on as
small. a segment as we wish.

.

One more example is necessary:

0. .1 .12 '.12

8
-

7775 .8 ) 1.0o .8 ) 1.0
:8 8 8

--t --7.6 --70

I4b

O

40



...Thetinformation given by the successive
stages of the diyilion procesSmay be pictured,
with successive. magnifications, as. shown below.

1 1> 0 and Bt < 1

ri here
1 2 .

a

.3 . .6 7 .9 1.0

3
1
>..12 and

1
< .13

4
.10 .11 .12 ..13 J4 .J6

1
= .125

1

/8
n0- J21 J22 .123 .124 .125 .126

4".%

.J7 .16 '..19

1
20

-

.13

.127 .128 J29 J30

Since = .125, the decimal numeral speci-
1"Pies the exact location of the point Er. We see

that it is one of.the division points of the
scale of_ thousandths.

610



Here is a of some of the properties
of decimal prime s'and their geometric_interpre-
tations.

1) A rational.number whose simplest fraction
name has a denominator with prime factors
only 2, 5, or 2 and 5, has a decimal
numeral.

The division process'can be used to trans-
late fractions into'decimals. If the rational
number.namell by the fraction has no decimal
name, then the process gives decimal
approximations in tenths, hundredths,
thousandths, etc.

If we think of rational numbers as points on
a line, then those numbers with decimal
numerals are the division points obtained by
dividing the unit segments into tenths,
hundredths; thoupandths, etc. The rational
numbers Which do not have decimal numerals
are the points which always fall between the
division points, no matter how far the
division process is continued.,

110
611
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DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS NAMED

./' Exploiatiom

Suppose that we are using only whOle numbers and have a

division problem like this:

Divide 1267 by 240.

What do we find? We have a division pTocess for finding

a relation between 1267 and 240. If* 1267, is a multiple of

240, the procesa will give the decimal numeral for the whole

number 1267 + 240. If 1267. is not.'a multiple of7 240, the

process will find what multiple of p4O less than 1267 is

closest to 1267. we show our procAs.in this way.

2!to ITV?
,

1200 ".

67

The religion is expressed by this sentence:

.1267 = (240 x 5), + 67.
r

We can not write-a division sentence'because no whole nuinber. ,n

'Oakes these sentences true:

1267 = 240 x n

1267 + 240 n

If we use rational numbers then'we can write such

sentences. They will be,

1267 = 240 x or

1267 + 240 = 5.
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'OP

::,
This. is tile usual ch. the instructions

--.

Dilide 1267 y:- 2/0 '

are tollwed. Illie ise th91 division process to_find a name for

1264 + 240.. The division. process ,as Tou
L

1

.. [ .1 _,ft
have le rhed it

1

ves. mixed form for tlerquotient.
'

-.
q
,

ae-the 4ivmsion process. to find a mixed form.for each of
,

theie:

.

I

V
. the ratonal'nlimbe

187 + 24 (7

nil* 31' .(S' P)

207 + 23 (q.)
...

8-75* 43 .. (2 ii)
we use-the vision process to get mixed form names

for qu tienty Of ara atlonal numbers whose decimatsare giVen?

Suppos our problem i

12.67+ 2.4 = n

(n is 13o be named by a muted form.)

The division sentence 1 .67 + 2.I = n might be written as

1-2.67271r- n

, 'ki,

Then we couldwrite

, .

,

.

- , 1
1412.i.i. 207 ,', 12,(°

-._1 :7 ....1.67. .... 240 A .46.
.

vie knOw.how to translate any fraction like 1-
7

into mixed

form.

The.trick is to rename the number by 'a "whole number"

fraction. \



23. x 1o2

1-74 lo2

13

174) 250

221
610

88

Express each of these quotients in simplest mixed

5-

258.7

0623)

a).

form:

Many times it is,conyehientto express thq quotient of

, k

'.two rational-numbersas a'-decial. -If .the numbers name as

decimals, then it is .natural to-compute it6lecimal guage:

One difficulty is that as yet we do not have a ecimal'neme for

every rational number, ;As yet we-have no dec 'for
3'

2,

etc. A second difficulty is that our pro ess may noir-g;ye

the decimal name even When there is one. Here i

16. 8o 7.80 ar

We'nam to,find a decimal name .after fin ed form.

The division process alone did not give us 'the decimal 7.8.

In thvext.dections we.Will find out how to extend the

division process to find decimal names.

11364'
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;S

. Which are.. other
7' 4,

a. 2V.

b.
13 ?4;

,1J 2
c. 16 4- 75,

Exercise S

.

names for the

4'60 1280

13,5 x )13.54 x 5,

irst number in each row?

2. :°
37.7

16
7.?

5
cf- 2..64, 26k.

. 02' . 727
?

..1'
l

8o
57'

272 03.54 x2,
.75 z2.7r5)

08 ak, sol.ca,
7677(71- 37 .037)

.o26 fic476,57f

2. A rectangular region whose. adjacent sides have measures
.

pi-

3.2 and 3'4.7 is- separated into 16 smaller .cbngruent.,

rectangular regions. What isthe measure of each, of the

smaller' regions?. 4

3: a.. -ch of these numbers is the Veater;

,

. 117 4-36 or 113.4 35?

lb. Hip* much greater?. (o.6))

(// 7 4 36) -

. If a ane travels 2750 miles in 5.5 hours, how far
1 ` I

will it travel in 3 hours? . (1500

65U4
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EXTENDING TELE DIVISION I.Roctss

Exploration

Consider the quotient 18.7 4- 2.5. We know that

8.7 18718.7 + +

1

7

an find by. the division process 25 Fr s7

L.T2

12

that

.

We know that

187 12

44-.

Now we know that. '18:7 + 2.5 =. 7.48, ..but the: division

process.did not give us this name for the answer. The question

is this: Can we extend the division process .so that it gives

us this' decimal name2-

,
To get an idea about the answer to this .question, study

the following.quotients., Show that each answer is correct.

1. 18,700 + 25 =

2. 1870 + 25 1870

O

187' 12187,+ 25 7 25 = Tim.=

4. 18.7 + 25 18.7 187 .748
255 irMY

115
616

748

74.8

7.48

.748
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N
5. What do you thinkis the decimAX.for'

4

187,000 4. 25?

for 1.87 + 25?

How canu explain thefact that the answer's have the.

same digits and differ only in the position of the decinial

point? Consider exercises 1 and 2, to see how you can

use the answers for exercisej'to find the answer for

exercise 2.

18 7co
7.748

1870 1870 x 10.
-23--7 25 Lx

18010 x 1-
L'D x10

416
617



Now consider the division Proceis for 18.7 + 25 again.

. Think of 187 as 187.00 and divide as usual'..

6. 18.7 + 2.5

7..
a. 25 ) 107.00 . The 7 is 7 ones, so put a

decimal point after 7. The

12 remainder is 12 cones.

7.4 , Think of 12 ones as 120 tenths.
1

b.' 25 j 107.00 120 +. 25' is about 4; so 120

1.71 tenths 4-'25 is about ..4 tenths.

12.0 Write the' 4 in tenths! place.

z

c. 25) 187.00 25 x 11:\ tenths is 100 tenths.

17a The remainder is 20 tenth's.,
.

12 0 . ,

10 0

- 2 0

7.48

25 ) 107.00 Think of 20 tenths as. 200

1 12 hundredths.

12 0 25 x 8 hundredths-. 200 hundredths.

10 0 _Write the 8 in hundredths'

2 00 place.'

2 00

18.7 .+ 2.5 ..".48

.117618
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\ You see that You.can rind the digits in the answer just as

though\ y---OU were dividing 18700 by 25. If you place the
z

decimal point carefully You do not need to think again of

tenths and.hun&edths.

Look at anotherniciample:

And the \decimal for 87.4 + 25.

t.

a. -25 3"'8r.7

124

The division shiiws. that

87.4= (25 x 3) + 12.4

The remainder is .really 12.4

.

b.

12.4 124 124 1Since mu or -25- x

p0.ace the next digit in tenths' piaci.

3.4
25- rurx

12 4
10 o
24.

25 X\k tenths = :100 .tenths'...'-

41 The remainder is really, 2.4
. \

Y. 4

Think-of 2.4 _ as 2.40, or 240 hundredths ,And continue
the process.

3.496
C. 25 31377r6IT

7.5.-
12 4
lo 0

e. 2 40
2.21

150

1.22 87.4 .+ 25 3.496

619 11
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8. '.11w doefuthis process compare with what you would have done'

to find the decim al numeral for. 87;400. + 25?

t
EXercise:.7, shows that you can, use this extended process

without rewriting the problem so that both numerator and

denominator of tha.friction are whole numbers. Rename the
t>

fraction so the
r

idenominator.is a whole number.

Look at this example:

, Find the decimal for 12.664...4

a. 12.68 + .4- 12.68 126.8
-71r-

Now procee as before:

317
b. 4 ) 12b.e

12 J

6

4

2 A
T

2 8

.

LO. YOu know that. 12.68 + ..4 = 31.7 is a true sentence if

.4 x 31.7 = 12.68 IAA true sentence. Use the

multiplica on process to show that thps sentence is true.

12.68-+ .4 =31.7

s.

6: .4

Ll. Use multip

and 7.

ication to check the answers for exercises 6

119
-620



Exercise Set 19'

.
1. Rind aeama1 humera4.4 For}:hele quotients..'.

4

,
a: 231 + 15. 05-4) e. '5.85 + 7:5' (0.78)

b.. 23.1 + .15 (/.5-4) f. 5)351- 7.5 (78o)

c .
,

.231 + 1.5 (o./..vi g. .585 + 75 .(0.0078)

d. 2.31 + 15 (0./54) h. 58.5 ÷ 75 (78)

r

2. Rename these numbers .so the denominator of the- fraction

-is 'a whole number.

741.5s.

C.

(723544c)

(3721s)
(3892

82

e. 3 0 ( 3","°127 /
f.

g.

h.
1.267
779--

---3. Find decimal names for these quotients. Check by

Iss = rocs)

3.75 X 1= 2/3.7)

multiplication.

a. 1008 .6- (/4,80 ;

b. 213.9 + 3,75 (57.04;

646 +. 6.8 (95:o;

a. 30.94 + 2.6 (r1.11)

6.8 x 95 646)

2.6 x 11.1 = 30. 94)

12
621



Use the sentence 18.7 + 2.5 =7.48 to write the decimal

numera1 for each, of these quotients:

a. 187 + 25 (7.410 b. 18700 + 250(74.0 .c. 1 .7 + .2564,8)

5.. Use = .36 'to.write the decimal numeral for. each of these.

90 + 25 (3.0 . 9 + 250- (.o 36) C. 900 + 25 (3c)

6. Make each sentence true by placing the decimal point and

writing any needed. t zeros in the numeral for the second

factor shown.%

a.

b.

C.

2.63 x 31

26.3 x 31

.263

= 8.153

* -

= 815.3

8.153

(34)

vt.e.e1.4)4*_!-441-

(71ch:ni....0:"4;it.e.

4T-144:11-00

Express the answer'to each of the followiig problems As,
. /

a decimal numeral.

If '1 _centimeter were exactly .k inches, what would

the measure of an inch be in centimeters? (2-5,c,"..4ct;p;:ot.:44

. ,

8. A car used 10.5 .igallOns:of gasoline in traveling '163.8
.

miles. How many miles did it travel per-gal lon of. gasoline?(is 4 .a, dr,;44.4.,.) .

How long will it take to travel' 144'

per hour?. (4.5 -1:dr...4)

. ?.1
622

. ,

miles'at -.32. miles.
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ESTIMATING RATIONAL NUMBERS :USING 7'4* TAUS

txplorltion

Whx-ia it;.that some rational :ntimbers iiave no
.decimal names?

1. Consider - these .d6C5Mals.. , 2.85, .07, 18.279.- .
. (ic; /00, /coo, /00()

WhAt is thedenotinator of the fraction Aorm of each decimal%4

Sirice:the sys,tem hasten as its base, only 10,-

.or 102,. or or some other power of 10. .can.te the

denorhinator of the fracti,4m form of a decimal.

2. Write the complete factorization of 101, of 102, of 10.

What different numbers are prime factors of any power of 10?
00 = 2 g4F, /02..2' X 52, /4)316 23 X 5 3.)

42'*1-441r. 444-41

Write the complete factorization for the de;tominator of

each fraction.

a.. is (2

b. (3 X 5)

10 /
C k 3 x

d. (2 Pc 2,A 2 A 5)

11
e.

,,-2x2x2.gzxz)

(2X2X3A.3)

4. Suppose each number named by a fraction in exercise 3 is

to be renamed by another fraction with a whole numberm.-.,...
numeratoi. and denominator.' Whit Prime factors mustea

denominator of the new fraction have to ,rename -? A to
. , .

( b. 3, 5i C. 3..7; ci- P..) 5; -b 2s; P. z71 32)
rename of numbers?A Does 10 : haVe the4e

-__
factors? A .Does 10 ? 4 Does 'any power of 10?

*

Which of the numbers in exercise 3 have decimal names?

. (

1:22-
623
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What happens if we try our. extended division process on

.quotients which do not:have decimal naroes?'.

6. Letts t 11

11
-9- 7 11 + 9.

1

9 Trr

11 1

2 79-

1.2

9 TTrz

2 0.

18

=.1.2 +

2"

1.22

9.) 11.00

..1742
2.Q : 3

1.8

2

8

2

.22

-1.22 + (4
tv-'

Suppote you divide 11:.600' by 9. What do you think the;,,

quotient will 1)0.

-

Ik there any point in continuing the. givision Process ?
. .

1 3,
. 624
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We have found, that

*

11
1.22 + -= .

-Er
02

= 1.22 +
^.7

During theproceps we found that

23 remainder

L.---Units digit in quotient '

"1.2 + A? ~- second remainder

tenthst digit in quotient

If we continued ire would find

191= 1..222 + ..002-4---fourth remainder

ithousandhs! digit in quOilent

What would= the next step show? (;! = /. 7222. 1- 0 002.)

Several more examples may help to show-what.can happen.

5+

.03

6 TT=
'48

20

18

2

'1

.83 +

The next step would show:

j3:33 .002

r;'

8.33

124
425
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8.

We can stop now.

r

.454
11 1 5:000

60-

6

YEasoc.4.4:044:442A/
D° you see, why?

46

_42.e.rm..e. -

a

4 +

a = +

= .454 '11

-Can you write what the next step *maid show, if you

continued the division process? 64.r. 4545 ÷

=0

O

1.25
626

..;

.coos
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= I .125 ,

8 rr.75615
8_

20
16

4o
0

= 1
2

.ok
.12 + -8-

3 = .125

We can think of the division process for 13

At the first step we fiound 8 > .1 and. ..2.

that we have estimated in in tenths.

At the second 'step we found an estimate for in in hundredths.

I
.12 . and 13 < ..13

At the third step we found an' estimate for in thousandths.

s way:

mcght say

1As soon as we subtracted we found an exact_ Trnumeral for in

thousandths.
1

= .125

10. Can you find estimates for 4L, and in ten
1.2222 +- g z.s 3 4..00,2

thousandths? 7z222<"< i.2223
;

).1333 *owT-9") 454:4
Will the division process ever give a decimal numeral for

any of these numbers? /LA)

11. a. What is the estimate for 2-
tip .in ten-thaUsandths?(.44<1.2

1
3.

Does 13 have a decimal numeral?

C. roes .7r6 have a decimal numeral?

d. Find a -decirml for ir,,r if there is one.

4
627
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Exercise Set 20

1. Whith of the following numbers have degcimal names and which
do not? .If a number has a decimal nazne; find it by the
division proc

b. 7

e.

f.

27 (;:40.4.e.c,:-4.i)
'Pr

Use tile, division process' to estimate each number in .tenths.
as. shown in the example.

Example." = 15 +

31: is between 2.1

2.1.

7 ) 15.0.

14

1 0

7

3

19a. IT 2.3 d.

b.:. .12 (-$des.J 4.1'..a.4C.46 44 2)

C. 3#. %.5.42....1.4 9.4}

- 127

-628

c

2.2

52.1 ex.A.4.12a)
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Estimate each of these numbers to the nearest smaller or

the exact thousandth as shown in the example.

Example: :.166

6 ri71".ZU
.6

ko

ko

36
4

Number

Nearest
S
T.

all:
Ic'to

Thousandth

_

Number
.

Nearest
Smalleil,
or. Exaet
Thousandth

'-.

4.
Number

*, , .

Nearest
Smaller

t
Thousandth

1

2'

1

7

1

.

1
8

7
1
8

7

1

175
----

.500

333)

C. 2 So)

C. Zoo)

.166

C./ 42)

(1 / 25)

, Ntin)

,
pC. oo)c

4
. 5

4

7

49

J
5
8

,,,

5 1

8
5 ,

a

2

5
2'
5

.

_

,

(.800,

(. 570

( 4apt9

( 4.;?.3.3)
.

(7/4)

(625

(555)

( 46)

(400) '''

.
)

2'

.

7
8

7

8

7
.

r

.

(285)
./
(. 222)

- ,

,f- 75C)

(.. 60 B o )

8)

(3. 75)

($57)

(875)

(777J

(.88E9

629 -125r
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Use the table you made fOr exercise y or the division
. .

'process to answer these questions. Which is larger,

3 4
(1r)a. ." or. w

4

b. E. or 1;- ? (g)5

.
-44..

21

5 10 (/66 7c.

d. 4 or i.?r ? 40

.6254. or
U
5 9 ( z 1)

5. ..Express'the:following numbers as hundredths plus remainder

as showil in the example.

Example: 55 17

3.23

17 ) 55.00

51

4 o

6o

51

9

O4
C.f..6JJ

3 65c.

e8
{30, /

_129

35-4. 17 ; 3.23 +

d. .75_5280 ,( 330.

e. 74 ÷
JY

238,000
f.

ltib,000

.

Oci.50

/.78
(1.2 7 4

63o.
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'
6. Which of these numbers have decimal names? If a number

has a decimal name, find- it by the process shown -in
e.

the example.

lExample: jut

7' _ 7 7 x 53 7 x 53 7 x Je5 875._ . . .0875
5 x 2 5 x 2 10 10 10

11 o n zlix.fa 'illesa_a. 7U To Plif 107-27r7-17:;37
= 2 75

z . 2 '5.

49 r
b.

56 ( Ito eop..,

5/ x53 57x5s

103

c.:

.to

e.

f.

130

631

3 . 3 g 5. 3 x401
25- 2 10s.

.
137

9375).5

/05

*NW



Exercise Set 21 ,

1.' Complete the table below. The measurements given are for

1>

rectangular tegions.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Measure of
. One side

Mea Sure of
Adjacent

Side

Perimeter
.

Area of Region
..

8 feet 3 feet 22 feet 24 sq. feet

Z'o yds) . 10 yrds:
t...--

(66 yds) : 200 sq. yards

3.3 inches (74 , ,7) .(x2 i.- ,,,.) sq. inches

3257 miles 1
4:5 mile (60.4 m,) (0,h. 9 . ,.)

5 'yards (I 5i7,./d3) (3ci yds) 65i sq. yards

(3.4- F*) 25.6 feet (643 Ft.) 87.04 sq. feet

3.6 miles (Fc .,..),,) (,,,,.2 Yr,-,0 201.6 sq. mi.

7.6 inches 9..8 'inches ( 4.13 1 .1.) (74.4S 21% r n. )

2. Pete made a scale drawing of the floor plan for a house.:

1He used a length of
2

inch to represent: 5' feet. What
t

.

were the lengths of,,the segments he drew to represent a
. 4

room a8 feet-by .30 feet? C' / s 7 1- ,

. 131

632
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Mrs. Brown mailed five boxes of cOokies and-four boxes of

candy to friends at Christmas. Each box of cookies welghed

21 pounds and each bCX of candy weighed pcunds. How

many pounds of cookies and candy did shy mail? CRL.7.--1-4?)

4. Bill is using a ruler he has made to measure lengths. He

thinks it is a foot long, and he has very.tarefially Mar_
7

it'off in twelve parts,of equal). length. If Bill's er

is really -13.08 inches in length, how long .is one of

Bill's, inches? ( ..0 "4-n-y.)

When the Oray family left on a trip, the speedometer read

717:6 miles. At the end .of the trip the speedometer.

read 1202.1 miles.
4

a. HO/ many miles had the Grays traveled? (845
b. If the made the trip in 8.5 hours, what was their

average speed? ( 57c) 77.p.1-,

5. Tne circumference of the world at the equitor is 24,902.37

miles.. The circumference of the world at a meridian is

24,86q.44 miles. How many miles.greater is the

circumference at the equator than at a meridian? (51493 ....s.w)

132
633



.
A salesman, kept a recerd of the .distances he traveled in

one week. The distances recorded were: 76.4; 85-9;
75.3.;. 92.5; and' 100.4 miles.

What. was the total number or miles the shlesman

traveled during the week? (4.30. 5

. What was the. average distance traveled per day?(X./

c. If the car averaged 17.5 miles to the gallon, how

many gallons' of gasoline, were used ing the week?6.4c9042.

d. At $ .30 per gallon, what_ was the cost of the

gasoline? ( 59)

e. Using the distance traveled &wing. t

an average, find the total number of miles the
r

salesman traveled in 50 weeks. (2/, 523)

one week as

f. Using the information given in exercises c and d

for wierage mileage and average price of gasoline,

find thelcost of gasoline lised 'during a year. ,,569:00

6.

4

The population Of Chicago .is- ..times that of Boston.

The population of New York City is .245 times that of

Chicago. The population of New York City is how many

times as great as the population of Boston? (9 4'5) ..

1



Kent has .a rectangular garden feet wide and 14 feet.

long. He wants to put a wire fence along its.fou.rsidea:

The wire sells .for 13- cents a foot.THHow-muth will Kent

have to pay' for enough. wire for his earden? ("i90

.110. Bill ran 100 yards in 15.6 seconds. Ray ran 75 yards

in 11.8 seconds. Who ran faster? (W4_...e...e.i/La.-,.../vezz.-4--te;ti;

awe, "1.41.4,16- 6,41 1444--L0.-1./ 410;".7..-

6. 35 -er elf /
11. A very 'fast runner can run 100 yards in 9.4 'seconds.

Express this rate in miles per hour. (.74/

12. The moon is about. 258,000. miles from the earth. The sun

is about 95,000,000 .miles from the earth.

a. With the distance toktAe moon as a unit, whati3O-he

measure of the distance to the sim?(.3e10.75,,244;.,,..),

If a space ship 0111d-reach the moon in 18 hOurS; at
.

that rate how many days would it take for a spaceship. to

reach the Aunfromcihe earth?

1:3; The populations of the

. States-are listed below. What:Partof :5* 180,000,000

people 'in the United States. live in llrOf these cities?
6 )

'71argest gities in the United
.

NeDO York;

Los'Ange/is

Chicago

philadelphia

Detroit '.

`10,700,00Q.

6,100,000

6,200,000

4,*;6040

3,84:0,1090
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14. Suppose that_the average cost of driving a car on a free
. raaci. is 7 cents peib mile. The distance from Philadelphia
to Pittsburgh is. 300 milea'along the Pennsylvania
turnpike and 360 by a free road. Suppose the toll on

..*
the turnpike:v.1.,A Which 'is the 'cheaper way to------.

; travel-froitPhiladelphia.to Pittsburgh,. and by how much?
47.70)

15. EFtAINTWISTER

The measini.iif 1 inch in centimeters is about 2.54.
Use this to completthe= following table. Estimate

v , .

measures which do not have decimal names to the nearest
thousandth. .

Er.

The measure 'oftt.V foot in centimeters.. (30 .L8 ci.)
The measure foot in-meters

. (.3048
(1 -meter = .100 Centl.meters)

s
.

yard. in metera. (.47/:".:64cr".404,7344.4e4.1)The measure of a
,

'",;,,-- .

The measure of 1: mile- in kilotneters- (1000. meters. ) A

.......-1..)e.

f.

g.

.
The measure of- 3.

...

The measure of 1

The measuze of 1

.,;:.coagmeter i.n inches. (. 3,/.3
.....,:.. . i;. -

meter in inches. .CYel. 370

kilometer 11. miles (. 62_/

135
636
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Find a decimal "nttnie for each sum.

a. '356- + X4718

b. 45 + 17.17. c /

.+ 0:75- t.-)-:.%!.

d. 59.62 + 3.84. C63.44)

373 + 75:99--(2.147.. 39)

f 0.4;4, 0.6 ,(

. -Find dee:1171AI names tor, the.se;ntollbers.

a. :-.. 56.- 9.3 (416.7)
b.

c. 57.48

923.1

d. 74 - 22.45

- 74.8 (948-3): e. 37.15 - 29.8 (7.3s)
- 36.92 (20 .56) f. 469.1 - 89.74 (375. 36)

a. 4o.4

b. 38k by, 2.6'7 003.845) e. 347.a by 5....6"(;c747:e6)

c. .76'.
,..:

by 4.58 ,--(3.480.8.) by (

Fin'el a de

#
a. 1144 + 2.3 C 497. .59)

b. 36.75 + 0.-49 (

142..5 i+ 0.57 (2.54,0)

1 for each quotient.

C.

d. 222.7 + 6.9 (52.28)
e. 3630 + 0.30 (/.7f7,48)
f . 29.37 + 8.9 ( le 4188)

136



5. PerfOre the followinfi operattons:

a. 54.7-+ 5.7 ( :4,0 34 4- 7.69- (4/ 0)
b. 56 --9.3 e C, 7). . 7.6.0 x. 3. .5 (/0 2 6)zi

, ..

C. 29.9 + 63 ( q2.g- 5780 +.8.5 - (680)
,d. 220.5 + 0.65 (5 39:25 7.65- 5.6 :.(4.05)

e. 37.9 x 4.2 (/sq./1) 979.4 1-.32,85 00/2.25)
f. 87.4 - 39.56 (47 k4j 388 xty.74 (287./2)
g. 68.o8 + 0.92( (74 0) n. 227,7. + 6.9 (35 0)

\
..

6. Perform the following operations.

a. 87.4 39.56

b. 68.06 + 0.92
(447.83')

(74i 0)

C. 17, - (7;f22)
5 3.

1 -8
d.2st 3u, ,(22.

e. 543.9 + 74.35 (6/8.25)

.

x 0.74 (28 7.12)

227.7 4-6.9 (3.3.c)

x 3s (28

442 + -75

J. 0.3 x 0.2

7. -,PerfOrm the following cpefations:*

a. 30.66 + 4.2 < 7. 3) . x3

,

b. +

c.. '59 + 0.78

d. 80 -

e. 25.6 x 0.98

137.63.8.

2 . 4g. + 5 0

h. 5:5

+ 23 (71-.)

J. 481.32 + 0.84 (5 743°)
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5.1 7.2

,t-

0.3

/

2.4 4.5

6.9 1.5 2.1 4.2 4.8

1.2 1.8' 3.9 6.o_ 6.6

3.0 3.6 5.7 0.9

3.3 5.4 7.5 0.6 2.7

8. Copy the square above'.

a. Add the numbers named by the decimals in each

c

column and record the sum for each column. -;/411.40

. Add -theArtiiirkbe;s named by the decimals.in each .-- --;,,

-.... -

row and recd the sum for beach row. (, q..5) ,;..c.

c. Beiln.at,,tbd.lower left-hand corner and add.

diagonally. Record the sum. (19.

d. Begin in the upper left-hand corner. ,Add

diagonally. Record the sum. 49. V

e. Is each sum the same rational number?'
is the number'? ( /

f. Is the square a magic square--7 (' -4)

"P

.6038



Practice Exercises'

I. Find the numb4r, that t represents.
. .

a). 53-.+:14.;. b. (t:=610

bi t x 647. 14848 ga 1) 31- +

x24 = t 1-t '7 N nil 2740 t +.1769 (4-1,1i71)

d) "625 t = -4800%r:figs) n) 27 x 0-.152.0
e) (7236 + t = 67 (*.ale!) o) 684.84 a. 3.9 x t 115.4)

(k_ um) . p) 7 + 19.1 + 11 = t

g) +4378 +.73487. t(i=1.104)

II.

4+ t + 34.4 (*.54)
h) 14, +4 f(. 224). r) 27.45 4-E = 78 (= 56.551

1) '8483 4- t.. -3479.(:40+)

Jy. 962.56 + 6.4* t t) 4 x ifrs.)

Solve

30 '(I.63)

-c) 5 xi (AW)
d) 15.789 + 13.763 (3.552)

e) 54 - 4 (311.0

x 36 (0)
g) 38.400 + 6o ((*0)

h) (3)

1) 38.050 + 125 (s oy- it)

4.
4 4-i)

428.07 + .57 (75-0

931.44 - 26.9 (6(0 5.543

311 x (7,1-5)

4
577.28 ÷ 6.4 (90-z)

139. 640

162.4 x 87.5 0.4)xi0)

468.394 - 288.54 (l7/.?54

÷ 4+ 24 6014)
(#)
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Add:

1. 1463
423

4684

(11,3424)

Subtract:

1. 8902

a2.1

( 41'14)

Multiply:

2. 69053 3,.
2/2.

?928
75

71089
(1141145) l..

(94)
2. 39668 3. 2717

25756
01,cti2.)

(19%)

365 2. 87.91

jaL
2.8 .

TecS) (aLf4.14?)

Divide:

(4,.15 w)) 2.

35)147,55

4. 44 T is 01.0

5. 6 + t)
Braintwister.

Egyptian Fractions

1.

4

4.' 843,-695

24,763

927,616

44.464

0,10453g)
( 13f-0

4
4. 658.374 .'

167,41

Nci0-14)

4. 3846 5. $4.98
36

(05"3/74r) Cglig-2-$)
,

(A41) 3 ,

24)5,7t34 -72)14.544

The ancient Egyptians expressed all of their fractions as -

1 1 2,
unit fractions, suchh as. , (One exception was 17)

1- 1
Instead- of writing 172- they had to write r-y+ , or

. 1 1 '1

Express each fraction as the sum of two unit fractions.

r 111 11 %

a) 1-6(itr,)cj ej .3-koz) gi 4.

b) 571 cli+r41):1 ) +0 ) 3 (i i) 11 1 0

641

140



Review

SET I

Park. A

1, Choose an integer from Set A to complete and make each of

the following true statements.

,' Set A At (0, .-1 -2 73 ...)

a) +3 +( 712:= +2 e)

b) -9. f)

.-c) (21.)+ +3 g)

\d) +10 + (13) 1. -3 h)

2. Choose an-integer from Set B to

1-,5 + -12

+15 = -15

9 + 63). 0

+18 + 9

complete and make each

of the following true statements.

Set B =. (0 , +1 , +2 ,

a) -4 +622.w +2

b) +5 +(41.- +16

c) +9 +(`.3 +
12

d) CI? -6 . +2

+3,, -I-4

e). (0) =

-,1+ -18 = -6

g) L ) + 1 2 = + 6 6:

hi ++3 +(*

t

i) The intersection of Sets, A and B C. Name

the members of Set C. (0)

3.

#
Would the arroi'drawn for each of .the following unknown

addends be named by a positiye or negative integer?

a) +2 +-n .0+84-0.v4.4;m0

b) n + -6 = 0 6.$2,As.:4;r..)

c) t 5 + n = ) h): + 1

d) ni+.+3 = -9 .i)

e) +16 + n +32 j)

642

141

n + +17 = -6. e

8 + 478 (t2.0,..)..
+4 + n = +3 ktetae44,e-)'

-15 + n +9

n + -1 .+211
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4..\-Rename each fraction so that it may be written as a decimal:

Complete the chart.

Fraction Multiply By New Fraction
. .

Decimal

2r 1x2 2
777(

2
115

.2

4
b)

23
la
( 1 i

1 x 4 \ Iz6_1_
"--l / r (/6).4..cril00)

). 3
) lif) (i 5"2 x S

d)
1 2 / x ZS ). (A.L. 1

t /00 / ( 25.-)-T.27.4"

) 18
e

'. 50 z
./7x2 ) .36( /col. , (3 fSb3 , 2

f...

k.6-
7x .3-- ) ( _0_6-

1 /00 ... .: AC)(...eo A....3- / '

3g) 7 AS
.5-

\3.e.25" _Z,C/00 . (-75 ). -3tx.25- /

11)*151.
( 25"
e2.5-

-cx /2-s-.) ( 62.37)
(.6.2.3)g x iz...1. . .ro 06 ',...

11132

d the,Kium er that :,..Use :deg4#1 ar

fracttor _;form for your ;AIL Writeihe.ariiiwer as a decimal
;.

) .84 X 6.8 = .1.1* 6,t-r.3":7/2) e) 1.628 4- 4.4 n . 37)

b) 9 + .3 = n f.) .0256 + 1.6 = n (-77,-.7.0/4)

c) 25 x .25 = n(71..1.2.5) g) .25 x . 25 = n :04,ZA

d) 45:56 +. 68 = n(,-).1,:-.67)h) .25 ÷ 4 = n (-77, r 0 62.5)

6. Write the set >of numbers named by the reciprocals of the

meciabers of Set R, call it Set S.

1 2 6 8 10 12R= (1 ' ' '
4

' T:6 ' '
/

s=,
. 4) _LA /) a , 7-1
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7. Complete the following

-41

to make them true sentences.

'8. Complete the chart below.

11.

g)

h) 624 + -8 =

i) +45 4- -17 = &ZS')

..j)

1

.

Set of Integers
.

..

Largest
Integer

.

Smallest
:,Integer

a) 726, +14, +26,. 8, +40
!(4-42) (.5)

b) +1
+16, +19, -8 .

(4/9) .

c)
+4, +

7, 0,+ 1 (#7)
d) -46, -28,++2, -1, +279

(42 79) ' (-445)

+7, +3, +5, 0, +2 (+7) (0)

Copy these symmetric figures. Draw dotted lines to indicate

as many axes of symmetry as you can of each figure.



M. Answer yes or no to these questions.

a) Is there a smallest negative integer?..(...jm4

',.., b) Is' there a largest negative integer? ..C.
.

)
. .

.r: - .

c) Is there a smallest positive integer?

d)
,

Is there a largest positive integer?

.e) Is it possible for two fractions to name the same

rational numbera4
Is it possible for a deciMal to be named by a fractlon?)

.'g) Is the set of negative integers closed under additon?

h) Is the set of. negative integerS closed undersubt ction?
A .

ono)
/2 the set of positive integers closed .under addition?

.,

,11.4s'i,.:ttie :set of positive integers closed subtractiqn?

k). Is'it `possible for two fractions to name the same number

when they have different denominators? )

L:'i Bart B
-',

kkl
.

,

.,. Write a mathematical sentence (or two sentences if necessary) for

Veagh problem and solve. Write an answer sentence.
.

Mrs. Newlund baked two strawberry pies fqt:aessert. She

wants to serve each person
1of

a Pie,,How:thaVilikeople

can shheems serve with 2 pies? (2
4:01 -/ae/11e/

In 1960 the population of Oak HarbOr was. 2',903.'-'20:1t: is

'i:. estimated that'the population will be 2,750. in 1970.

,,:,.'::Wbat. will be the estimated logs in population during theSe"7, %
,,,...

^..2 -,er.1.-years? , 6:2903 -/- 72 7322. 1-.7:, /ors/ './.6-3

A,[ .-e-g2,,,ee.e .1,12..V.-eai 4- A 6- 3 ,e724-.)
.....,:.,

. . ,

6451
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' 3. The Empire State Building is 1,472 ft. high. Without

its T.V tower it is 1,256 ft .high. How tall is its

T.V. to r? (4-ntZe*-72-5e)='''z'
.z.za jcee'

4. Joe arrived at the bus station at 932 a.m. His bus

is leaving at 10:05 a.m:- How long will Joe have to

t for his bus? W:-/"21 4..F3 _-

-e-#.1r24 Aoetat/e 33
5. During a game. of "Ring Tossl Jane's ring fell 24 inches

on one side of the peg. Dick's ring fell 19 'inches on

.the opposite side of the peg. How far apart were their

ringed? (42$44 .1- 4%513

6. The water in a swimming(pool weighs 148,808 pouni31*.=:..,iWater

weighs 8.36 pounds: each gallon. How many gallons of water

are in the pool? (/517, S70? S. 36 = /JO 1.6)°

ae.' irao
On his route Ralph delivers 84 papers each day and he gets

paid 27. cents for each delivery. How much does he earn

o e week? ((5 /Z "7 "-/-77z/ ""7-74' /3..23

8. Tractor fuel costs 27.9 cents a gallon and one farmer
. .

used 2,430 galions. of fuellithis year. How much did he

c.?SaXG,279:-C Cr- X7797
'4rG77 97 4.eze.-er-z.>

ricfor ractor fuel?

.In the problem above, the farmer receives a tax rebate of

6- cents, a gallon on the fuel. What is the final Cost :of

the tractor fuel? 6251.50 f.06 =,t = io
7797 /fl..51;:o a e=-A, 532./7

af4
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Review

SET II

Part A

.

"1, Rewrite these sentences using letters to represent the.

numbers. Examples a and b give you some possible

answers.

a) 2x2 =

b) 3 x 4 =

c) 3 -7 0 =

d) +4 +?-4

e)

4 axa= d

12 _axb =c

3 (e2-6 lz)

= 0 Q-0,4 70.= b)

1+ 4=
2

Csct 4- =

cl

f)
3 lir 3 rc. 01\x 7 = rf i)

2.- Write the symbol
, ./

a true sentence.

. a) .12 =:.
,

$259.60 t 41

4 ÷,4

,
100

b)

c)

d)

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

1)

6 + -t= 3 6_4- = 6 )

2 x 4 x 9 = 72 (0,y. loxc

12 + 6 2 00+c-1'0-Y

4.1 +t8,1 = 12.2 (0-44.,=c)

= -cfc a C-

5 >4.:5x 5= 53 (c-xcxc c.b)

= or / that makes

$6.35

each of the follOwing

20:9.x 72. #-" 1540.8

g)- -184 + --276 = -460

hy 2)4-

38 - +106

:375

= -144

-Rewrite the fonowing as subtraction sentences and solve.

, n = 1

8 + "n = +3 st3---?:410

Example a is done for you.

a) -4 + = -5 , = -5 -
13-)t +6 + = e)

c) n+ 9= -12 (12,-92-3) f)

d) +16 + n= +10 (410-162-4)g).

647

n + +21 = +7 (*1-+11=14)

n + 0 F- -6 C-.0 = (0)

146
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4. Write the next

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

six members of each set.

r1 2 3
7 "

r0 1 2

1.2 4 6
LI- s 7

1 2
(1 , T, 7,

(4-

. . : )

. . .

I / at/I)$,,o, I , I
1 Tr.

.
t 14 I
11, X1,2,4, 2:7

21.33 , 74, 5, 7. 1
...) 7.fit 27

2.13, A.-4. X!,31.34)

5. Tell whether the following statements are true or false.

a)

b)

c)

f). 4-74 <S7 S (F),

-6 + +7 = +12 + -11 .(1.)

h). 3 2 1 (7)r x 7.= 7-

-3 + >. 0 (F

d) 4 x j> x (f) )

0, +5 - -2 = 5 - j)

6. Choose another name for the number from the row.

Example:. 175. a) 1.

26
a) 2.6

0

1216.

13
0

a) 0.35

a) 12.5

.130 ,

b) ?to

.260b)

b)

b 122

b)

d). .01.

c) 26.0 d)

c) 3 G.7-+ cif

d) 4g4

d) 1.300 .

147 648
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7. Rename each decimal so that it may be written as a fraction.

Complete the chart.

Dec Fraction Name.,.
,

Divide by Fraction
(Sinn )lest form)

.

ar' .5
./.

5
,.....2-'51,:_5_______ 1

10 -..- 5 7
b) . .15 . (f) l

f 1$7-j _L\
iesoi SJ

5o
i

(4-50 ;SO ) r ct

d.
1

..,,

(

r14.6.;. : 5

.1.5
(2.,.:

. 05 -1-
( Imo

L.-

( 1:1,- : AO , *

.08 ,

., ( f3- -:: 4- / .2, A
icso 41+ 3-5)

.
a

f X.,)
k ley

(.2,..:
t .1...-,r

^

4 2,, 2. /...?......

(o+ L 5i .;,.
ri25

( 2_5,.
ps..5 ito.s ) i s
46-2st, ii2.5/ Cie .1

8. Each of the following is true by one of the propertiet,of

rational numbers. Use the first letter of each word tb
-;/

identify the property. Example:- D .P A for distributive

property of addition.

a (e,? ) f) 5+
+ (tosi, 1 cue+;+,,,

c) -3 x/4. (3 x 2) -1:(3 x 0.1"141i)- 83-x .(8xi)+ (44)
d)

/
x (3 6) = (4' x 3 ) x..6(PiT)IN\ ) x

l
= 25 (2oleAlt;4t)

WA)

e) 4 it x 4) + x ion .75 x 2.5 x 75
(GPM)

148
649

..

.t;



PerforM. the operations. in Column.a- and match with the

correct reSu'lt'..-in-.Colislui'-2.

a) -3,682 + +1,463

b) #.14
.5

c)

d)

2

136
"Str"

)0131

72., 219..

5.o8:

.1

2

10. 'COmplete these statements with the word needed

them. true, j
.. 1,ip. .1

a) The productic: tWo'--tational ,numbers is always a
1 ..::,,.........

( ..a4i au al 9 :: .number i .y..

o make

.b) fraction with a denominator of 10 ,
k7.

may be written as a (cletentcd) .

c) To write the reciprocal of a fractiOn; we 6ivet-f) the

fraction.

d) The product of a fraction and its G-ecipt-oval) is 1..

e) One divided by a fractiOn is the, (i.ecip:--CCo-f) of the

fraction.

f. To divide 'by a fi-action (*(4.14-1)() by its ,reciprocal.

1_ 4 9

650



graph the following ordered cpairs:

A (+5 A ,0)

(+10 , .+3)

.0 f9 , +4)

D ('5 A 4'15)

E. (4 .4.16)

+4)
. . .

,

Draw. EL W.; .27; MA- PtA: tffi

. ..
.

Rape the .reflection' ors- the x.T.i.x.is.e.hd..yowpaye a calm

detk:icene.

IMAM =ME
MOMMMIIPMREMMINIM

MMEMOMORMUMMEMEM
MININEMERIMMINMEMME

651:
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Part B

Write a raathematibal
a

sentence (or. tisky..ientences if necessary)
o

'..for;.each probleM and solve. Write an answer sentence.

., :

The speed of sound is'gfenectally 1088 feet per second.

What is the speed of soundt.:11-2 miles. per hour?rOos9Aox4o)i2Joz11
or Imstxomoo = 1,9stoilsoo; 3,9ig.:Yes.04.5;49-)1 47$41.

t

steed of Sa u-wksl ;s osewItavags 14-1 2g°

A plane flying at the speed,ot..,soundfhas a speed of !-,.

:'Mach I". How far will a plane flying at "Mach I" travel

in thirty minutes? 7), n

.`"l'i;e le-me I.v ;tt 110.c( K.4:ies)

3. A fisherman cast his bait 120 ft. upstream. He reeled

it in after it had floated- 75 ft. downstream. Howdfar

did her have ;to.r.reel. it, in? (.4120 '11) ,
n 1

t+e kart 4* t-ee( l'*1 *5 f4 )

4 Qn Miss Meek's map 1 inch represented 12 miles. The.

3distakce from. St. Louis to BQ.lyille was 3z inches.

Whit is the distance from St. Louis to Bellville?
(3 s X1) 2. h ift .7 45 -rt.,* o(isi-a.Kce is ibi;les)

11111

Mary rant into business. The first' month she lost $400.00.

The second month she made a profit of
'1
$273.00. At -.the end

of the second month has Mary made a 1-oss or a profit? How

mucht tic* 4 4.,A13 = n n= 127 0C-Ige17-1.60)

- 6. Octavius,,an ancient Roman, was:born' in 75 B.C. He died

in 37 d3.c. -How old was he when he died?(:75 -I- 31..vriiw32
)

.

If you can cut twelve slices from one watermeton, how many

i (11.x 2.4 .= rt n=7.
slices can you cut: from 27 watermelons? 1.611...c&%4. cwt Al slices)

8 The earth weight of a moon probe° is 822 pounds. The moon

weight- is one-sixth that of the earth. What. is the weight of

x-11; 7.1%) =-131 "Itt.e.r-okle Weick.the probe on the moo*?
viAcion)
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Part. A

tr

1. Which of these arq names for +3? #.51, -/ v"i
/

. .

+5 -F -2, ' 71 + 72, +8'145, '71 + +4 .

Which of these are names fOr 71 .? (4443-4-.4t., 444
.

+7 if. .+. +-46 7,146 -÷ +145..0 +27.4- =72.6 .

Which of these are names fcir 782 ? (716Z Ai/380 70* 954
-1462 4-t+1380, +:749 7832;' +869 + 7951 .
Which of these are names for 0 (2# -g.?4-173)

+8 + 0, +42 + 7.42, 16 +,.0, .+ +83 4

/
. 2. Using the, symbol .< , , > make..each of -the following

a -true sentence.

r. a) .7'27 + +8

.b) +293 7314 LEL+319 + 7340

c) +37.1: 0 La.:216.4;216
d) -571 + +589 = -246 + +264
e) .+724 .+ 837 LL+837 + 72;r. ,_ 11

is) 71-764. +. 964, LE-1 -193 ± -94

g) +.26 +85 LI 724
h) 283 +-+13:>1 -271 +
i) "47 + '68 .C.<1,+808 t "115

j) 4'709 + 7698 ( -) 769$ + .:709

653
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R (The set ,of rational numbers)

In which subsetof Set R will the number

/- represents be?

Exampld a is done for you.

a). ,t, n = (fraction) e)

by .02 x 6.1 = n(C/244.-n410.0

c) 6 xn=o f,:z41 g)

d) + n +2 Cam. .10 1+

that n

.342 - 342 = n

f 15.42..4

n = 2 C,i,v7ef.a.0-7(/

n

4. Solve the following both as decimals and as fractions..

'An example is shown.

3 17Example: 7 + , .75 + 3 .

'
1
7

3
7

2
T

6
7, = x "I

+ . (.7,14.,;,%.) f)*:. 7.25

b) 4 ;7'4 g) 25 x

c) .15 x 1,4 rz,o /4/5-) h) .3.6 -

d) 7.24.. 9 (g eitr )

-e ) -+ 2 . 5 + f3.(o 01,31.) 3).55 X

5a Use the words closed or not -closed to complete and make

these. true `sentences .

,_. a) The set of rational nulabersis((24ae..1) under' the

operation of multiplication.

)-_The set of ,rattOnainumbers greater than zero is

(7-1.2412)under the operation of subtractioh;

c) The set of rational numbers is LLis21. under the
,

operation of addition. ..

;"41
The set of rational numbers greater than zero is

the operation of division.(2241- unties

654'153
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6. Find n in each of the following.

a) 4 x n = -28 (Pv.L--7l f)

b) n + 4. 3194. g)

c) +168 n = -312(ftvr4O).h)

d) + n ("f/ t)' i)
-e) 17.4 x = 406.2 Gni r---23) J)

+94 + 36 = n + -214 (v;2'72)

129.92 x n = 44.8 x

4+ n = 4Ig)
27.38 + 12.62 = 40 + n(riv:o)

x 24 = n + (0 4)

7. Graph this set of points S +4),__B(+6; +4)

0(+2,_+4)., D(-2, +4) ...) Draw "711r. EZtend

The points of line AD seem equidispant to all points on

which axis? (."-arA;(2.A)

T = tF(3, +6), G(3, 6),'H(3, 1.2), J(-3, -1)...)

Graph Set T. Draw FG. Extend FG. The points of

line FG seem equidistant to all points of which Inaxj.s?

R = (The set of -points with y-coordinate 8)

W = (The set of points with x-coordinate 6)

(,,n2c se of points is equid st nt to he x-axis?

4242.,
8. Whicif of the followi have fraction names with the same

numerator? 17a, d, (C)//), -43
. a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

6.23

45.

1.7

623

0.45

I

f) .17

g). .045

h) 62.3

i) 4.5

j) 17

9. Which of the numbers above have fraction names with the

r--,-, y9; 4,:),(i xsame denominator? rec
Are any two of the numerals above. names tOr the same nymbep?

(.7=a-)
la.

655154
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11. Use the correct sign of opera

sentences. Example .a is worked.

a) 54 + 6 + 8. = 17

b) LI .4 (4-) 4
c) +19 () +14 LI -28 (4-) +33
ci) 7 L=j_ 2 . (x)

e) (X,) (=) (X)

f) -22 (4) ±16 (-) (=)

g) Lti.+ (x)

h) 42 -LL L=-i

make true number

12. What would be the decimal name of the last place to the

right-needed-Lin.

Example a) The product of tens and tenths? ones

,b) The product of tenths and tenths? (ye.rsAdzedeleur,

c), The product of hundreds and tenths? Cam)
d) The product of hundreds and hundredths? (07z.e.42.4

e) The product of hundredths and tenths?

f) The product of thousands and thousandths? (0,-"ze-4,
C

Part B

Write a mathematical senterice (or two-sentences 'if necessary

for each problem and solve. Write an answer sentence.
C.,

1. Mrp Hank's car went 244.8 miles .on 17 gallbns of

gasoline. At. this rate; how far woullta . he go on 12.5

gallons? .( 51.4 ? a 7/4,
dr/fa

. ,
f 4..; 14

o el;

;656
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2. While baby-sitting for a neighbor, Marge receives .45 cents

an hour. Last year she was paid $32.40. How many hours

(32.40did she spend baby-sitt g?

17244,A111247-
3. The area of the .state of Oregon is 96,981 square miles.

West Virginiaabout the size of Oregon. What is the

approximate area.of:West 4irginia?(991-Vx ra,
E41

4. The area of1We'ttNirginia was found. to be ..24,181 square

miles. How'much too large was the approximate area found

in Problem 3 above? (25:-25/610 IT/ 'C C.. r

.$e0
5. A farmer use 66..5 bushels of bean seed. It takes 1.75

bushels of seed
/

to plant an acre. How many acres of beans

did he plant? "
6. The Taylor Oil Co. drilled an oil well. They struck oil

at a depth of 5728 feet. The oil gushed from the well to

a height of. 169 feet. How far did the oil "gush"

alto ether? (57'2,-1`/0-71/ 797
)014:4e ".(P

7. The scale of miles on one map uses one inch to represent
-1

7. -.0.

160 miles. The air:miles between two cities is 3,000 miles.

What is the scale measurement in inches.?

d ft a2 /J-e-deA

8. John can walk 2 milei in .25 minutes. One morning he

walked t. ofthis distance in the time'. How far did

he walk and how long did it take him? ( 5=7.X2..=/.mr.,

,e4 .7. 4-,

/21 )

657.
1
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Individual Projects

1. Obtain a micrometer and learn to use it,. A micrometer. is an
2

instrument that can make a measurement to the nearest

thousandth of an inch. Demonstrate its use to.your class.

2. Scientific notation is a name given to a quick and easy way.

'to represent either very large,Or very small numbers. Find

an explanation of this notation. Write some very large or

very-small numbers in scientific notation for your class.
4.

-
4461-1/ great men have made impOrtant contributions to

,

iilihetuiStill4ie a report about one of these famous

mathematicians -and his contribution.

4, There are some mathematical problems that are still

mysteries to mathematicians. There are some about prime'

numbers, odd numbers and construction using only compass

and straightedge. Look up one of-these problems and try

to solve it.

Group Activity

"Travel"

The object of the game is to "travel" as far as possible by

being 'faster with the correct response.' The first player

stands beside the desk of the next player. A problem is'

given orally or -a card flashed. The child giving the

correct response first moves on to stand beside the next

player's desk.. For each` tUrn the loser,remains at the

seat where he lost.

/58



3RPOSE:, afis :UNIT

Chapter 7

VOLUME

115 the fourth of a series of Units which -coMprise
intioititction to the study of measurement in the elementary

gradee:...t,'Linear Measurement in the fourth grade, Measurement,...; ,

.clif:..Anglee and Area in the fifth grade, and Volume in the
dtixth:gride provide-the child with a first experience in a
'branch: of geometry which is a powerful tool in the physical

,.world.,`:: The four Unita present a continuous an0,:coordinated
;development of-IneasUrement.,

. 1The Unit on Volume eisumee a backgrouriCtif':sUccessful
. ,.,.,

'retion oi .he other ,t4r;ee units. Consequeni-Y.;,.the, . -

er,4and--the istuden.ihould :be familiar with: bOth ths-',... .... : ,IUnderlying philoaop, and the language of the UnOs'44eferred,
to aboVe. In those' a anci-.aisO' in this one on, :Volume,,..

.,the sequence of top1calkO1104**Igeneria. patterd:1:..

:(1) intuiti,va. avrareness-of:comparisOns of size,

(2).. selection!, iki:it:,'..parilaii-likr,,*pace regiOn. as a
unit of voluney :

(3) measurement of ,:v14iluiniefi:ALterMii of. pites*Lit, and

< 4 ) selection of :standard. Unita .of' tnlume , fn purposes
of effective conimiLiCati.Cin.;,:;.*,oittudy:::04, 'ume ;.`

also builds upon the. cignize
the more common SPacei-fl.fgUree'-...:7,



Every effort has been made to be consisjent iii the

language throughout the fur units...A plane figure is any set

of points in a plane. Correspondingly, we call a solid figure.-.

any set of points In space, not all iilthe same plane._ A

simple Closedourve like

does not cross itself, and divides the plane in which it lies

:into .2 sets of points Se): the set of points, A, interior to

the.c.m11.1I, and (b) e'set.of points, B, exterior to the

eurve. The union of the imple closed curve and its interior

is cAlled a gine region. iMilar a simple closed sUrface

like

does not 'cross itself and divides space into 3 sets of points,

(a) the set of points in the interior of the surface, (b) the

.set of points of the surface, and (c) the set of point

exterior to the surface.. Just as it isnot possible to pass

from the interior of a simple closed curve to the exterior

without crossing the curve, it is also not possible to pass from

660



the interior of a simple closed surface to the exterior without

crossing the surface.. The union of a simple closed surface
;

and its interior is called aspace region.
,

16.uted a line segment, .to which we assigned a measureof
1 as a unit for detertp4ng-the length of a given line segment.

We used a plane region'to which we'!fassigned:a Measure of 1 as

a unit for determining the area.:.'orit given plane region., Now

we use a !Jolla region to which we assign a measure of .1 as a

unit for determining the volume of a given solid region.

Object to be Measured Unit to be used to find the
measure

line segment Whose length

1 indh,

2,.''Plane'region boundedby a
square whoselength and width...
ate:Sach 1. inch, maki

or the plane regio,
I,'.square inn

:solid region: solid region bounded by a
tube whose length, width, and
height are'eadh' 1 inch,
making the volute of the
solid region l'''.cubic inch

Tnrieaiurement, only the length of a line segient concerns
...

us.. FOrS:piane region we are interested in its area and also

in the length of ita bounding curve,.(perimeter)...17or a. solid

region we may want to know, in addition_to its-volume, the area
1.

of the simple closed surface boundingthe solid region and also

if parts of the bounding surface are pine regions, the peri-_

Meters of, the simple closed curves bounding these regions.

However, when we Speak of'the measure of a line segment,.We

mean the number associated with its length; when we speak of

the measure,of.a solid we mean the number associated'

with the volume. We continue'to stress that the calculations

are performed with the measures, i.e.,,the numbers. We do not
o

have the algebraic apparatus to multiply'inches by inches by

661 1 60



inches. The student must not be left with theimprestion that
4 inches x 2 'inches x 5 inches equals (4 x 2 x 5) x (inches

x inches x inches) equals 40 cubic inches :r If the length,

widths and height of a ox are 1 inches, 2 inches, and 5

inches respectively,then the measure of the box, is I x.2 x 5
or 40. This means that 10 unit solid regions,!_each with a

voluMe of 1 cubic inch, would fill the interior of the box

without overlapping., Hence, we say the volume of the box is

10 cubic =inches.

Fundamentally, the pedagogical_ approack.to this lUlit on

Volume;:like the approach of the ":iee other units:on't*aturt,

mentil:is_intuitive. The foUroliing basic assumptions; tacitly

aisumed`though not'verbaliiea ih. the..student text, parallel

similae,assumptions for linear measurement, angle measurement,.-

and
.

a; Two solid regions whose bounding surfaces are

congruent have the same volume.
.

-if wefill the interior of a 'solid region with other,:

solid regions that do not overlip,,theri the sum'of

the measures of all,the solid-regiona in the

interior'of the given solid regiori is theame as
theymeastre of the given"solidi4gion.

In addition to assuming familiarity with the skills .ind

:understandinoe'of the geometry units studied in the 4th. and

.5th grades,, the unite on Volume also builds.on those fundamental

concepts Of-the-structure of arithmetic whichiwere 'previously

presented'Urthe;upilt. -The: properties ofcommutativitY and

associativity for multiplication (re- ordering and re-grouping:

the factort of .a product) are. used in considering the chani*

in the volume of a'rectanguiar prism if the nuMberof unite in

lAlewidth,and height are doubled or halved. The'parallel

geometric development of this study.in.variation in the, text

offers a prime opportunity .o stress the 'basic philosophy of

teaching an integrated course in mathematics at all levels,

ratheri than departmentalized and unrelated bodiet.of knowledge

entitled *arithmetic," "algebra," "geometry,' etc..
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-4; This unit provides ndelit in at a../ J ,_. i .,. 4,.
reasonable guess, as a res narynduction. (taking,

qeveralexamples and'studyinar e results for soile'general
.

lattern). It-alsol.tr44uCOSAtti.pup.il to a technique' forre-Fti
'y-,

ordinga 4eductive-arguffiettpAatheMatics., Heretofore, any

//I

..deductive arguments expected bf.TS.PUpli. were ofa most informal-

',.:nature. Now the pupil has preeented.to.,4m a set,ofrelated

statements ;leading to a conclusion; and besideeach.etatement

is the reason for which he thinks hiSIatement.:ie:trUe. The

,.teacheriill need to use his good :udOent in determining the

amount:YOf4bress to be4-placed on this; formal presentation of a

`proofproof with his particular class.

,Inthe interests of efficiency various teaching teChniques'
-'

are , suggested' this unit. Where the gathering of materials

' is more challenging, as in the immersion experiments, it.Might'

bewieest'for the lesion to be a teacher demonstration with the

pupil's participating in formulating the conclusions: Where-the

-,---iiandi-trrg-of---the maberlArsT-rikeflour, rice, sugar, water, etc.,

.by more than one pupil at a time.might be messy, the lesson

could well consist of a series of experiments presented by'.

individual pupils. In general, the format of the unit follows-

that of the three previous units on measurementi exploration' ..

as a teacher - directed group activity, and theOppportunity for'

independent itudy. The exercises do not serve merely 4 drill."

Frequently, impo'rtant-conClusiOns are meant to be reached by

the pupils as,a re:Suit of their independent efforts, with the

.exercises. Often questions-posed.to the pupils in the explo-6
- :

ration section are not answered in. the student text, in order
.

not to stifle an mental activity. Answeriain the teacher's

commentary may be helpful to the teacher iriguiding the students

towards-discovery.



It right read.
FOrm used,ed.in.-this Unit- (Note: A_

riangle is

"The number of square units in the area of the piane region

bounded by a right triangle," and
117rectangularpriSm" ie

read "The.nUmber of cubic units in the volume of the'solid

region bounded by a rectangular pksm.")

Aright triangle = one-half the prOdUct , .

of the Measures. of-the
two sides on the right .

angle :

1
. 7 x . (a x b)

A
triangle = one-half the'product of the

measure of the batte and_the_'
measure of the altitude to
.that base

1= x7 (b x.11).

Arectangle = prodUct'of the number of
units inthe length and in
the widthw q

,, ,

. ..0 x w

:Vrectangular prism ' Product of the number
of.units in the
length, the width, and
the height

=axbxc

660
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Vtriangular priam product of the

:ranthe

of
:.

ini in the height

itriangle x

one- third .the
product. of the
num0r, of unite in

. the lerigthointhe
width, and in the
height

, .

one-third ...the,

product, of the
.Miture'.7bf the.Agsi
am tha7nuMe;.,(4.4',

a:ln:thet.401;
",*-A,:-.' a :" -,--*;;;;Y:::°

: - 7'.



Understanding and skills to-be obtained.

.1. . Some things occupy more spade thaniothers:. Frequently we

can tellAust by looking at two objects which-is larger

(i.e. occupies more space).

2. . The shIpe.of:two objects mayfbe entirely differentand they
will.still occupy the same amount'of space.

.
3. Weight is not an indication of apace occupied. A three-pound

bag of chicken feathers occupies more space thin a three-

pound bloCk of lead;

We may compare the sizes of objects by pourinsugar or

sand,or rice or water, etc., into the interiors and ob-

serving which hols more. This procedure, at best gives only

a gross comparison, and can be used only for relatively
.

small objects.

5. We needsomeMathematical procedure for measuring the space

occupied by an object.'- Comparison of sizes of objects would:

then be much simpler.

O. Any set of points in space is called a space figure.

7. A simple closed.surface is a space figure which divides

space into two parts, an interior and'an exterior set.

8. A space region.is the union of a simple closed surface and

its interior.,

9. The imeasure of a line segment is thenumber of units in its

length.

10. The measure. of a simple closed surface is the number of

square units in its area.

11. The measure of -a space region is the number of cubic units

in its volume.

12. The volume of a space region tells the measure'of the region

and the name of the unit used to determine the amounfof

space.

666
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13. A space region bounded by a cube is a more effictentunit.

of .measure than a apace iegi* bounded, by a sphere or a

14. A space region bounded.by a.ccube whpse edge is 1 inch

lok is the standaidkunit for finding the; volume of 'a given

spade region.,,We call this unit the cubic inch.
Nie

15. The space regionXunded by a cube whoiee edge is 1 foot

or' 1 yard is also used as a unit of measure of a space

region. We fall these units the cubic foot and'the cubic

yard.

16. It would, take 1728 ctibii inches to fill the interior of.
: 6

a cubic fOot.

17. It would take 27 cubic feet to fill the interior of .a

Cubic *lard.

C.-

4

a

c..

-.

667 166
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Niteriale

Teacher :. It would be helOul to have any easily available
4

4. models of.rectangular prisms: ,chalKbox, milk carton,

wood block, reetangul4t baking tin, shoe box, large

%race* carton. A miik.earton could be cut and re-

built to have a.Model bf"a triingular, priSM. Large

cylindrical cah, paper, scotch tape, scissors,

'pattern to make a cubic inch.

-7

V ..

... - .
. . .

.

. re el
. ,

r . its If
s

I
.

.

Depends upon how much conistructing you want the

pupils to'do.

. .

.9 4
0:VOC

abUi arY,
47

4

s '

4 .

0.

Volume, 8 simplefigure, simple closed surfate,

space. re on,treetarigular ism, cube,. triangular ,

.prism, co ent,.cubic inchi cubic PoOt, cubit
-.

a
: /
40.

...

668 -
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Chapter 7

VOLUME

SPACE FIGURES AND SPACE REGIONS
. t

Any set of points in

Thinking-in the same way,

space,a space figure. The
a

example of a space figure.

another space figure.

a plane is Called a plane figure.

we shall can any set .of points in

set, of all points on a sphere is. an

The surface of-a box is a model of

Which of the following are pictures of plane figures?
_

Which ones are pictures of apace figures?

A.

(plane figure) .

Sspace. figure)

B. C..

(plane figure) (apace figure)

E.

line figure) (plane figure, disk)

F.
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I
G.' H. I.

(space figure, spheri ) (plane figure) (plane figure, 3
non-collinearipoints)

.

(space fiJgure; cone). (apace figure .cylinder)
.

I

Every, figure is alio a ) figare.

The-set of all points on a circle is a space figure. BO

is the set of all points in a circular region. These space

figures are also plane figures; The peel covering an Orange

is a model of a space figure.. Aesice:cream cone is ano4er
AModel. Thete last two space figures are not plane figures.

/ eeX"
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1. . You will remember. that: simple closedaurves are-special

.plane figures. They are those parts which do not cross

themselves and-which divide the plane .in which they

lie into three parts: the curve itself, the part

called the interior of the curve, and the part called

the exterior of the curve.

p.

'b. Which figures shown on the previous p ge are pictures

2. a.

onsimple closed curves? Color. the interior of each

of thexe.

A simple closed surfaceAs a space figure whiCh does

not intersect itself and which divides the space in

which it lies Ito three parts: the simple closed

turface,'the part called the interior of the surface,

and' the part called 'the-exteriorof the.surface.- The
. .

peel covering an orange is a-model of a simple closed

surface,. The part of the orange that yaa eat is a
_

Model of the interior of this surface. 4l the. pointi

of apace not covered by the orange.. puke up the

exterior.
(P

w tWhiah of,the figures'oi the previbus page are 'pictures

Of simple closed surfaces? Describe the interior of

path of these.

The union of. a simple closed surface -and its_inteVor

to called a space region. The whbie Orange is a model:.

of'a apace region.

,Which of ;the tigures are.pictures of apaceregiOni?

671 10



-,'Exercise Set 1

Decide7ithich 'phe folloithsg.4represeipli:eptprt r:gionS; which
,represent the-interior of. a apace re:gEon, .and which represent-
maplethple closed aces..' at

?-Astrralnut, the walnut'Shel , the walnut meat..
4

_

(1F2. A can of pearl;. he can,- the conteakte of the can
_

'The walls, floor,

A
41: r

.A block of ice. k

t;

,74- A hollow ruttier bald the rubber
)41

.8, An empty lihotibox plus

'11

lc

the At of points IA its interior.

t

672.
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COMPARISON OF SIZES. OF4;

oration

Robert bought

Day. le lady in
boxes before she f

How could she dec

Canlrour mo

kitchen',

DO itii.pwr.

. dvernight

ether a set of hair brushes for Father's
of -gift wrapping had to 4y- several

into 'which the brushes fit properly.

boz small? too large?

ii 3 turkey into the oven

.-
'' you.. will need fori' m

,
. ii ...r.,,,..../

Do yoU t

'school bus's; r.
.1.

. .

. .

In eve V estion raised above,', the apace= occupied

into yoUr brief case ?.

enough-to carry all the clothing
7 . ,

*acation?:.

:loads of :children couldNfit into one

by some

object was ...of Ifntefest to ult. Iaf.each case, tell why this was

s9;,' We alsb needed to know when one object was larger than

aildther."1
You' Piave already had some practice comparing the sizes of

34.111segment d plane:regions.: When you have two models of

,)141.ne &Bents r plane:regidne) you have a way of telling
whether-Rer are equal,- If they are tot equal, you 'ban usually

decide which one is larger-. :Can you make this kind of a decision

about two space r,egions? Try' the. problems in Dekrcise Set 2.
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Exercise Set 2 ,

each of the following exercises, decide which ?f the

two models represents the larger space region. For each model

you should be able to tell which part of the model represents

the interior and surface..

1.. Your classroom or the school auditorium.

2. A quart jar of milk or a gsillOn Jar of water. 4if...,1;

An orange or a grapefruit.

4i

4. . kfamily car or a bus.

A covered two-quart saucepan or a covered two-quart

frying pan. .41"/ -`71

641/.6.±4476.....Ng..44)

6; A tennis ball or a golf ball. (.74.6.00)

Did you know the answer to each of the above exercises at
once? Were there some questions for which you were not sure of
the answer? How did you decide?

674
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Suppose that we have a pair of shoe boxes. One way in
.

which we could compare two such 'boxes would be to compare

the amounts of contact .paper needed to cover the outside of

these boxes.

If wemake this sort of comparison, what property of the

boxes are we interested in? ( /44.1.)

We might, however, want to compare the amounts that the

. boxes could hold.. "Would we need to know the areas of the

surfaces of these boxes before we could make this comparison?

Would it help to know the- size of the space region

enclosed by this box?,

.

s174,
675



Exercise" Set 2:

In each case.tell whether you areerested,tn the area

Oftke.simPit,,oloSed surface Or-phe size_ of the apace region - it

eiacliises.

1. How much. pairit will you neeeto cover the inside of a

toy chest. [6.4 ...7(zt

3

Which of .two toy chests will Provide more storage. apace.

WhiCh of two toys will fit in a gift bOx.(2:4tt;61..._

Riow Much.material.you will need to recover a' doll

pillow. (2.t Ap44_ 1;4

.

How many miaihles, you can. put in a box. .(5!44

it
Allawl...4",4
)

Make two other examples. Make one. of them an example in

which you would be °interested in the area of a simple ,

closed surface and one in which you would:se interested

in the size of a space region.
)

676
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'el

COMPARING SPACE REGIONS

Exploration.

o
.

Tip space. regions may be,-- compared by seeing

WhetpEr one be:includecbinthe other. If .one
. ,

Apace region can be placed entirely in'the interior.

of. the other,:the first space region'is- said to. be

smeller than the 'second. This ,would help us decide

that a classroom' is smaller than the school

auditorium:and that a marble is smaller than a

beach 'ball.

=

.14e:could also decide in this way that an or7!gel

is smaller than a grapefruit. Comparing the .size: of

_these two-pieces of fruit by actually seeing whether

one may be included in the other islfa little harder.
O

But the orange and the grapefruit ire only models

of apace regions and not the regions-themselves:

If,. without-doing too much damage to the peel, we

were to remove the parts of the grapefruit that we.

eat, it is clear that the orange would fit-inside

the grapefruit.

677
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Exercise Set

.-For each of the ollowing exerbiais decide which of the
.

two models represents the smaller space regioi.

1. A baseball br a basketball

A shoe box ora hat box.

A.milk bottle or a pop .bottle:.

k. 'A- pear:or a banana.

A candy bar or an'apple.
.

A juiceglais full with.oraige Juice or anempty cup..16Z7!)

.

in empty pencil box or full waste paper basket. 4-44171)

8.' A pitcher -full iriph water' or glass fullwith milk. -.(4,--.47.-/14)

G. A glass filled with Mater or t4e same glass full with-milk.
.t A

10. An ice cream cup (dixiii cup) or a pant package, of ice

cream.

11. An :empty coffea:dan or a soup can. Pill withesand.Hre*--)
4.4412-a,'

. ..

12.. A baseballor a tennis ball. 6..,4.--.)
p

Were there some exercisec:for which you:wereTnot:aux:eof, he_

answeis?...Wfiy.was-it hard to decide? would: It. that it 4.e..

Usually'eaaier to compare space regiorie whichquire the'' fan

678
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COMPARING 'SPACE. REGIONS (BY IMMERSION)

In some Of the exercises we have done it was hare

° to decide which one of the two giyen.madele represented
- .

the largely spaceregion. This happened when the two.
,

models were of about the Same size° and shape and our

eyes: weren t "iibarp" enough. I;zainple Ari apple Aixid

an orange of about the same size; as. baseball rand -a .:

tennis ball; two marbles; etc.

We also -.had trouble making up our minds when the

two models were of such different shapes. that

,viiari hard to imagine.putting one of them "insid of"

:he` other. . Examil-'4:, A pear and a banana; a candy
ar 'and marbleretc. We shall now loOk at another 7-

-?' :.way of Uting t...iuk;todels of two space regions

decide- whieb:Model'iiiiepi,senia. the larger region.-
Y.

-4. ;
:

, ,
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( 'These exercises may be answered after having watched your

_teacher- perform- this experiment.-- -Ar-
t

1. Take a container partly filled with water. It.should be a

glass or plastic one so that you can see how high the water

is., Make a black mark on the container to show how high

water is.

t
The edgesOf the-Container and the water represent a spaie

region. In the picture this region has been shaded. What

part of the model represents the simpleclosed surface? The

intei141? Could you color the model of the boundary surface

blue without coldring any part of the model of the'interior?

Why not? .

Could you color the part of the model representing the

interior of the space region red without coloring any part

of the. model of the boundary? Why not?

2. 'Take a'small rock and a rubber ball. If you drop the rock

pto the container, will it sink br float? If you drop the

-ball into the water, will it sink or fl4Sat?



%

p4434-'

!r4N 10.4
3. If you-were *to drop the rock into the water, would you A:met

the height Of the water level to bhange? If you-answered-

2215 how would you expect the height to change? Why?

Now, gently lower, the rock into the water and see what
*0 ahappens.

r.e 2

Make a red mark on the container to show how high.the.water\

is. Look at the red mark and-the black mark..-Is the wa'ter
Ir

Avlatas high as it was before? Ighr? not so high?

this '.what you thought would 'happen ?" Remove the rock fiom'4

the water.,

4. The rock .15 a model of a space rpgion. What part-of thi

model represents the boundary of this region ?. What part of

.the model represente.the interior of'this region?. Could you

color the part of the'model which remsents the boundary

-blue?

4

How does the space region. represented by the rock compare

with the spar region repAesented by the shaded part Of

figure 1? How do you know?

681
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6. Chore a larger rock than the one you used before. If u
4

were to put this rock into the water,, how would you exp t

the height of the water level to change?

p

If you have lost any water because f splashing, fill your

container up to tie black mark. ow, gently lower the larger

rock into the water. Make a, blue mark on the container to

show how high the water level is.,

Look at the blue mark and the black mark. Is the water as

high as it was before? higher? not as high? Can you explain,

why?
J

Look at the blue mark and the red mark. When the second rock

is in the water, is the water level as high as it was when

the first rock was in? Is it higher? Is it lower? Can you
.

explain why?

7. suppose you were to put both rocks into the water and show

the new height of the water level by a green mark. Without

actually putting the rocki into the water, imagine what would

happen and complete each of the folloWing sentences by

filling in the word ,"above" or "below." 'For example,

Theblack mark is below the-red mark.

a. The green mark is (44.-4-) the black mark.

12. The red mark is the green mark.

P. The blue mark is -(.4LAL-) the green mark.

Now, lower both rocks intothe water, make the green mark and

check your answers. Remove both rocks froi the water.

1 S1 682
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I
S. Suppose that.you have a third rock and that when you put it

into t container, the height of the water level 3s up to

t - red mark.

Complete the following sentences by filling in the phrases

"larger than," "smaller than," or "Just about as large as."

For example: The first rock is a model of a apace region

which in smaller than the space region represented by

the second rock.

a. The third rock is a model of a space region which is

alp !flied by the, first rook.

the apace region

b. -The 1:c+' 1a01rock is a model of a space region which is

tVKli

represented by the third rock.
. .

;4. ,-

,

If. we, were to putthe third rock and the first rock into
4

the container and indicate the' height of the water level by

a yelloW mark, draw a pictur'e to show where the black,

the space region

yellOw, and red marks. would be located.

40

10. Describe this experiment in your own words-. Why do you
2.

think thialkwhat would happen?

< .

Try the experiment and check your drawing. Were youright?

683 1 &2 .
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ttrcise Set

»0
i

V ,-Ir
_ N

,

r .

.

!. In each of.the following cross.but the extra

words se that the sentence that you have is true: For txample,
.1 r

If rock A is. larger than rock B, the spactreifon ;

r sented by.A is (rger,,:r asel-lep) than-the spacek

region represintect.by B.

,

1. ID a green roclip is tphe model of fifr larger space region- than

.4 that represented by a ply rock,.putting the green" rock into

the cOnlainer makes height of-the watt, level
A p

(leirem4Agsta.samm*, higher) than putting in the grey rock.

1 4
O.

9

2.4rWheltwe put a red rock Into the container, the water level

isiihigher than when we put in a black This. helps us

dteide that the,space region represented by the black rock

6 is (smaller than, -the-eame-ai-se-am.,71avgeF-than) the space

regbn represented by the red rook;."Tsually we just say-
. ;-

that the black rock is (smaller, the-tame7e+te-eel 401.1m T,)

than the red rock.

Tht higher the water level when we put a rock into the

container, the (lirger,,mmailmtl-the space region the rock

represents.

183
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C Q SON OUR EXPERIMENTS
.

You may have Wondered why we wro ut as ;S..tge.as"

rather than "just as large ate. in _the. exe
"completed.: Perhaps thinking about the folio-- .- r
show you why. ..,

have YUSi-

blem

47 r/v7
YYou have ITrobattly seen hjil,rerkit backyard- poole: -Some _;of

1.1 rit' ' ...these plastic pbbIs are shape444.ke..t e one pIctu e ,aboy-e and
are large jtnou : for 'several ch.1.1t1re to play in Suppose that.: . _

, .,..-4k. "..#1.,.: ..._,_'' ". n..
such A pool 3.se'rhati Th1? .of water.;,a,ou 'coul.f.b,maa,,,- a mark on the si.:

.. t's' .... 4- - .# . t,
, v

pool to show ,-the water-10. If2.youput..yoursf4.et.
,,,,, ,-.*: -,. .., . .

into the pool,,-;°talif trw.-water Ievel rise? 'Why?: YoU lid
:.. , - -7. 7-.. . ,,;;., .. ,.

ql.ndiatee.4tlie"new"OeIght. HoW cs ld- tire -new, ;nark' be
;.1

relait. o,the one?' :Do you think you dould talri the feie
... I.1 . ,-

Whyrr "4 ld it, -hell; to p the .second rock into the pc;ap, (Probe_
l' ? 'you .. wOnld not be :able' to

s

t4e dlifference:4 the w
4,- The rise is so sinatl that :you cool ,not _te/i,4 Vy loo

0

1 '
4. 7"Z, :. k11(

685I4-Lvt
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.
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4I.' , . -
..

I+. .,i_ ._

In thinXing:.pbout the pool, we''air...t hat at time's, although
* .

there was a chaligp in water level, our eye was not shaip enough

to detect it-. I" Aa i result, if two diffeent. rocks raise the

water level to the rep 116alk, the. best we Can say is that they
.. . . _,,i ,' ,,' ... '.,--- ., . -. N: 4:.

are "about the aping siv..". There apuld be:a slight differe&e:
.

,

\ i

41 .
1.

4c.-!- ;.

In all of, thee experlients, 'le al.;to be 'a.refUl :about
.

4...,-

which,we coulknotliSee.

the kinds of objects we compel.. Can yOunaraeitiome kinds
;, ,

2:4

.objects it would not. se to. COmpare by ;t14.13 --water:method?



MEASURE OF A SPACE REGION

To find the measure of a line segment, we use

im unit line segment and see-tow many such units. it

takes to cover the given segment.

When we measure a, plane region, we use a unit

plineregion and see how many such units it takes

to cover the given region.
.

Can you guess how we fight:measure a space region?

Whatewouldbe. a suitable unit ? -

Should we use a line segment, a unit plane
. .

regiOn, a unit space region, or some other-new kind

of unit?
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Tell whether you would,use a unit line segment, a Unit,

'plane region,'or a unit space region to get each of the:,

following measures:

1. The size of the schoolroom floor.

2. The length of a curtain rod.

The amount of ice that can fit in apicnic ice _chest.
.

$

5.

6.

The

The size of a

The size of a

The size of a

size of.the gas tank in the school

mirror. (----i14"--)

8. The height of

desk dribmer. a'A'7""a's

packing; carton. (-44,-.).-./"-4 ""r"-

a doOr.

9. . The size of a.tomato Igoe Ilan, (----'77--"r4r

10. The size of gip. chalk bo

1
tot A

We see that the measure of a space region is the number of

unit space regions it contains.

g
.How could you compare the sizes of- the regions bounded by a

chalk bo"and a milk container by using cube blocks?

187
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In order to estimate iiii-,Measure of the inte;ior of a
,

potato chip can, we'can.use gma1.2. cans' such as those used in
.

packing tomato paste or tomato sauce. "' .If pacii child contributes

a can,_ there .wi1l4_be_enough to get some measure Of theato

chip can.

C

Why is it wise to select unit' cans which have the same

size and shape? How could we use these small cans to get a

measure of the interior of a potato chip can? of the inter

of a shoe box?

Gould we use cube blocks to get .a measure of the .region

bounded by the potato. chip can? of the space region

determined by the shoe box ?'

In each case decide which gives a better measurethe,

tomato juice can or the cube, block. Why?

689 18K
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VOLUME AND ITS STANDARD UNIT

Exploration

These experiments should.be demonstrated to the group

the. teacher.

y

1. Select any two small' objects of different shapes (Example:

a paper cup, a fruit dish, a:cereal bowl, a vase, ...)

which can be used to determine models. of space regions.

Compare the sizes of the two regioni by filling the

interiors of these obApcts with marbles. Were all the

marbles the same' size? If'not, explain why this is a

disadvantage inicomparing the measures.

2. Fill a glass with marbles. See whether the marbles actually

fill the interior of the glass. A the space region

determined by a sphere a satisfactory unit for measuring

the space region represented by the filled glass2 Explain?

Couldyou use marbles to compare the Sizes of the space

.. regions .represented by a baseball and a grapefruit?

Explain your answer.

None of these ways seems to be'a good way of measuring a'

space -region. Now we are going tosee,if we can find 'a better'

way to get the measure Of a space region using a standard Unit.

Recall that when we.measured line segMents and plane regions'

we might have used any one of a variityofrialits HOWever,.for

purposes of effective. communication, &standard unit was selected

in.each case. Weuse the inch as a standard unit of linear'

89
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measure and the square inch as a standard unit of measure for

a plane region.

To measure a space region, ye will use as a standard. unit

that space region determined by a cube whose edge is 1 inch.
.

long. We call this new unit the cubic inch.

The volume of a space region in terms of this standard unit
.

consists of (1)- the measure of this region-in terms of this

tA,-unit and (2) the unit used.

4. Consider the box' pictured below.. Since 18 cubes, each of
F

A B
edge 1 inch long, fill the box ABCDEFGE,\we say the

, volume of this bOx is 18 ,calbic inches.

use cubic inch models to estimate the volume 4ff each of_

the following:

a. A chalk box

b; 'A shoe bpx.

c. :A rectangular baki

691
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.

,6. It is not always reasonable to use this standard unit,_ the,
cubic inch, to find the volume. If we widhed to find' the

volume of a refrigerator-freight ear, it" wotild be

impractical' to use a cubic inch as the unit of measure.

For such purposes, we use a cubic foot or a cubic yard.

A cubic footis a space region bounded by a cubei- each of

whose edges is 1 'foot long. A cubic yard, is a space

.region determinedby a:cube each of whose edges is -1'

yard long.

,The sketch here should help you see the number of times

that a cubic inch is contained in a cubic foot. One layer

of cubic inches is sketched.

a. ,How many cubic feet are therein this layer?'

b. How many layers will it take to "fill!) the big cube?

c. . There are ,0728) cubic inches in one cubic foot.

a

1 'foot

12 inches

AUNUMWAVIWWWW
A w 11

AO
IllAUVAWMM

Aurosulumunmmowro........ .....
Anowwwwwwwwunn,
AurawwwwwuunnftvAmunoug ursagirmr

.
t

.

. ate/
a rail (I Ia 0 -- I inch

L-1 inch .
Elec#use there, are 12 inches in the height of the ciabic

foot we. could fill the interior of the cubic foe with 12't.
layers of' the cubic inchesi'each4yer afj.whichpil made-up of

. , .

.144 cubic inches ,Thu, 144 x12 = 1728 *ridwie. would need, ,
. *.1728 cubic, inch s to build a m6del ff a cubic fOot. -

Atk
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,Now Use/the Model shown below to help tee the number of
. .

cubic feet in a cubicyard. Each edge ,of the ':big_g4e is
1 .yard,or..-t3. feet, in length.,One layer, of cubic feet'''

is 'sketched`. EoWlmau:layers will it take to fill the big
a......

'Cwbe There ire- -----cubicfeet in-one-cUbie yard.

ai EW:many cubic feet. are the in this lairet?(99:.
y.

ErOw many layers will it take to "fill" cube0T.

Thereare. (.2.1) cubic Peet in onecubiyard.

9. Can you use your answers to exercises 7 arid .--.ia.:vtai.. . .

, 4

',
. . .

...
-..,

determine'what. the measure'of a cubic yard woUlcrbenin

:Cubic inches?

693
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There are V722x27-17:1-° 44,44-4e)ubic -inches in a cubic yard.

Here is one place where computing with measure's is aot

.easier than counting up the number of cubic inch blocks needed

to build up a model of a cubic yard. Often we can.save

ourselves a. lot of work by Using special measureil to help

compute a volume.

10. In measuring length we sometimes used a stan d unit

different from the inch, the centimeter. 3lstfig ,the

centimeter we can obtain a unit of volume dalled'the

cubic centimeter.

a. What sort of a space region is the dale

centimeter? c-4. cazet

b. Do you remembei: how many centimeters were neededN

to cover a length of one meter?

There are (/40.) centimeters in one meter.
. ,

c- Describe the space region we would Call a cubic meter.

(a ILI.. tra-6,t 4: Arat...t ltme-Lvi
';14'.'t A4;1'0 t:0

d. 'How many cubid centimeter blocks would we need to build
(//owi

a cubic meter? How did you get your answer?(.14/LJJ74-y
/t, x at e-

L /0 .As x x /0) Veda )

193
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COMPUTATION OF THE MEASURE.OF SPACE REGIONS BOUNDED BY PRISMS

Objective: To give the pupils understanding of the f4lowing

and skills in! computing measures of volume.'

1. Rectangular pri;ms of different shapes may have

the same volumes.

2. To Calculate thWmeasure of a space region bounded

by a rectangular prism, multiply the meoures of the\

edges which describe- the length,-width,aVd height.

of the rectangular prism. The measures ofd the edges

must be made with the same unit.'

If the length, width, and height of a rectangular'

prism are in inthesWthe volume.aft14 space'region

it in cubit inches; if/the length, width, and height

are in ftet, the volume: iv in -cubic feet; if tie.
length, width, and heightTare,incentitheters, the

volume is indubic-cerrbimeters.

If a, b, c are the number:of units in the length,

width,and height of a.rectangular prism, and y is.

the number of cubic units in theiolume of its

space regloni(-then we may. write

a x-b xt

P'

k
5. We may alio use the statement

V --7:(measure,of.he bade) x c
_ .

Where V is the numbei,of cubic units inTthe .

volume of a'solid regionbounded tg.a rectangular

prism and c is, the number of units inQ the height'
I

of the prism.
. .

6. The upper and,lower.bases of any rectangular ptiam

are, bounded by congruent tectingled.-. The upper and

lOwer bases of any. triangular pri8mre bounded by.

congruent triangles. The-upper and.lower bases of any

prism are bounded by-congruent poIygOns.-

695



For any of the pri

the statement

considered in this unit,

V = (measure f the base) x (ber of units in the
height)

is true.

8. The me of a gine region bounded b a triangle'
If

is cafe, ated by multiplying the huMb of units:

in the ase of the triangle by e er,of-units

in t altitudS;.to that base, and iding the

Pro t'hy'

.:Tvi simple closed surfaces are co ent if either .

be.madeto fitinto the othe . TWo'congruent

imple'cloaid surfaCes bound'sp cc regions of

eqUal volpme.

Maters

Tea ,er: .CuW;blocks, cardboard m elsvf rectangular prisms

(shoe box,. milk carton, ill box, etc.), Scissors,

paper for.making Model triangular prism, scotch

tape.

pupils: Same as teachers.

Vocabulary:



Exercise at 7

1. Suppose -now that we have a cubicil chalk box, each,

edge or whiCh is .5, inches long.

a. Draw a picture of this box.

b. .What is' the volume of this chalk box in cubici inches?
(/261

How do you know? :69.......er..44-41 4...1.4.1 C441#4.4. A:4dr . ave.
is-s.P+ x .245- ) 1/4

,
c. Can you describe'tWo ways oT soliring this probie#11-

L-2,..4.) go..er .r1"" )

. Suppose that we have a second thalk box' which is one inch
.

higher than the first.

a. Draw a picture of.this -box. In yourown words, tell

which edgesof the x are longer than thoae of.'

L111! : (J1.&,,...?.....O.A4y.
._.,;the first box.

..........k ./.--fra
s .- y.i.... it.4 /.....i )

,. . .

of this new box:inrcubic inches?
. ((sx.s9i4 = Aso)

b. What is the volume

I .

c. Describe two ways of finding this voltnebe....:16.1....atPAi.,/3.10.e--L......-:4-.1-..4.)
Which.one did you use?

.

a



A Gin. 'B

Its stirface is a ifinple,closed'sUrfiCe which together with

Lta interior deatribes a spade' regiOn. -.Edge AB is 6 inchesN

Long and is ,usually called,the length of the box. Edge BP is

P. inches long and called the width of the box. tine segment.

3C, 5: inches long,-4is called the height :of the box.

The chalk box is a modet6f a. figure with 14) ,faces

and 12) edges. Each,:face is 'II. (i.i.") region bounded
_. .

by ati.-10-11&) . The surface represented by the
.,.

'chalk' b-Ox' 'is Oalled,a (..r...c.t....,r4- isr-_-..) ....,
, -

b. Three !segments Congrizent to -74;..ara .represented -by

the `edges (EF LH ) Each of these is

(4) inches long:
,

c. The 'edges (.A D and .(CC2)._ r.epiesent
segments each of-which is congruent to Tr. .4-,..ishe

measure 'in inches of each of these .edges is_ (41)
, .

7 64
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tab
., d. The. segmerit _PC oongrugait to the three

segments represented by the ,edges( G F) ,r
1

1z-5 H) and (t./D/ All 4 of. theae

segmentshave a coromon length of

e. Face ABCD has area (30) , square
.-) inches.

Another: face 'congruent to ABCD is

(EFGH) :. '4

. . .

f.-.. Face BFGC has area

g.

GI 0) square',

izithes. (AEND) is another face :
; `congruent to BFOC.

Two other congruent faces are (A $F..

and (DC-G-14) ; Each of these has area
24) _ square inches.

h. Is the box a cube?. (71.0) How can you

tell? (A1-44 ,L#4 -1g-j*)

A

699. 198

0



Think of putting cubic inch blocks on the floor (face ABBE).. , .

of the chalk box of exercise 3. Each block isplaced so
that it has a face tociching the floor.

16

a. %. The faOe of the block whicki- touohe,s the floor is

a plane region bounded by a . Each of..

edges,haa a length Of .1' inch.
.

b'. The area of this face. is {IP-Lc). squire inch.

0 I :

c.. The arda.Of the floor is (2470. .square inches.

. It you fit the blocks as tightl.y as 'you can, you 'would
need blocks to cover the whole floor:

199.700
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Eiriiiiiii61
I

We would need 'Cc) layerS of blocks like

the one on ABFE to fill the whole box.

Each such layer s built out of (24) blocks.

We wool[ need (I W O) blocks to fill' the box!

,. ....
.

' h.,-.. The immure in cubic inches of the space region
a -4.,

bound0 by the chalk.box is /.7.0 ..8-

... '

.
- `Its,vokmle ( /20
- ,
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,)

SuPPoie we now standAheohalk box on another face,

faoe DAM.

A

a. ,The metusurd of DA, the length of the teox, in

inches, is (.39

say

The measure. of the width, as in Thelma is (40

. , .

0.. The height; AB,, in inches is (6)

You see that the edges we call the length, width,.

and height of the box are determined by Ihe ftNie

the box is resting on.

Do you.think!the voluMe of the region described
.

. by 'tie box is the same as it was

/when

the bOx

was resting on face ABFLig Why?
,e , I
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a. When the box of exercise

floor is face (DAEH)

'. if `"

is in this position, its

b. Once again let us imagine that we are covering the floar

of the box with bl,ks which are models of the cubic

inch. It will tad (20) blocks' to cover the floor.

c. Is this the same number of blocks we used before? (71..) .
.

d. Do ,you now think the volume of the box is the same as

it was when it rested on face ABFE? You can chinge

your mind if you would like to. C212...z..)

e. We will, need (C) layers of blocks Just like the one

used to cover the floor to fiji the entire box.

There are (P.4) blocks. in each '1ayer. Thereforei' we
r

need 12o) blocks to fill the, whole. box.

This tells us that the measure in cubic inches of the

regitin bounded by the box is /1.0

The volume of this region is (/2beAd--.4.) .

i r
i. Bow does this volume _compare with.the. volume we, got

when the box was srfsting on face ABFE?



.

7 . a; Do tau "think that. if we let the box rest on fade ABM)

the volume would besChanged? (104
,

b. Tell 'how. you could use -layers Of cubic inch bloOks 'to

show that your answer .is correci. (30.1.4.A4P÷rr" 2742

Do yoU see a quick way to find' the Volume of the chalk

boi using the measures in inches of the length, width,

and height?'

*b. Does your: way depend.:upon which face is-.the floor of

the box;PO
C. Can you explain, why your way works ?.

d. --Say in words what measures you would like to knoic

find the volume .of a spaie region bounded by a

rectangular priam. ,

J

'

a; Is a cube areetangular prism? (tes.f-)

. . Is every rectangular prism a cubeAlltr?
- A4 %1

,Arch), .4.14 . )t.:a Ar-r... 4? .

:00taat;u fi n the volume of a cube?a....
Y=exe xe)

d. Tell in words which ;neasures you would like to

. know to find-the volume, a cubical spice

region. (110 *-44.

e. Is this an easier or a harder problek thin) finding

the volume determined. by a bok which is not a cube?
*-



Exp I o ra ti on

The volume of the sOace'region bounded M a prism is ten '

just called thq volume of the !prism.. In the sameAway we of en

speak of the volume of a "cube
.
when we ?really' mean ''ttie. volume of. .

the apace region bounded, by the cube. We can use the ehorter
- .

expression whenever We are f.rly sure' tftt -We will not be °

misunderstood. - r.,
1r

1. If we place 6 cubes as in the diagram below, we have built,

a model of a rectangular prism.

a. What is: its volume? Observe,. that this. model. 'is. 6
f 1

units long, 1 unit wide, and 1 unit high. e";'*-71
t

b. Are the units we refer to linear unite, area units, or

volume. units? (20.4.... -;4144.4 :4-24,

%4

.pte. .

705
04
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2. Another model of a iiectangular prism which could be made

from the same six cubes would look like this:

a. What is the volume of the aboVe model? (604-4''''`.--4-"Ze-)

What are the length, width, and height? a 4:.....t

3 .s......t).
....

. jicij..4:.. 1...:..1

c. Can you build still another irdel of a rectangular

prism using these six cubes.? tr-' -It." '...e ."1"°"1' ...4141

What are the length, width, and height of your

. new rectang# pprism? a-234.1".".1'.
13. /....._ .

)
414-20 .. 3 ..t 7'
el......-4--.',...Z0.....r.b. i

e. The length, width, and height are expressed in.
.....

what kind of units?(.4--x-,-44--t

f.. The volume, however, is expressed iii

e.°11-4-.) units.

205
706
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Choose 24 unit cubes and build at leibt 6 different

,-models of space regions bounded by rectangular prism.

,Keep a record of the followingmeasures. Remember that the
/

length, width; and height are measured in onekind of unit

and the volume in another. (.14.4-.6'c

24

a.

b.

a.

d.

e.

f.("

. . .

Measure Measure Measure Measure
of Length of Width of Height of Volume

3.
4

3

4

C. 24

-74

Do you.see.ani relatiOnehip between the measures of

the length, width, and height of the prism and the

Measure ()rite volume? (11°/6"1-1
-04 -44-2*,.-z-ati,

24.).

h. Was this what you expected?

..Can you explain what-you observed? 7 Xl

7..-1420

707 206
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Exercise Set 8

1. List 5 sets of possible lengths, widths, and heights

of rectangular prisms. whose volume is 36 cubic inches.

Do not actually build models of these prisms.

a,2,; -s. 3, ;

; /.)
6,;/.;

List 5 sets of possible lehgths, widths, and heights

of rectangular prisms whose volume is IAA. cubit feet.

-.4,6, 4 j /2, la, / ;

g ; f .; '9, 41,4 ; ,2, /2 .

3: Think of a cube whose edge is 1 centimeter long. What

do you think would be a suitable name .for this unit of

measure of a space region? (e.edi c0=Irs)

List 5 lets of possible lengths, widths, and heights

of rectangular 'prisms whose volume is 100. cubic
=

centimeters. j

io,$ ; 2, 2` ;.
5, 4 ; Y, J, so )

4. If the length, wicith,darid height are in inches, the volume

is in (C,....L4C ). If the length,, width, and height

ar4 given in feet, the volume is in (C-4-1--.4. ) . If

the length, width, and height are given.in centimeters,

the volume is in( eilsi=t) .

72 7 08



Complete the. following "tab'Xe. All.measures refer to_ space..

regioni bounded by rectangular prisms.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Measure or
gth

of Prism

Measure of
Width
of Prism

,

5,
2

12

_(±)_

8 i

:

4

6

_

Measure of Measure of
Height Volume
of Prism of :Space Regior

08
( /2o).8 . (94)

.1 / (42)
7 168

6. To calculate the measure of a solid region bounded by .a

rectangular prism, multiply the *measures 'of the length,

width, and height of the rectangular prism.. If a, b,

are the number of units in the length, width, and height of #40:"*.

a rectangular prisni, 'the volume of the prism is (z c) .

7. Show how you could use an exponent to- write the product for
3)5

calculating the volUme of a ,cube of edge 5 inches(, of

edge 2 feet, of edge a centimeters. (2)(23)

8. Calculate the volume in each case, if enough information

1\
Thii figureis a

-Cube

(3

(c)

Area of
.'Base is 29sq.in
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COMPUTINQ THE

ft
. .

A,-SPACE REGION BOUNDED BY A RIGHT

:_ttploration

Were able tocalculate the measure of the space peon

in exercis - 8/1(e) of the lastset.Of exercises? Here is one

Way 'yound 'p?-have thought About this. problem.

If t e/ Measure of the lengt,h:width, und.height of a

rec prism are a, b, and c, then the measure of the

volume_i b x c. The measure of the length, width, and

height, of course, the number of linear units needed to cover

eaph.Of theie line-aegMent0. The measure.of the voluthe, however,

teIls.0 'how many cubic units there are in the:space regioh'

boUnde by the prisM. All four of these-measures are numbers.
. .

If we :let V stand for the measure of the volume we,can write

..:what. we have discovered 'as V- (a x b) x c.

units

The product (ikX:b)--Alvet the measure of .the rectangular:

region which is the base of the prism. Another way of saying this

is that .a x b. tells us how many units we need to coverthe base.

of thepr161. Therefore, in 8 (c) we may write:

7 . (measure of the base) x c

V '029 X 5.

V . 145.,

The volume is 145 cubic inches.

.710
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-Dre4Cise Set 9

1. Calculate the voluthe of a space region boundedby a

rectangular prism, using the fo1lowing information:;
Area of Base Height-. Volume

a. 42\4q. 15 cm.

b.. 38. v. in. -: 10 in. .,(390.

c. 100 .ziq. in. ft.- ( ;goo
Nen- r

*If the volume Of a .solia on;bOunded by a rectangular

prism is 0144,', cubic units and the height 10 linear units,

what is the area of the base?
1 4

.

How many packages of paper napkins Can be packed in a cart:"

whose base is .a 2 ft. square, if the carton is 3. ft.

high? Each package of paper napkins is 6 in. by 6 in..

4: 2: pyA:

?a ace, is needed in a classrOom to hold a set of textbooks.

by..414 in.
=.1- CAA. fr

J. -L.
3 /3

Each -textbook'is one inch thick and,--hair a. cover 8 in.
8 in; Can 'a space 1680 "au. in. hold 35 .texts?
7).1....-..- 7,..... *4.1%.....A 4._4. 44s, e..-1. .,......

(.2/./......../ 3s-.441.0.4. 4r... Q. /4 so e.......:
..7.-A-01. '3.1 E.--4,j, -, A .4..../..4,. 3 ....-.1., 243.... ; a 14.4...;4,,,

by

711 210
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Exploration-

Let us look at a box where the length of one edge, is not

a whole number of units.

1. Look at the box pictured below.

a.

6 in

I,f you use blocks which are models of% the cubic inch,

how many such blocks would you need to cover the ilfCV?

Its length is (4'

Its width is (4..4)

Its height .1 ( 3

b. The area of 'the floor of the box is. (24-4/..4'.)

C. If you used two such layers of blocks, would you

exactly fill the box?(YIJ

d. Would two layers contain too many blocks, just enotigh

blocks, or too .few blocks to fill the box? (t4")A-4
e. This tells us that the voltime of -the box is ()<-4-+.4

48 cubic inched.

f. Would 3 such lagers exactly-fill 'the box?:(.243.),

Would 4 such lwers. exactly fill the box? IX) .

h. We see that the volume Of the box is s-4+4-A a:L.%) 72

cubic inches and -- ^) 96. cubic inches. This is

the best we can do using cubic inch, blocks.

What sort of blocks could we use to get a better estimate

of the volume of this box? (a----11.-,,-
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2 Suppose we have a aubicia bloCk of edge
. .

inch.

. (.--41he volume of the space region iOxi. which this blodk is

a model is g

b. - It would take these blocks to build .4

model of the-cubic inch.

a. Let us use these'smalfer blocks to cover the .floor of

the box of exercise 1. We will pack these blocks in

tightly just as we did before and in such a way that

each block has a kace' on the floor. The face of the

;block is a model of a (#-;;;) bounded by a (401--0,-)

of ar4a ( 4 ;)

.

b. .We:locUld have td -pack. in (#.) such blocks to .cover

. one square, inch of the floor.

#. If we line the blocks up as shown -below,

it would take

a.model as long as the box.

(i2)
N

of these inch blocks to.bulad



it

we' build columns of blocks like this,

it would. take such bloPks to build a prism

. as wide as the box.

Z

Using theie. facts we s thit it would 'take 19'). of

our new blocks to' cover the entire floor Or the boti,.

d. Every. 4 such blocks would cover (. sq. in of

the floor.

This shows that our. 96 blocks will cover CV):

sq. in.

-..The area of the .floor of the box is
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5. "a.' wepile up blocks like.. this,

it will take (7)
high as ,t.he -box.

such blocks to build a prism as

b. Thies helps us cOnclude that we will need (7) layers
of blocks just like the one on the floor to fill the
whole box:

1

0. Bach; layer contains 711,) blocks and therefore
we will need (71:41k94) 7,) blocks to fill the
box.

measure of our box in terms of thit new unit'il

e. If we now remember that it took 8 of theselblooks.to''
build a model of ( i!rA-g). Cu.: in., we see that the volume
of the box is r (, 72,4- p) cu. in. or (9 Att)" cu. in.
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-We: also pee that this volume of the boX of-exercise 5 is

less than :96 cubic inches and bigger than ,72 cubic
0

inches: This' was pointed up by the discovery that 3

layers of 24 cubic -inch blocks each were not quite
.

enough to fill-our box, while if we built 4 such layers-

we had too many blocks.

a. J Using these smaller blocks we can get'

estimate of the volume.

. b. In general, using a smaller. unit will lead to a more

estimate;

c. Fbr the box in question, the Measure (in inches) .o

the length, a, is (4).

6
d. The measure-(in inches ) of.the width, b, is :1,

e. The measure (in inches) of the height, a, is (3:6--.)

.f. a x b-x a is ( g4) . Is this the measure,.

(in cubic inches)-of the volume? ()

Will our formUlt V au. a x b x c work for this

box? (77-13.0.)

215716
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Exercise Set 10

1. Consider a boic of length 4 inches, width 4 inches,

.and height 3 inches.

a. Draw a picture of this box.

What are a,. b, and c for the.prism represented by

this box ?.

. 4 4

c. Our formula leads us to'believe that V = and

that the volume of the,,space region bounded by this
.

prism is (2/

2. Could you check yoUr answer by building up layers of cubical
blogks of edge. 1 inch? ExPlain.:( 'WA e.:4.1 /A") z4

7 2 24

Could you check pour answer by building up layers of cubical
blocks of edge 71 inch? Why? ( 01")111-12,-4-4-

If we 514.ed more rectangular prisms, we would find. that

we cou.Xd always use the formula, V or a x b x c to help us find

.the measure of the volume.

.Another way of thinking of .this formula is.'

V, so (a -x b):x or

.:Measure of volume. (in cubic. inches), = Meatureoy base (in.

square units) x height (in,linear-Ainits)

717:21



VOLUME.OF SOME SPACE REGIONS- WROSE BASES ARE-NOT RECTANGLES
. ,

Inthis section yOu will find some'.
reference, made;to the volume of.a cylinder

:in. the pupil.-text. Finding the.measurt-for-
the.vOlumeof.a cylinder isdependent upon'
finding7the.measure.for-the area of the base.
111e. base of the 'cylinder considered here is
a circular plane regiod. We. do not.nOw.have
-a.may of finding the area. of a circular
region.'. is' :useful to.help.the.pupils
see that if they couldlind'the area of the
circular Fe-eon that is .the base of thee
-oylinderi.then-they could. find the volume of
the cylindep

The method'of approximating the area ,

of the circular region by using_the grid is
suggested as a method for finding two numbers
between which the measure of the area is
likely to be. The result found'geve us an
estimateof the measure of-the volude-bqtween
50 and 65. From your own knowledge of
geometry yOu know that the-area of the
circular region isiTr2 where TT represents
an irrational number (about-3.1416 and r'
is the radiusiof thefdircle. is would givethe :measure of the'volume as

3.1416 x 4 x 5 = 62.8320,

but this is not to be presented as a part
of this chapter. You may.wish to indicate
that they will come to this result later in
their formal. study of geometry:



VOLUME OF. SOME:SPACE REGIONS WHOSE BASES ARE NOT RECTANGLES.

....xploration

. ConSider the space figure pictured below. (A model of
.

- .
such a fizure.:amight "be a.storage chest specially desigited

to,fit into.-a corner of a room. , Can we find the volume

. of the region bounded by this figure? -.

J
A..' 2 -ft B

-Since. the .measures of the edges are expressed in.terms 'of

.feet, what unit'wolild we expect to use to-express the

volume? (e-4-4.4-.

c. One model of this unit would be a cubical block.- '1.1hat

wotail be the length of the edge of such a cube?. (o-.t/ei")

d. If wepack these ,cubes .as, usual; how many such cubes

would it take to cover_ the floor of such a cheet?. (;

e

If you Have .trouble answering this question, you might

\imagine making a trace of the outline of the flobi of.
.

the chest-. Your_trace 'would look Like.the figure at the

top of the next page,-
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.A 21. 8
2. Look at the outline shown above of the floor of the chest.

a. How long .is 7? (4 /49
b. How long FE? ( 4.p)
c. Does this help you answer your question?

/
d.' .The area of the floor of the chest is k 2.4 /
e. How many such layers of blocks woq.d you need to fill

( ,3. ,1 . " "the box?

The measure of the volume of the CheSt is .(24 x 3)
cubic feet)* Or (72 (in dullie feet).

NT, the measure of the volume, is the re of the base' 8/

(in square Feet) multiplied tax the measure di the height (fin feet).
0

r

= B: x h

This was the same' formula _:that we used for .1.1e._chalk box. The

base of the 'chalk 1:)0x Was a '.Plane region. bounded by a rectangle

whose sides had".measures a and b where a. and b represent

numbers. The measure' of the base (iri square units), therefore,
'

:as a x b If the height of .the box is c, V=Bx h becomes

V = (a x b) x c. The letters a, b, c repreient numbers.

720

fR19
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-a

115torage container is pictured below. It is a model of a

space region.'

The base of the space region is a (, ) bounded by,

a (.0---s-14-

b. If again we use blocks which-are models ofthe cubic foot,

we will need (40 layers of such bloCks to fill the

container.

54t.

c. 1Can we exactly cover.the floor using these-blocia?(X,
4-.1-0.4-r-4-4

fit. Whit is.the area of the pIane'region which has the floor

of the chest-as its model?"/67-1t,-,

e. Could-you cover this floor of the chest using your cubic-

. foot bloCks?(2pAL,../..2._ cab

441P
f.:tan you iMagine such a covering?

HOw Many blOcks would you need? (/-6.-J

h. To fill the-:entire container we would need how Many-pl4oqks--
Zry

i. Does our formula, . V, s B x h, -:work.for this space

figure,. (11,02-.)

j.. What is the voi;en) of,the region debcribed by the picture?

e21!'

.47,4
;;;,:'4

721
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.
. a. Face ABET of the .container is a..model of. a plane

region boxinded by a (4460444v) .

b.. Suppose we let the model rest. on this 'face.. Do you

think the region now .bounded by this figure will have

a different volume 2)' Why? (1tA4114444.1,e-- e ^.44.)
C

5 ft.

a.- If the container is in this position, its floor is the

model of a plane region of area (261 ibe.

. Could we use-

V = Bh 20h.

where . h is the measure (in feet) of the height from

the base .up to edge DC to find the measure of tile

1.4

14-4--
/47--

221 722
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Exercise Set 11

1. Which one. of the following picture's represent Space regions

. the measure of whose volumes. could be found' by VI= Bh?'

(17- As." 2 .Whrt , #"3"'"

d.

4_

723
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2. Cc vaider the apace re' on.I4Otured belol.

lb

a. A model of such a space region might be a tin can. Do

you think you cquld find the measure of the volume of

this region by means of the formula, "V Bh? '(11,-;gd
&Jo iod

b. Thaw did yoU make your depision? (ta.t e444/1p-La
,L3 4.4 ir4dt,
...tt )

c. What unit would you expect to express this volume?(e...i.:...)

Why? (al!

d. Whit is the name of the surface bounding this space

e

region?.

Whit is measure of in inches
77"

. 223
724
/

fbr this .region?f6)
-.,
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f. One way of estimating is to use a rectangular .grid

as we did in the unit on area. We could use our .1;14e1

of thi region and-make a trace of the boundary of its,

baser This boundary curve is a circle of ,radius 2

inches. Your trace*, would look like this:

A grid lw-ith. 1 inch s es has been put on your trace..

What 'is the measure,p.n square. inches) of the plane region :

bounded by a circle of radius two inches?. (Use your

grid to estimate this .measure

Using this grid, our smallest estimated value of B is
. .

(/0)-; and thi value of 17 that goes with it is. (s")

Our:Iargett-eitiniatted vttlue B is (i 3) and the

value of V that goes with it is (GS

The volume of the space region is smaller. than (63'0....4)

and greater than k e- A; )

How could w1: 22,:a bette estimate of the .volume?
( Use 4. .00.10,41. .8.71 da. 1.4.4e.ad

725'
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We have seen that some space regions .-..-

those whose models can be built up out of equal
4

layers -- are such that the measure of their

volunWis given by

ixBxh

or

Measure of Volume (in cubic units)

Measure Of'BeLse (in square units) >t

Measure of height (in linear'units)

. .. . .

. 4-
There are other space regions the measure

, 4 -
of- whose volume cannot be.found'thhg, way:

...

.,

225
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Exercise Set 12

1. A hat box is .a model of a space region. What is the volume

Of this region? k

a

A plastic dish which can hold a piece of pie_ is pictured

below. What is--the volume of the space region represented

by this dish? t3 0 -644-- -` )



Whai is the voldme of the water trough plotlired below?

2ft (21"44 it)

4. Find the volume. of.theepace region bounded by this *pace.

figure. (S 20 em



COMPARISON OP VOLUMES OF"SFACE REGIONS BOOKED BY

RECTANGULAR PRISMS AND I:IRA/CDS

Objective: To reach the conclusion that if a pyramid has

its base congruent to' the base of a cube and

-. its height" equal to the height of the. cube,

then the measure of the volume of the space

region -bounded by the pyramid is one-third" of

the measure of the volume of the space region

'bounded by 'the cube

Use the...models on the following pages for
cut-outs to make- cubes and pyramids.: For
convenience you may wish. to, make them larger
than.. the models.. suggested. To do this,- multi
ply each,length by 2 . (or 3, or whatever::
factor is.. convenient). :The segments of length
3 inches 3.67. inches would thus 'become- 6'

and 7.34: .respectiVely, and if measureMents
are made' as carefully as .pOesibleii. useable
models should reisult. Fasten the appropriate
edges together;_with rsteong. tape. The Bug-,
gestiOns made in ;the pupil explOration.
section should 'be followed as explanation is
.made. .Better results .wilr likely 'result Prom.
teacher denonstration:than*from pupils' using.
.the modele.

729



CUBE

3"

3 in:

PYRAMID

3" Li&

730730

229.

Picture of finished
-model



NOTE: Assemble the model
and then cut, along:
the three
indicated segments:
to form the lid.'

'Eschside4 of square is .3.. inches long. The height Oeeach
.

. isosceles A is .3.35.. inches,: andeach of '*eftongruent .sides-:,:

is 3.67 inches long This will Of the
d inchel5:'

Ttiese models .till make it posiible for

to fill the cube.

pyramids of sand

731



COMPARISON OF VOLUMF.S OF SPACZ REGIONS BOUNDED $Y,

1.

,RECTANGULAR PRISMS AND PYRAMIDS

EXploration

Now look at pyramid. which your teacher has.. pind-the.;

linear.meakures lin inches) of the sides.of.the base ox.

this model.

headings in the.tableteldw..

Record your measures under. the first two

t.
Measure. -.

(in incheS) (in inches)

of. the width of the height

. of the base ' of the

pyramid

',Mature

;(in inches:;L,

of the lang5h'.

of the bdie:!=,

Mediure
Iry

(in cubit;

inche8) of

the volume e.

What is the height of the pyramid? Your.teaoher will now

show you. how to '_ estimate it. (Let the base pieces hang free

as in'the-picture'below so that you can use a lollypop stick,
. .". .

a pencil, or any.dth thin, pointed object to help estimate
. 4 :,i' .:..F, .

,-
H.the height of the pyramid.0 I. ,-; .70,!.4 t.

.
.....

Height of
Pyramid

1 732:



. a.. ;HOwdei:the.'Measures of the cube dompareswith those ..of

thepyraniid?*34.
-

b. Whieb space region do you think is:larger, that bounded,

by the pipmn-bi that bounded by the pyramidg4Y74-41t1

Your teacher` pyramid with rice. ..HOw mani

pyramids ,of ride r ddes.. it take to fill the interior, of

the culae?.. f-3)

d.. Can :you..eitimate. the'volUMe'.of the pyramid? Ricard. this

eeilmate'under ,the:fourth.4ieading in your table-;:.7.::'

a reetangular'prisM.and'irectangulir pyramid' have
I.

. -

congruent bases and heightw:of equal measure, how do you

thi* the volumes bounded:-.by these surfaceswill compare?
.

,

an .experiment which showed .that

and a Pyramid have .:heights of the same measure-and

if their bases'are bounded by congruent retangles; the

,volume.of the
..', . .. .

),,ii.thteetimes the volume of the

Another way of saying thisii.that the volume. of

fri.":00 is one- third' the volume of the

733232.
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6. Consider, the ,prisittt?the relatea''priaiSidLpictured
_.

,:

. -.2 . .. , ,
We know that If a, b, and ..c are .the measures' of the

w -
length, width, and heilcht of ', a prism, the measure, V, of

% . .... \
the-yolume is given ,by the forpla V 2, ( a P. ./,.. s'..o.)

.,,

b. If -we have a pyramid with length of measure a, width of

.measure b, and height of' measure c, the measure oif its

_Lvolume will be given' by., the formula V = 3 Y a

4
a. Since the length, width, and-height are-expressed infeet,

we will expect to express the-voluie in

The heights of the twa figures aie

C. The bases of the two figures are(2 4 47 PO
d. The volume of the pyramid is (e;..-7=.414AJ) the volume of

the prism.
.

e. Another way of saying this is that the volume of the

prisni Ur (3 --4-) the, volume of the 'PYram,ki... .. ....,f Z14 ,r.ollime of the prism is,J,
. 2 6,*---i_j

.,

.,.,

'g. From this we conclude that the volume of the pyramid

r

c. Tell what this formula says in words-

233 734
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8. Now-consider this prism.

a. How does the volume of this-prism compare with the one

we had before? - (*"'"a
a!

. DDes this seem reasonable? 61.....---- --;-/-1-1 ,4;.7)
........:

c. How does the volunie of our pyramid coarit with the

volume of this prism? (0"-t-"11.'qz:1;:,--& .... ). .,..

d. What are a,.b, and a for the new prism? (AT 3., 1= 4, i'-'`4)

e. For the prism of exercise 6? (4..=.6 ,;:.g.= 4; e 3)
'.---.'-.'i ' - .., 4

f. For tbeIiirnm.f.k.of exercise. 6? '62- i' G) 1= 4. e= 3)
, ,

,.

g. Doettif..S.:Jr...apci give you the measure of the volume

)
1 i

h. Does is - a x b x a give you the measure of the volume

of the pyramid? (12(44.-) !:,

of 'each

. Whatis the volumebf a pyisamid of length ip.::,--fiches, width

4 inches, and height 1 feivt?. Itcpretis your answer in terms

of cubic inches, (t1 x /2 = 444;4-, .

.4352 3 4



.Exeraise Set 1

100 ft

25 ft

What is the measure

in.cubic feet

of this monument?'

Vfr = 1..1.i is /Q, 7ewn.).

/ si,7S7 4.,

= I S, 7Sa f 1; 2 so'

tr. 2 5 ,4000

2. The volume of a rectangular prism is 216\cubic inches.

The height is 9 inches.

a. What 11-tI area of the ,base? (24 -41.4.:-.)

Name some pairs of numbers which coulde its length,

and width, in /Aches-. (42.----..-,-L.P.iev)

3... The volume of a rectangular pyramid is 216 -cubic inches.

The area of the base is the same as that of the prism of

exercise 2. What is the height of this pyramid?

s
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Chapter. 8

ORGANIZING AND DESCRIBING-DATA:-

1
-PURPOSE OF UNIT

Pupils (wneadults) are bombarded daily with a myriad of

"facts and figures." It is essential that people be aware of

some of the bays of organizing and describing these many facts

so that the information presented can be more clearly understood.

This unit introduces the use of tables for presenting data

in an organized manner and shows how this data can be pictured

by graphs. It discusses how data can be described by numbers

which represent the mean, median, or mode

It is hoped that by the end of this the pupil will:

1. Recognize the need for organizing data and have

some skill in making and reading tables.

4
2. Develop an understanding and some skill in "rounding

off* numbers.

3. Save a clearer concept of what "graphing data" means.

Ir.. Develop skill in reading, interpreting, and

constructing simple line segment and bar graphs.

5. Be able to read and interpret circle graphs and to

construct some of the more simple types of circle

graphs.

Rive been introduced to the idea of pictographs and_

their use and limitations.

Be aware of the concept of median, mean, and mode

and be able to compute and identify these measures

of central tendency.

I

737
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MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
_

We live in a world of a bewildering and ever- increasing
'number of facts.

An_increasing proportion of.this information isgiven'in a numerical form. There are, various ways to try to make
this mass of datweasily understood (the word "data" is the
plUral of the Latin word "datum" which means "fact "). Aaingle
number may be choten which in some sense is an "average". of a
large set of numbers. A number may be chosen which describes
how,the data varies from the "average.° Various types of graphsley be drawn to illustrate the data; This chapter is an intro-
duction to some of the ideas of organizing and describing'dita.

The first step in attempting to understand a large number
Of facts is to organize them in some type of table. In the 'table
the facts are arranged'in some order, and thus a table helps us
to understand the'informatio4. Sometimes placing the data in
groups will be an aid to understanding.

For example, the teacher,might get a clearer picture of the performance of'a class on a
test if. she grouped all of the scores from 91 :through 100 inone group, 81 through 90 in another group, etc. Grouping
data in.this:fashionis not discussed in the pupil text.

Quite often we will represent the data by drawing a
picture of it. Associated pairs of numbers are what we really
expect 4 table to display. On a population table, we read a
yearaand the population of, that year. .Hence, the ordered pair
might be -- "1910, 92 : million." The data could 'be pictured
by using tiro perpendicularlines and labeling one line "years ":
and the other "population." A proper scale would lave to be:"
chosen to keepthe graph on the sheet of paper. Then we could
plot the pairs of points as in the earlier work on graphing in
Chapter 5. When "time" (measured in hours, years, decades, for,
example) is one of.the two sets of numbers, it is Usually:
plotted on the horizontal axis.

A graph might look like this if the data were the,

738
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population of the United States:

OR0WTH OPHUNITED'STATES"POPULATION

90:
Population ' 180

of U. S. 170

in 160

millions '150 .

140

130.-

120.

110

100

90

c

%

1910 1920 1930 19401950 1960

Soriet1áieeme devi*e.isused.tO make-thec-trend more

apparent;: oft0 way to:0:62:thislisto co points withnect.the:Pointwith line
- . .

segments . A line segment grdphshoUld t,e;drawn only when points .

between he endpoints of each line segment represent an estimate

of some ordered pair of numbers' that, could be considered part:of

the data. The population graph shown here does not give us a

record of the population in the year 1938, for example. int if

we select a Point on the line segment graph between the years

1930 and 1940 that would correspond to the year 1938 then the

table would 'lead us to eitimite"the.population at about 130

million.. This is indicated in the graph, ,Thus we have made a

tacit assumption that the population between 1930 and '1940

-increased as shown by the.graph.' Of course, the population

might have decreased between 1930 and 1935, then risen rapidly

'between 1935 and 1940. we do not know. In the 'absence of

such iniormation the line segments are draxn'betlieen,points which

represent known parts of the data. It may be said the line .

graph ictirries the eye" in helping to read from the graph easily

739
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the information pictured. The grapii obtained by connecting,the
points with"*e_$egments is called a linesegmentHgraph. The
line segMent'praph of the populationrdata plotted above would look
like this:

, GROWTH OF UNITED STATES POPULATION.

Population

of U. S.

in .

million$

190

-14p

170

160

150

140

130

120

110

100

9.0

r

year 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960

193

Another'way to. make the trend easier to see is to draw bars
from one of the axes to the points. As a bar tph, the poPula7
tion.picture:might-look like this;.

GROWTH OF UNITED STATES POPULATION

190

180

population 170

of U. S. 160

in 150
millions 140

fr

130

120

110

100

90

Year 1910 1920 1930 1.940 1950 196o
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In a bar graph, the bars should be the same width and the
space between the bars shotld be the same width,but it is not
necessary .for the bars to be the same width as-the-spaces between
them.

It is.easier to compare the population of one year with that
of another on a bar graph, but it is probably easier to visualize
the change in population from the line segment graph. Some tables
Which can be illustrated by bar graphs cannot be illustrated by
line graphs.

Many newspapers and magazines replace bar graphs by
pictorial charts, or pictographs, where the tars are replaced by
pictures ,of the objects. For example, Using a picture o a man
:liv::the:popialition chart, a comparison,ot the 1916' and 1960
:.PQP4latioWtight look like this:

GROWTH OF UNITED STATES POPULATION

Pbpulation

of U.S.".

in .

millions
of%

1910 1960
Year

Thisfpicture is:very misleading sinceue

nsidhal suggestion of the pictures,thei: 19b0 &pUlation
appears to be much more than double the 1910 population.

A-1'
40,

A;;4

fairer representation could be made by drawing a ptC:tgre'of a
each 10 million people. One purpose of this: v4it ii to

1:. teach the pupils -to read graphs correctly and be wary of mis-

.;7.:P1iiding information, such as might be given in the populati

'-4:$3cils:milph The ability to read graphs is more important for the
,-:,-p4ge.'than the ability to make graphs /but the-making of graphs

IF:Ii1 ,.he113.,the pupils to learn to read them.

:,When the data are concerned with the parts of a whole of

-'-`1100.41.trig., then a circle graph be used By using the degree

741
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eas-the unit, 300 non-overlapping angles may be drawn with their
vertices the center of a circle. We can think, then, of a

circular region separated into 360 regions, each shaped like a-
"slice of pie." Suppose we wished to make a circle graph ,to

,

represent the distances the pupils in a. particular class live
from school. Of the 30 pupils in the class, 14 live less,
than one mile, 10, live more than one mile and lead than two
miles, and 6 livi,more thp two miles from the school. Since

.

14 is
14
wx- of 30, the part of the interior of the ci/101e that

should b2ue used to repretent the 14 children is formed .by an
angle of 168 degrees (wt.x 360 zit 168). The angle will have its2v
vertex at the center and radii will be parts of the rays. Hence
the "slice of pie" in the interior of an angle-will represent the .

portion of the class living less than one mile from school. We
can perform a:aimliar computation for the other two parts and
then draw a circle-graph:

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND DISTANCE THEY LIVE FROM S

Pupils
living less
than one mile
from school.

168°.

Pupils 120! 720
living. more Pupils
than .One Mile. iirin4 more
and.lessthan than _two
two miles les

from from
school: sc .o

Many times it is desirable to have just one number to -

represent t he data. If the. nUmber describet ifftendencyof the. . ,s

data to group about some "center," it is called a measure of 1r

central tendency, or an average. The three types'ofaveragee

studied in this unit are.the arithmetic mean, the median,*id the
mode. In thig usage the word "arithmetic" is anadjeotiviand
its pronunciation should be 'that given by your classrOom
dictionary. When the teacher says the average,grade on is

. 800..lbisoonveys.littleinformation until ril the teache,.:sta'ies what.
type f average she is using..

742
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The arithmetic- =mean. of a set of numerical grades is
Obtained by a g the grades and dividing the sum by the number
of grades. f there:are some extreme grades in the set, then
the arithmetic mean may not be a very good'aVerage to use. For
example, if there are five boys in a class and if four boys made
grades of .100 on a teat and one boy-made zero, then the
arithmetic mean is 80. ,Commonly, the word "average" is used
when "arithmetic mean" is intended.

The median of a set'of numbers is a number such that half °.
of the numbers in the set are greater than it and half are less.
When the numbers are arranged in order of size, the median is
the middle number. If there is an even number of numbers, then
the median is the number half-way between the two "middle"
nu hers. For example, if the grades of -six girls are 72, 78,
83, 85, 92, and 97:. then the median is 84. Note that the
median would still be 84 if the lowest grade were-zero instead
of 72. Many times the median is a better average.to.use than
the arithmetic.mean since extreme scores do nbt affect the
median.

The third type of average.is the mode, and defined
as the number that occurs most frequently in the distribution.
If the grades on a test are 72, .75, 76, 76, 76, 85, 92,.
97, then the mode is 76. If the scores are 72, 75, 76,
76, 76, 78, -82, 82, '82, 85, 92, then there are two
modes, 76 and 82. The distribUtion in this cast is said to
be bimodal.

If sabre men wear a-size 8 shoe than ahy other size, the
mode of these data is 8. The arithmetic mean mightbe 8r--

00
and a shoe mahufacturer would be wise to use the mode rather

than the arithmetic mean as a basis for a-decision on the size
of shoes to make.

.

2
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TEACHING THE UNIT

The general plan of the unit is to introduce

the'main ideas through a section of EXpioratton.

After the,ideas of the Exploration hive been

developed under the teacher's guidance, these

ideas are again reinforced through the use.of.

appr6Priate Exercise Sets. Although the Explora-

tion is teacher-direeted, the pupils, should be

encouraged to participate actively.

Die to the many tables and4reat amount

ofdata:ueed in the EXplbration.of,each section,

it is recommended that the Pupils. keep their..

bookt open ddring discussion. There are some

:parts of the EXploration that the pupils can

'study individually.. The. Exerciseu:Sets-should

be done independently by each pupil. After in-

dividual study and completion of each.Set of

Exercises is accomplished, class diseussion

should further develop the concepts. The

exercises serve two main purposes: ._to develop

an idea, and to expand and fix an idea ihmind;

EndOurage pupils to answer questions which

other pupils raise about a. particularrexerciee.



ORGANIZING DATA

Objectives: To develop the concept of data
,

To show,noir.motable helps .t4 picture
organised data

that organisation of data helps
to Intderstand the datar.,

.

1

"' '

. ,
Mixterialset<,, paper, pencil, stratightedge,Aballci4 chalk-

board, yardsticks, ballots:

data, moressal, reptile, vary, tiedious

Teaching Proceddrett.
. .

A .t
. In order to give this section more meaning

it Would be helpful to have 27 ballots
prepared with the names of hamster, gartersnake, turtle, lizard, and guinea pit:written
on them. The number of ballots should be in
accordance with the .number given in 'Table i.Place the ballots on a table. Ask -the, children7-'.--
to answer question 1 of the Ititploration. Do

arrange; the ballots in rows or columns hit
just allow. them to be .a...whap-hasardf mass of
information. This will "bring home" to the
pupils the realization that data must be or-ganized to. be interpreted quickly.

The pupils need to keep their books openduring the Exploration because of the large
number of facts presented.

Sarre Pupils may . need help in 'arranging
material in a table,. especially if meny!facts.
are being presented. Some individual help. may
have to be given by the.teacher in making a
table to organise the information given,, as inexercise 4. After the information is' arranged
in a table, the questions are 'easily answered.

attention, of the pupil should be
directed to the .Stuatary 'at the, end of this
first Explanation.



AND AM:SCRIBING, DATA,

INTRODIICTION

It would:be a very tedious iotx,tO staid,' the score

card of every baseball gime in whicli Mickey Mantle has

played in order to determine how many times:'he.:has

been at .bat and 'Om many 7timeic he has
4

lal'ow at a glanCe,#oa'..04ccesiful he is as a
. .

batter when we:say his batting average ,this year is

.326, if we know what "aieiage"- meaiii;,-and whether

.326 is "good."

There are many, many facts about today's world.

Many of these factseAre expressed in terms of numbers.

There are fact alk40/ people's heights and weights,

facts la -facts about heights, iif.110.1dings

facts dibed from satellites in outer space, Facts
.7(7.

about pulatiOn, and many others.

In this chapter you are going to studr-s3me ideas.

'about organizing,and describing data. You are going

to learn that the word ."average' has several meanings

and that sometimes an "average" is very misleading.

'You are also giiing.to learn various ways of presenting



Exploration;..

The teadhe,r and, the boys and giks'in a.4txth gradeclass.

minted tobuy a pet for their room. After some discussion, they
decided to have each person write his choice on a slip Of paper.

..,.Thetcould...0002141 from one of these: guinea pig,/ turblei

liamiter, Or:gartersnake.:
- N.3..

. ,

When the slips were collected, they looked like this:

6 AMAHAMM

krOrtx
SNAKE.

reAKTER
MAKE

ca,ARD

6A1170Z

SNAKE
vim?

HAMSTER
GUINEA

'fi,("6
6ARrER
SNAKE

HANSI HAMSTER

,

&IMO

GARTER

-MAO

NM IS

.

ilow..cauld,-e.zie children decide which -animal, to ..bue? Couict

ithey 'bell by just glancing at the vote or,dic.:0.ey need to
. .

organise 'he.infotMetion:41.yen :*ciiel'AWould the

class need tovote again?'6.4:4.e....#jA

6ART1.

61/11/a
Alb: H ER

MRIER
3HW

607E'R
SNAKE

.
When we think" of arranging information in some way:so.,

. . . . .

that it can be4ore. easily UndeistoOdo. we psi are .;

organizint data.- Data .othele "name for inforaietr
. .



S.

4 ,

Acommittee counted the voted for the classroom pet. Then
.

they made a table showing the facts given by the vot

It looked 'like thip
.- !

a

'TABLE :1

Votes for.plass Pet

Guiriea Pi d
4_

.

?urtle

Lizard

Hamster 9

Garter_apike 9

A table talon has a title to show.what the facts are about.

a) Is it easier -to tell by looking at this. table or by

pa o paper, ow many vo as each

animal: received? (-IL..ALA-44;4 :4 X014). i:11 ddit4,

The sixth graders decided to vote again to choose between, a

hamsterland-a garter snake. Aft144.-ae-votes were counted,

& table was aumN,L,

TABLE .2

Final Vote for Class Pet

'Hamster

Garter; Snake 12

Tellzhow a table helps you understand 'a:set of

facts . (e.,1Z ea-42:.4t- re; arrxict-4..A.Z Acid wr-z-

t
at7anii-J4)

748
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3. 'George, Harry, Jim, and Jbhn eachhive a newipapey. item!. Theme

number'of papers.they sold one week Was: Gorge
.

: ,

Harry .28, JIM 15, Johry=46; Tuesday.- George A, Wry 29,

Jim 21, John-38; Wednesday - GeOrge 18, Retry 29, jiim°47f.
.

.

John 38; Thursday 7 George'30, Harry 31), .11.i47,44ohn 40i,.

Friday - George 52, Barry 32, Jim 47, Johri 42;.Saturday
-

George70, Harry 60, Jim 50, John 44; Sunday.. George 98;

Harry '75,. Jim 54, John 45. eh. .

Without organizing,the data, answerettiese questions:

On What day did Jfm sett' as many papersareGeprge and

*Fry together? (7)-`,/ 1-0

b) Which boy, sold they same nuMbA-of papelts,three days in

.a row?

Which boy-iOld 'More papers each day than he sold the

daybefore?(4ry-') (

. z

WhiCh boys sold more4spersx or -at leatt as many as
the day before,. each' day through the week? ale).

-1011ch boy sold more.than Vhree times as many papers one

day as he did .the day before?.

. 110

Which boy's sales for each day of the entire week did

not.vary over,

Now look at the data organized in this table. Does the

table make it easier to_answer the questions?

° TABLE 3

.Newspaper Sales fdr One Week' '

10.paPers? .)

Monday Tuesday WedrieSday Thursday Friday Saturday sunday
-George .3 10' 18 . '30 52 70 .98,
Harry 28 29, - 29:' 30.10. 32. .60 .75
Jim '15 21 47, 47 47 50 .5210

*John: '36 38 . 38 .4,40 42 44 . 45
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*4. 'Eight Girl Scout troops in Centerville sold boxes'of cookies.

There were three kinds of cookies, one kind to a box. There

were boxes of mint, chocolate, and vanilla cookies. The

Sales, in, boxes, of each troop were: Troop 1 - mint 48,

chocolate 63,"vanilla 35; Troop 2 - mint 34, chdbolate 27,

yvanilla 30; Troop 3 - Mint, 72, chocolate 51, vanilla 40;

Trodp 4 - mint 25, chocolate 14, vanilla.12; Troop 5 -
Is,

. . .

mint 75, chocolate 39, vaniltk 51; Troop.6 - mint 51,

chocolate 62, vanilla 37; Troop 7 - mint 132,-chocolate 98,

vanilla 99; Troop 8 - mint 82, chocolate 98, vanilla 76.
-

Make a table to show the cookie sales. Use the table to
4

4,

Pia= .776.- 144-help you answer these queritions:

.a). Which troop sold the most cookies?A(Would it .h p if

-.you showed the totalsales in the table?)

-How,bany more boxes of chocolate cookies were sold than

vanilla72(11duld it help to show the totals of each kind

' of cookie sold?) (r)

'Exercises a) and 'b) show thatit sometimes helps toe-

total some of the data given in a table:and to show this

total in the table.,

c) Which troop sold the moat bones of chocolate cookies?

the least?
/

0 Look at the part. of.the table which shows the number of
.

boxes of mint cookies sad by each troop. Troop 7 sold

one less box of mint cookies than the sales of two other
I.

troops. combined. .Name these two troopi.46. LA-J.6

Make up some que tions of your own that car ripe answered

by studying the

750
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.Answer to exercise linpilts Text..

TOT

TABLE 3

Girl' Scout Cookie isles

Troop . .

1

Mint Chocolate °' Vanilla Total

48 63 35 146

2 311 27 ,9 30. 91

3 72. 5 40 163 :

-4 25
.

14 -, 12 5i
5$P 75 39 51. 165

6 . 5i 62 .37 150.

7 . 132- 98 99 329

8 82.. 98 76 256

AL 519 I 452 ..380 . 1 . 1351

4

250
751.
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We have learned:

1. Data is another name for information

or groups of facts.

2. We organize data to make it more easily

und;rstood.

We can organize data by using tables.'

Tables have titles to help us undeistand

the data:

5. . It is sometimes helpful to add the

numbers given in tables and ShOw the sums

in the table.

.*
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Exercise Set 1

1. Linda and Perryli arithmetic scores for two weeks are given

below. The scores tell the number of 'correct answers.

Linda: Monday,7";18, Tuekday - 54, Wednesday 12,

Thursdey-L,44, Friday - 96; Monday-- 7, TUesday - 75,
0-;.

Wednesday` - 20, Thursday - 35 Friday - 72.

Perry: Monday -20:Ttesdey - 54,Wednesday 12,

Thursday.- 43, Friday - 97; Monday - 6, Tuesday - 77,

Wednesday - 19, Thursday - 36, Friday 70.

Make a table to ,show these facts. (.L4 re.)

Which of these sixth-graders had the:ftignertotaleaort

(APN)
2. Six boys are going on a hike. They are going to take the

following things with them:

Bill 7. canteen, ax, cookies

Chuck sandwiches, canteen, cookies

Lee - knife, compass, wieners

Xlick beans, canteen, first aid kit

Jack - matches, sandwiches,. wieners

Sam - buns, beans, canteen

Make a table to show the number of boys who are taking

canteens, cookies, etc.(-4-1)

aj How many different itemere the boys taking? (//).

b) How many boys are taking wl.enersc..2)blin;?(Ilbeans?(2)

c an tee ns ?(*)

753 252
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The "hope states" of the Pretidenti of the United States

are: Washington Virginia; J. Adams, Massachusetts;

Jefferson Virginia; .)Madison -*Virginia; Monroe - Virginia;

J. AI. Adams - Massachusetts; Jackson - South Carolina;

'Van Buren - New York; W. H. Harrison - Virginia;Tyler -

Virginia; Polk - North Carolina; Virginia; Fillmore-

:Hew York; Fibres - New Hampshiie; Buchanan - Pennsylvania;

Lincoln ..'Eentuciky; Jonnion-':Horth Carolina; 'Grant - Ohio;
,..;

.

*yes -. Ohio; Garfield - Ohio;::; Arthur - Vermont; Cleveland -

.....4110(411r8m0r; Harrison -..OhiorIcKinley - Ohio; T. Roosevelt -
-',...±.-:.,f,-. -...'',...::....,.... ....

4.:*Opf Ybit,4 .-Ohio; Wilson - Virginia; Harding!-. Ohio;
. " ,..

.e._. .
,

Coolidge - Vermont; Hoover - Iowa; 'P. D. Roosevelt - New

York; Truman - Missouri; Eisenhower - Texas; ICennedi,,,
-

Massachusetts.

Make a table to show the number of presidents from each

state:h.

(4)
a) How many presidents were from the six New England states?

13) How many preSidents did Ohio and Virginia together

furnish? (is)

4; How many presidents were from west of the Mississippi

River? (3)

d). What 3 states furnished over half bf the presidents?

ta-4-)
) ;iame the states in which more than two presidents were

born. NI. ,71.4.--%, atz..)

253 , 751



TABLE 1

Eirift Week

'ammmullfeek

:_! TOTAL

18

7

25

54

129

54

17

12'

20

32

r.
12

44 96

72

433

A67 '-,

Chick

Lee

Dick

Can-
Open

Cook-
ies

'mon by. .at

KnifeSand-
wiches

Jai*
Pan
TOTAL 4 2 ..1

7-7-Th 755

Nte-:31,*1
ilk

.

.

h V

First
Aid /Zit



Answer to exercise 3, Set 1,,

Home States Of Presidents
1,0

+.

Iowa Hoover

Kentucky Lincoln '

J. Adams, J. Q. Adams, Kenn

MissoUri
j-

New Harpshire

0.01.1507.

Pierce.

CleVeIand

4 Van Buren, Fillmore, T. Roosevelt,

North Carolina 2 Polk, Johnson

Ohio

Pennsylvania

Grant, Hayea,. Garfield, Harrison,

. McKinley, Tai.ti. Harding.

. Buchanan '!

South Carolina I Jackson-.

Texas 1 Eisenhower

Vermont. Arthur, Coolidge
4

Virginia 8 - Washington,' Madison, Jefferson, Mdnroe,

Harrison, Tyler, Taylor, Wilson

255 756



'ROUNDING OFF NUMBERS"

Objectives: To .show how numbers are approximated by

urotindintoff"
1'1

0.i,g0RS:working;procesa for rounding Of

nuiibers.to theAearest convebient unit. for.

0-,:.,the'pdrpose"st4tignd

Materials: -Chalk, chalkboard, straightedge, pencil,

paper .

-,

ighiralcimations, roundeit-ritiiiber,
..odometer

TbachilwITpsodure:

The Phrass'lliounding. oir Numbers"-reVli!es
some explanation. It:It, used to convey the

.maning indXcated in the fogowing examples_
"Rounding.Off '-741.-to:the nearest multiple

of 10 befins_:to. replace ,74.: by that multiple
;of 10 whio00141d label,a Point_onthe'number
iine-that ig(ths_aMallest distance from the

that 74. Of all 'the multiples of
,,:ten the two nearest to 74 are 70 and 80.
;Since 80 - 74:x`6 and 74 - 70 k, the
,7empAtiple of ten nearest to 74 is 70. Conse-
ijitlently "rounding off. 74"-to the nearest
tultiple-of 10 simply means to replace 74

`70. 'Rounding off 76 to the nearest
multiple of 10 would'require replacing 76
by 80; 21 by 20; by 40; 999 by

g 1000; 10041 by 1000. BY agreement, if a'
number is halfway-between two multiples of ten
it is "rounded-oW to the larger of the two
multiples of ten. Tlits,_ 75 -is urounded off"
.to 80; 1095, to 1100; 705 to 710; etc.
In -a similar manner numbers as-!rounded off"
to the nearest multiple of 5, or-of 100, or
of 1000, etc., as described in the pupilts
book.



With this accepted meaning of ."rounding .---
off'numbers".the phrase will be used hereafter
without the quotation marks. A suitable ex-
planation of the meaning of .the phrase should
be. presented to the pupils.

The opening paragraphstgre:intended to
alert the pUpil to the need for being precise
in using some numbers and the need -for estimating
in using other numbers.. 'Many other examples.may
be given and it would be. Well to permit the..
Pupils to indulge insone-imaginative discUation
at this,point on when-to .be exact and when...t.O;',.'"
"round off."

.

The number line4Camery helpfUl.d0:0*:,141
giving the child a mental picture of-the.:_prOBests.
of rounding off a npMper.,:-..:Simple illustrations

>.

are given at firatsAnCe:40me members of .the
class may not have had any.instrUction in this

.area.

The use of. S,cOmparable number lint ,by the
ac el at e chalkboard will greatly speed

mastery of the process. Luring this Explora-
tion, the class and,tetcher,trworking.together
with .books open, will,prOvide.the most
profitable use or time.

As each new siep1s presented, exercibes
are given for the class to work:,

As the lesson is developed,':the teacher
should encouragepupils to recognize patterns,.
As400n as some pupils see the:whole picture,
they should be encouraged to explain their
findings,to others.

Ask the pupils to give numbers which they
would like to have rounded off. Ask them what
multiples they want to use for the rounding
off. Encourage examples which_are not alreadS,
in the text.

This Exploration and Set of Exercises has
been included here to prepare the pupil with
the needed skill in making graphs. Large
numbers need to be rounded off for conveninece
in graphing.

The set of exercises on rounding off
numbers following this Exploration should be
done independently by the pupils.

758
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ROUNDING. NUMBERS.:. .:4,

r . ,

.There, are tidea.whenW a" ioiincw the exact_ nuMber of
.,.,-.. ,...-...ii,,.., ,...1 .

Objecii.in a set.e.6titer. °we need only to knOw',"aboUt Nk..'i
.

.

hom.many."' The 014imming intt orctfinds.it necessary to :know "::1
. .

-. ,. .

:the-exact_number of children that go,. into the'poo1. ,,,The same
It: .,,

.:: .- .
. . - . _. . .- . ,

'number Of: children should come out, !.at ttielend-ar:the period,

as went in:it at the beginning of the i4tiad::. It'isnot enough.. _ .....

for hiii.to know only "about how many " children there'are.

There.areother numbers that need to be knoini exactly. Some
. _ ..

'mumberil such as your telephone number, your locker number, and..,

S.

your house number neeetTbe stated exactly.
: r

-
' There are many times wlien we can use:a number whiCh tells

"about how many." Most measurements can be made only with a

certain degree of accuracy.. Thesis "about how many" numbers axe

sometimes called estimates, approximations, or rounded' numbers.

We use rounded,numbers at times when we need only an

estimate. The police estimate a crowd of people at a pfrade at

200,000. The traffic officer may estimate the speed of the

paasing auto at 60 miles per hour. These estimates are given

in rourld numbers. , What other examples can you give of numbers
. ,

which tell "about how many?" (4.--r

Sometimes we replace a count or measurement of something by

a less accurate one ItAight not be important to use the number

of peotrie in the .United Stateeas 179,323,175 This number was

giVen by the census, of 1960. Do you think this number is

exactly correct?: Would we be correct if we said there were nearly

180,0001060. peo4e in the united states in 1960?

759. 25g.



Supaae We.:Wanteci.to know whit part Of'_the peOpielof,the

United States lived in the state of New York in 1960.: :The OensuS
.- . .

reported .that 14,759,429 people lived in Neel York: DO.yoU'tilmit

this number is exactly correct? Would. 15,000,000be nearly

correct ?. If we' used one of these fractions to tell us what part.

of the U. S. people lived in New York, which one would be.'sasier

to write in a simpler form:

.15000,000'. or 14,759,429 .

180,00,0,00o 179,323,175

There are many other times when we should use rounded-off

numbers in place of exact measures. Think of this example.

Suppose you are making a trip in your car.. On the first part

of they trip you red from the odometer that you.travel '121.7'

miles. On the second part of the trip you forget to read the

odometer. But thenap gives'thelileage between 95 and 105.

Now what numbers can you add to find how far yOu traveled on.

the trip? Should you use 121.7 miles for the first part of

the trip ? 'What mileage Would you use for the last part of the

trip? If. you round off 121.7 .to the nearest multiple of ten

the number would be: 120. The multiple of ten between 95 and

105 is 100. If' you said that'you traveled 120 + 100 or 220

miles on the entire trip, would 220 be about right?

There are several ways of "rounding off" numbers. For our

work here, we will'use a very simple way, as is shown on the

following page.

25 :60



Below' is a number .line:

'4f011....=-TrrriTTO*
rigur

Let us use only the !levant from 0 to 10. Whit is the

Addle- point of this segisent of -the number line? (s)
4..

J
- sometimes

. round oft numbers to the nearest: muliiple of

If we round off the number 7 .te:the nearest multiple-of

10, we say it is rounded to . 1 ten. The nuisber 4 is rounded
to 0 : tens

Amid off 6 to _ti2e....neareat Multiple Of (/0)
What happens if wii" .round off 2 and 3 to the 'nearest

multiple of 10? (2 Is..1 3 .-41"" 44 3041/64.!,
.

In rounding off to the 'nearest multiple of ten, whit.'do you

Suppose happens to any number which i'l to the left of poi,it 5

on the number line?

What wou.ld a number to the right of five become? (akt
How, dO we round oft the-lumber five ,to the 'nearest multiple

of ten't.JWe shall round off 5 to 1. ti rounded number.)
= cirp:

Be14i;.s another station of a number line:

- 7." "-*70 -72 73. ..74 75 .:f5-irs
,

77 78,. - .79
"44..

4:744.
w

. How would we 'round

. ';

the nearest multiple. Of

How-would we. round

ifigilee -2 ,

Off themumbere; f 70;

to?, f.-;Ad ?Pt./ : '

off the nuMbOi-:.:75-s-

,-, ..,...._t..--
.4.:.f,!-4aittill g. VW "r

1,..`,.,,A

/ II
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Round these numbers to the nearest multiple of ten.

a) 147 (is-0)

b) 132. 1/3o)

a) (W)

d) 565 frio)
e) 2,168 (?/370)

f) 995 (400e)

In rounding off to the nearest multiple of ten, what do we

do when the number 5 is in.the onets:place? (We replace the

number by the next multiple of 10 which is greater than the

given number; e.g.., 5, would be rounded to 10, 15 rounded

to '204 135 rounded to. 140, etc.)

It'we round off a number to the nearest multiple of ten, we

replace the number by the nearest multiple of 10.

We. round off 16 to 20, 37 to 40, 89 to 90, 81 to
8o, 176 to 180;

If the number to be rounded off to, the nearest multiple of

10 is halfway between two multiples of 10, we replace the

number by the next larger multiple of 10.

We round off. 15 to 20, 25' to -30, 115 to 120,

905 to 910, etc.

If we round off a number to the nearest multiple of one

hundred, we replace it by the. nearest multiple or 1o0;

We round off 46 to 0,, 89 to 100, 176 to 200,

341 to 300, etc., if we are rounding,off to the nearest

multiple of 100.

2_6/62
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If the number to be rounded off to the nearest multiple of
a

100 Is hiltway between two multiples of 100%,,we replace the
14

number by.the next Urger multiple oz 100.
.

We round off 50 to &co, 150 to 200,0 250 to 300,

etc., if they are.to tie rounded Off.to the nearest multiple or

100.

Now do you seelhoe to round off a number to the nearest

,multiple of 1000?' of 10,000, etc.?.

In the Section of s'inaber line below we have the numbers

by tens from 100 td 200.
.

S

110 120 130 140 0 160 17 180 190

Figuret;3

What is the middle number between the numbers 100 and ,*200?

4

-4010

Round off. 140 to the nearest multiple of one hundred. 0m9

Roluid off 180 to the nearest multiple of one hundred.f200

If the number in the tens' place? is less than five as in' .-.

110, 120, . 130, 140, What is the nearest' hundred? Ood,)
-

If the tens' place digit is 5 -or greater, what is the '

nearest-multiple of one hundred on the above number line?(20°).

is
Do you suppose this holds true for rounding off all numbers

to t% nearest multiple of hundred? ()^...)
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Round off these numbers to the nearest multiple- of the

hundred. -
6

4)
,

92 ( /04 .d) 3,849 (3,20°)

b) 550. (44.0) e) 1,841,731 (4240,76,.0)

c) 602 .(l00)

1000 lido 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 rfoo 1800 1900- 280e
.11

Figure 4

Dick had,the above diagram to look at.. He was askedto

d off the fallowing numbers to the nearest multiples of one
I

He answered that 1400 rounds

off to 411000, 1700 and 1500 round of to 2000.. Was he right?

60,0 2 4 . . .7,,,d; / 7 ° 0 . . : Cle....r% 2,soo

If th4 number ill the hundreds! place .is 5 or more, in

thoutand: 1400, 1700, 15p0.

rouzidillfig to the nearest multiple of one thousand, what do you do

)With the number in the thousandil place?

C.4 '2f f the number in the. hundreds' plaace is less than 3, I./bat

The mdaber in the thousands' place remain' the same.)

Roeund off these numbers to nearest multille of one ..
thousand:

ti
rsy. a) .,; 455 tic)

4115) 1,100

./4 8,54b .(9,.z.049

Do you js ee a Pattern.intthis?.. ,

. If the nubbin. in the .thouiands, plata is or tore would you

increase the digit In. tihe 10,000 . place ,by i;fne?*.r,la,t would

you ao if the, iii/mbeizOsin the thotaandscPlacris ilias than 5/

.

d) 110,905 (//h004)

e)i 9,998 04,090
r) 67,496. 7,00°).

s,

4
g&i.n .
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Round these numbers to the nearest multiple of 10,000:

a) 15,000 (20,000) d) 184,000

b) /1,111 (i,o,000) e), 7,7752.600

c) ' 9,200, (70,00o)

0 2'04,40049

(7,79.0,4,00)

If you use place value of the '-digits in 'a numeral,

help'yoU in rounding off a number. ,Ooi at these examples.

a) Round off 3,495,000 to the nearest multiple of

it may

- ,

1 000?000.' Think of themuM/ber as 3 million +

495,000. We want to know if it should. be rounded off

'to 3 7million'or 4 million. We lOok.at 495,000

and see -teat it is, less than one-half of 1,000,000,

'This tells us. to round" off the number to 3 million,

3,000,000.

Round, off 7,775,600 to the nearest multiple of

100,000.' Think 111 the number as 77 hundred thousands

+ 75,600...lie want to know if it should be rounded off

to_18 hundred thousands or to 77.. hundred thousands.

We look at '75,800 and see that it is more than one.-

halfof 100,000.' This tells' us to round off the .

number to 78. hundred thousands, 7800,000 Or

7,800,000. .

These examples.help us see that just one digit'is important

in rounding off a number.

In rounding off to the nearest multiple of one million the

4nuldred thousandsl..digit is important. If it is 5 or greater

than '5, then the millions, -digit is increased hy 1! But if the

hundred' thoUsandil digit is. less than 5, then the millions' digit

is not dhinged.
4
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In rounding off to the nearest multiple of one hundred

thousand, the ten thousands digit is important. 'If it is 5
or greater than 5, then the hundred thousands' digit is

increased by 1: Bdt if the ten thousands' digit is leas.than

'5, then the hundred thousands' digit is not changed.

Does this help to see that in rounding off to the nearest,
10,000 that the.thausandsl digit is important? Which .digit,is

important in rounding off to the:mearest 1000? 4 the nearest

100? the nearest 10? Oh -44-4:04;9

Copy each of these numbers. Draw a circle around the -.

important digit. 'Then round off to the nearest multiple of

one'hundred thousand:

a) 71%400 (704,000)

b) tb,C006 (200,6o0)

Round off to the nearest multiple of one million after

circling the important digit.

3,(S5414:,(3,000,00y).
)01

d) 3,105,112 (31, pop, cio...)

11 .
:.' 0 95)0006 '(%4,poo,oget-

2 6
766
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Now suppose you wished to round off to the nearest multiple

5 or 50 or 500, how would'you go about doing it?

We will use a number line'again to help us in our thinking.

10

Figure 5

What is the mid-point between 0 and 5?(/1.&...... 2 rit.-.4!
/ ±

What is the mid -point between 5 and 10? (71 ..r i-frj
)

If we are rounding off to. the nearest multiple of five,

which numbers on the number line would eavro......unte,...d4 ri.v2?7i)

Would 2i be rounded to 5''Hiould 7 beF rounded to 5?(x.)

What would 7i be rounded to in groups of five?a-erv-r-/-4;4

What woiald X and 2 b; rounded to in groups of fivet?(5,--10

Round off to the nearest multiple of 5:

a) 4 "(6) c) .7

b) 9 .(/°) d) 16

(c) e) 12 (/°.)

(Is) f) 342' (j440)

20 Tgo 40
<

50 60 70 1 io 90 100
25 75

- Figure 6

CD the number line above what point is mid-way between 0

"--1,77-'

and 507,(25).,

What point is mid-waY between 50 and 100? (75)

L

whaf-wmbers could be rounded off to one multiple of 50?
j4... 2 6 , 7:r.)

Would 25 be rounded off to 1 multiple of 0?(,1.)

If 75 rftsre rounded 'off o the nearest multiple of 50i

what would be the rounded number? (7.06) .

767 2
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30 0 400: 60V W T y00 900 1000
0

g

Plicule 7 3";

iOn this r-14.ne what-* point i4 M5.;dway between: and
.500?(2°..°).: Between 560 10?- What number t-can. Jm .444..../..2602;t4A-rt;41wiz)*rounded off to -,500? /I. Would> .250.-; b /'rounded off. toi500?lra-

,

'Bound off 750 to ..the: nearest of 500.11-0),9
. IWhat is pattern., going. td.Ve if we 'round -oft to the. .-.-'nearest multiple of tine',.50.. 500, or 500,000? In ,rounding' .

Off. to . the nearest. niultipie.of 500, 'ti* important digits in the_
following numbers are etre ; 91a04;a126,(5
rounded Humbert for': these 500;

,

-nearest negtiple rof

.

Rolinci. off these- n

500,060.

a) '140,000 (c-)

b) 300, cpo

1,fioo,too (4.5-00,0

In locating be on .as Elvaph it would not'-'be.re
. . rgraphx,ordered pairs exiresse*by. exact numbers wha*-the

*- .alio-large. It siOuld bea7ery difficult to chooae e in whicha
we could show, 40,000, 50,000, and- A49,876 on a'r line and

'

4hoWlia 4iireieneel between the last two 'numbers thaOte could us*.
aterefore, -in-graphing data using very large numbers we "estimate
,r- r off,.the2numbers to fit'ithe most con nient scale

768
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1. Round each of the"-4-

a) 14 .( /0)

b) 15 12/0

s .the nearest multiple of lo.

'26 (.20).J e) 199 (240)

'555 0: .3999 N400)

2. Round each or tY

hundred. t..
eri:.bo.,thenearest multiple of one

) -65, b
,:. -(1,00.)

Round each. of umba400o the nearest multiple of one

4*rusandl
ZSP.:.

", I. ....,..,,,.-:---11`,:
..,..,, i-...:

... a) 8, 7 4o0o -749,499 (Z0,00) 10, o5o 04004),
b) 3,716 ( 4, .:,149. ;.'S 9., 500... (20-00'0

. ;.,,,,.: .-,,-. .. .,,
, ..-

I
851 el 990

P(9040 V")

Write each';of: berg rounded to the nearest multiple

of ten_tho the nearest multiple of one hundred

thOUSitiid,

5

5.

) 55

).7. 565,500

e nearest multiple of opmi--

c) 1, 098, 760 e) 9,615,847,100..

d) 30,500,001 - 105,105,105

Round v ollowing numbers to the nearest multiple of

eve hundeslo the nearest'multiPle of five thousand, the
.

nearest muple of five hundred housand:

c) 7,048,501
7, o_1I.
7, a s-o, deo
7, doe', 400
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The population. in 1960 of some of the states is given

below. 'Moir rank, accordingto population,'is given for

1950 and for 1960. Mike a table to show this information.

tMe four columns: State, 1960 Population, 1960 Rank,

1950Hank. List the state with the largest' population

-first arid list the others in-order of decreasing population.

Alabama

Arl.zona

.3,206,740;

1,302,161;.

( Art .4441Z, *LI "aaktfirre 7re.)

1950 rank 1960 rank 19

1950 rank 38; 1960 rank 35

California . 15;717,204; 1950 rank 2; 1960 rank 2

ConnecticUt 2,535;234; 1950 rak 28;s. 1960 rank 25

Florida 4,951,560; "19507=1(.20; 1960 rank 10

Hawaii 632,772; 1950 rank.46; --.1960 rank 44

Illinois 10,081,158; 1950 rank 4; rank 4:1960

Ibwa 2,757,537; 1950 rank 22; 1960 rank 24

Kentucky ,3,038,156; ,1950 rank 19; 1960 rank 22

Mane: 969,265 1950'rank 35f 1960 rank 36

Massachusetts 5,1.48,578; 1950 rank 9; 1960 rank 9

Minnesota 3,413,864; 1950 re* 18; 1960 rank 18

Missouri 4,319,813; 1950 radk li; 1960 rank 13

Nebraska: 1,411,336; 1950 rank 33; 1960 rank 34

New Hampshire 606,921; 1950 rank 45; 1960 rank 46:

-New Mexico 951,023; 1950 rank 40; 1960,rank.37

New York . 16,782,304; .1950 rank 1; 1960 rank 1

North Carolina 4,556,155;- 1950 rank'10; 1960 rank 12

'Ohio 9,706,397;.: 1950 rank 5; 1960 rank 5

. Pennsylvania 11,319,366;. 1950 rank 3; 1960 rank 3

Taacal 9,579,677i 1950 rank 6; 1960 rank 6.

Virginia 3,966,949; 1950 rank 15; 1960 rank 14

Washington 2,853,214; 1950 rank 23; 1960 rank 23

,.1gyOming. 330,06; 1950 rank- 49; 1960 rank 09



Answers to exercises 6. and 7, Set 2

State 1960
:,Population

4.950

Rank %-.Rank
1960
._.

Population to the
Nearest multiple

3. of 500,000
New York c 16,782,304 .

-:..

"-1,0J 17,000,000

CilifOrnia 15,717,204' *-- 2. 2 ''', /5,500,000
Pennsylvania

..,
'11,319,366 11,500;000

Illinois -4 081,158: 4 4 10,000,060

Ohio' 9,706,397 ,=
-..., 9 500 000, ,,

_

Texas 9,579,677 , 6, 6 9,500,000,
Nissackusetts .5,148,578 _

5,000,000.
Plorida ,951,560 - 20 10 5,000;000
North Carolina.. 4 556,155 10 12 4, ,000
Missouri 4,319,813 3:1 13 4 500,000
Virginia 3,966,949 15 1.4 4,000 000

Minnesota 3;413,864 18 18 3,500;000
'Alabama. 3,266,740 17 19 3,500,000
Kentucky 3,038,156 . 19.% 22. 3,000,000
Washington 2,853,214 23 3,000,000
Iowa 2 757,537 . 22 24 ,3,.000, 000
Connecticut 2,535,234' 28 . 25 2,500,000
Nebraska . 1,411,330. 33 1,500,000
Arizona, 1,3(2;161 38 35 1,500f 000
Mine 1 969,265. 35. 36 1, .000, 000,
New NeXie 0 951; 623 40 37.. 1,000,000
Hawaii -632,72 , 46 - - 44 500,000
New Hampshire 466,921- 46 . 500,000
Wyoming 330, 066 '49 49

. 11

:500,000

772
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Round to the nearest multiple of 500,000'. the population

givell'in exercise 6.

What-,three states have rounded populations of one.T

9/L."' )1"1"1L4,

'What three states have rounded populations of three

million? w"4-04")

c) Which state,.has a rounded population of 4 million?

(4.1.&c-tid)

d) In rounding, to the nearest Multiple of 500,000,

which states would, appear' to have larger populations

than shown by the numbers-in exercise 61-. Which

seem to have smaller populations?

JPEZtImp".....)

718-,1+4.
44,4

P.

'BRAIN/1415TM.

. Make a table of the population of the' fifty

the anal 1960 Census.figurei. Arrange in order. of
. .

opulation as you did in ther.preopding,eercise 6.
A

. Obtain
,

data 0! interest to you. Show how it can be placed

4pLa table to maker.it easy-tocunderstand.,
, , ;
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ObJectivea: `To introduce the idea that data can be

Vocabulary:

Nateriali:

represented by it'graph,

To buy ld's. foundation ..on: brokeiline
imr, circle, and pictographs can be
Understood

.Horizontal reference. line, vertical '-

reference line

Chalkboard, chalk, straightedge,. paper,
pencil, graph paper

,SUggeited Teaching Procedure: O

Follow the Exploration as given in- the -pupils' book. The pupils will have their booksopen;
L..The unit on Coordinates serves as a good.background for this present wo#. Now theordered pair is not two-numbers.but is, for

example, "hamatir and:...9 votes." This orderedpair can be plotted one graph'paper on which. oneaxis (called A referencei:line) 'refers to Petsand the other axis to Number of Votes:. .
, .

If you draw oin'the chalfcboardit* twographs of Vdte for Class Pet from pupils'you will hwrispliwirmeriffand4more
how you "plot the ordered. paiies-..". Pliny sixth-,gradera will have drawn graphs-previously so,
your job will not bb aadireficia..1.t one -On thikt.
particular data on the Vott- for Chisel Pet. '0',

However, children have diffj.cultg in
determining. scales to be used in making° graphsand they will.need assistance. pp this. EItImple2 of, the Bcploration desiglied tit! give an,introduction to it.' You will need to carrythis further. The first thing Ito do is to de-,,termine the number of units available fOrP the
'graph on the graph paper. (rihe 4110e, of graph. - -;paper is advised for. exercises

Many times the scale. Can be determined by..'Jun looking at the data to 'be shown by ecaph.it the numbers are large,-there are peo Ways an
which you might want the 'children to:proceed.

2 73



One 'way Ia to. divide a : Largest number of 'units (spaces:Or lines available on the
-.graph paPer. -The- quotient will indicate the'number -that each unit tas to represent. This.-quotient is rounded.to a higher, conveniett
number For example, if, there are '18 units.available on the graph paper,and the-largestnumber to be. graphed is 8,240, eath unit might -,
represent- 500 ,(8;240: 4:18 457 ) This
method is wiles'. ff the smallest number to begraphed 15 near zero; that is, -.if the numbersrange from near Zeno to 8,240.

A second way! ,to:. proceed would be to obtain
.the difference-betweeri"the largest nuipber arid

the smallest number to be represented on the.-graph. :Thep divide this difference by the num-,ber of *ate. available. on the graph".paper:
Round this quotient-to a larger, more tonveni-r
ent numbers' to find' the number each :unit -might , ,repreisent., ,

'-'Your graph then 'would NOT -start at-7,zero but 'would atart at the next representatiVe
nUmber- below the lawest number -to be graphed.:
For example, suppose- the largest number we.::needto graph.ls.' 2.94,779 and the smallest is
243,684. :The difference between these two
numbers .'is' 51, 095'. Assume we, have 30 units-available on the reference' line, -'so we'll divide51, 095 by 30. This gives us' 1703-5/30:' We 4.
can let each of the unite-.rept.elient = 2,000 'and,t:,start our graph at 242;000. A shorter way to
determine a suitable Ocala iv:t6 round' .293,779u0 to 295,000 slid ratuid 2113., 684 dOwn

'-to240, 000.j The difference, is -* ;95,.000 etnd we cansee that with 30 units,,each unit couldrepresent 2,000 On this graph. -.5Ome childrenpill ba able: -to do:this ,rounding _of the numbers
and choosing 'an approxiMate Beale mentally.;

On the graphs, of Vote for Clans Pet,some-'
children may want to corFrecrlio ri-XVirrt7 linesegments. -Exiftiee 5 in trie,next-,Exploration
explains why this sho4d not be donerivith.this-partiaul.ar The"--aragraph which precedes
the population graph in the Mathematical Backr..ground explains the reasons; for this in moredetail. The only time when .line segments maybe e-Arawn is when each point of ,the segnientwould represent an estimate of some, ordered'
pair Of numbers :that cOtildAbe consideredAs part of the 'data..
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GRAPHS OF DATA

Exploration

In the chapter on Coordinates you learned that you could

draw a picture of a set of ordered pairs of numbers by

associating each ordered pair with a point of the plane.

point was called the *graph" of the ordered pair. The tables1

in Chapter 8 contain examples of-ordered pairs, althoUgh both

members of the pair are not neceibariliy numbers. For example,

in .the vote on a Class'pet, we hadthe ordered pairs (hamster,

9 . votes), (guinea lifig,-4 votes)fie.' Thus we should be abii
.

.., .

.
. '. ..*7

to set up some type of,a coordinate system and locate. points to

correspOneto our data. These points are called a graph of the

data.

griiphing data, we usually use only one quadrantand he

axes are called reference lines. It is not necessary to use

the same scalepn each reference line. For example, one

reference line might represent years and the other reference

line. might represe

Might only-have to indicate numbers to a little beyond 1960,.

but:your reference 1 ne for.po ulation might need to indicate

numbers as high as 2,9 00 CO A.graph.has a title whioh

ation. Your reference line for years

tolls what the graph shows.

constructing graphs.

.

2 5

Graph paper is often used for

776.
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1. The Asults 'of tMOvote for a-class pet may be shown on

-a:grat, But, Instead of numberf, names of the pets would

be lis ed on,the ver?ical lihb. Five eveffly-.;Paced points

on the line:i.are-chosen and each one labeled with the 6Iame
.

of one'of the peats. It is easy.toopee'that we need- to use

only 5 spaces because there'are just 5 pets. Ift;we

wanted to have a graph that was "spaced out" more, we

could have skipped one or two, lines between the names olOV
It 11,

the pets. The pets' names would then be every spaced but
at,

would be farther apart. The largest vote...for any pet was

. 9 .so we choose 9 evenly-spaced points on the horizontal

reference line and label this line "Number of Votes. '

1V
f,

cI:etts. suppose that all the children in the school were

-voting for,a pet. Then one animal might get as many as

.360 vote:' 1.16. do not have 360 of the evenly-spaced

vertical lines. Therefore, we cannot let each line

' stand for just one vote. );We would need to let each line

,stand for several votes.

If: we chose to let each line stand for. 5 votes, then

'We would need 72 lines because there are 72 fives in

360. Are there 72 vertical lines on. your graph paper?

Probably not! Then lelp let each line represent 25

votes4jor example. WeNwould need 15 lines because 14'

twenty-fives would show 50 votes and we want to Show

more 'votes than that.
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a)) If we let each line stand for x.50 votes, how many

lines would we need? (g)

If we let each line stand for 10 :votes, how many

lines would we need? (.30

a

.Before we can draw a graph, we must look at the facts we
a.

want to graph. We will need to decide how to show these

facts on a graph. We may need to'let.the lines on the graph

piper stand for more than juit one tact, at we explained

above.

Mtm locate the points corresponding to the vote for

each pet. Our graph might look like this:

. 4.)

a.

Graph of

Vote for Class Pet'

Garter. snake'

Hamster

Lizard

Turtle /

Guinea:pig 1.-

0 1 2 3 4 9' 6 7 8 Q

Number of Votes

778
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1

Could we have used" the vortical axis to show the number of

votes?. Our graph then might look something'like

Weber

of

Votes

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

graph of

'rote for Class Pet

`'112911ptheals

Turtle Lizard Master Garter

snake

Pets

q,r4. Dbes this graph te ,From the fraphs'tell,,

which pets received A votes,(0r4. 4 -votes, Pld91 votes.
1.....

In some graphs the points are connected by line segionts.

These line segments show approximately where other points

would be if additional data wire obtained. In this graph,

line segments would have no meaning and should not be

drawn. Porrexample, there isn't am animal halfway between'

Juinea ancrturtle.

779
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LINE SEGMENT GRAPES

4

Objective:

tit

To developitayin understanding an4d

constructing7Yrne segment graphs and to learn

when it is appropriate to.represent.Atta with ;

this kind of a graph`

yocabulary: Line'aegment graph

Materials: Chalkboard, chalk,

1

.

Straightedge, paper, pencil,

graph paper At?

4'
Suggested Teaching Procedure:

3

Follow the BXpldration.as given in the
pupil text...Pupils wlj.1 have theig books open.

Draw on'the Chalkboard a ggapE of the
population data. Whileseach.pupiVdraws one on
his paper. Wyatt% be .well toidevelop,the
following ideas concernAglegraph construction
before the pupils4gart4to work:

1. Reiltd,t0 data carefully.
2. Plan before making any marks on,the paper.

s tiailder, for example, what scales will be
needed for the graph, where the title.
shill beiplaced and how much room will it
take, and how each reference line shall be
labeled. Be sure that the graphs are not
to small.

3 use manuscript writing.
use a 'straightedge when drawing lines,iso

e they will be straight.
. .

5. Graphs should be'constructed so that they
are "readu'from left to right.' ,

It is not necessary that the samerscale be
used for both reference lines.

In example 1 of the Exploration on Line-
Sesment.Graphs, a question might arise concern-
ing the cholas of 12 equally spaced dots."
.There would need to be 12 dots so that eleven
spaces or units could be shown. This would be
a good time to consider other scales. that also
might. be suitable.

Children should be aware that the scale
that is used affects the"M*ok" of the graph.
ohe can make,a sit of data aook "good" or 'flbad"
depending upon the scale that is choten. To
illustrate this, draw two graphaTon the,chalk-
board: Data similar to the following could be
used.

. .

78o
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:TABLE 1
.

John' s Spoil ores
.

,

Week. 2 3. .

. _---..,

ti\,24
9 lo

Score 12 14- 15 15 1'6 ,2 se .

`...

4

30
.2T
24
21

re.6'
15

o 12
. r.n

9
6
3

27

23
22
21
2

Iff,. 19

rertv,: ?I'
1

=- 17

EMIIMIMOLic.::A...-5: 15

;I 130
0' - C5

. 1

ett- %t

.
2 3 4 5 6 .?:.

Week

John's spelling Scores

t_.4; ,

tot s'showIthe- game data -bUt Graph-".2-,
makes ,7of*.0 -be;4inproving' more raPidly
than dos,..;spigtp If these dcita were etttnetedlt.

h nta :4);Le*:tTerld would'be
but.7.:4( 'appropriatwith *ill -4
Exagle ,of the 'Exploration beijanning

. 518,16mphasitee that tb4 vertical and :3i -:
egin at 0.. on: t If thatiw:were
ontal (and 'en ailOuidinot)

folowed lb this e ,'''the grid for:the graph
would appear. .Eia sktOirtd" o? tilt, following age,
with the fi,rat point of the Iraph, at'7.'A

'Week'

hni's Spelling. Scores

4 ...

,. . ...?. , '"
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- . ..
j200 2

700
s. IG:40011"400 56°200 BOO / 10061.1f°1200 1400 1200

, 1::
.

it . _ ' 7ears'.
... , .. ,

. .. ,: .,

The graphria propei"17 drawn fi..the Explo-
ration siletion othe. p411st. ivoIC:,. Frequently.
"torn" edges 'are used tct.imdicate tEst .only 'a

. portion -0:* so ifeph.de being oonaidered;'-'..-
.-..,wt- * i:- ..t::: ., ....?..,,...,,,,,ti

4

1.10- 194.0
.

-T.- a

a;

Examplefp' of tie saton emphasizes ; .
..

that'segents may be, connect` the pointed.
of thalt example because e point of the -seg.- ,..: :

sent would represent -an es te of, .the populaw.
tion at a givep -ttave.: 1. r 3 /40Put the-pupil:4
to make .some of Alta _tea tell...- ... - _ . .,

Exercise Sift 3 he childr,Mn oppor- ,.

twilties to draiparap . on their owe.* ..It-'is
not expected that tills limited pracftiCe will 1'

develop an exceed4ngl`y. high degree of skill..
The . first graph canet )1.- Oliva a broken-
line graph becauiet ae troopi separate
entities - there is no ,t halfway betweene,

74:.Troop 1 and Troop 2ar `on ourth of ay
between Troop 4 -and Txbo.,-,.. Thus th- ph is

childreh will learn that, a bar grab ould be
just the set. of Pointe': -the n ection

used to show this data.: -. ?
In- exercises 2 and 3, -of- Exdtwise Set 4, :.

time should be. represented on the. hOri tel.,.

Fiffrirenee line -as this. is the custom....
. ,
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Elereise 4 of Set 4 is an example of a
'straight line' graph.

The graph'of the Braintwister in Set 4
would look like this:

`30
25

.p m20
cs:;14t 15

0
Z.) 10

2

Weight in

Ounces

4

'7'.

Note that each line segment ends at a
whole ounce and begins just to the.fight of a
whole ounce. This is because letters weighing
up to and including one ounce require 50L
postage while letters weighing just.flover" one.:
ounce and up to and including two ounces
require 100 postage; etc.
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'AINE SEGMENT GRAPHS

0-.

ExploratiOn

The..population of the United States for each ten year period

ance 1900 is shown in the followingtable.' The numbers-in'tibei:e'

;

'opulation column have., been rounded to the nearest

Population
in Millions

Census
Years

1900

1910

192.0

1930

1940

1950

1960

:76

9?
106

123

132

151

179

'The graph of this data ispshown following exercise _2 of this

set of exercises. The horizontal reference line- is lisuallY
;

used as the reference line for time as measured ih hours,

months,'Tears, or any time interval. Since. there are seven
0

10-year'periOds-representlzd Nee chOse .7 equal spaces that
1ps . -,..

use most' of the holizontaine:' talent,- The- vertical

is- used as the.rtference 1 for the population. The

poOtiation ditference betw 1900. : agd 1960. is 103
.

411. A
million.' (The difference Atween 179 million and 76

million.) ;de can let each space on the vertical line.

'represent' 10''miilion in population. We choose 12 equall*-

.,,..spaded,d4s on the Vertical 'line. The bottom. dot represents

70 'million, the next dot. 80-million, etc. The ordered

pairs:,ar.N graphed..
.-.4;

283 784
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2 It is meaningful in this example to connect the points with

line segments. The 11.*imigizentz are drawn. We *111 call

this graph a line segment gri!ph, In -this case, the points of

the line segments give:' ;titillates of the population between

census years. For example, the poOhlationiin 19 be

estimated. Find hS ,point on the horizontal axis which.,

represents 1905. There is a vertical line at this point.

This vertical line intersects the line segment graph.

Follow a horiZontal line from this point of intersection to

th e verticalvertical ixis on which the population numbers are shown

and 'estimate the numberi on this axis as carefully as you can.

1130

I 0

-(3

I
;60

140

z0

z0 1

-J

0-0
0-

120-

110

00

90

-POPULATION OF THEAJNITED STATES

AL

19

SINCE 1900

0 - 1 0 i3u w4J I 0 0

YEARS
t t. 1284
785

"Fr
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. .

From the graph,, estimate the population in 1,935 and n
. (/27,*0,est. 44.41 144,akApo)
1955,- L coact you estimate the population' in 1.965?.(744-.=4:71.40

.

Why could we draw aline segment graph forthe popution
dataAmt not for thi'data'ahowing the vote on the class:

pet?
Ar-..)4«,/.4Y-.... A

, . :

A line segMent.graph can e drawn only when points of,

the graph between the endpoints of.eaeh line segment tepreaent

an estimate of some Ordered,pa r of.numbers that could be

considered part of.the data.. ppose we had taken the population

count every year instead of e ery ten yeart:. Then we could

have plotted more pointa. Our line.segaent,is 'just a guess

at rhere'these'points.would be-located. Thus, you should not.

use a broken -line graph when you'haVe objects like hamster and

tiirtle represented by points on one of,the reference lines.

A type, of graph that could be used to show the vote on the

hamster and the turtle. is a bar graph which Will be discussed'

in the next section.

2 85 786



Suppose you are preparing to graph the 'pairs in the

columns (a)- and (b) that.are shown below.. Suppose that

ydu have horizontal and vertical reference lines as "shown in

the driwing. There,is space for the-title and numbering lot

the reference lines. 4hereare 15 spaces on the horizontal

refekence line' and 11 spaces on-the vertical'retSrence

TITLE

(a)

88 :1790

(b)

7,400;000

o

12, 99* 1800 F 9,600,008

18, 110 1810 11,800,000
S.

. !

24, 121 1820 14,000,000

30, 132 1830 '16,200,000
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This part is about column (a). Label the Itrat numbers

of the pairs on the hOrizontal reference line. ,Begin

numbering the vertical scale at 65- and;the.horizontal

scale fat 0 starting. at the point NI": Fill the blanlf.

ti

. - - 1
Choose k

1)
horizontal- spaces to represent 1 and

(o)) vertical spaces to repreient 1.

The farthest labeled point to the right on the

horizontal scale is labeled (30) ; It, is (is)

spaces from V.

The highest labeled point on the vertical axis is

labeled with (/ It is '(//) 'spaces; from V.

This part is' about column (b): Label the. first numbers

-` of the pairalon the horizontal reference line :Seen

numbering t. -vertiCal scale' at 72 and the horiZontal
. . 3,

scale at 1790;0 startpg at- the paint V.

4
1, 3

11) Chooa% .hcrizontal spaces to represent 10

and`three vertical spi4es to represent (41"""')

. ,..- .. ,..

,
,,e The .eit.rthest labeled` .point to the right on the

F. hariiontal scale is .labeled (/29.o). It
g

in (is-). :

. ipaCes 'from V.

, - dSt,'
..-. . 0

labeled
,

The .highest ,point on the verfieal axis is
-

, .

C Y I //)labeled- /4'42 it is I/ spaa from V.-
k .

a

11-
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2: On a vertical reference line you have to incl4ie numbers

between 265 and 530. You have, 31 'points that you
may; number.. ...There are 30 spaces.

Whitt nu,ber would youlet each space reprfsent? (i 0)
.

How would you number the first 'point and the'last pOinr
( 2 Cs," 4-4 s'4:s")

4s-

3.. CO a horizontal'-reference
line you,have..tOrinclilde

numbers from .185siz to 4250. .You have-;' 12 'spates;on

7 -'the ''referenee line.

.What would you let. each. spare:.represent? )(,.2 00

,

What ,numbers would you use to label the:first-and leat'

points;. (./$67)44A3-40'
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Exercise Set 3

1. The boxes of mint cookies sold by the Girl ,Scout troops

were: Troop 1, 48 boxes; Troop 2, 54 boxes;

Troop 3, 72 boxes; Troop 4, 25 boxes; Troop 5,

75 boxes; Troop 6, 51 boxes; :Troop 7, 132 boxes; k:

Troop 8, 82 boxes. may,a line segment graph be used? (24)

2. Anna weighed '6 pounds at birth, 12 pounds at -6 months,

. 19 pounds at 12 months, 28 pounds at 18 months, and

.34 pounds at 24. months.

Show her_ rate. of growth using a line segment graph.

a) Does the graph you made show-Anna's growth to be the

same for each six month Iteriod?().

b) During which period is her gain in weight the greatest?

MaX.Q. Farmer raised'a calf. At the end of a two-year

'period he had recorded the following information:

Weight at birth: . 70 pounds

Weight at 'age 6 months: 400 pounds

Weight at age 12 months: 600 pounds

Weight at age 18 ,months: 1100 pounds

Weight at age 24 months: 1400 pounds

Graph these facts using a line segment graph. (2....7.C.)

a) , During-whiq p/riod in the calfts life was the

greatest gain in weight shown?6/=,/244-J/elLpJq

) HOw-does the gain in weight of the first six months

and the last six months compare?00,044,-.44-i-)4J4.:.04)

c)".. How are the two graphs in exercises 2 and i3 similarl

790
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./ Gfsoline costs 301 a gallon. Complete the 'table:

Gallons 1 2 /3 i':. 4 5 6 7 8.-, 1 9 10

Price 300 601/:
, . 40i.

? ,

//la
? ,

risvi...

?
(iirai

?
La too

?
(2 *00(.7/01

? ?
(3000

p
Draw a lime.begment graph to show this inform n.

(--77711,```.7-C.%)

BRAINTWISTER

-/

iy

The-cost. of mailinfa first-cliss letter is 5 cents if .

the weight of the 1etf6er:ijs

increased' by 5 cants for
part of an owl,. For Iticamp

mail a lettei4dighirigr. 11-
.

to .mail. a tter.weighing

to 'mail ajlettei.".weighing

one ounce ;or less. The cost

each additional ounce or fractional
7

ie, it woulAcopt 10 cents to

ounces and it would also cost,10cents

2 ounces. It would cost ; 15 cents.

ounces..

Draw graph showing

r 5

the 'postal rate-for first-class letters up

to ouno ces. re.)

ead from your graph the cost of mailing a letter weighing 1.4

/ounces. x.30 Cat

(/

791.
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30
t

18
. 11

12

00 .6

Age in' Months

Anetter Taxeroiee 43, number 3.

^ 1500

1000

18

Age in- Months

44

79.2
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Answe to Exercise Set 3, number

COST OF4bA3OLINE

$3.00

2.70

2.40

1 2.10

1.80

1.50
0

]p20

.90

.6o

. 30

. 00

0

_J

3 4 5 6 7-

AMER OF GALLONS

Answer to Exercise Set 3, Eraintwister
.,

MIMING COST

4.28

.24

.20

. 16

. 12

.08

.04

.00
O. 3 4

Weight ift Ounces-.'

8. 9

..4

793'
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Mates: Chalkboard, chalk, straightedge, pencil,

Paper, graph piper

TO develop the ability to interpret and

construct Ileraphis and,to know when

it is appropriate to represent dita --

with this kind of a graph

: Bar graph

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

F011ow the'EXploration as given'in the
Mil teat. Pupils will haveitheirbooks
open.

Many sixth-grade pupils .will already
'

have seen and perhaps used this type of
.graph. Exercise Set.4 gives.opportpnitiee
to construct and interpret bar graphs.

Note that the points are shown on the
bar graphs. This is done to emphasize the
fact that the points are really the graph
of the data and the "bars" Just make it
easier for us to "see" the graph.

794
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, BAR GRAPHS

Exploration

In 'the last section we found that the results of the

election for a class pet could not be shown on a broken-line
.

graph. The entire graph is just the five points, and itis not

'possible to get any additional points. However,, the five dots

are difficult to see, so we can draw bare. from the reference.

line for the pets to the points like'this:

Garter snake

Hamster
*

4 M

at Lizard
a.

Turtle

Guinea pig

Bar Graph'
of .

Vote for Class Pet

MAMMIMNAIMISZAINOWMAWNIIIIIMA

WIVArAWOMAMEMAWIRMAII/IIIIMMI

/IVA NOAIMNN.

/AI

MO.

0 1 ,2. 3 4 . 5 6

Number of Votesr-.

7

This type of graph is called a 'bar graph. Is a bar graph

easier to read thanjust'a graph of an isolated set of points?

' A har:graph is used to compare things, such as the vote

for each pet..

The bars should be the same width. The spaces betw4n

the bars should be the game width, but not necessarily the

same as the width of the bars.

795 294
.



t
The bars on a bar graph may be vertical rather tZan

. ,

horizAtal. To make .this: type of graph for the ',cite for a

class pet, place the names of the pets aloft the horizontal -!

r4'esence line. Why? The graph might look like thl:

. -

Number

of

Votes

3\
Bair .Graph

Of
Vote for class Pet

CD

.X .

CO A.t .

.:1

;.1 0
k 0 cd .0 44 ri CD

;1
44 CO 05 4, 0

-
E.. t.

mg
1.4 .ri

0 = A g 0 -
es

a

Pets.

:4
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!Mercies. Set 4

1. A table of newspaper sales is given below. Makea bar

graph Showing the total papers sold by George, Harry, Jim,

and JOhn'ior one week. (./0-1.4.141, ),

TABLE 3.

Newspaper Sales: for One Week,

-Monday Tuesday

.

Wednesday

.

Thursday` Friday Sat Urday Sunday.

George 3 10 18 30 52 70
Harry 29 c9 "30 32 60 75
Jim. 15 21.. '47 47 47 50 54 A

John 36 33 38 40. 42 44._______--- 45

5

2.. Mike' a bar grap/ showing the number of papers sold by

George, during each day of.the week. (-lair )

ft

3. Make a bafi graph showing the number of papers sbld by.

each 1)4 on Saturday. ((,,-24mri;.4.4.77c.)

t

96



EXereise Set 4, number 1

NEWSPAPER SALES OF FOUR BOYS

. John

o Jim
A
0
0Z Harry

George

0.. 30 60 90 120
0

150 180 210 240 270' 300

Number of Papers

Exercise. Set 4, number 2

GEOROEIS'REWSPARER SALES -'

- 100

75

0
-05

50

`,?5

0,

Mon.' Wed. Thurs. Fri.

Days of the Week
.

Sat. .



The following.American ski-jumping records have.-been T4adie.-7

. Graph this informations using d bar graph.

1887 lakkel Bemmestvedt 37 feet

1905 Julius KUistad 97 feet

1910 Oscar Tnderson 138 feet,

1915 Bagna.140mtvedt T 192. feet

1920 Lars Amgen 214 feet

1932, Glenn Armstrong 224 feet

1940 Torger Tbkle. 228 Peet

1950: Art Devlin 307 feet

1951 Austen,Samuelstuen 316 feet

The record of .316 feet is the present. American record

and still stands. Longer jumps have been made in Europe.

)
. .

Draw a bar graph to show the sale of boxes of mint

. Cookies by these Girl Scout troopt. (;Cr,"."1,4.4A.Tt.)

Troop 1 - 48 boxes

Tropp 2 - 34 boxes

Troop 3 72 boxes'

Troop 4 -.25 boxes'

a

Troop 5 - 75 boxes

,Troop 6- 51 boxes

.Ttodp 7 - 132, boxes

Troop 8 82 boxes

7992p8
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Answir to EXeroiseSet 4 number 3

.75

.25

Q.

NEWSPAPERSALES ON SATURDAY

410

1

George Harry .. Jim.

Boy's Names

Answer to EXeroise-Set 4, number 4

340

ID

SKI JUMPS

John:

o
o

aoo

. 26o

220

320

28o

-240

1.80.

200

160
3.4o

120
100

8o
.00

4o
20

41°

.1.101.

0

7

101

r-

1
ri

Ul 0 lf1 0
.4-

CU
c)

0
C

e o
tri01 01 01 C11 01 al' al 01ri

*
Year of Record

8002 9 9
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Answer to Exercise Set 4,.auaber

I00

0

5,

COOKIE 'SALES c.

IMINEW=1..

r

II III IV 17

Troop

&Uglier to Zweig* Sot 4, number 6

1500

1000

4,
0
0

gel

IMIIMMEMMI

VI VII VIII

. HEIGHTS OF BUILDINGS

Wash.tigton Pyramid Leaning
Monument Cheops Tower

Pisa
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.

. The EMpire State Building in New York City is the-worldts

tallest building. Its height is -1,472 feet. The

heights of some other-struotures are: Eiffel Tower,

,.984 feet;- Washington Monument, 555 feet; Pyramid of

Cheops, 480 feitt; Leaning Tower of Pisa, 179_ feet.

Draw a bar graph to' illustrate this data.

_//

The ages of the Presidents at the-time they took office

were: Waihingtbn, 57; .J. Adaa, 61; Jefferson, 57;

Madison, 57; Monroe; 58; J. Q. Adams; 57; Jackson, 61;
IV'

!an Huron, 54;- W. H.-Harrison, 68; Tyler,.51; Polk, 49;

Taylor, 64;7 FillmOre,-60; Pierce, 48; Buchanan, 65; N.

Lincoln,'152; Johnson, 56; 'Grant,.46;' Hayes, 54;

Garfield, 49; diethur, 50; Cleveland, 47; B. Harrison, 55;

.Cleveland, 55; McKinley, 541 T. Roosevelt, 42;. Taft, 51;

AM3.son,56; Harding, 55; Coolidge, 51; Hoover, 54; F. D.

Roosevelt, 51; Truman, 60; Eisenhower, 62; Kennedy,
s

Make a bar graph' to show this data.

c-.12.1
gx, et-

..z.tdt; -44- rebia

Itry 2.47.44.

1.
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CIRCLE

\
oNective:.

Materials:

To show how a circle graph is used

To develop a way of making simple circle

graphs

Chalk, chalkboard,straightedge, pencil,

paper,'protractor (for desk and a chalkboard

demonetration), compasses (student compass

and demonstration compass)

Vocabulary: (Review-words such as circle, diameter,

circular region, vertex, right angle,

\ protractor,, compass), circle graph.

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

nit

The first part of the Exploration-is
essentially a review section but is important
as "'basis for the ideas used in the EXplora-
.tion. It is suggested that the teacher and
thepupils work through the Exploration step,
bxstep.keeping the books open. For the
Axeatest benefit from, this step by step ap-
proach, the pupils should "Mork out" the
answers to the questions and perform the:
directed activities at their individual deaks.
as the teacher follows the Exploration using
the chalkboard. The teacher would save time
and avoid delay if the 'diagram outlines could
be made before the class period. begins.
During the blase period, the shaded areas
could be filled in and other. infOmation

..couldbe added.
.

It is also suggested that-the-teacher
demonstrate a vonstrudtion wherever the need

`arises. Usually the pupil text wi12 be in
.sufficient detail to enable. the pupil to make
the construction.

To find the measure o an angle when we-
.4poiu.the fractional part of a circle, we
-multiplythe-rational number r-by 360. This.
type of procedure begins at question :8 of
the Exploration and is followed_ through
nunber 11.e, .

803

302



In question 12,'the purpose of the
checking in parts. a, b,-and c, is simply to
re-4stablish%the fact that the sum of the
fractional parts of the whole is 1; that
the sum of the earnings of all boys.is the
total sum;, and that the sum of the measures
of all the angles is 360.

Afier'the Exploration has been thor-
oughly studied by the pupils, the Exercise-Set
will.provide practice which should be sue-
cessfully handled by the pupils, with the

-exception of a few. These exercises should
be done on an individual basis by. each pupil.
After the circle graphs of this Exercise Set
are completed, the pupils could compare their
'work with each other, didCuss the common'
problems in class, and ma* a display graph
for each exercise.

After the completionlof'this section
tDel pupils would enjoy paging through their
textbooks and discussing any circle graphs
whichthey find. The daily papers, finandial
statements of large companies, and magazines
very often have information displayed by
circle graphs. Urge the'children to be alert
for such examples and bring them to class..

11:4rds interest and encourages the child to
use of the new knowledge just acquired.

4
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CIRCLE GRAPHS

Exploration

1. What is a circle ? (el-

22. irs
2. What is a diameter? (a--6-4

.

3. Into how many half-circular/region

k.

6-

a circle and its interior? .2

)

124 4-4" ) '`

does a diameter divide

Draw a circle using your compa

circle AB in the picture

Use your protractor to dra

another. diameter. Draw i

so that the angle betwee the

diameters is a 9Q0 angle.

How 'many right angled

formed?(Whatis the'

in degrees, of a righ

Can,you find four ri

whose vertices are

A

e

asure,

angle'W.

t'Angles.

C?. (1)4,)

s. Draw a diameter of this

1 the center of the circle C.

the picture.Shade one of the s as in 'this

>sded region one -f of the circular.region?()

Is

Suppose an angle of ne\legree .dawn in the shaded region

with its vertex at the center of the circle. This angle
A

makes in the sdd:reg on a region shaped like a very small ,

piece of pie. There are 90 of these small pie-shaped

regions in the entire shaded region. Why? (-74.--e-.4-74,..4-vit

'805 304



How many of; these7small.pie-shated regions would there be in
S

N

. the whole lircular region? In half .of a_. circular region? fib

In one-eighth of7a'arcUlar region? (c'

1

.

We can think, then of a circular region separated into

360 Tegiois,eachshaped. like a small piece of pie.

- :,,.

hatwould be t sure, in degrees, of an angle which

formi: a) of a circular region?(°) b) of a

circular region4g°0 152-. Of a circular region? 0-179

-9. How would youfind how f these small pie-shaped regions

there would be in any'f part of a circular region?

-(2°4-1t7.1 44 34o.) °

10. Three-boys, Dave, Peter and Ron, planned to, go on a camping

trip. They-decided to work and eiru-as much money as

possible. Then they would put all the money together. Dave.

earned VI, Peter earned $6, and Ron 'earned, $8. Thi

mada a total of $18.

a) What part of th $18 did Dave earn? it.)

b) What part of. $18 did Peter ,earn? C3

c) What part of the 3:8 did-ion earn? (4.)

1
.'6'Dave earned Ts or g -of the total money, Peter earned is

1 8 Aor 5 of themouey and Ron earned' Ts or 7 . of the *money..

605
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SUpiose the boils Wish.* to show by a circle graph what part

of the Alia each gav How could they do it?, They would

probably rollow.the essteRs
' o

With the com4sa,.driw a,oircle of a convenient-size.
,;

We frill shq0 each boy's share of the earnings by a

piece of toie:". The'eniire "pie' represents the total.

earnings.

To:ehor Dave' earningi

MU14iwe can-. ply by 360,

./since- there are. 360

pieshapectregions in a

.ci*cular region.

( #.x:
80.)

With your protractor

draw an angle of 0.

with vertex, at the

center of the circle. YOU

92 )

DAVE'S

EARNINGS
44.00

C A

'-RON'S

- EARNINGS'

18.00,

have divided-the whole pie into two

region represents Dave's earningS?

regions. . Which

(Ta show Peter's earnings we multiply 1- by 360

4 x 360 at 120. With a protractor measure an angle of 120g.

The angle should have* ray common with the previous angle.)

807 30
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12. Fonts earnings should be represented by the remaining piece

of pie. Angle ACD, is an angle at the center of the circle

'equal to of 360° or 160°. Is it? Cip4-)

.Let lid do a little checking:

3 ÷ 4 9 (11How much is the stun: + 5 .

.1

ow muchs the sum of $4.00 and $6.0o and $8.00 ?
eli.gov)

How Much is the sum of 80° and _120° and 160° ?
(31.0')

. The sum of the fractional parts of-iplecircle should equal 1.

The amount of..money given by the boys should. equal $18.00.

The sum of:the measures. of all the angles should equal! 360;

-.

13.. Does our circle graph show that these three statements

a), b), and o) in exercise 12 are correct? Or-)

30
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IO:etrcipa.Set 5

There-are 30 1 the sixth grade at Lincoln School.

There are 14 of these pupils that live less than one mile

from school, 10 that live toie than one mile and leas

than two miles; and 6 that. live more than two miles.

Represent these data on a circle graph. IAA,Le..).4.444;4.4-7

. Mary gets an allowance,of one dollar a week.:AMe spends

500 each week for entertainment (such as ieilt She

paves 20g in her savings bank each week and,gives log

c,4`1,to the chrch. She spends 20 each week, ;;school

sUpplies;

Draw a circle graph which shows.the percent of her

allowance that Mary Usea for each purpose.

809
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'.-Below is acircle graph. Study it

questions Which; follow it

r

AREA OF CONTINENTS AS PER CENT OF WORLD LAND AREA

Europe and Asia combined e up what per cent of the

world land area? (44/%3

Is the combined are, of North and SouthAmerica as

great as that of -ia? (71.).

Is the land area of North America more or less than 3t

of the-world land area? (1414704.-,

Should the measure ofliheingle which detaimines:the

...region representing Atials area be more or less.than

120? ( /2O)
83. o
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PICTOMIPHS

Objective: To sho ow to 'interpret and make a pictograph

To show some uses for pictographs

To develop an awareness that information may be.

inacaurately portia.yed by ans of a

pictograph

' Materials: Chalk, phalkbbard, straightedge, pencil, paper

Vocabulary: Pictograph Is
o

Suggested Teaching ProcedUre:

The pupil text is quite sufficient in this
section. However, some ideas may have to be
"pushed" in order to receive the emphasis neces-
sary to point out thede ideas:

1. Pictographs use appropriate symbols or pic-
tures which may represent a definite
quantity; that is, each symbol is the same
shape and size.

.

. The symbols may be the same shape but vary
in size to give the desired effect.

3. When only a part of a symbol is used, such as
1/3 of,a telephone to represent 1;000,000
Phones, the children should realize that
estimation plus a great part in the in-
terpretation,of the graph.

4. The pictograph may be used to give a
picture not entirely true as is the case
in the graph showing the heights of Bill
and John.

5. The skill' of rounding off numbers is used-,
in order to make for ease in choosing a 4;
scale.

6. some pictographs use a variety of symbols;'
other pictographs use the pioturis them-
selves. -.

Braintwister at the end of this
section, only the western states-named were
chosen so that the exercise would not be too
difficult. If the area of the state is drawn in
proportioO to the total population of.that state
California would have the largest area of the
western states. Texas would not be the largest;
Nevada and Wyoming would be very small./

811 310



7 EXploration

John was 6o -inchei tall and Bill was 50 inches. tall.

'John decided to draw a bar graph to impress BilqI with how much

taller he was. The graph lookedlike this:

Heights of Two Boys

6o

50

Height 40

in 30

Inches 20

10

Bill

Boys

JOhn

John decided this graph'wouldn't impress Bill very much so.he

decided to draw pictures of himself and Bill to replace the*rs.

Now the graph looked like this.:

Height

in

Inches

6o

5o

4o

30

20

'10

O

-

Heights of Two Boys

Bill

Boys

812 \
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Does the graph "make the difterence in'heights see* greater

them it actually - v.-tr.-J/1,LX)

When a'graph shows pictures of the objects represented

by the data, as in the last example, it is called a

pictograph. Some pictographs may give an unfair picture of

the data being presented. For example, the pictograph of the

heights of Hill and John shows John is not only taller; but

is also larger! Timit is, his shoulders are wider, his head

is larger, and so on..

2. In 1951, the number of telephones in use in the United

States was 66,645,000 and in Europe t number was

r

37,593,000, Round these figures off '4.

1)

e nearest million

and draw a bar graph. sren draw a plot.:' ph: by drawing two
.

-,. ,

telephones, each one as tall as the length of the corresponding

bar of the'ber graph. Does this pictograierepresent a fair

picture of the claws ('h, 1......_.. ......-a ;tea- JA:-.J;t4, 466-

V ,,,..#141.---t)

3. Another way of drawing a pictograph of the number of

telephones in various'parts of the world would be to draw

one telephone for each 3,000,000 telephones: Africa, with

about 2,000,000 telephones would have, to be represented by

2a picture of of a telephone. This pictograph is shown

on the following sheet. Do you get a:better understanding

of the telephones in the United States and Europe from the

pictograph of exercise 2 or exercise 3? (
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Worl'd Telephone ..Statistics

Area Total Number.
of Telephones

North America 71,803,700

Central America 910,800

South AmeriCa . . . 2,999,600

Europe
37,593,900.

Africa 1,768,600 .

Asia . 6,855,500

Oceania
-2,867,900

Round these numbers to the nearest one million. If we drew

one picture for each 3 Million telephones, how Many pictures of

teldphoilee will we draw for each country?

GEOGRAPHICAL
AREAS

North
America

Central
America

South
America

Europe

Africa

Asia :

Oceania

NUMBER OF TELEPHONES

IN THE TZORLD

)))))))))) MI) )))))))))-

)
MDT)))
1

TY1

V
)

15 30 11"

MILLIONS

(Each symbol represents 3,000,000 telephones.)

814
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5. ...A pictograph:for Problem:6ot nen:tine Set 5 on the height of

the,EMpire Stat*Buildipg,and other Structures is'sliown.belbw.

Ifight I:

in feet

1500

-.1000

500

'0

P

- 'COMPARISON OF HEIGHTS

OF *.palucTuRE.t

4r

Pyramid of
.

Cheops
(480 feet)

a

Eiffel
Tower

(984 feet)

Leaning Tower Washington . .Empire State
of Pisa - Monument ' Building
(179 feet) (555 feet) (1472-feetY

Structures

Do you like the pictograph better than the bar graph?

P-4441-4'441-te-e-4/7/7-)
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nercise Set 6.

1. On Map'. Cassidi's Dude Ranch there are 22 horses, 18

milk cows, dbga, and 12 -cowboys. Let us choose a

symbol to represent horses, another to represent cows, and

still' other symbols far dogs and cowboys: The following

symbols. will be used:

A star represents horses .*

A:set of horns represents cows 774.ki:NOr

A dogcollarjaepresents dogs

A stick-man .represents.colboys

CL

lake 4 pictograph of this data.. Let each symbol represent

a group. of

* * *

Drax.a pictorraph io compare the population of the United.
Stilt:es in 1900, 1930, and. 1960. The 1900 population

was illlibn, the -193.0 .0opulation was. 123 million,

and .the 198ip population was 179,. million. .-.4
,.
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The highest altitude in each of these states is given.
_

Round off each of the numbers to the nearest multiple of

100, then draw a bar graph. Put .the Names of theAitates

along the horizontal reference line.(g'Imi61/44 )

'Alaska 20,320 feet. am)

Arizona 12,670 feet (/2,740)

Colorado. 14,431 feet (,4,40)

Hawaii 13,796 feet (i4goo)

Maine. 5,268 feet (45;300)

'Massachusetts 3,491 ceet (3,5.40)

New York: 5,344 feet.
: (.60,0)

Tennessee 6,642 feet 14,40.>

Washington 14 1110 feet -044:;41.0.)

Wisconsin 1,941 feet (2,.000.).

BRATNnasTER

Using the 1960 census figures, draw a rough map of western

United States. Let the size of each state depehd upon its

population. That-is, the states which have_ the largest

population should be drawn larger than states which havesmaller.

populations. Use Washington, California, Oregon, MOntana,,Idahos

" Nevadme, Wyoming, AriZcna, New Mexico, Texas, and Colcirado.
r, r

r.
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- Answer to Exercise Set 6, number 3

21,000'

20,000

.19,000

18,000

.7,000

16,000

15,000

14,000

13,000

12;000

11,000

10,000

9,000

8,000
7,000

6,000.
5,000

.4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000,

0

. 00
4)

0
o

co

. 0
..Y
c0

.-4<

0
0
N

A.
ct.

'0 ..
0
;.40
0

C.,

-.-1
,-I0
0=

31'3

0
.S aa)

o 0
4.3 . .11

Ai 03 bei 03
0 , CO 0 0
>I a) .-i o0 .0 .\ 03 0 . co co
a) a) 0 ..-I
Z el X X
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MEASURES OF ',CENTRAL TENDENCY

4

Objective.: To. develop the ideathat.descKption of data may

be briefly done by use of an average

To teach the. pupils that there are three averages:

arithmetic mean, median, and mode

To show that in some cases one type of average

gives a better-description than another

Materials: Chalkboard, chalk, pencil, paper'

Vocabulary: Average, arithmetic mean, median, mode

Suggested Teaching Procedure: .

Point out to the pupils that there are three
ttypes of averages. The first type known as "arith-
motto mean" is simply found by dividing the total
,sum by the number of entries. Children have been
finding this, average in various casee,before. It
should be remembered that this type of average is
not e.lways the fairest. The average chosen to de-,/
describette data must describe it most accurately.

The advantages and disadvantages of using the
median and mode should be emphasised. Questions
1-c through 1-3 of the Exploration are writtekyith
this in mind as. well as to dtvelop the doncepte of
median and mode. -

In the second part of the Eiplorsitiou the
purpose is two-fold:

1., To give practice in computing the al.ithmetic
. mean and median, and in determining the mode.

2. To compare these measures with respect to
one. another.

The pupil text carries outthesi two purposes
very well. Wherever likenesses 6r ,differences

,.occur among the three aVtragea.they should be
pointed out.

Thellepils will probably need help.iwunder-
standing that more than one mode may occur or if
several items occur. only once each, there isn't
a.mode established. .

In median when-an-even-nUmber
of entries occur the'teacher'.marhave to re-
explain using a. different set of numbers. Most
of the pupils, however, will be able to compre
hen&trom the explanation. contained in the puOills
text. .

, .

The exercises are designed to point up the
values and shortcomings of the three types of
averages. The answerp .to these exercises' will con-
tain helpful hints,ana.suggeatiOns along this line.

. ,
.

819
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MEASURES OF=CENTRAL TENUMM.Tf'

EXplo*
. _

Once the-data have been organised( the. next problem is

to find a number which wili:4eadrfbe-the data and help us

understand it. A number which tells us something about how

to try

near

the number pairs are to some central number pair is called a measure

of central tendency, or an average. There are several different,

types of averages.

1. Here are the scores of Bill, John, and Mike, on five tests:

b)

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test"

John 80 75 80 100 8o
Bill 4o 6o _8o .80

Mike 25: . 8o 30 '. 81 82'

For each boy, arrange the scores
76- Ve 90.

largest. '6Le 40 40 re ro
30 po el

HOW would you find,the "average"

from smallest to

Y0
rz
of Johnts scores?

Probably you found the "average" by adding the Scores

together and dividing"by the number of scores, like this:

7.5 + 8o + 86 + 8o +
5 83

Are many of the scores in the table "near" 83? The scores of

75, 80,,81, 82 are not far from 83. This type of average is

called the arithmetic mean. The. word "arithmetic" in "arithmetic

mean" is notipronounced. the way you7usuallyjoronounce the word.

Look in the dictionary for the correct pronunciation. The

arithmetic mean is an average computed-by using arithmetic

(addition and division are used). 'Thus you shoUld be able to

remember the name of this average.

820
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Find the arithmetic mean of Bill's scorettAnd of Mike's

scorea.'(a2/ , Xate

d There may be some other "average" that would make

Bill's grades look better.

The number that occurs most,frequently in a set of

numbers is another typof-average called the mode.

We, think of the moat popular type of dress or hat as

this year's mode or Oyle; hence, the choice of_the

word mode. If no item .occurs more than once, -there is

no mode.

. .

What is the mode of Bill's scoreo? Is it oetter'than

the arithmetic mein of his scores?
f

What is the mode of John's scoresP'is it better than

'the arithmetic mean of Yiis scores? (4,
1-44.---

23. )
Thera is still a third type of average that might be

useful in comparing. the scores.

When the numbers of a set, are arranged in order

of increasing or decreasing size, the median is the

number that is in the middle. There are just,as many

numbers below the median as above. The word "median"

means "Middle.- By associating these two words you

should be able to remember that the median score is

the middle score.

(80What is the median of Mike's scores? Is it better than

the arithmetic mean of his scores?Ord)

82132Q



Make a table and lint the arithmetic,Mean,

median, and mode for 'the scores of

Bill, and Mike.

'Which type of average seems to be

V.V

J.1 10' 13 00 0
13 ,11 i I to to
Mike al SO 'Ease

describing the various sets of test acoreit.44........

2. In example.4 of the Explorationon, Organizing, Data near the

first page of thischapter you were asked to make a table

showing thetnumber of boxes of cookies sold bf eight Gi1rl

Scout troops. Your table probabli looked liAce this: '4

r
TABLE k

Cookie Sales
.by

Girl Scout Troops.

Troop., Pant Chocolate Vanilla

1 '48 . 63 35

2. 34 27 3o

3. 72 51
.- 4o

4 25 14 12

5 75 39 51

6 -51 62 37

7 132 98 99

8 .82 103 76 ,

The arithmetic mean of. the numbers.of boxes of mint cookies

sold by the different troops is

48.+.44-72+24+1 +132+82 64

, ,Which. three troop's sales of mint cookies were nearest

the arithmetic mean?-(74....e 3; avr-r, -27"7°4 ) .

0

1



, Arrange the numbers of boxes ofmint cookies sold from

the smallest number tb the largest ,number.(2s, 3 44g, 37- 7-1; 7S, 9.2 , 132.)
To find the median number sold, we have to find

the median of eight numbers. Because 8 is an. even

number, there isn't any one middle number. So

Consider the two middle numbers. These are 51 and

72. Any number between 51 and 72 would be a

-number such, that four sales were less. (25,-34, 48,, 51).
- r

and four greater (7i, 75,.82, 132). Usually, in eases

like this, the arithmetic mean of the. two middle

numbers is chosen aethe median The arithmetic Mean.

of 51 and 72 is.

242, or
.0v c

The median. is

7

-

or 611
7.

Which troop's sales of mint cookies were nearest

the medihn?-`(-10.7 -7 -P3)

d .Find,the arithmetic mean of .the sales of chocolate ,

cookies-7-and of vanilla cookies.W....44,'"1"1-4:4474)

WhichtwO:troOplesales'of chocolate cookies were

nearest tWarAhmetic mean? (..Z.7. 4 ..0(1..7.2)
t

Find-themedian-of the sales' of chocolate cookies.

and vanilla cookies..(d...1-1 "'kJ

Which two troop's sales were nearest the median?
.744.7.... 3

: -Zam.74- 4 di. .3 .

823
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Exercise Set 7
/

1

1, Farmer Jones can grow a; good garden if about four inches

-of rain falls each month during the growing Beason from

May until October.' The rainfall during these months last

year was:

114.4 .
1 inch

June 0 inches

July 0 inches?

August , 1 inch

September 10 inches

October 12 inches

Compute the arithmetic mealCiqnd the median.° Is the average

monthly rainfall 4 inchesi. using one of theie averages?Oe'

Do you think Farmer Jones had-esood garden 11hr "L'tA)
Yji -t '214 ci-o"-es")

. The principal announced that the aVerage number of students

in the fifth and sixth grades was 25. By-Average he meant

the arithmetic mean. 'There was one class of each grade.

There were 15 pupils in the fifth grade.

How many pupils were inthe sixth grade? (35-.)

8243,23
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The temperature in degrees at noon on the'-first.day of each

month in the town of-York were'recOrded as-foilows:'

January 12 July 105
February 12 August 105

..March 32 September 62
April 55 October 45

May 76 November .17

June 105 -recember 12'

Find the atithmetic.meeiLd the.mediak);o these averages

indicate that York would-have a pleasant year-round

temperature,? iind themOde. This distribUtion has two
(42J /A57).

modes so. list both of them. Now do.you think York.has

pleasant year-round temperature? (X)

4. Table 3 near the front of this chapter shows the newspaper

sales of four newsboys.

a)' Find the arithmetic.mean of the weekly sales. for

George, Harry, Jim, and John.(4.eve- of, )L 41 41)

Find the median or the weekly sales for each of the

newsboys. (-,P4-1244-7---'11 30, 30,.4 7, 41.0)

Which average shows-better how busy the newsboys

usually are? ( ,,,tA0LA.--)

5. From the data on the ages of the presidents at the time,

they took office (ExerciseSet.5,..e*erese-7),.find the

arithmetic mean and median.

)

1
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Chapter 9

- *
MS AND CIRCLES

PURPOSE OF UNIT

Prior to the study of this unit the pupils will have studied

the unit entitled Concept:of Sets. This unit reviews briefly

some of the ideas of-that unit and then deals:- particularly with

the intersection and.union of sets. One principal objective, in

the study of sets is to establish recognition of the intersection

and union of two or more given sets. Emphasis will bi-pliced on

the intersections and unions of just two sets but this should not

. obscure the pOssibility of more than two being considered. :Die

use of Tenn. Diagrams,is encouraged as an'aid in selecting inter-

sections and unions of given sets. The applications in the

exercises are expectedto.stress and clarify the geometric don-

- cepts which have been studied previously as well as give the

pupils, Some practice in using the language of sets and in making

Vann.DiagriMi. ,

,

The main objectives in the part of this unit which is devOted

.:to circles is the--renewed-emphasis on a circle as a iit of points.

Thkpointawhich.constitute4 circle are all equally distant from

one-point which is called the center of the Circle.. Recognition

of the meaning of arc, mikes, diameter, interior region and
. 6

exterior region.are'important and the pupils Mould learn to

recognize these in a representation of a circle and use the words

with faCility. The use of the compawin drawing. the representa-

tion of.a circle should be reviewed or taught anew if the pupils

have not used it previously.. The pupils'should be encouraged to

loOk for'represeniations-of circlecin:familiartthingi around

them, e.g., church windows,..wheels, edgesof tin cans, etc. The it

inscribed angles are introduced to make.clear the 'meaning:of.

inscribed angle and' to prepare theaay for their use later. The

principal application of the inscribed angle is that, "An angle

inscribed..in a semicircle is a right angle:" .This conclusion is

expected tobe reached intuitively and no mention is.jeent

made heri:of the measure of.an arc in terms of degrees:

627



MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

A portion of the mathematical. background needed for Sets and

Circles is found in the Teachers' Commentary for the Concept of
Sets in a previous chapter. A few brief remarks here on the

intersection and union of sets and a short discussion of circles

will be the,main effort in this section.

Intersection of Sets.. The intersection of two or more sets.,

isie set although it may have no members. If the intersection

set haa.no members, then the intersection is called the empty.
'set, or the nAl set. The symbol for the empty set which is used_

frequently:is the Greek letter id.. it we ihail use the symbol C. )

.for the empty set since it seems.to suggest a set with no members.

Ey.definition, theintersectionof twets is a set whose members

Are in both the given sets.' Hence, the intersection of any set,

iith the empty set is the empty set "itself. If A is any bet,
we can write

eep
A- n ).-.

- . .

Diagrams, called Venn Diagrams; are very useful in giving

Each
-

a pictorial representation of:..intersections. Each of the fol7

lowing diagrams represents the interSeetion set indicated below

the-diagram. The regions..:are not meant. to be circular regions

although circular regions are veryoftenutedin-Venn-Diairams.

Indeed, it is.bettler if the regions.are not circular since

pupils might make some. unwarranted inferences aboUt'relatiOns

.between sets and circles when *none are anticipated. In each

diagram the portion representing.the interseiiibn set is

4haded. ii shaded, then the intersection is the
%



Example:

,..iMM

I

!I.69111a
Na.aii.:1
Ada OlaWMIMWAN0el

A set of boys in your school

who have blue eyes.

= set Of boys in your school:

who are 12years old.

C = set of boys who are 12

years'old and who have

blue eye*:
ciz _

A

Fxample

A = (a, b, op d, el

= set of the firs five,
letters of theafoitiii7

Set A = Set B

A n = A or n 3.11. B

Example:

A = set of boys in Grade 5:

)3 Isset or boys in" Grade 8.

The intOsiotion is the empty
..,

*.;set sin4e.p0 boys are in both.

. Grades 5 and 8.
yf

vA-n

J

B -.set of people4hOlive in

U.S.A.

gi7 set of people. who live in

OhlP--,-.

All of the people who lAye in

Qhio live in U.S.A.

A rl B= A



If all members. ot ,a set A are also members of a eet -b,

then A is called a subset of L (We.mm?. write this AG B,

or 82A. This notation is not used in thi pupil's material.)

By this Statement, eiiher-a,two equal sets a subset of the

other.. For example, b, e,d, e and B 1. the set ofi

the first' five letters:offthealphabet, then A is a subset of

'and Is is a atibOet.of lc..111.1t,if all members of A, are in

B and .B contains other mekbers'ihiCh-are not in A,'then A
is a proper subset. of . For' example, If A is the set: Of

people who live in Ohio and B- is-`the set of people who live,. in

U. S. A., then A- is "i proper subset.af B. We may writs. tic.

Venn Diagrams are useful,in'illUstrating the relationships...

between more than two sets although,:cif course, the diSgrimis may
be a bit more complicated. Consider,the diagram for the

following three sets:

Let, the oval region

School.

Lete oval region B
Letm be oval rigion(

1,11.2e eyes.

A represent:the set of boys.in your

.

represent the'set of boys named John.

rspresent the set of boys who have .

el;the-regionH. represents the set-of boys in your school

,arenathed.John and who have blue eyes.

..m....0...

1

il i......:111.7".=.7:.

..... 1rl
An. B) n D

--The diagram shows that (1) sonet the boys in your school

are named John, (2) some of the'boys in your school have blue

eyes, and (3) some of.the,boys in your school who have lilue

eyes'Are'namea John. The shaded region,-D represents the

Axiseibility described in (3).



.. 1

In the next fWeicampiesof-inteiiedtiOns of sets, the
draxings the repteSentationaof geometric figues; they are

1!not part!' Venn iag:Oims:. .6are-W111 be needed with the pupils

to help them distinguiW.betWeencUiwes used in Venn diagrams

and curveS and other geometftc'figures which represent the sets.

whose intersections or' unions: are under consideration. The
Closed curves in a 'Venn'

e,
diagrim:are devicei Used sr) assist -in

.' . . . ,

thinking of the sets of elementsthat are involved "in the di's-

cussion. Tile curves in a'Vetn diagram and their interiors are
.. . .

not the sets under considertition. Such a curve is drawn to help

in picturing the members 44-belongiag, to a set.

'In a drawing of geometric tigures in which their-intersections
(or unions). is asked for, the geometric figures are themselves'

the sets, i.e., the points' of the geoMetric figures are the
elements of the,sets. These Sets of:points may be the points of

a triangle, the points in the interior of.atriangle, the. points
of a circle; the points of the interiOr of a circle, the points
of a line segment, etc. In a Venn 4agram the closed curves are

an aid to thinking of the sets; in a drawing involving the 4
intersections (or unions) of geometric figures, the points of "the figures are the sets. -

A

4

The,interie6tiorc of. WE'and N-4

thellet'whose only memberis the point S.

We write r11% (°S

831.°
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A.

`The intersection of the interior of the two ditoles A and
;

B is. the set 'bf pointsin:th* shaded interior in:Which the
letter_ C is placed.

We write

Interior of A r) Interior of .33 = Interidi of Region "C

The intersection of ! with PQ is A!. We write

c) PQ = Ir. It may be observed

that this is an abbreviated form for:

The'interseition of the set of points

of MS and the set of points of PQ

is the set of points of 1Nr. This

rather long and difficult statement should not be required of the

pupils but the pred4*4aning of this and siillir sgatements

corning intersect186 (aid unions) may, be helpful to the teacher.

The interS4Ciion:Oethe oval region Q and the triangle,

ABC is AW and' lit. (Recall that A ABC does not include its

interior.) We write'

A ABCnQ7MUM
Again observe that thisis the

abbreviated statement for: The'

intersection of the set of. points

of oval region Q with the s t

of points of the triangle is

the set of points of IR and Kff.

832
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Uhion *of Sets. The union of two sets is a set consisting

of the mMberswhich are-either in one.or both -of the given sets.:

Just as.Wehavi Made Venn Diagrams to illustrate the inter-.

sections of Sets, we'can make diagrams to illustrate the union of..

sets. The next set of diagrams illustrate union of sets A and

B which bear the spore relation to each other as the beta A

and- B used in the intersection diagrams.

AU (
If A and B are disjoint, then their intersection is empty,

and. their union consists of the sets. A and B. The union of

A and B is shade-d. They have no members in common.

A U B AUB.

If .A-= B, then. A U 13= A If A is a proper subset of

B, 'then
Or U B

833
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The followingdiagrims illustrate both intersections and
unions in each diagrezi.

.. A II (3 U C)..

Erki C is lined vertically. s1 tingly.
A. is-lined horizontally. B n is cross7hatched. The .

.

.An (3 U C) is.crosshatched.

A U n C). A AA lined

union consists of both the

linedportion A, and the-

cross -hatched portion

I n c.

(5nA)l) (a n cy or B n (A U C).'

n A is crossed with vertical and horizont lines.

184)c is crossed with horizontal and slanting lines.

(D RA) U os r) 0 consists of both the portiOns B

and B n c.

2
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In the following examples of unions of sets, the drawings

are the representations of geometric figures. The sets under

'consideration will, therefore, consist of points of segments, of
circles, of polygons, of the interiors of closed curves, etc. As
in the discussion on the distinction between the closed curves
of Venn diagrams and actual sets represented by geometric figures,
care will need to be obberved with the pupils.

The union of AE and FQ- is the two segments and 144;

that is, the points that are points of or irei or of both
consist of the points of the union of XE d

/

Consider the two sets of points:

Set M 'Vertices of Z.f.PC

Set K the intersection of the points of circle, 0 and

the.closed curve D

Set M = (A, B, C)

Set K = IP, Q, R, -S}

M LJ K = (A, B, C, P, 46 R, S1

83v33.



Now consider this drawing and look at the two sets of points;

set of points in the interior _of, A ABC.
0 "Set Y 11, Set o points in the intersection cif ;the interiors

,- of ,f) e 0 and the closed curve:
. . . .7

set X it *e 'interior -3f_the *region' lined herizontally:

set- Ys the interior of the regions lined vertically.

1

X U Y consists of the poiilts in the interior lined -*

orizontally, in the interio lined vertically, and in the
interior. that is. _lined both rizontally and vertically. ',In

this example it is diff describe the union of the two.
seta 'a statement. The vertical and horizontal lining will

indicate a wiy that the .pupils may vie. aaphasis is upon the
selection of the correct interiors, segments, points, etc., and

not upon' a precise description unless it is fairly easy for the
pupils to.fordniate. Xsphasis should not be on language state7

ments to the extent, tilt the central' ideakbesome lost in a
lizigUistic maze.



Circles. ,A circle is a se or points of the'sime plane

such that all points are equal y distant frOm one pointof the
plane which is called the cent

The above definition of o le is not in conflict with the

alternative Statement which fines a circle as a plane simple

closed curve all of whose ints are equally distant.from,a

point of the plane. calle he center.

10.ther.definiti causes attention on the:.circle being a'

set of points one draws a representationof a circle in the

usual way,*the curve which we see on the paper represents the
circle. Care should'be taken to distinguish between a circle and

its interior. .A circle with its interior is celled:a circular
region. In the'drawing shown below, 'A, marks theCenter of the

circle. A circle is named by one capital letter written on or

war the circle, e.g., 0 in this drawing.

The line segments AB and AC are radii. These line

segments aria congruent to each other. Their lengths arathe same.

They have a common endpoint, Ay but the other endpoints are

different points of the circle. The lengths of radii of. the

circle are the,saMe.

The line segment PQ is rdiameter. Any-line segment which

contains.the center of a circle and has points' of the circle for:

its endpoints is a diameter. As is true for radii, all diameters

of the circle are congruent to each other but they are not the

same diameter. All diameters of a circle have the same length..

837
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The segment MN is called a chord of the circle. Note

that. its endpoints, M .and N, are points of,the.circle.

A part of a circle is a subset of the circle: It is a.set

of points that are points of the circle. The set of points (or

Part of the circle) thatyou would trace in going from B to C

through E is called an arc of the circle and is named arc BEC

and written 3*. It could be written a and read arc CEB

since these two seta of points are the same set. We Could .follow

a path on the Circle from B to C by going through point,__M

(or 'P, or N, or Q) since these would indicate the aame,path.

,' Mitt arc could be written in either of these ways: flfTri:

.,.::paic; BQc..

It,1*ii7cies have the same center, they are` called

conomm4-iecircles. Clearly, two concentric_ circles whose radii

have thetiaa#0::=lehgth are the same. circle since; hey are the same

pet of points. '-':

Two distinct circles may have either no

one point of intersection, or two points of

."Jdituations are illustrated in the following

intersections are stated in "set language.1

6

.33 r (

(1)

point of,intersection,

intersection. These

drawings and their

AllB (

(2)

.838 336
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Al B

(3)

(5).

A n .13 (4, N)

(k)

Tte drAtngs (5) and (6) represent circles whiSh. are
tangent to° each other; i.e., their intersection cOnsiits .or
one point.

.839
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TEACHING PRIVEDURES
-

This unit differs from many of the preceding

units in the sixth grade relative to the use of

exploratory passages for the pupils. This is

particularly true in the sections devoted to

constructions. Many:pasaaget include less ex-

ploration.and more exposition., This isdone.

deliberately,. we hope wisely, to obtiin some in-

foemation on the ability of pupils now completing

the sixth grade, to read understandingly fairly

long passages and:folloW carefully sets of in

structions. A second reason fo*de-,emphasizing

the exploratory nature of thepresentation 16

due to the fact that many parts of the unit are.

a review of previous concepts which were develoPed.

initially with the pupils by the. exploratory

method.

The comments to the teacher,in this section

TEACHING4HOCEDURES are intentionally brief.?

The explanations to the pupils that precede !soh,

set:of exercises and the information and exampies.,.

8e0bIrth in theAATHENATICALBACKGROUND'are
*g6t to be. sufficient to provide the teacher

'witkther needed material for teaching the unit'

with understanding and confidence.'
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RECOGNIZING SETS

: Review with the pUpils the concepts in Concept

of Sets, Chapter 1, Grade 4. 'Ask them to name sets

of objects,, numbers, letters, etc., to emphasise

the difference lar-seaning:of a set and the set. A

.set is indefinite but the set must be Ascribed so

that the pupili.are certain what the members of the

set are and if any object is 'mentioned,' they sin

tell whether it is a member of thLset. You might,

e such examples as the following to

sh the distinction between 8.set and the

7"A set of books" does not-name a specific-8;i.

We have no way of kmowing what books are meant.

" e set of books on the top shelf of the

boOkoase in schooliooe iss specific seta The
pupils can 11 what books are in the 80. They

Can also 1 whether any book that you mention

to the set.

"A set of letters in the alphabet" is not a _

specifiC set. It does not tell us.how.mani letters

are.in-the_set or what letters are meant. -SO,

"the set of the first ten letters of the alphabet,.

is a:specific set. .We can write, or say, these

letters if we: wish. -live. the pupils write the -set

and denote it by----Ts'

(a, b, c, is j)

ski
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Ask- the pupils to te13., ehicti of the following
sets are described well enough for them to know
what the mambers'of the set are:

1.' A set of mUmbers.

2. A siit':oriaocks-
. - .

(They cannot tell)

(They.dannot

The set of whole numbers which are leeC.:'

than 6... (0,.1,4=144.5., 4, 5)

A set of states. .(They cannot tell)
.

The set of stOes'of the United States whose
names becitb X. (Th!Xtin tell, it is
the empty set.)

6. A'eetof shoeb.. (They cannot tell)

7. The set of days of the week. (Sunday, Monday, etc.)

8. A set of pupils. .(They cannot tell)

9. Ihe set of pupils in your classroom.

(They can tell)

10. The set of whole numbers lesi than 100 which
are divisible by 5. (0, 5, 10, 15, ... 95)

Study the material with the' ils in their text on
Recognising Sets; then proceed to ercise Set 1.
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RECOGNIZING SETS

If you saw:a great many birds fliting :ovrhead.and wanted to
,.

tell someone aliOtit what you saw, how would 3414 tell them? Would

you say °I-saw a1:21 of or II saw a flock .or birds* or

a group of You would be more likely to say...,!'I

IPit. !link of birds*. tut, r you:44W bees instead of biilie;.1

say !I saw a swirin'of:bieto,.:0* III saw a bunch of:.

bees".

A man Vito has t big ranch in Texas may haie !any cattle::

and many horses. If he were to talk to yoabout,these, he

might say he had .a of cattle* and a 'drove of horses.*
.

You see, yiktii first two paragraphs we have used *seven
.

different words in the same 1197. These wpFdis..-axic. underlined.

Is each. a used to refer to a 'collection 'of,:ihingsi Now

you may remember that we decided to- use .just'one, word to speak

about a collection of things. This vort_was the word set. If

we do this we would sag *A set of birdst; A sit of bees!,* l'A

set. cattle*, *A set of horses*.

If somiontells you-that she is.thinking about a set of
dishes, does this 1l you very much .about the dishes in the

set? Do you know, wha color they are? Now many are in the sett
.

Are they cups, or saucers, or plites, or some of each .Of.. those?

The answer to most of these quetions



says "a set of dishes" she is not really telling ypu, very much
about them. Bai -if ehe were to say "the dishes you lee the. -

wouldwindow, at a 4ertain. china S wtore", she ould be talking about

certain set. You cannot know what dishes, are meant by "a-set
of dishesg. -But you can 'know Whit dishes are miant.by 7the set
off':.dishes you: See in. the window at a :certain Oiii;S; storen. ?,: t l

. DC-, you know what. boys are meant if we sag, "a' set ofj.ttOyr-?
Do you know what bark Are meant. if we say "the set of 'boys. ,i,n,;;

,your glass --whose. nimea are. Dick, or Barry".1 (v'-)

.

Tit each of the first five exercises- below,_.write -on your

papei S.:mathematical- sentence for the set. Notice this example

_Example: The se of streets that cross at-First Street and--

Main Street. S a (First Street, Main Street) .

.sot--of'.-cidd, whole numbers which are. lets than

3, .5", 7, 91

2. The sets of even numbers which are less than 'twenty an

greater than 8.

. E 4 10, i2, rK, /4, /9

3. (a). The set of whole- numbera which are factors, of

, 2, 3,6, 6-, /49 /47, 3o S.
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v!
. The set of letters:fihich label the points,of intersection

of the three 1144 segments shown in th.1As,' drawing .
. 4S

0

4

e.
° .

. The names-of the states in the United States whose names.

begin.owith EL

y AL.:2 1=

.1n dbMeof the nextfiveeets you are not told enough about'7 2

the sets. so 'you can wxlite a mathematical sentence-for'them.

oh ones are they? (4;1° )

6.' ,Set of stamps.

d

a

,p

T.

4

40 of booki on a certain shelf of the bookshelf in-06

your classroom.
0

0
Set ofylettersin!the first half of the alphabet.

9. sat.ot whole liabere less than 119 whose numerals have

1 ior the firti-(leftmost) digit.

10.
tb 6

Set of cards.

i34
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Exerciare -Set 1

:

tFor each of the firs; fire exeibises 'below; write a
.

mathematical, sentence on your paper fpr eachset.
i

4

1. The set' of counting numbers less than ito which .are

multiples of 5'. E Is, 20, 2-5-, 35.1 ,

. II. .

2. . The set of prime nUmbers.which4,,are greeter than 17 and

less than 29. °C5-= .T ii, z3 .?

The 'set of whole numbers which lire factors of 6 .
C = 2, 3, 4 1.1 6", 2D, 30,,.4o f

The setof whole nuaibeia leas than 480 which are

multiples of 60:. = '0, /24, / f 10, 2 #0, 3 Do, 3Lo, 424i ,

5.Xhe set of names of the states of the Ifi.S.A.° whose first.
-letter is Z. E = I I

:In some of the next aix -exercites. you Ire not told enough
,aabout the se ta so you can write a sentence for them. Which ones

are they? (6., g)

. Set of letters.

-.

7.' Set of whole numbers which are greater than 10 and less
than 11, q

.44 4 4
8116#L2
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'8. . Set of points. which are the vertices of a

9. Set of members of this set: (1, , ).

10. ;set of titles of the books that are on, your teacherls desk.

11. Set of names of the of the U.S.A. since 1900...

12.. Describe in words-the set ( ,

611. A yor-

Would the dishes your mother used last Thanksgiving and

y o u r father's best hammer form a set? (ipw4 Why?

&". 14

14. Would the men in your town that are at least six feet

tall and'ieigh no more than one pound form a set?(Ier4-')

Why? (.24:4.4,70F01.4-^...J./

Name the members of the set of .

(a) red-haired boysleyour class.

e(b) blue7eyed boys in your class

red-haired blue-eyed be in your class..

(
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INTERSECTION OF SETS

You might begin the study of this section with the pupils by

writtni some pairs of sets on the blackboard. Tfie sets should

not have a large number of members. Have some pairs which have

nopidembers in common, some pairs which have a small number of

members in common and some pairs which have all members in common.

.Let us :look at the two sets (write them on,the board):.

A"= [3, 6, 6 12) B -.(9, 12, 15, 18)

Questions youtight Risk. Are there members in one set that

are in the other set also? Or, you may as4 the same question

this way: Do the two sets have members in common? Yes, the
numbers 9 and 12 are in both_ptts. .Then the set whose

members are the numbers 9 and 12 is the intersection set of

A, -and" B. We write this

A II B = (9, 12)

Have the pupils read this, "the intersection of sets A and B
is the set whose meRbers are 9 and 12."

Use such examples aa the following to sharpen the pupils'

recognition of intersection of seta and have them write and read

the statements that describe the intersection.

(1) C (a a, t, s)

D= (0, t, s)

(2) R = (m, r, s)

T = r)

C n D a; t, )

R, n T

(3) X . (1,

y = (13,

7,

7,

11,

1,

9,

9,

15,

11,

13,,5, 2)

5, 15,,2)

x. rl Y = (1, 7, 11, 9, 15, 13, 5, 2)

(4) Set 1 = (a, b, c, d, e, f)

Set 2 = (a, b, c)

Set 1 ri Set 2 = (a, c)

848
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Some sets Should be described in words. Help the. pupils
deparibe the intersection. These will not be written in the same'
form as used on the preceding page. The following examples may
b-)014111:

(1) if set M is the set of all whole numbers less than 100
and set N is the set of all whole numbers less than 260,
describe the-Intereection of M and N. (The Intersection.
of Ire,and N is the set of whole numbers from 0 through
99, or Set M)

(2) Set V is the set of pupil,' n your class who are members
Of the school chorus. Set W. is the set of pupils in your
class who are members of the school band. Describe the
intersection of V and W. (The-intersection may be found
by writing the names of the pupils that are common to both
sets .V and W. -If there are no pupils common to both
sets, then V r) w t 3.)

Set .P ,is,theset-of a11.elementary teachers in your town
county), eFt4_,Set Q is the set of all sixth-grade

teachers in your town (city, county). Describe the inter-
section of seta P and Q., (The intersection of sets P
and Q. is the set Q since all teachers in set -Q. are
also in set P.).

44) If one set,consists of the students in your school who are
studying mathematics and.another set,consists of all students
in your school who are studying French, might these two sets
have an intersection set which is not the empty set? '(Yes,

, there may be students in your school who are studying both
matheMaticerand French and these would be in the intersection
set. If there are no students in your school who ire studying
both mathematics and French, then theinte-rsection of the

1 two sets is the empty set.)

After practice on such problems s (1) . through (14) above,
the Venn Diagrams for intersections be introduced, Use the
informition in (4) in building a Vey Diagram.

(3 )

849
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Steps in building the diagram: Let the oval region m,-lined with

vertical lines, represent the students in the school who are

studying mathematics. Now, before we draw a region to represent

the students who are studying French, we must know which one of

(a) the following situations diisis:

(a). Some but not all of the students

F are studying bOthmathematics

and French. The Venn diagram

for this situation is diagram

(a). The tworegions overlap.

(b)
`;

1111111111111111110

F (b)
There are no students taking

both mathematics and French.

This is Venn diagram Tb) The

two regions do not overlap.

(c) All students who are taking

French are taking mathematics

also. This is Venn diagram..

(c)." The .F region is ,7 4

withinthe--Nr region.

(d) All students who are taking

mathematics are taking French

alsd. This is Venn diagram

(d).- The M regi8b)is within

the F region. '

The Sizes and Shapes'of the regions, are not important. The Venn

diagrams serve only one purpose, namely to represent diagrammatically

;the information conveyed by the sentences.

850
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INTERSECTION OF SETS

The two circular regions below are drawn so that they

overlap. The circular region A is lined vertically. The

circular region B is lined horizontally. The intersection

is cross-hatched. The union of the interior of the two circular

regions consists of three portions: The portion that is lined

vertically, the portion that is lined horizontally, and the

portion that is cross-hatched. Remember that union of two sets

Points includes all the points that are points of either one

or:tric sets or points of both of the sets.

In the drawing below the interiors of the two circular regions

intersect in the area that is shaded. Remember that the

intersection of txsets is the set of elements that are in iioth
1

sets. The members in,,the sets in'this figure are the points of

the two circular regions. The points of the smaller regions-are

in the larger region, so the intersection set is the set of points

of;the smaller region.

349851
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.t4e.,next drawing the'union of the two circles consists of

te2,:airo/es. Or you may say that the union of the sets of
. . . , .

,points:,o4Ithe two circles consists of all the points on the two
'Oireles. Draw the circles on your paper and color the union set

In the next drag there- are Just two pointi!that are, on
ioth.circles. Name them ,P and !Q. Are the poiiiti P and

Q members of the intersection- et of the interiora of the tyo
c1,.rcles Are they skeeter's, of.: the::union set of the two circles?

Are they the only meMbeiS,Of.. the AnteiriectIon Set of the two
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Do you remeMberWhat we mean by theIntersection of two

sets? Perhaps an example Will help recall it.

Look at these two sets:* -

A = (a, a,
"
n)

B = (b, a, t)

The letter a is in both sets. We call this the

intersection of sets A and B. We writs this

Ari . (it)

The'intersection of two sets is the set of members which

are in both of the given-jett. In the two sets above, a is. .

..-
..-'''1`110.t.I117 letter that is in both sett.

What Will be the intersection of two sets if there is no

member in one 'set that ill:alto in the other?..,:lhe'Intersection

is the empty set, ( ).

amplei:Of.intergiections of tett:

1. S C2, 3, 4, T = (1, 2, 3) -.3 11-T- (2) ?)

2. A as (a, bt, a) B (a, d, e) A rxtv. (0)
ti

z=o,

3. M = (a, es i, 0, u) N = set of consonants in the

alphabet

n N )

85351
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11.. In the drawing below are two geometric figures. One is a

triangle and the other is a. circle. There are two points,

P afid,' Q, which are on ,'both the circle, and on the

triangle. So P ashe4 are the,pointa of intersection.

We write thi

AAB9) r) (circle K) cps Q)

.7

5. In a certain school some of the pupils are studying English
.

and some.are studying History. .There are some, but not all,

of these pupils that are studying both English and HistOry..

Draica Venn diagrai to represent this situation.
ES

44.77.444.114-1

e=fil..i47.47/2t4724 /"76:./.

8552
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,
BRAINTWISTER

. .

6. In another school there. are: 47.
0

pupils. Thesubjects,

they study -are History, English, and Science.

4 studenta study all threesubjects-

5 students study Abita*'Y and EngiiskbUt;40t.tScAence

. A

6 students study 'lli tong= and Science but not Srigli a h

7. students study:,Englih and Science but not History'
-

7 students study-History only .

8 ,!students study English only

10 students study Science only

Dipaw a Venn diagram to illustrate this Situation.' You

will need to use 3 regions.
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A (F, it F B,n
F= E.41 'AtIF=

. ,

Trace a drawing similar to the one pictured below. The
. .

simpli closed curve's are'labeled. A; B, and C.
(N.7-at

-Find

a, A f B

A n c US

0., Bnc-fr w
d.' n c

856., 354



_reaiveircularregions A, B, C as shown..:-Dree. horizontal

segments in the region A as Shown. Then draw vertical

Segments in .the region B and slanting segments in the

region\ C.

1'

, ..

Describe ow each of the following i.lined.

a. A n (Lined with vertical and horizontal

b. B 0, C 64.)-,-..t?.....,./...-/; _.4d,..; .4-:)

43. A n: c (2t.../,_,././ ....i:,.,,..z)..,.._..." .L-D, ALI:-

d. A 0 (B n.,c) (-L./ ,,li, irn-..-zi,..------1,...../J- ± -1,---=-).

lines

. Look at the oval-shaped region A lined with vertical

,lines, the ,horseshoe-shaped region .B lined with

horizontal lines, and the_line CD with some points labeled

on. it. Now describe each of the -following intersection sets:

ANIMMINOMOL

*41
A I I Ba. d. B I L C D

(

-b. A n CD If e. B n CD

le SR vw-)

c. A n DC f. A' n CD.
rf- p

3
857856-
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T.

nfu,N.5;7;

B n DC =IF,K,L,r3e.

n DC = f.

Look at the oval-shaped curve

A, the 'horseshoe-shaped curve

B,. the LPDE, the line Ai . and

the points thateare labeled.

. Describe each of :the following

intersection sets.

n r, p7,4
55 n L DEC = fc,ciht

A n LODE

Look at the circular region

A n 3

A n (C,

(A n B)in A

the A BDF,.. the line and

the labeled points. Describe

each of -the, following

intersection sets.

fed

;CZ' 111 e
- -

-4.1



UNION OF SETS
__.

The following is a suggested procedure for the development

of this topics You should expect answers from the pupils.instead

pupils plenty of time to see the

on.- As you .Write sets on the board,

sets on their paper. Help the

of supplying them.. Allow the

membere'that.belong to tSe..ni

let t1 pupili write the same

pupill in writing the sets correctly.

Recall what is meant by the union of two or more sets. We

will°ft this by some examples.f:

Example 1

Suppose set A = (1, 2,

and set B = (4, 5,

The union of set 4 and set B is
We write this: ',A Li B = (1, 2, 3,

3, 4, .5)

6; 7, 8)

(1, 2, 3,'4,

4, '5, 6, 7,

5,

8)

6, 7, 8)

Notice that 4 'and 5 are'in"both sets but each appears only

once in the union.

Example 2

Suppose one committee for your class party has James, Robert

and Marie as its members. Call this committee R (R for

refreshments).

Then R = (James, Robert, Marie)

Another committee has Lloyd, Marie, and Mildred as its members.

Call this committee D (D for decorations).

Then D = (Lloyd; Marie, Mildred),

What is the iet of students in your class that are committee.

membei.s? This is the set: , James, Robert, Marie, Lloyd, Mildred.

It is called-the union of thetwo sets R and :D. We-write this,

R U D = (James, Robert, marie, Lloyd, Mildred)

These two examples should help us recognize the Imilon of any.

two-sets. Let us say thisan three easy sentences: .

c

(1) The union of any two sets is a set.

(2) A member of just one of the two seta is a Member Qf

their union.

(3) *Also, a.memberof both of the two sets-is.a members of

their union.



C. $

Now let us use some pictures of geometric figoret and selict

sole stet* of 'points from thew and find their.Unifts.

I

Look atrthe two triangles ABC and DEF in the picture.

What is the set Of points:that is the union set of the two

triangleb? The union set consists ofall the points of

trtaingle ABC, of triangle DE7, and of;; points that are points

of both triangles.

Hence:

UA ABC l) LIM mg (All points of both A IA).

Or, we may say, the union is the set of points on the

.segments,All, BC, AC, DE, IF,' and DP. 'Arethe points P and

Q in thei.union? Yes. Is each point e and Q counted twice
in the union? No, only once. Are the points P and Q the -N

e.
intemdection set of the two triangles? Yes.

At
4v

e. We may write

ABC n A EP, 00

358.
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UNION' OF ,SETS
6

- A class was making arrangelent a for a 'party. Two committees

were set up. One was the committee far refreshments.,? Its
. . e

Members were Mary, Joan, and Bill., Call this set R.
-/ We can write

R (Mary, Joan, Bill)

The other committee was the committee for decorations. Its

members were Heirry,, an Henry. Call .this set D.

.

We can write

The pupils who are an committees AA Mary, Joan, Bill,

Haery, and Henry. This set is cafled theunion of the tao sets

R and° D.. Its members are the members which site in either. R'-)

a o .D or both. , tA, ill

4 .

(Harry, Bill, Henry)
e

, We write -this

ReLJ D (Mary, Job, Bill, Harry, Henry''

7

IF:. ..., ., .

Each must a only ona in Ahe set R U D. Bill is

°it both committees and each of the oihervpupilis is onone of
N.,

the committees.

r.

1



Let us look at another example of the union of two sets.

Look atthe geometria figures in the next drawing. Think of the

line segment AB and the angle PRQ. Is the. set of points of

Mt =Stained in the set of points of L- PRQ? ( iy0-)

What is the7 union of the set of- points of AS and the set of
(L PRO

points of the angler PRQ? Do you see that the points of Xg-..

are also points of the.angle PRQ? The points of XIS ape points

of both of the sets of points in the drawing. All the other

points in the drawing are points of L PRQ. Renee, the union of

the two sets VS and LI' is the ZYPRQ.

B

Look at the triangle ABC, in the figure shown above. It

consists of the points othe three line segments IN, St;

We aan say that union of the three line segments

a is the triangle ABC.

We write:

(ra DU) U ABC.

IV 2re,
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1. -If

Exercise Set

A (a, b, e, di

B (0, 1, 2 A )

E (

Then what is

a. A U B fa ,

b. AUK ,c d.

Aii5=fc3

A U (A n B) 1.:/-,cm
BU (A n

2. If A is the set of the five most commonly used vowels, and

B is the:set of the first 10 letters of the alphabeti and

C is the set of the last. 10 letters of the alphabet,
A :: fa ;. e

then what is e= I-, 4, al, d:e., /,

fa,a.,e,I,

a.

C g: , , .."!V".

U B . a (A B) n .c .

b. B U
:
.0

A;.4k A%"-1-) X. '1/7
e. - (A fl v U (B I I c

e. A U twi yi
. f. . w,. U (k r.) B)

If A is the set of students in .yaur class, and B is

the set of blue-eyed students in your class, and C is

the-set of .red-haired .studens in your class, then. what

is deseribed in each of t 9:113.o!irig:

a. B d.

b. ettA C
z4

a . U (A.n B)
(4,0

2:4

;

.863.

A UAB U

e.
(AM(..!La C )

f. U n

361
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A B C

.Copy each statement a, b, u,d,

Will* be true.

a. 1-6 LJ .

b. 4B LJ

AC

AC

and complete it so that it

a. AB
i

BA 1. A ES

d. AC L.) BC in AC

5... Copy each statement a, b, 'c, and complete it so'that it

will be true.

' a. CA) U Cc) A,c3

A

b. (V15 U NU) U 225 = d Bco

U ffd) U (125 U aBCD ti

6. Mark cpoilits A, B, and Clnot in the same line) on your

paper. Draw (5 U i76) U CA. Is the figure a triangle?

)

Is a triangle a union of three rays?

864
362
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Mark points:, D,' -Ey and F (riot in the sane line) on your

paper.: Dram Z. DEP U, L ,EFD) U L DEF. Is the 'figure a
a.. Cyj,. #~1--11^,f .triangle?

8. bark points CI, H, and ";I (not in the same line)
...

paper. Dias (7Rf U rr)- U tu 4
, . .

4 ^

G
a. Is the figure, a triangle ?,

b. IS a

4.
de

,



CIRCLES

Let us begin by

.on the chalkboard.

on paper). Pupils may

of chalk and string-

Draw some circles on

placing one on top of

if two circles hav

other, then the So 0

.compare two circl

=dins of the ::)the

circlee: have radii
.

, the -tiro
Have the pupils C!5pe

which 'are'in different 're4ja

should be fed to the fo

illiaitrated by the:

arcles (really pictures of circles)
Ve"the pupile.Use compasses to draw

wed review in use of compass and in use
awing on their paper and chalkboard.
amp-er:Isc that; they may be compared by

Let* e pupils to recognize that

ulL.cfpn b ent to a radius of the
eet gruentto each other. Also,

ve dius of one greater than a

ils recognize that if two
engths,, then the interiors. of
oh area was the greater measure?
n drawing two congruent circles

e positions to each other. They
ng conclusions, each of which is
d- drawing and stated just below the

drawing.

llw&conplient circles will coincide or be the same circle if
they have Ve, center. In set language, the intersection of
two congrue04fircles is the set of points on both circles.

B

Two-Congruent circles :may intersect in two points. In set
language, the intersection of-two congruent circles may be a set
of two points.



'.Two congruent circles may intersect in,one point. In set,
language, tie intemseation of two congruent circles may be one
point. (The pupils may wish.to say thit-the circles A and B
touch .each other at the point P. This is,permisxible.) Do the
three points M, P, N seem to be in a straight line?(??4,-)

Two congruent circles may not intersectat all. In set'

iiiaguage, the interseetion,pf two congruent circles may be -the'

empty set. .

. Next,, lotus examine thekintersections of two circle's which

are-not congruent. The pupils should discover.theeituations

shown in the following drawings and make the approPriate

statements concerning the intersections.



When two circles intersect in justoone points-do the centers

and the point of interbection always seem to be on a straight

line? C)
*

, ,

Let us recall what we mean by an aA of a circle. A part of

the circle which can be traced with a pencil withOut lifting the

pencil from the. drawing its called minim of the circle. In the

drawing the part of the circle from A to B is an arc. .BUt,

does this tell us whicbrare is meant? Do We mean the art from A

to B in the direction a clock hand. Moves, or is it the arcfrom

A to B in the diriction'ioppbsite to that in'Wthich .a clock hand

moves? We cannot tell; it/Could Mein either; So to distinguish

the two arcs we will use'letters placed along the arcs between
, -

.A and B 'and.readthe arca'as shown'belowthe drawing.

Arc APB, Written APB; is the shorter arc.

Are' AQB written AQB, is the4onger arc.

8683 6 6
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It Nand B- are the endpoin a of a diameter of the circle,

each arc called a semi- -

circle Of the given circle. APB is congruent AQB and each
ate is asemi-circle of the circle 0% Will the endpoints of any

diameter ota.circle divide the circle into two congruent'semi.-
circles?(Iya.)

Now,"halie the pupils draw-some. circles and on the circles

color some arcs which-are aimi-circles, some which are lass than

semi-circles; have theth,.read and write the name of each arc,

,using three letters to name each arc.

A line segment which has its, endpoints points of a circle is

called a-chord of the circle. In the drawing shown below, WA,

46, Nffr, are choi.ds,of the circle.

thenAI, . is congruent to aN

IR .tr15 .a chord ofthecircle? (Yealkdiameter

length of a diameter og.a'ciircle is the gfkatest

chord of a circle may, hive.lf The endpoints of,a

circle separate the circle into.two arcs,
.

1.11 .a. chord. :The.

lengtp -that any

chord of a



The endpoints P and . Q of the chord: PQ separate the

..circle into arcs Ct

tI

An angle which has its vertex on a circle and which has,-liao.

other points in common with the circle is 'Said to be insciibit4.f.'','
in the circle: and is called. an inscribed angle.'

The L BAC
interior of the'

le- 0,- The

intercepted

is an inscribed angle. The is' in the
angle. We say L.BAC intercepts 113,0 on the

letter E is not reaLltneeded here since the

by an angle is always thp arc' in the interior



in sulifigures as the following, let the, pupils name the

chords, initribed angles, and the aroqntereeptod by each
inscribed angle.

i
t. . ...,,i. _c .

Now study:with the pUpils the materfaron NaminiCireles:,

anciprooeed:to Exercise Set' 4.
.
, 0

Chords: AS, rff.

Inscribed angles and the arc whiCh-eich intercepts.

BAC: -BP C

L BAD: BCD or -61) 'or Ira

CAD: CQ D



YOu know howto draw it.picture of a'circle"hy using your

compass. Or, if you are working at thachilkboardyou will

probably Use a piece of string and apiece of chalk. The sharp

,point of the compasa that is placed on your paper marks the

center of the circle. All thie points of the ,circle are the same.

distance from Its center: '

In the drawinr:low, thepoini A. iW the center of the..,

circle. If you wiSh-to speak of this circle you may call it

,Circle A.

Or, if yotlike you may mark some poirit.of thi eii!cleas in

this drawing and Speai or.the'circle as Circle B.

3
'872
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If you. have two .circles with the same centimes in theftext

drawing;' which will be the better wady of speaking of them?

What is the Atersection set'of:,Ahe two circlet in the ,figure

where the two circles have the same center Q? -What is the union

set' of these two circles? 674-2/.. 14-1. e

If you draw a line segment which has both of its endpoints

on i circle, the'line segment'is called a chord of the circle.
. ,

1_,T

Draw a circle on your pallier. -Then draw a'chord of the circle.

1

&a- e-!-1-)
How many chords could be drawn in a cirele? AI§ there.more than

(.,.J4)

one chord of a circle' Can you draw a chord of the circle Which
-.

will'pass through the point 0? Can you draivmore:than one chord

which will pass through the point 0? The name for-a chord

which passes through .0- is diameter.

*.!

873 371



An'arc of.a circit% is a particular-subset of the Giro*: In

the driw below, the subset of that circle between A and C
..

is calle an arcs 'But there aretwo subsets of tfie circle, between.
A and One, subset is the arc on which"-.we have marked the

point P and the other. is the suFseton which we hire markedothe

point Q. We can tell one from the- other if we name oneYarc APe

and the other arc AQC. We write these ,APC and AQC. You see

that we write the name of the Are in.mueh tlie.same way thatlie

write the name of a line segment. But we need three fetters toI
name an arc while two letters are enough to name a line segment.

07

0

a

Write on your piper theknames of some of the arcs of the circle

whose center is C. Retember to use 3 letters in naming an
....---,

arc. (Trig 7 PI P J. rig P R .9 ,9QT mP Q -r -7-RP )

4

ti

372
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4

Exercise Bet 4
47-

a. Mark a point 0 on your paper and draw a circle as

shown. 4: D. a point of the circle?

b.. Mark points. A, B, C, and D on the circle. Name-

At least three arcs. of your circle. A, da,Cria, Ac4A)

c. Draw a chord of'your circle. Draw another chord of

your circle. Are the chords the same length? 04') :

/

d. ; Do you think this circle has longest ohorlirl
ev

so, draw it. (chni )

'Do.you think each circle has a shortest *hard
744If )

so,. draw, it.: If not, why not?(4L........4_

71.

875 373
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2.

a. Mark a point 0 oncyour paper and draw a circle as

shown. Name your circle C. Is point- 0. in the

interior of C?(1)

b. Mirka gob't A ('in the interior of your circle. Mark

J..

t point B which is not in the interior and is also

..nottailfit of the circle.

Is 13 2n 'the interior of your circle?( X2,

d. Is any point of 73 a iMint ofyouroif9e?
Is IN a part or any cIrcle?(74)

e. rs n c ER.?

? ERASf. , AB n

h. )TR.s

7
876

3 4
8
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3

5

V.

r

If represents a lee and C represents a circle, then

the set 1 r) c flow many members? Dr& enough pioturei

to illustrate your qr. C

ZE
A

a. Draw"' ir on your Aliper.

:b. Draw a circle with center at

Call the circle C.

4 ,s 4
(24 /.4,es. Is a radius of a circle *At of the circle? Why? caAt

unit
d. *ilea diameter dfyour circle., Is a diameter of a

fircie part of the circle? (1-1 4.40GeLdc)

A and rg as a radits,

844 kaw aocircle with center marked A an

t. Can you imagine anothercircle with's:len and

radius IMPril there more than one le? (Ad."--%

a radi a

. Imagine two circles.

a. Do they have to be in the same plane? (210

b. Could their intersection be the empty set? Ora)

c. Could they intersect in exactly one point4/21ustrate.

d. Could they intersect in exactly two pointslustrate.

e. Could they intersect exactly three points. Illustrate.

f. %%mid they intersect in mdie than .three points? (ZjA4-)

Illustrate. Cl.....c4.4.4.....-zit24.424.-A



'INSCRIBED ANGLES AND CENTRAL ANGLES

".1

The next objective 410- to. lead the.s
an angle which `has its' rertex on a.circl
points as endpoinits of a diameter ;of c

Have the pupils draw a circle and then
diiuneters. Call the, ends of the 'diameter
P, Q, R, and S mark f
draw segments from P,
hive the students measure it`

`41

to recognize that
h had...tWo other

a 909 a41gle.
one of, its

Then' let
Have ;them

A.
er points of the
d .3. to both

the angla APB, AQB; ARB
mebeurements on the chalkboar
nieaaurements, the
akigle?. Should they get the-ir
measure accurately, they sho
..dekrees, of each angle.,'

fully wi
B. Make.a r

1 the pupi
the same *fa

.$)re? (yes.4
for .ti4

Ana+Nf.,

me
. .:

"
.:-' :

Does L APB 'cave its.;Vertek orilthe (

two other points of,._ L APB 1. which are' endpointe of a
the circle? (Yes) .;:tio.w asIC-ihe same qUeigtiO4 coiice*.
Z.ARB, L ASB. Now if an 9gle hae its vertft on a circle andmi
two other points which' are 40dpoints of4 etei., what 'cp1n w

, Assay about the size of the apgle', (We can 2 say t w i t -urieangil.e is a
right angle. )_ 4 .

-

376
878



,., In the drawing boloig, the pCklygon ABCD haS all its verticest
on the ciztlile....,IV...tuld 'lir are -,aiameters of the circle and
Z,BOA is a figikt angle;::. . 2..

fi..,.1

faltsve theipUgla-mi&e aUch:11 figure by =drawing a circle and any
One of its diameters.,,_ Then' have them draW, by use of the

.

.protraCtor,.'s: segosid diameter:yhiCh makes "a .right ang ath the
first ditimieil:. y- Measure 'ii.tii-..the protractor 'ea& of sthese..
inscribed strielits : Z: 31p, BCD CDA,' Z. DAB. tegtk
all seem to be ig angles? : (Teis). Do 715;,351 easpear..
to be equklli '(yep) If yrou draw tw,g.. diameter's of -a arcle'wiiich' Aare perpendicular! to. each other _2 anetraw. line Segments
the I,endpoints' or; these' kameters in ter, order shOwn. in the, .

.drawing, :dot icti thin* *!the. pcitygon ao f?e;med.. wi I always _be:4--v.square? (yes)

;

Now, study with the ptipil'S the pu JX material...1On
INSCRIBED ANGLES AND CENTRAL-.ANGLES and Iiroceed to Exercise
Set 5 .

879
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INSCRIBED: ANGLES AND CENTRAL ANGLES

Draw twochords of a circle with point A- as one endpoint

of both. See the drawing below.

Call the chords AB and AC. The Z. BAC is called an

inscribed angle.

Angle DOE is called a central angle .since its vertex is at

the ,center of the oircle. -

Write the names of the central angles\ and the names of the

inscribed angles that you see in the drawing below. A diameter

of the circle is Zr. Make two columns on your paper as suggested

below the drawing.

L Cos
L CO/1

-L 64 A
L MOC

L.Motl
L /I DA
L Co,
Lao P
L AoP

Central Angles

Name at least ".7 of these.

L P7 PR
L R PIP
4 ARP .

L APR .

L APS
L ARP
L MR .A

L AAP

Inscribed Angles

Name at least 8 of these. .

88o -378 itt



P574 04
If we have an inserted ale it a circle, we cap name the

arc in its interior with two letters. In the.table below the

lis=t drawing we have Written the names of some of the inscribed

angles and the arc which lies in the interior of the

Inscribed Angle

L CPA

CPB

ACP 9

Arc in its interior

CA

CB

AP

Can you tell how to locate two points of the circle C in

the drawing below so that the two 7ares into which they divide.

the circle will be congrueret?Ne....-

1.1

4

After yoUNthink you have located, two such points, ask your
.

teacher ff you have done it correctly.

883 7 9
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Exercise Set E
Or

a.. Draw a circle with center/marked 0.

.b. Draw a central sngle.oi the,eiiiale.v Is this central

angle a part oc. the oircle?(21 'a
*I t& e..7.. 4..42 4..p3 des.e*

a. Draw an inscribed angle of the circle. Is it a part!

of the circle?(*- "t1 41.% 4/1-'"4.1 41-
7.0ta...t AZ. 4ov...ram% ;.....t124 1.4.140t R,

2.: Draw a circle as shown below.

a. Mark tiles, center 0 and diameter AU;

b. Mark a point D on your circle.
N

a. On '.L.6 mark points B, C, E, and F.

d. Name at least 3 arcs of the circle. (A fre ,

e. Mark And meaeure (with, a protracior) AL ABG, L ACqf
4

L ADG, L AEG; and Z,

f. Do you notice. anything surprising' about the measures, in

Era
degrees, of theee inscribed angles? Explain. (.44.--

?e.)

Make a=gtiess about the measures, in degrees, of all

inscribed angles with one ray through one end of a

diameter and the other ray through' the other, end.

88 383
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. Draw a circle with center marked 0 and diametes

-b. Mark a point B 'on the. circle, (4"-----"°.
c. Draw 'L BOC. What kind of T.1.41.1411Aeais3

d. Br using a protractor, approxiniate the measure of BOC.
- (

e. Draw L BAC. What kind of angle- isctlantvi
f. By using a protractor, - approximate the measure of BAC.

g. Mark a point D of ACB which is not a point of ATC.
.

Draw inscribed L BDC.

h. By using a protisac or, approximate the measure of Z:BDC...
(its.44.4/./.... 4).- imC)

A3.74i. Draw three more...inscribed angles with vertices "On

each haiing one iry through B and the othem one

through Cob Do you notice. anything about the measures

of these .inscribed angles with common'. /CC. ? .6-,4-!"
ise 014 .

Make a guess about measures of .a1.2; inscribed Angl es . of

a given' circle with the same_ IR. (?1&2.411'41,--4 24,

.1

Make a guess about the measure of a central angle

with and the measure of an inscribed angle

with 1!Z. 4.4 13G

Am-ri

4. Draw a pictui,e of ;Es circle on a piece, of paper, Crump le

this sheet into a!rad. Is the drawing etill a picture of

a eireleVq4ty? (41".0--"- 4-11-4tia.:-. 4;4 I."14 ;4

8£33:381



EiAnniasTER

- lmagine,all the diameters of a circle.,

What would be-their:intersection? (...es..414!c,;..0

b.'. 'What would be their union?41h4.e4'44'^"74")

6. BRAINTWISTER

a. Made the sharp point of a compass at a point of

one face of a block. Name this point A: With A

en se ng on tht,sompass,

-draw a simple closed .curve on this gace,. Is the

result a picture of _ circle? (&4

b. With this same setting of the compass, draw a

simple cloted curve.on the box using lie vertex,

B as the center. Are all the points of the

resulting curve points of a ciivle?
(Xs

a.re 114.4

884 382



STRAIGRTEiGE AND COMPA§S CONSTRUCTIONS

CONSTRUCTING A RAY PERPENDICULAR TO A LINE

This section might, begun with the3pupilt s by

having them construct a right angle at a Point on the. 1

line by use of the protractor. This has been done in

the study oi the Ciroles, but it may'becell toedo it

again, partly to stimuiate the pupil's curiosity con-

cerning the construction of the right-angle.which they

are soon to do without the use of the protractor. The

'word construct as used in this sense'may be new. to the'

pupils. They may prefer to use.the word'draw, bUt lead

them to the use of the word construct. The process of

constructing is more than'Arawing. It is the production

use o instruments, namely straight

edge and compass, as we shall think of constructing

. here. It is important that the,pupils mike each con-

struction step-by-step in response to the-,.instructions.

It is possible the teacher may need to Make the con-

struction on the board as he and the-Pupile.cead and

:discuss the ipstructions together. The pupils may

need to be eicirtiraged to Make each *construction a
4

-second.time4f the first one is not satisfactory.4kWhen

a satisfaoaory constr4Otion has heen'produced by 'the 0

pil itAtould be retained by the pupil for use in the

ercisesthat pertain to it.

.

It ie,possible.that a word of caution concerning
. .

"'the word pirpfnclicular may, be worthwhile. Certainly

-this cautiCln should be givento the pupils.' In, its

ori al usige, the mordperpendicular meant a "plumb:

line dtrectiOne CT "vertical direction." Consequently,

the word perpendicular may still. retains eFtent,

the.rerroneous and narrOW mearling of'veriicallina:when

instead it sholadlile used in the folloNing:pioper sense:

1:

0.



a

Two lines are perpendicular to eacky)ther if and

only ifoneof;the angles with itsvertex. St:the

intersectionof theztwo lines Isla right.angle:'

Subsequent considerations will.show_that the.fout

angleS atAtheintei.sections of, .the two linesare,:
right angles and the pupils may make this ob-

servatioivat this time.
o.

There'is -no attempt made at thio stage of the

pupils' development to exhibit a formal proof of

the correCtneii of the results that are stated

following any of the conitrtctioni. Rigorogt

_ .1proofis are neither, desirable-norpossible,at this =

time, In their later work in geometry the pupils

recognize that they were led hi;e to make con-

clusions intuitively' nd by inference-as a result

of measurements and that thesemethods of reaching
. 9

conclusions. Will be replacled at the proper time by

'logical -reisoning.and deductive argument.=. The

actual steps in all; the constructions ate very

nearly, perhaps' precisely,,carrie

'way here that thi pupils will pert

out in'thesame

them in their
,

later study of'geometry.

,
'

4Now proceed to the pupils' se tionon the

construction of a ray perpendic ar'to:Ar line:

88
-
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STRAIGHTEDGE AND COMPASS CONSTRUCTIONS

CONSTRUCTING RIGHT ANGLES USING PROTRACTOR

Let us use the protractor to make a right angle with its
.

vertex at the point P on theline. 'AB. ,

Make a drawing of AB on your paper and follow the

directions suggested below

P

4
glace the V-pOint of the protractor at P and the zero ray

of the.ptctractdr along PB. Mark a point, call it Q, on the

paper at the 90° mark on either scale of the protractor. Draw

PQ. Measure LIBPQ and L APQ with the protractor. Is .

m L BPQ.- m L APQ 90? It should be.

In the drawing'that you have made, you may say that DQ is

-oa
perpendicular to AB'. at P. We write either PQ is ± to

AB at P, or AB is, _L to PQ at P. Notice the .symbp1 _L

means perpendicular. Saying PQ is to AB at P means

that61 APQ and BPQ are right angles. Also saying.

Ls QPB and QPA are'right angles means PQ is _L to AB

at P.

887 385
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Exercise Set 6

C ,

1-. --Writeestatements forseash drawing as written in a. The c,

_ angles-shown in the drayngs ,are right angles.

L SKR. and . RMT are right
angles. NR 1_ to

ST at M.

L PeY ZY04 ..PL414
2

R

S

Sri YTX

Ty J_ S X

d.

naE L 144 or4
S*E Z id- a. )

888" 383
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CONSTRUCTING A RAY PERPENDICULAR TO A LINE WITHOUT USING

PROTRACTOR

Next let uld aee.how we cart'Araw a ray'perpendicular to a

line without sing the protractor. We shall use a compass and

a. straightOge.

you read the/directions here, carry out the constructions

on you ptper% The marks in':.thei drawing will help you to folloW

ins c'tiOns.

Choose any poirit, .P, on line AB.

k

at P and:draw two small arcs which will,Set the/compasS point

.4

8

..41411.

cut ,AB at points -R and S. /Is PR PS?(/14,).

Set the compass -point at'!R. Adjtist the'compais de that the

compass setting is greater t the length of RP. Then draw

an arc such as the arc MN n the drawing.

Keepthe time eompass etting.: Set the compacts point at S

and draw another are KY n the drawing. The arcs intersect in

a point. Call, it Q.

Draw Q. The ray PQ is perpendicular to in5 at P.

your completed drawing hould lo-ok something like the one above

at the right:
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Do you think t SPQ ,and L RPQ,-ire right angles? 'Measure:

each of them with the protractor. Thi, measure th degrees of

each angle lhould be 90'.

4.
This is equivalent to saying thU.t, PQ' is _l_ to AB at

P from the meaning of perpendicular. V A..
..... 4. - ''.411..

Ray PQ Is _I_ to AB. The P4 is part of 1,Q, and IT!

18 part of AB. So we can say Tii 'is _1....to RS At,point P.

.....4.-

f t ...4

.,,

Suppose you wish to construct a line segn nt _.... 0 AB

at a point on Can you make the construoti n 'in the 'same

way that you ma the PQ _i_.to AB?(1.114v)

Next, suppos you wish to construct a line segment I_ to

rs at point" A. .Does the d below show you how to begin?
,

The dotted iregment to the 1 ft of A suggests that it was not

. a.part of 'Ag, but that you needed it,In order to make the

,
construction. Now complete the construction on your paper.

,

388
89.0.
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Exercise Set 7

.

1. Copy AB on yaur paper and construct a ray to' AB,

at P. Make yOur construction:so that the.:ray,w1,11'..bS'..in..,,

:the'. half plane bolo* AB.-

'2.- Copy the segment MN on your paper and construct a segment.

to at point N. Make yoUr construotion so that

the segment will be to-the right of the point N.

e\



BISECTING AN ANGLE

''. The detailed instructions for the oonetruction of`,

1(

,a ray that bisects. ' ,

.text. .As has been stated previously, part-of.t e,purpoae'

of the constructions' in.thelnit is to providean ex-

perience for the pupil of.reading understandingly a net

of instructions and. following them step -by -step. It
..,_

. is recotmended that the teacher and the- pupila study

%the'instruStions together, with the teacher making the

constructions at the board as the pupils make the con=

structions on their paper. It is possible, of course,

that the*teacher may find it'unnecessary'to carry out
4,

the constructions at the board. The pupila'may'be able
.. ,

.

to read,andfollow the initrudtions without mush

assistance'from the teacher and the teacher Is 'the one

'.to be the'judge of exactly how this is ,to be handled.

There" will undoubtedly'` be some frustration on the 'part

of some orthe pupils in finding. that the two angles

obtained:by.their construction do not.have equal

measures as shown.by..their protractor.. If the dif-

ference in the sizes of the two angles is very

pronounced, the pupils will heed to make a second or

even third attempt..

892
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BISECTING AN ANGLE

The -4/ ABC in the drawing below has:thirmeaeure in degrees
.

of 60.- Thierangle.can be)oade'by'using the protractor'or-bi
. .

'making an equilateral triangle, Remember We know the measure

in degrees of any-one of the angles of any equilateral triangle

la. 6o.,

Copy the angle on.yout paper..

Draw BK so tat the measure in degrees of &OK
. .

Then the meaeak in degrees of Z. ABK is also 3.10.
. .

,

,

Welsay,that K bisects CAN. 'The,MeaaUres'of L cPK,
-

and L.ABK are,the same., The. sum of their measures :in degrees
. ... . t

is tbe4measure in degrees .-of... L. ABC.'
a '

youIf you have an Angle drawn on your,paPei, could yoU. always
., .

use th6 protractor to help you find-a: ray which bisgptathe.
. . ,

angle? You lould do this if you read the scale on:,.the.:..

Protractbr very accurately.

-Now we Wiehito ihos how to draw a ray without .using the
4-

protraotqr so hat the ray 1111.biseet t'he'angle. As yoU,Tiad,
.

the direbtions on the folloWing page, carry out the con4trUations

on your paper. The marks Jai therlexidrawing willhelpsyou to

follow the instructions.

's891
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The ankle that we are going, to bisect is MON. Here are

the steps In the construction Of the ray that is the bisector.
;

With the point.'of the compass set on point 0, draw two ites

so that one Of them. cuts .0M .at a poiri't (will it . A) , and' the

otArsmouts ON at a.point'(oall*it B). Keep the setting

of the oompasa uriohinged while drawing the two arcs.

With thejboint of the compass Veit on point A, and the

setting ok the. compass So that it is greater than one. -half the

distance from A to B, `'draw an aro Suoh'as
,

With the point of the compass at B, all!, the

the °copies the same as used in draWingthe aro

another aro'suoh as' RS..

setting of

XY, draw

The two arcs you have just drawn intersect at a point P.

Draw P.

The OP bisects. the Lmow.

Meastre POB and L POA withyour protradtor.

'Is An L POB in_degrees equal mZ.AOR.,, in degrees? g&

. Is m L POB + m AOP.. m L AOB? (1.1.0

84 92
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1. Copy the angle

Exeilbise Set 8

DEF on your

paper. Than construct

so that EE will bisect the

angle. Use your compass, and

straightedge but not your

. protractor.
4

With your protractor measure

1:Igtper. Then' L REP and L BED.

in degrees 'of L REF and L RED

L DEF? (1r).

rib

L DEP in the,drawing on your

Is tne:sum of the measures

On your'paper draw

a Point '0 on' AB

Construct Zig

compass but. not
K

equal' to the measure of

A about 4 inches in length. Name

between- A and B. '

./
to OA at O. Use-the straightedge

the protractor.'
R

A 8

In the drawing you made for Extoise 3, cOnstruct a ray

OK so itwill bisect LAOR. Use the straightedge and

.compass but not the protractor.

Find:by using the protractor the measure of L AOR that

you construe'tedin Exercise 3. Then use the protractor to

find the measure of L ACC.(4Ip the measure of LAO' twice

as 1arife as the measure of '4! AOK?61°)

895 393



'INSCRIBING A HEXAGON IN A CIRCLE

The meani g of the three worawinscribing, regular, and

hexagon should be made. clear to the pupils in the beginning of

the ooristruction.' However, they are not introduced in the

pupils' material till after the construction is completed.

Present them in tali order: (prior to the explanation, con-

struct a regular inscribed hexagon in a circle on the board to

assist in explaining the meaning of the words)

A hexagonis a polygon of six sides.

A regular hexagon ii/ahe tgoff whose sides are congruent

segments and whose angles are'congruentangles.

Inscribing a regular Wagon in a circle means condtructing

a regular hexagon so that its sides will be chords of a circle

and its angles will be inscribed angles of the. amis.

.Begin with a circle. The cirole is given, and a regular

hexagon is tp be inscribed in it. Note that we are not

beginning with a rgiven 'hexagon and putting it tna circle.

The circle with which you begin may be a circle with any

convenient length for the radius. For the pupils who are

working on their paper, Ait radius of approximately 2 inohea

will likely be convenient. For the teacherrs construction at

the board, a circle with a radius of approximately 18 inches

will likely be convenient.

The-exercises .in,EXercise Set 9 will help the pupils

aumariseIhe important facts to be obtained from the-completed

construction. Now proceed to the section in the pupils, book
_ .

on Inscribing a Regular, Hexagon in a' Cirole.

896 3 9 4
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INSCRIBING A REGULAR HEXAGON IN A CIRCLE

,4Look very carefully at the drawingttkelow. We- want you to

'see some of the many interesting things about the drawing.

Things to e seen' in the drawing:

(01. A ci le with center at point O.

2. Segmehte OA, OB, OC, OD,a0E, and OF are radil'of the circle..

3. There are 6 triangles shown with 0 as a common vertex.

4. 'Two sides of each of. the 6 triangles are radii.

5. One gide of eachepf the 6. triangles is a chord of the circle.

6. 'The verticesof ;the polygon ABCDEF are poihts of the Csircler

7, The chords AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, and FA seem to be congruent.

8, All of these 6 chords seem to be of the same length as the

radii.

9. The t triangles iseem to be equilateral triangles.
,

10. The 6 triangles seem to, e congruent t? each other.

11. The segments 114 and M. seem to be diameteFs.
.

12. The measure* in degrees of each of the angles ABC, BCD,

CDE, DEF, EFA, FAB seems to be 120.

1
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After you have lookedearefullyf did you see.all of. the
e

things that are listed, following the drawing?: If you saw all

twelve of ti;e things listed above and below' the Oawing, you did

very well:. But you may have 'seen more than thel If you did,

tell your teacher. ,Youi, teacheLmay have seen some more,,too

As you looked

the drawing can be

straightedge.

at the drawingyou may have discovered hOw

constructed with the ,use of compass and

The following directione describe how the drawingAan be

made with compass and straightedge. Follow .them, carefully and ,

make the.00nstruction on your paper: Then save' it so that, you.

can use it later.

First draw the circle with centers ,MAke ite radius the

length of U. Mark a point of yoUr circle andcall,it A.

put compass point at A.

used .in drawing the circle.
A

at 1point. B.

/
Ilese the same compass setting ;,as

Make an arc that cuts the circle

Next put. compass point at B, .keepinj the same cOmtasa.
4 .--

setting. Make an arc

it.

that cuts the circle at C.

Now you see bow to'mark.the point that Via. named D. -14aVic

Before you mark any of the othe points ,of the circle

the following: '

Draw Z14 bS, Mr, 11..U, and M.

do

Are the.triangles OAB, ABC,' and OCD 'equilateral triangles?.

(Yes.) You know that they are because the three sides of.each

triangle are congruent to each other. Also, tie, length of, egich
..

898
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side of the 3 triangles is the tame ae the length of the radius
4of the circle..

. Measure each Ingle of one of the'triangles with your
.,

protractor. The measure, in degrees, of Hach angle should be 6o.

Is .m L AOB 4, m L BOCA- re-Lc0D'm 180? (It should be.)

Place your straightedge alo g.the A. Are ZA and '6D,

parteof the same straight line? They should be. Segment 40D

is,a diameter of the circle. In this unit we will read a line

segment that is a'diameter with three letters. The letter in the

middle names the point at the center of the circle.

Now continue frank D to mark points E and. F just as you,

marked points B and C when you started tiom A.

Of, . MI, 15E, EY.

Measure L DOE and L "EOF with your protractor. Is the

)10E,+ m Z. EOF 120?, It should be.

Is the m L FOA 60? _It should be. With the °mimes

setting the same as
/
the, length of the radius of the circle and

the point of the compass at F, make an arc. This arc shbuld

intereeot the clrole at A.

4,1

One more equilateraltriangle each of whose sidee is

congruent to a radius of the cirole- can be "fitted into" the

oirol. One vertex will be at 0, one at F, and the third

one at A. This completes the construction.

899: 397



Now you dansee that all the "seem to be statements are

true. These.statements are numbered, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

The polygon ABCDEF is'a hexagon. It is oalled a hexagon '

because it has six sides, In this hexagon the sides are

congruent to each other, and the angles are congruent to each

other.

A polygo# which has congruent sides and congruent angles is

a regular polygon. The Polygon you have drawn Is a regular .

hexagon.

Can le say that the polygon ABCDEF is a regular hex,agon

inscribed in the circle,that has its center at 0 ana that

the length of each side of the hexagon ip the same Ifs the length:

of the radius of the (31p:310(3r)

0'
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Exercise. Set 9

(You will need to' use the drawing of the inscribed hexagon

that youhave constructed or the one drawn in thii book.)

If the length of the radius of the circle is 1 inch, what

ia.the measure in inches of the perimeter of the hexagon?4)

2. is the measure in degrees of each of the angles AOB,.

4 BOC, COD, DOE, EOF and FOA? (.o)

Draw Xer, VI, and 15% Use your compass to gpmpare the

lengths of these segments. Are It Z14 and EA'

congruentihat kind. of triangle do we call ZACE?

4. Construct a ray (call it 6P) which bisects L AOB. Mark'

the point Q in which OP intersects the circle.. Draw EZ

and 14. Use your compass to compare their lengths. Is

Does exercise 4 suggest a way that you could use to construct

a'polygonwith 12 congruent.sides that would be inscribed

in tlecircleDescribe the way you would do it. Do not

Make the
.

A48 .44.t Q . -&-a-W 7/ 2:4 ma-41,i
, .)

6. Does exercise 5 'suggest a way that you could use to

construct a polygon with 24 Congruent sides that would be

inscribed in the circle'!'? Describe the way you would' do J4.

-44Do not make the .construction.
(i1

901
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INSCRIBING A S Q ARE IN A CIRCLE.

I .

'l I
, -Ntr

In inec4bing lisquire in e circle, tbe I
pupils' will be-making use of the construationlpf

.a perpendicular.toa line ,et a point on the llne..

Hence, part-nf the ,objeCtive-is an applicaticin of

thic,construation. Also, we wish to emphasize

that an angle inscribed in a semi-circle isia

right angle. In order to.strengthen the idea.

that a perpendicular is not necessarily alvesticar

line, the.first-diameterof the square is; Ohoeen

so stint it is neither vetical.or horicontal.L-

7

Study with the pupils their instructions, on

inscribing st,ecluare within a given circle.

Emphasize that we decide upon some cirolerin:ida-

vance and use anylmnvenient length fOr. the radius

of the circle. 'Then folloW the instru ions step -
by -step with the pupils. /bu may'wt ) to. make the

different steps in theconstructionjat the board

as the pupils make the corresponding stelis on their

paper. The precision of their construetions are

judged by measuring the sides-of the Constructed

square with compass. and comparing the
/

lengths.

They should be the same. The central angles of

the Square should be right Angles. /The'measures of

-the angle. are made with: he protratitor.':

902
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INSCRIBING A ARE IN A CIRCLE'

Look oar 4ully itthe drawing but'do not do any measuring

now Make ,a/ ist of some of the things:you see. After you have

studied the awing, then See whether you-saw all the #41:0-

that are lis ed below the. drawing.
.

*

Things to be seen in the drawing.,

1. A circle with its center at point O.

2. AOC and BOD are diameters of the- circle.
,

y. 3K, aS, Mr, Z15 are radii of the circle.

4. MS, DA are ()horde of the circle.

5. Four. triangles OAB, OBC, ,OCD, and ODA with a come*

:mites. at O.

6. *Pour triangles ABC,J3CD, CTIA, and DAB..

The angles AOB, BCC, COD, and DOA seem 4 be right angles.

8. The angles ABC, BCD, CDA, and DAB seem to be right angles.

9. The chards no Mr, MI, and ,DI soon to be congruent.

903' 4 oi
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Asyou looked at the dr4wing,you may have discovered,how it
.

can be constructed withdoip is -and straightedge..

*W.

1

The following directions deicribe how the Onstruebion can

be carried out. Follow them direfully and make the construction

on your paper.- Then save-itjo you can use it later.

'.;

Draw a circle on your paper which will have iOradius the

'same length as the circle in the drawing.' Call theiCenter of

your circle 0 and mark a Plant 4 on your circle tat

corresponds to. the point A. in .the drawing. /

/

, ,

k/...*"

, Draw the diameter that has one of its ends at / A 'Name.
. .

.the other end of the'diameter C. Must the center 0 be--iii7

point of the diameter?
-.:

Construct another'diameter which will be' I to ra

USti your compass and straightedge but not your protractor.

(Remember that you know how to construct.a.line _IL to another.

line at a point on it.) Letter thetends dr this diameter. as in

the drawing.

-Draw 155, VD,

construction.

TR% This -complete the

402
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Exercise Set 10,

Use your compass to compare n,
they' congruent? They shoUld be

2. gee your protractor to measure L AOB, L BOC, Z. COD, and.

LD0A. Is 90 the measure in degrees of each of them'kels

each one of, them a right angle?

and DI. Are

Ilse your protraotor to measure the 'L ABC, Z. BCD,: L CDA,

and L DAB.

Is 90 .the measure in':degrees of each one of them?(4 -),

Is each one 'or, them a right angle?

(yr)Is. each one of them inscribed in a 8.34-circle? (Remember.

'that an angle is 'inscribed in a, semi-OirCle if its vertex

li''pei4t of the circle and the endpoints of a diameter

are points or lte rays.)

4. Name eight right triangles in the drawing.
(.1044.... hoe 13oc,C0o, Doh, ABC, See , Cols; DAB

Name eight isosceles triangles in the drawing.(41.......

6. Are the triangles you named in exercise

named in Ixercise .5?)(1014.)

the same as you

7. Do you, see any equilateral triangles in the drawing? ( ,2)
,

905
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8. Can we say that this quadrilateral . ABC]) is a regularr.)
inscribed 'polygon?

c
Is it a square? 11`4"') .

Ns,

With compass. and straightedge construct the bisector of.

Z. A08. Let P be the name of the point where the

bisector intersecte the circle.

1O.', Draw the ray opposite to OP until it :intersects the circle

at';',i point' between C and D. Nre ther*Pi.t:,1k;

4

11. is 145 the measure in degrees, of. each of the angles

BOP, COQ, and DOQ? (irk-)

12. Draw Alr, 13r,

their lengths.,

tr4, -and Use yoUt tO.Ompas to compare
4; 04

3,416
Are they congruent setl

igr:f...,

AOP;

13. Put the compass point at B. Use the same- setting of your

compass that 'you used in-Exercise 12 when you compared

the length of the 4 segments. flake an' arc which will

intersect the circle between B and C. Name this,

point R. Draw EN and .'CL.

14. Draw the diameter whidi has one end at point R. Let S
,,

be the name of the point, at its other end. Draw D3 and

404
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15. Is the polygon APBRCQDS,an inscribed.
to

eight aides. It is called an octagon.,

are-congruent:line segments.

polygonerfIt has

All of its sides-

16. Use your protractor to measure at least.three anglei of the

octagon. For example, you might measure angles -APB, PBR,

and BRC. ,Is .135. the measure in degrees of each one of them ?.

(`2A4--)

17: Can you tell how you could inscribe a polygon of 16 sides

in, the'circle:a0that all of its sides would be congruent

isegmentsWileaCi4be:how,it can be done but do not'make thi

drawing. (40114-iaa-aietrAlk-g.1-4-----A.4,the.,-,:*0...V.+-!-.)'

18. You haveseen how you could inscribe polygons of 4A: 8,

and 16 sides in the circle. Can you describe how you mild

inscribe a polygon of more than 16 .sides in the circle so

.that all of the sides*of the polygon would be'congruent

line segments? tr."--)

19. Do you think the perimeterof the octagon is greater than

the perimeter of the square? ,of the 16-sided

polygon? (x6)

20. Do you think we could inscribe in a circle a polygon with

a very, very large number of congruent al* Co that its

perimeterwould nearly the same as the perimeter of. the
() f,A

circle,.76 Exactly the same?

.405
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'Chapter 10

MINN

PUNPOSNOP UNIT

The purpose of-this unit is to provide-;.

a review °f-some or thwoonoepts'and skills

that thapUpils Were learned in NatheMatios,
in. Grade Six. The material.provided,here

is intended, to, review the study of Numbers

and Numerils,asihdloatedby the title of

.theUnit..The review of the geometry

-studied .in.'Grade. Six is fairly well done

Chapier9.-. Nenoe,J review lessons i4/0.

refer to geometry units amprovidea htvi.

406
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TEACHING PROCEDURES

The teaching Prooedurie will depend upon

the amdunt of roview'that is needed. Some'

pupils may be:able to answer all the questions

and work all the problemb 'with little or no

assistance from'the teibher. Other pupils may

have some difficulty. In general, it ii aug--

gested'that the pupils review a particular

.tnit without any other preparation than.they

had while studying the unit. -After t) pupils''

have responded to the review questions in

aCciord with the given, directions, the teacher

can determine whether there needs to be some

instruction.tothe:entire clasei and to indi

vidual.pupils. Pupils who have difficulty

with the review items should be encouiaged to

turn to their copy of the chapter which gave

them difficulty in order to 'correct theirown

errors. If the pupils have done well "1406 to

indicate no. review of a particular chaPteiris
-

needed, they may well undertake the next one.

407
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WORKING WITH EXPONENTS

Chapter 10

REVIEW.

Exercise Set 1

Write the numerals 1 through lg on'yolir paper. Deolde
.

if each of the following mathemaiidal senpsnoes:istrue or fa/Se.

Then write 4ue.orfalse-opposite each numeral on your paper.

A. 33 . 3 x 3 ( /1"-) 7. 2
8

.
o02 )

2. 45 . 4 x 4 'x 4 X 44 x 4 Cr...0 8:. 24 42 ct...42
/ T\

3 x 2
2

3 X 2 X 3 X 2 eer) 9. 2 ( J

.
3 2

5 x 5 . )

8 x 23 8 x 2 x 2 x 2 *- - .)

'(2 3)4 n 24 + 34 (Air

In Eierdise 13

deCimai numeral.

13. 3
2

+ 1 (9)

14. .11 - 32 P)

15. 2
4

16. 82

1 . 83

18.. (34

- 42 (0)

- 62 (.21)

- 63 (294

+ 1) 72

10. 82 3
2

m

11. 8 x 32

12. x 32

(8 3)2 ) ,

(8 x 3)2 V'A`)

4 x 4 x 3,(

through 24

(3

'write each expresSion as a

.14

19. 53. (.42 (/4)

20. (3 + 4)2 + 5 (if; ei 0./)agr)

21. 88 - (3 -

22. (18 - 17)10 + (2°+ 1)h
big or o.oia,C)

23. 22 + (4.2 + 22) (I).

24. 42 (32 2,2) ( /)
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Airrite >, or <, or for each blanIc in Exercise 25

through 38 so that each mathematical sentence will,. be true.

3
2

+ 1 1 + 3

26. 185 + 217 = 217 185

(215 +
*

+ 0 + 9
25

29. 8420 6420 x 1

Is*

31.

108 - < 10
8

+ 1

157 + 87 >

32. x '5)2

(210 2
15

221+ 2

42

33 62 42 = (6 - 4) ,x (6 +'4)

34. 0
8
96 ==, 0695

72 .1.:52 < (7

36. 15 < 5021.

37. (1 + 1 + I)
4

,..

5)2

912 .

409



Exercise Se

What counting .number dOes n stand for .if

You could think, "4
1

A, so n. ia.not 1.

4? .1 16, so n

2.

What.counting number doet n stand for ao that each of

these mathematical sentences will true? Write-yair-Work

as shown for'Exeraise a.

a. 6 ,x 4 16 42 16 n 2

. 49

d.- 2n'..32

f. e 216:_ (

12n 144 -(n.3.)

.1024

.243 07)

. Write,each otthese axpressiOns ap a decimal numeral..,
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3. What counting number does n .stand for so that 2n + 1. 9?
,

You clould. think 2
1
.+ 1 3, ao n is.npt 1.

22 + 1°. 5, so n is not 2. 2ri-'1 .:9, Iso n. 3.

N.1

What counting number. does n stand for so 'that each of

the'lathematical sentences Exercise a> through i. will :

be true? Write your work as Shown for ExerCise a.

k. 121:a=11 (3 X 3) - 1 8 32 - 1 . 8

b. 2n -'1

c. 4 Az'. 3 . 19
9

d.

f.

3n .4. 10 37. (n1"

4
914

11
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WORKING rim WHOLE NUJ S MID INTRO=

Exercise

0 I. , 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ;

a

Above is a graph of a Set of whole'ntOAT4 Lit us call it

Set A. Set A (0 1. 2' 3, 144 8, 8, 9L. In 1

and 2' you will be thinking about tiiese whole Ambers and sit

these whole numbers.

Think about the. whole numbers in Set-A.

Whioh are desoribed'by the mathematical sentence

n + 2 . 6?

The answer is 4; since 4 4. 2 6.

Which are desoribed by n <.2?-
.

,

The answer is 1 and 0; .since

: 1 < 2

4.

o <2.

9412
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1. Which memberg of Set A are described in Exercise .a through.'

a. n > 2 (3;.4,-.5.4,7,17,9 ) 'f.. n > 5
-

b. n - 2 sil 5 (7) 4
g. n < 2

. n < 0 (.71......4.) h. n < 6

n > (5 + 2) (3,4,5;.4711-9).1:. n 3

e. 2 + n < 4 (,,2,3,4,-s:c,7,49) j. :n < 6

and < 7 (L)

and > 0 (/)

and > 0 (/. i,3..`45)

and < 7 (4, 61 0
and >.7 (20,,,) ;

(be careful),

The mathematical sentence 6 < 8 < 11 means 6 is less

than 8 and 8 is less than 11. 6 < 8 < 11 cap be written

6 < 8 and 8 < 11.

The mathematical sentence 3 < n < 5 means to find n so

n is greater than .3 and n is less than 5. The only

member of Set A for which this is true is 4.

2. Which members of Set A are described in Exercise a

. through i?

a. 2 < n < 4 (3) r.. 3 < < 7 (4,3; 43

b. 0 < n < 2 (1). 0 < n < 1 (71.0-0-)

0. 5 t< n < 7 (4) h. 6 < n < 7 (?1.'!-)

d. 2 < n < 6 (3, 37) . 7 < n < 8 (

e. 5 < n < 8 (4, '7)

916

413



Exercise Set 4

-4 -3 -2 -1 +I +2 +3 +4 '+5 .+6

Above is a number line of a set of integers. The members

of the set are the integers that are greatir.than '7 andlesw

than +
7. Call this Set I.

1. Which of these Sets axe shown on the above nutberline'
et..) e

a. All integers that are greater than' and less

than +4.;

-b. All integers that are less than `and greater

than 75s.

c. All integers that are greater than and

greater than +4.

c

d. All iptegers.that are less than O.

e. All integers that Le greater than' andand

less than '3.

41 4917
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2. What integers, liABD.of Set I.

statements?

a. #11 integers less than +2

b. All integers less than -5

c. All integers greatei, than

d. All integers less than 4'6

are deedribed by lhise

and greater than 0.- (+0

and greater than 4.

0 and less than , 0.

and greater than +3 (4q-, '5)

3. If 72 < n < +1, and 'n is an integer, which integers are

greater than 72, and lees than +1? Theiinswer is

and 0.

.,1

4. For each of these, find n if n Xs a member of the set

of integers,

(-6, 75, 744 3, 72, 1,_0,

a.

+3,
+

5, +6)

+4 >n > +2 (-1.3

b. -3 < n < +2 (-2-, 0,47)

+3 < n 6 (44, #..)

5 <n < 2

4, 73 < n <0

71 <n < +3

415
918
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Exercise. Set

Answer each of these questions. You may write. a

I)

mathematical sentenoe'ai youanswer, i you wish to do so.

1. What integer'is 2 greater than the opposite of +4? (2)

4

/

2. What integeis 2 less than the Opposite of -4? #2)

The integer t2 is 2, greater than a certain integer which

we will represent 'by A.' Also +2 is 2 greater than he
,

oppositeof A. What integer does. A represent? (0)

4. What integer is 6 greater than the opposite of $Y.)

5: The sum of two integers is +5. Both addInds 4re positive
,

integers. Write all possible mathematical sentendes.,
ts-= s / .t '4#

)

.

(4s. 92,t '4
' ti 16 /3 + ,t

ts- = 0 i i

6. The sum of two integers is 6. Both addenda. are

negative integers Write all Possible mathematical

(sentences. -42 -14-3- '" i z -41 I, -,z

a 4 'i ' a -3-0 -I
#

The sum of two integers is t8. Both addends are negatiVe

integers. What are the addends? Doeis,this problem have an

answer; lirr-your answer, is no; state a reason.(17.44

,40:44 AKAIOX4

416



On a eheet of graph paper, draw the x-axis and the y,-axis.

Locate the points described below and label each pdint with its

name, but not wiphits ordered paii.

1. Point 2 is 5 units above the x-axis and units to the

right of the y-axis. [EN',44-)]

2. Point R is on the y-axis and 8 unite beloy the point

whose coordinates are (0, 4.1). )r./?(.9".q

The x-coordinate of C is the opposite of +8. Its

y-coordinate is the opposite of '5. IC (?/#4.

. Point T is the reflection of the point with coordinates

(-12, +5) in the y-axis: tr(*.i2t4).]

5. Another point, R, is 6 units above and 9 units to the

left of the Ooint with coordinates ( +7, "1). 1/?(-2 ..c?].

Another point, C, is on the line segment joi. ng E and

T. It is midway between E and T. (.117,#'5.)

Point. 0 has as coordinates integers that are opposites.

The second member of this ordered pair is the opposite
r 1

o 5. 0(-3; /.5-).)
.

If you have located the points Correctly you will finch that:

a. All points are on the same straight lint.

b. A word is spelled by .the letters. write-the. word?
(NAftecr)

920 417
4
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WORKING WITH RATIONAL SRS

Exercise Set i

The Andie Egyptians:used only unit fractions, 'for the

most part. unit fraction is a fraction which names a rational

nUmber such as , 9. '5, , or 14rs that hlee a numerator of 1:. 1 1

The Egyptians did not have a symbol for rational numbers

such as is They had to think of as. 4.4. 4: + the sum of

:..rational numbers named by unit fraCtions. They, could have thought

of as

In -the exercises below you will be asked to name some:numbers

as the sum of two or more rational numbers whose

1V

numerators are

FOr this Exercise Set you are not to use . as a unit'fraction.

YoU may have to try a few.t s.for each.exercise before.you get

the right' answer.

1. Write each of these is the sum of two rational numbers

named by-unit fractions-.

2
a. 5 b. 3

(

c. 1

4-1--J ( #1) -4 ,-1-)

d.
1

6 4

2. Write each of these as the sum:of two rational numbers named

by,.unit fractions in: -two different Ism. An answer for

is. shown in the-box.

--d, 3 b. 1;2* 0 . 11

4.3
141.

(44:)
ape dalre'red, dift4.60ofilo 521.

118



Copy and fill in the blanks with rational numbers named by

unit frictions.

a.

b.

0. 1 1 1.+Er+ 7.6 + rs

2
A. Write 3, as the sum of two equal rational nimbirs nathed

f
by unit fricitions.

Write
2

as the Om of four equal rational numbers .named

bY unit fractioni. (-1; -11,"

Write as the sum of two rational numbers named by unit
4,4)

frictions; as the sum of three rational numbers named 4 unit.
0st)fractio(ns; 4as the sum of four rational numbers named by t

fractions. ( '#'40 #i)

CI

BRAUTWISTERS

6.. ihat is the largest number you 'can write as the sum of two

rational rnimbers named by unit fractions? ( i 4 ±)

What is the largest number you can write as the sum of.two

rational numbers named by two different unit fractions?+3\
What is the largest number you can write as,the sum.of three

rational numbers named by three different unit fractions?

922
419.

;4



!ionise Set 8.

Copy the product expression shown beloi:

a. Draw a line under each for which,the product is less

/ AA. 3.0 ; AC.)than the firSt.factor.

b. Draw a ring around each for which the product is

greater than the second factor. (/.1; .24; .14.4ei 4Ate)

( ) (b) (a)&

1. ; x 4 (i) 35. x ,.2 1
614 i x i (-11.)

2. 14 x 14. .(I) (41) 4x ?. (/)

51' x 14 (V), ii, x & ( iff) 4 x i (tf)

4. !I X ; (3) .4. x ?-1. ( j
4 5( 4.. (1E)

Study yoUr answers for the above exercises-. Then copy and

complete these statements with. the mords."greater",or "leis"

in the blanks. Answers are aboUt products of two futon,:

a. If the first factOr less than ,1, theproduct is

(L,..) than the second factor.

b. If the-second factor is lets than' 1,' the product is

(Le) than the first factor:

c. If the firsti;faotor is greater than 1, ,the product..

is Ii0.4.7-) than the second factor.

d. If the second factor is greater than 1, the product

is (to"b) than the first factor.

.923- 420
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fixercA.se Set 2

. What number is n so each Mathematical sentence is true?

ft.

d.

1 2
= bx b.

x -n (a) e.

X = n (1)

= n(Y) k.

2. .Find a frictiOnname

;x; n (32j

23X 1456= n' f.

(0)
x n

x .34 n (-11-) 1.

NI

4'(L9

`fix =.11 (y)

x 2i ..n (AO

4r1--x n 4).

for each of the following.

a. (4,x n) + 1 if n (27).e -( n) if n
4

b.

d. 7

(n,

6
1;

x

3-2) - 1

+

x. 2)
4

if

if

(0) f (n x1 .+ 8 -
n i4j

21=.4 if) g. .1n * 2)1: if iNt

n =.4(g--)2if 'n'w2 \
h.

3. Whole-number exponents may be used with fractions ,as the

base. Fol. example,

?
the meaning. of

( *)

(2)3 2 °2 2

924 4 21
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write a fraation name for each of iheo expressions in

Bxeroiss a .through 1.

A.

2 ist

41° (;)

e.

6. ()
3
+ 1

h.

(Ili
1101
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EXeroiSi Set 10

A V,

xThe Mathematical Benton°.
K 2 x 511

io
.13r,. is a statement about

a relatipivimong
2.

2

44,

are also iti4miti1s about a relation among the same rational

Io
ind 21, The mathematioal-sentenoes

or

,.,

+ -
yi,

:: 10numbers
2 4

,kspu 21,

4 4,

,

Similarly. i x n I. i and n al i+ i are both statements
..,.

about a relatioh among i, the product, io the known fac;t9rlt
,

and n, thikunknown faotor. One way of finding the unknown

faotor, n, so
,,

4 is n u is shown in the box bel9w-s, ,k

,..i

926
4 23

-



Tilliersiie a .through -f find t so that' ago

hatSiimatioal sentence is true::.
;(.7.

The \ athemaiiCal sentences in Exercise'.1. 'through f:

are rue.. In which Rf these mathematical sentences is ,.

ei,WhoXe number44g)t; find an.inswer without writing -the

on ;your paper.

(hr' V)

h = 3

= f.
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: Exerisise Set 11

. Find the unknewn factor for each of exercises a through f.

Write youranswert in this form: .! 'BA.. Use whatever

other steps imiu meg but do nOt'write them on your paper.

.# (-0
a. e.

761 ei..)

In.each of. the exercisetabove is the-product or the known
(..th

factor the greater number? 4 Is .the unknown factor less than

or greater than 1? ( 1)

StUdy..your answers to Exercise '2. Copy and fill in the

blank below so that the statement will4bo true. In a

L'.. division example '1.t 'seems that if the itiown faOtit larger

than the product, the,unknown factor is ( je.4.1.A

.

4. Follow theinstruqtions"'of Exercise 1 ,'to find the unknoWn
41 .f

facterr. See ifyOu can write the unknown factor,by. studying

your answers to Exercise 1.,

a. 44 43)

b. 4.i (i)

(9)

d. 335 + ti (s)

e. 2V(59

f.
763. (g)

928 425

.
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.

5. in each of the exercises in pibbTem 4 is the product or
(01104...19

'the known factor the greater npmber? Is the unknown faator

or less than or greater than 1? (14'.w-' t16'1)

_e

.6. study your answers to Exercise 5. ,cor444,472 in the

blanks so this statement will be tr4.04,

In a division example it.seems that irthe known factor is

lesi than the product, the unknown factor is (9.'441-7er24i)

7. Writi the unknown factor for ta4 of the' exercises below..I ,...
a.

-V.

'4

4
(2)

8 . (4,d. +

a.

f.

Study your answers,then:fill in the blahks so each

statement will be true.

TF the known factor is multiplied by 2 And the product is

unchanged, the unknown factor is (:+4....+4LIA.4. 2)

If the known factor is divided by 2 and the product is,

tinchanged,the'unknAnfactor ,..-11-41-1 4 2)
r.

426
929.
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-Exercise Set 12

Study this set ;of:nix:there:

. (1 2 4, 8, 16, 32; ...)

There is a riale-tO use in order to. find a member of this

set. It Start' with .1; multiply 1 by 2" to get the next

lumber. Any member is 2 time the member before it.

Iftmthe set 4, 7, 10, 13, ...) you may think of the

rule is, "Start with 1 and add 3."

Write the,first 5 members of each of these sets of numbers.

1. Start with 2 and multiply by 2i. (2,6; 12**,34)Wi)

2. Start with 3; and divide by (Is, 3 1 , A57, 3"9)

Start with 288 and divide by (201,2/6, /4?, /2,1, g/t)

4. Start with 3.7 and multiply by 6. (3.7, 22.2 )135.22 "it".1)

5. Start with .19208 and multiply by .7.
(D. /9aoi O. i3g4i64 o. 0, ain 5,.? 0.046-tr. 3444 , 6.044//P440)

6. BRAINTWISTER.

Start with 2.1. Multiply by .4 to find the second

member of the dot. Add* 1.2 this second member 'of the

set. Then repeat. The first three members of the set ire:

2.1, '.84, 2.04. WriAe the next five members.

ceeti .?,,04, D. f/t 0 /4 /10. Poi di j' , n 0 pp A,c4)

930 427
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Exercise seia

Tell whether etch statement is alwayi true, sometimes true,

or never true.

1. ,The result of multiplying two rational numbers is a rational

number. ' )

The result-of.multiplying a rational number which is a whole

number and a rational number less than 1, is greater than

the result of multiplying two rational numbers less than 1.

)

3. If the product .is doubled and the known factor is doubled,

the unknown factOr ie also doubled.

14. In a division example the product is larger than the unknown

factor. /2 + 4 = 3 3
= 414? la< )

If the known factor is larger than the product, the unknown

factor is less than 1. (41-4-Poi-r )

If one factOris less than 1 and the other is greater than

1, the product is less than 1. (A0*-4-t---**-;,

7. If the result of multiplying two factors is greater,than 1,

at least one factor is greater than 1. (4.4---

. .

If the unkngwn factor is less than 1, both product and

known facto' are less than 1. (-41-0-4--',0-1)

If the known factor is multiplied by 10 and the product

divided by 10, the unknown facior is unchanged. (41-ni-rr-)

931 428
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Exercise Set 14

We all make silly mistakes like the one above. Often

estimating answers.helps us avoid silly errors, For example,

for 4 + lw
2

you could think
,

+ between + 1' and 4,+ 2;
.

so it is between 4 and 2.

You new see that

made a mistake.

is not between 4 and 2 so you have

Copy this chart. Fill in the blanks. Exercise

for you.

Division

4

Unknown factor
is between

8 + 4- and 8 + 3r

/2 -4 X25

4 ;s1=4

/442 a./ /4, I

4 7 ....,47;4

4.7*--.1417117

20 4

is done

Unknown factor linknown faCtor
is between is close to

2 and 3

\

3 4

4.17

4
932

29

2
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Exercise Set 1.2

In his science class Bob learned that a gallon of water

weighs ,8.36 pounds. He also found the'following information

about milk, turpentine, and gasoline

A gallon, of milk weighs 1. 9,3 f time

of water.

A gallon of turpentine weighp .87 times as much as a

gallon of water.
,

A gallon of gasoline weighs ..67 times as, much,as a gallon

of water.'

Bob weighed a i.0-gallon tankthat'he had.

as much as a gallon

pounds.

Use

,quest

It weighed 18.7

A 5-gallon.can weighed ;0.4 pounds.

the information from abcve paragraphs to answer these

Write:amathematical sentence for each question first.

t iethe4weight.;of a galIcna of Milk? (Ai:Le/3 )(v.v.

. What will be the'weight of.the 10-gallon tank filled with

3. (° 1::::002.4: 2e.:.3n!a/dfIr(What is the weight of 2 7fallons of gasoline?(m: -7 x.67.9.36

4. What the weight of 1 quart of water?
n = -,L0 i 9. 3 4 C4.. 7,......1 ei ,.....t. 4......2,4_4_ .2.of r.---4_ .

5. t is the weight of the 5 -gaalon can filled with turpentine?
.

ZihiPli = (..0 x' . 9 7,x
weight

4) ÷ /0. 4 41. r- w. e...... faij ...pal =7....k.. .....:40.1... 44.91......1..
6. 5 gal one of milk Weighs how much more than 5 gallons of

twater? 10.03 I. s. 3 I.) it .31 - tf. 34 0. SI = 4 .,14.-1. ...414,-- 7 /.....e..A ......-4.7.4

1,2:144-..4...,...,,e-t. 77,....... - kald... ?-na-Ve , )

Which weighs more, 7 gallons of gasoline or 5 gallons
.47 A 9.3g x 7' = 3 P. 2 o h..... k.sti.... 1...."......4 --&21.4,-

of turpentine? (..:7 x 9.34xr= 36.34 A. 1..:.- 7/&.(1.........4.

8. Which weighs more, 5 gallons of milk and 5 gallons of r
aeoline, or 10 gallons of turpentine?

03r0. x:y:344.) -6 ( .67 x. Q. 36.x. .s- ) = it 3.oCIL
17 x situ, x /0 = 72.7

la-. riler.,..... , 014.74....r....e .....46.2p4s. ,-er4- .

933 430,
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Exercise Set 16

Which of the mathematical sentences in the Nix can.be used.

to answer each question below? Solve the mathematical sentence.:

and write an answer sentence.

1. How many 8 inch pieces of pipe

can be cut from a pipe whose

length is 59.2, inches? a 8xm=512

2 A piece of pipe 59.2 inches

long is how much longer than

3.

a piece 8 inches long? (e. 9f n = st a.

a.., 8 + n = 59.2

b. 8 x n = 59.2

c. n == 59.2 x 'E3

d. n - 8 . 59.2

e. 8 + n = 59.2
f, 8 - n = 59.2

g. n,71- 8 59.2

a r.r.4' sq.

1.-71 37. a 012494,1" Attn., SP ,24-se )

What is the total length of eight pieces of pipe each 59.2

inches long? (c n ": 5 9.2 9 tLel, L27.1 :A7j1112"... P-1a4
S"..1 7 3.4

From what length of pipe is an 8 inch piece cut so the

resulting piece is 59.2 inches long? (d 11-9 =6-4?
1. 7444 71--&-a 4 7.a 4.-3. "A. .14

44-7 r.;4 f

What is the entire 1;ngth of a piece of pipe if of its

length is 59.2 inches? ( 5- n 4 g = s9.1 'IL
747.3.t )

It taken 2 Minutes to make each out thru a piece 'of pipe.

How long does it take to cut the pipe into 2 pieces?
(2

(4,-;'*) (4.***°^t6')
7. Answer Exercise 6 for '.3 pieces; for 4 pieces; for 5

pieces; for 10 "pieces; for n plebes if Al is a counting

minter. "L(h -/) x 1j

934
431
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8. You can out a rectangular region into

parts by vertical cuts like or

?fi

horilontal Cuts like I. Ittikes 2

minutes to' make a vertical Out and 3

minutes to make a horizontal cut.

How long would it take to out the

rectangle into' four equal parts if

a. You could use only vertical puts?
(4-/) x2 = it *4, 6

b. You could.use only horizontal *cilia?
-t} x 3 r. .1 it...- -41 4444

thrinformation in Exercise: 8 to answer these
. _

;:,questions. You may use both horizontal and vertical cuts

in answering.

0

A. What is the shortest time needed to out the

rectangle into four equal parts?( ce^4
CAL/ acvi 1.4 f-eftaie..f .41.-^+-131 3 f 2. .4" ti,"

b. What is the shortett time needed to cut the

rectangle into 8 equal partalt6i;A,...46;,TL,-...4..14,

jertrs.4! 'L.41 74444
9. Draw a picture to show how the cute wouldwbemade7,411,

.0 ,

dividing the rectangle into, 8 equal par* 141.
.

minutes; in 11 minutes, s :

.

C.:1A-1(.122.1 7 ) im= 4.4 4.,..2.,4)
sfy-lt

935 432
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Exercise Set 17

The expression 2 x n + 1 means, "Add 1 to the product of

2 x n. If n = then 2 x n + 1 is (2 x ) + 1= 41+ 1 =

j

Copy and till in the blanks in these tables. In Exerdise 1

you. think, "If n 3,'then 2n.+ 1 = (2 x 3) + 1 = Write 7

in the table below 3;

2.

4.

6.

--.,

;

If If n = 11
IT 0

Then 2 x n+ 1 =' 7 / 7 6
3.

//73-
br. A
iT '1:3t

, .

If n . .

.

4
12424 T

4

-5i 11

15". 8

Then 3n - 2 . /0 0 0.2.4.
A

!..14.i.f f ..!"a a
7 eili ,

If' n = 2 6 3%2 4.6 .12 .78

Then 2;4n + 1.5 = 4.3 As:7 9. Y. 12.s4 /.7fi2 3)72

If n = 3
(

100 .12 1.44

Then (3.6 .6. n) .1. 1. 9 9 4 ,5-. i 6,43/. 34.6 3./

If n = 12 .8 .94 1.8 3.9

Then 8.48 - (n x .6) - 6'. 0 / .2 g 7.94 1. /4

If n = .96 .144 .1728 .888 .0056

Then 12.72 - n + .08) = 0.72 /D. 91 /9'..h /. 4 X 12,4 s-
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Exercise Set 11 -

The square on the right is called

multiplication magic square. The
24

prOduct of the numbers in each row and
29 25 21

each column is the same: for example,
2

2
27 ")6

24 x 29 x 22 215 29 x 25 x 21 ='215

1. Copy the magic square on the right.

Pill in all empty cells so it is a

multiplicative magic square.

2. You are to make a multiplicative

magic square from the one at the

right. Do this by changing the

position of two numbers.

is this a multiplicative magic

V;1square?C
Study it before y puejt.

start to multiply. 3
2

2' 2
,s- 2 '2

2a
4. Is this a multiplicative magic

square ? N?"

3s 3
1 0

32 34 34

4
14

4
9

410

411 46 00 44

16 8 256

512 32 2

It .128 ' 64

.32 .16 5.12

10.24 .64 .04

.o8 2.56 1.28

BRAINTWISTER., Use the number whose numerals. are
53, 54 55;

:J :Jr 58,
59, 510,

511 to make a multiplicative

Hint: The product of the numbers in each row
magic square.

and column is 521. S6 .5, s.,..

S" v Ss
S* SP St
937
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